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(ADVCOMP 2010) held from October 25 to October 30, 2010 in Florence, Italy, was a multi-track event
covering a large spectrum of topics related to advanced engineering computing and applications in
sciences.
With the advent of high performance computing environments, virtualization, distributed and parallel
computing, as well as the increasing memory, storage and computational power, processing particularly
complex scientific applications and voluminous data is more affordable. With the current computing
software, hardware and distributed platforms effective use of advanced computing techniques is more
achievable.
The goal of ADVCOMP 2010 was to bring together researchers from the academia and practitioners
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mechanisms and algorithms for particular sciences. The conference provided a forum where researchers
were able to present recent research results and new research problems and directions related to them.
The conference sought contributions presenting novel research in all aspects of new scientific methods
for computing and hybrid methods for computing optimization, as well as advanced algorithms and
computational procedures, software and hardware solutions dealing with specific domains of science.
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believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality
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This event could also not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations and
sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the ADVCOMP 2010 organizing committee for their
help in handling the logistics and for their work that is making this professional meeting a success. We
gratefully appreciate to the technical program committee co-chairs that contributed to identify the
appropriate groups to submit contributions.
We hope Florence provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some
time for exploring this historic city.
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Abstract—Most existing approaches to identity federation
are based on static relationships. This leads to problems with
scalability and deployment in real-time environment such as
mobile networks. This paper introduces an underlying network
and trust model for dynamic federation. We present a modified
Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the trust value and apply
a distributed reputation calculated based on the PageRank
algorithm from Google to each entity in order to increase the
attack resistance of the system.
Keywords-AAI; dynamic; federation; trust; reputation;
Figure 1.

Use case of dynamic federation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Existing solutions for authentication and authorization
infrastructure (AAI) like Shibboleth [1] are generally based
on static federation. In a static federation, relationships
among identity providers (IdPs) and Service providers (SPs)
are manually pre-configured in their meta data. The question
of whether an entity can trust another depends on if they can
find each other in the meta data, thus this question can not
be answered in a dynamic manner due to the static nature
of the meta data.
The static structure of AAI leads to problems with scalability and interoperability for the following reasons: every
new relationship between any two entities must be added
manually as such a static federation can not be quickly and
easily expanded to an AAI with hundreds or even thousands
of IdPs and SPs. Furthermore it is difficult to connect two or
more independent federations beyond their borders to form
a con-federation because an entity of a certain federation
does not know and hence does not trust entities from other
federations. Finally, a static AAI can not be deployed in a
real-time environment like a mobile network where users
access the services of any provider at any time.
Hence we introduce a concept of a dynamic federation,
in which the IdPs and SPs will be regarded as peers of a
trusted network that evolves over time. A trust relationship
between two entities is regarded as a network connection.
In such a dynamic federation, an SP does not need to know
an IdP beforehand. A trust relationship will be created on
demand and the trust value, namely how much an IdP can
be trusted will be determined on the fly.
We consider the following use case as illustrated in Figure
1:
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1) A User is registered with an IdP A of federation A.
2) He is browsing SP B belonging to federation B.
3) SP B detects that IdP A is the preferred IdP for the
browsing user by using a discovery service.
4) SP B gets the meta data of IdP A in order to determine
if IdP A can be trusted and to what extent.
5) With a positive result SP B requests IdP A to authenticate the user.
6) IdP A authenticates the user and returns an assertion
to SP B.
7) SP B authorizes the user to access the requested
service.
In this case SP B does not need to know IdP A beforehand.
The trust relationship between SP B and IdP A is created
on the fly.
For the dynamic federation to be well defined, we give
the following definitions:
Definition 1.1 (entity): An entity is an IdP or SP in
a dynamic federation. When the dynamic federation is
regarded as a network, we call an IdP or SP a peer of the
network. Sometimes we also use the term vertex or node
from graph theory.
Definition 1.2 (IdP discovery): IdP discovery is the
process, by which an SP detects the preferred IdP of a user.
The result of this process is the endpoint of the IdP.
Definition 1.3 (Trust discovery): Trust discovery is the
process, by which an SP determines whether an unknown
IdP can be trusted and vice versa. The result of this process
is a binary decision or a trust value in the range of (0, 1).
Definition 1.4 (Trust value): The trust value is a subjec-
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tive quantification of how much an entity can trust another.
The trust value depends on the path from truster to trustee,
thus it is not a global value.
Definition 1.5 (Reputation value): The reputation value
of an entity is a quantity derived from the underlying
federation, which is globally visible to all members of the
federation. An entity has in general different reputation
values as seen by others, we call this personalized reputation.
The reputation of an entity depends on the number of
its incoming edges in the connection graph and on the
reputation value propagated from its neighbors along these
edges.
The topic IdP discovery is beyond the scope of this paper,
in which we firstly focus on the issue trust discovery. If
we treat a federation consisting of IdPs and SPs as a graph
where the IdPs and SPs are vertices and the trust relationship
are edges, we can reduce the problem of trust discovery to a
question of pathfinding. In the following, we will compare
different network models and analyze different pathfinding
strategies.
II. R ELATED WORK
OASIS defined two mechanisms for dynamic metadata
publication and resolution [10]. However, it refers to the
topic of IdP discovery rather than trust discovery. The trust
model of the OASIS mechanisms still relies on X.509. The
same drawback is encountered in approaches to dynamic
SAML and dynamic metadata exchange [13]. To enable
SAML for dynamic federations a generic solution with a
SAML extension and a dynamic trust list was introduced [5].
However, there are no details regarding the SAML extension
and dynamic trust list described in the paper. In addition,
there was an approach to build dynamic federations in Grids
[3]. This approach is based on WS-Trust 1.1 [4] and WSFederation 1.0 [6] and hence, is not SAML-compatible.
III. S TRATEGIES OF PATHFINDING
A. P2P networks
When we regard IdPs and SPs as peers of a network,
they essentially form a type of peer-to-peer (P2P) trust
network, because each entity provides and consumes trust
information. In recent years, P2P networks were studied
intensively. P2P networks have evolved in terms of their
architecture from unstructured networks like Gnutella and
Napster [17] to structured networks using distributed hash
tables (DHT) like Chord [20]. Structured networks are more
efficient and scalable, therefore almost all modern P2P
networks belong to this type.
However, all of these systems mentioned above focus on
the issue of how to find certain data in a P2P network within
an acceptable bound such as in O(logN ) time and how to
minimize the join / leave overhead of peers. Thus, they do
not care whether the path to the targeted node is the shortest
or the optimal one. In a network of trust an entity can not
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be trusted solely because of the fact that it is reachable in
the network; Rather we need to calculate the trust value for
a trust decision and / or for further authorization decisions.
This means, we need to know not only whether a node can
be found in a network but also the level of trust we associate
with this node.
B. Classic routing protocols
Routing protocols in contrast to P2P networks focus on
finding the optimal path between nodes. Distance vector
routing protocols like RIP [14] are based on Bellman-Ford
algorithms [7]. Within distance vector protocols, a route is
defined as a vector with length and direction where the
vector length is a generalization of the distance between
source and destination. The advantage of distance vector
routing protocols is their simplicity. They are easy to implement, configure and maintain. However, to avoid routing
loops a maximum hop count and a hold-down-timer are
introduced, this leads to major problems with scalability
and convergence in the routing iterations (count-to-infinity
problem).
Link-State Routing Protocols like OSPF [18] are based
on the concept that routers flood information about the state
of their adjacent neighbors, called link state to all nodes in
a sub-network. Hence, each router will have a map of the
entire sub-network after a certain time. Generally, a Dijkstra
algorithm [12] is used to calculate the shortest path from
the source node to a destination in the sub-network. Linkstate routing protocols support complex topologies of large
sub-networks and scale well. The Dijkstra algorithm used in
link-state protocols can be implemented with less run time
than the Bellman-Ford algorithm used in distance vector
protocols. Because routers using the link-state protocol have
a map of the entire sub-network, routing loops are rarely
encountered. Generally, link-state protocols converge much
more quickly than distance vector protocols and have no limitation on hop count. The trade-offs of link-state protocols
are the expense of implementation and maintenance and the
high requirement of CPU power and memory.
IV. T HE NETWORK MODEL FOR DYNAMIC FEDERATION
Following the above analysis we can draw the conclusion
that routing protocols are better suited to forming a dynamic
federation for AAI than P2P network models. This is because both routing protocols and dynamic federation address
the same problem, i.e., how to find the best path from a given
source node to a destination node in the network.
We decided to create the network model for dynamic
federation by using a link-state model similar to OSPF,
which consists of the following components:
• Network Hierarchy
Like OSPF the network of entities shall be divided into areas
to reduce traffic overhead. For example, each federation of
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Figure 3.

Figure 2.

Example structure of dynamic federation

a con-federation can be treated as one area while the confederation can be treated as the entire network. Each federation has an interface to the outside, which is responsible
for inter-federation communication and only this interface is
visible from outside. We call this interface the IdP-hub.
As Figure 2 shows, there are two levels in the hierarchy:
IdP/SP and IdP-hub where the IdP-hub is considered to be
pre-configured.
•

The link-state database

We borrow the notion of LSA(Link State Advertisement)
from OSPF. Each entity describes the link-state of its neighbors with LSAs and sends them to other entities in the
network. Actually, an LSA is a list of IDs of all manually
linked neighbors. When entity A has B’s metadata, then A
trusts B and B is an adjacent neighbor of A.
On the con-federation level, the IdP-hub provides federation information by sending federation-LSAs to other
IdP-hubs in the con-federation to describe its federation to
the outside. The federation-LSA contains at least the Id of
its federation and the end location of the IdP-hub who is
sending this LSA.
•

Trust table

The trust table contains the metadata of all entities, it
is effectively a metadata repository. In the trust table, all
entities of a federation are stored with an entity-ID, a
calculated trust value and the type of the entity, which is
an IdP or SP, as Table I depicts.
Entity-ID
A
B
C

Value
0.5
0.8
0.7
Table I

Type
idp
sp
idp

E XAMPLE TRUST TABLE OF AN I D P OR SP

The trust table of an IdP-hub has an additional part, which
contains entries for inter-federation relations. Here, the IdPhubs of all other federations are stored. Each IdP-hub has
an ID, which is its federation ID, and a calculated trust
value. This value reflects the trust values between IdP-hubs
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Calculation of inter-federation trust value

as shown with an example in Table II, where F1 and F2 are
idp-hubs of other federations.
Entity-ID
A
B
C
F1
F2

Value
0.5
0.8
0.7
0.3
0.5
Table II

Type
idp
sp
idp
idp-hub
idp-hub

E XAMPLE TRUST TABLE OF AN I D P- HUB , NEEDED FOR
INTER - FEDERATION RELATIONS

The trust table of all entities except IdP-hubs can be kept
very small because the scope is limited to a single federation.
According to a survey of the identity federations listed at the
web site of Shibboleth [2] the size of the federations varies
between 6 and 992 while the average number of entities is
205. When an SP receives a request from a user, it will first
check his IdP in its own trust table. If there is no entry
found, it will ask the IdP-hub responsible for its federation.
The IdP-hub will check the Id of the destination federation
in the part of its trust table dedicated for inter-federation
relations. If there is an entry for the IdP-hub of the remote
federation it will request the trust value of the respective IdP
and compose the final trust value t as follows:
t = t1 ∗ t2 ∗ t3
where t1 is the trust value of the link between the IdP-hub
and the SP, t2 is the trust value of the link between the two
IdP-hubs and t3 is the trust value of the link between the
remote IdP-hub and the respective IdP. Finally, the IdP-hub
will send this composed trust value t back to the requesting
SP. Figure 3 illustrate the calculation of interfederation trust
value where the entity B is the SP mentioned above, the
entity D is the respective IdP and the entity H and G are
IdP-hubs of each respective federation.
• Network protocol
The SAML Assertion Query and Request Protocol [9] is
used to exchange messages between entities. In doing this,
HTTP POST Binding [8] is used to encapsulate SAML
messages into a HTTP envelope. For the synchronization of
the linkstate database and neighbor discovery an appropriate
protocol named DYNFED similar to the OSPF protocol is
under our development. Since the DYNFED protocol runs
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on top of the SAML Assertion Query and Request Protocol,
we get a 3-layer protocol structure as shown below:

Figure 4.

3) For the effective trust value in case of multiple paths
between two entities v0 and vn we have:


max(t(p)), if there is at least one
t̂(p) =
(3)
path from v0 to vn ,


0,
otherwise.
Finally, based on the calculated trust value t̂(p) the
node v0 can make a binary decision with respect to
a configurable threshold if node vn can be trusted or
not.
In order to calculate max(t(p)) we modify the Dijkstra
algorithm [11] to find the path p from source v0 to any
vertex vn with the largest trust value as shown in algorithm
1:

3-layer protocol structure

V. T HE T RUST MODEL
A. Trust value calculation

We treat a federation as a directed graph G(V, E) and
Algorithm 1 Modified Dijkstra’s algorithm
define a weight function t: E → R by mapping edges to
function modified_Dijkstra (G, v0 )
real-valued weights called trust values. We denote this as
t(vi , vj ), where vi and vj are adjacent nodes. We follow
//G(V, E) is a directed graph and v0 is the source
the steps below to calculate the trust value between any two
vertex
entities v0 and vn :
for each vertex (vi , t(vi )) ∈ V //V is the vertex set
1) First we start with pre-defined values for the trust
of the input graph G
relation between any two neighboring entities vi and
t(vi ) := 0; //set the trust value of vertex vi to
vj :
0

end
1
if vi can verify vj ’s certificate with





t(v0 ) := 1; //set the trust value of the source vertex
the certificate of a common certification




to
1
authority (CA);
t(vi , vj ) =
S := ∅; //S is an empty set;
0.5 if vj ’s certifcate can be verified with




while V is not empty

the certificate of a trustworthy CA;



take vertex (vi , t(vi )) from V , whereas its trust
0.1 if vj ’s certificate is self-signed;
value
t(v
i ) is the largest among all vertices in V ;
(1)
if
t(vi ) = 0
The procedure is as follows: if a certificate can be
break; //all remaining vertices are inacverified by a trustworthy CA, then the authenticity of
cessible
from
v0
the certificate can be generally trusted. If the certificate
S
:=
S
∪ {(vi , t(vi ))}; //add vi to S
can be verified by a common CA, then both entities
V
:=
V
\ {(vi , t(vi ))}; //remove vi from V
normally belong to the same organization, and not only
the authenticity of the certificate but also the certificate
owner has a higher trust value.
2) The trust value of a path p = (v0 , v1 , ..., vn ) between
non-adjacent v0 and vn is the product of the trust
values of its constituent edges:
t(p) =

n
Y

t(vi−1 , vi ) ∗ d where 0 < d ≤ 1

(2)

i=1

Here, we use a constant d to dampen the trust value.
The reason for this damping factor is as follows:
second-hand evidence can not be considered as reliable as first-hand evidence. Every time an entity
passes its trust value to its neighbor, i.e., the firsthand evidence, to the next entity along the path, the
degree of this trust value shall be reduced. Obviously,
we have lim t(p) = 0.
n→∞
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for each vertex vj ∈ Adj(vi ) //vj is neighbor
of vi
if t(vj ) < t(vi ) ∗ t(vi , vj ) ∗ d //t(vi , vj ) is
the trust value of edge e : vi → vj
t(vj ) := t(vi ) ∗ t(vi , vj ) ∗ d;
else
do nothing;
end
end
return S;
With this algorithm we firstly assign a trust
value of zero to each vertex vn of the directed
graph G except of the source vertex v0 . The algorithm returns a set S, which contains all vertices,
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random page. One of the choices
X of E presented in [19]
is a uniform distribution with
E(u) = 0.15, however,

which can be reached from v0 , together with their
corresponding trust values. After termination of
the algorithm, the trust value t(vn ) is equal to the
maximum trust value t̂(p) from v0 to vn .

u

B. Attack resistance
An attack on a public key-based system of an identity
federation means that some arbitrary faked target is accepted
by the entire system. Two different types of attacks, namely
node attack and edge attack are defined by Levien et al.
in [16]. A node attack corresponds to stealing the secret
keys of the victim and gaining total control of it. An edge
attack corresponds to cheating the administrator of another
entity to accept the attacker’s certificate so that a trust
relationship between the attacker’s entity and the target
entity can be established. An edge attack is easier to achieve
than a node attack. If successful, the attacker can create
many “bad” entities and deceives administrators of other
IdPs or SPs into accepting his certificate and classifying it
as trustworthy. Unfortunately, no trust metrics exists that
can protect against node attacks efficiently as illustrated by
Levien et al. [16]. Furthermore, the trust metric “shortest
path” is also unable to protect against edge attacks. Thus
we need a new measure to increase the attack resistance
of our trust model. Levien discovered that the PageRank
algorithm [19] is attack-resistant and can be used to protect
against edge attacks [15]. While Google uses the PageRank
algorithm to compute ranking of web pages we can use
it to determine the reputation of entities by defining the
computed PageRank as the reputation of each entity. Both
the world wide web and an identity federation can be
treated as a directed graph, hence, the PageRank algorithm
can be applied to both systems. If the reputation of bad
entities created by the attacker is considerably lower than
the reputation of good entities, then we can easily detect
those bad entities and exclude them from the system. This
is why we use PageRank for our dynamic federation.
We give a recap of the PageRank algorithm, which is
defined in [19] as follows:
R(u) = c ∗

X R(v)
+ c ∗ E(u)
Nv

(4)

v∈Bu

where R(u) denotes the PageRank of the web page u, Bu
is the set of all web pages that point to u and Nv is the
number of all outgoing links from the web page v. The
factor c is used for normalization, so that the total rank of
all web pages is constant. Furthermore, the PageRank of a
web page can be treated as the probability that a random
surfer lands on that page X
after lots of clicks. Because of
the normalization it holds
R(u) = 1. The second part
u

of equation (4), E is an initial vector over all web pages
and represents the distribution of the probability that the
surfer gets bored after several clicks and switches to a
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the authors noticed that a uniform distribution of E leads
to a problem: some web pages with many related links
like copyright warning, disclaimers and mailing list archives
receive an overly high ranking. Thus, they introduced the
“personalized“ PageRank by selecting a distribution that E
consists of only one single web page or several trusted
web pages. By this means, the respective web pages get
the highest PageRank value followed by their immediately
linked pages. It means that the “personalized“ PageRank
prefers the chosen web pages considerably.
Now, we replace the web pages with IdPs and SPs as well
as the personalized PageRank with the reputation value. We
can then calculate a personalized reputation value for each
IdP or SP. Like web pages, the more incoming edges an
IdP or SP has, the higher its reputation value is. However,
with a uniform distribution of E the reputation calculation
according to the PageRank algorithm is not yet attackresistant. An attacker can just generate many faked entities
and interlink them with each other. Because of the uniform
distribution of E, each entity regardless of whether the entity
is trustworthy or not has the same contribution to increase
the reputation of the faked entity. In contrast, by choosing the
distribution vector E consisting of only a single entity, i.e.,
our own entity, we make the reputation calculation resistant
against edge-attack for the respective entity. In this way,
the entities generated by the attacker do not contribute to
increase the reputation value because their probabilities in
E are always equal to zero and hence are useless. Now, we
can calculate the personalized reputation of arbitrary entity
u regarding entity vi (i.e., the reputation of u as seen by
vi ) by defining the initial vector E(u) from equation (4) as
follows:
(
c ∗ E(u)

=

1 − c, if u = vi
0,
otherwise

(5)

It means the vector E(u) contains only the entity vi . The
exact value of c must be determined through simulations and
experiments. In the original PageRank paper [19] c was set
to 0.85.
Therefore each IdP or SP can use equation (4) and (5)
to compute the personalized reputation for each other entity
in the network. The fewer inbound edges an entity has, the
lower its reputation is. Furthermore, the further an entity is
located away from v0 , the lower its reputation is. With the
personalized reputation it makes no sense for an attacker
to create many entities pointing to his entity because its
reputation will not get increased by this. Instead, he must
create links to trusted entities, i.e., he must fake edges, the
more the better. However, because the number of faked edges
is proportional to the effort of an attacker, the introduction
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of reputation can significantly increase the system resistance
against edge attacks.
Thus, we can combine the concept of reputation with the
concept of trust values and extend equation (3) as follows:


max(t(p)) ∗ Rv0 (vn ), if there is at least one
t̂(p) =
path from v0 to vn ,


0,
otherwise.
(6)
where Rv0 (vn ) is the reputation value of node vn as seen
by v0 .
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Approaches for AAI like Shibboleth bring many benefits
for the solution of authentication and authorization and are
widely-used today. Nevertheless, Shibboleth federations are
based on static relationships, which do not scale well and can
not be deployed in dynamic situations like mobile networks.
With this issue in mind, we have developed a network
model to build identity federations and con-federations in
a dynamic manner. Similar to a routing protocol, the trust
value of the shortest path between two entities is calculated
and stored in a trust table. Furthermore, a reputation value
is also calculated for each entity for the sake of attack
resistance. Based on the trust value an entity is able to decide
in real-time if another querying entity is trustworthy without
having to know it a priori as such static meta data are not
required.
In order to realize and test our network model, we aim to
implement our design by extending SAML to bear and send
trust values as well as reputation values and define protocols
to synchronize the link-state database between entities. In the
future, the design and realization of the protocol DYNFED,
which was mentioned in Section IV will be completed. An
implementation of the network model will be based on the
framework of Shibboleth and a trust module for Shibboleth
IdPs and SPs will be developed.
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Abstract—This paper presents an approach to design,
implement and deploy a simulation platform based on
distributed workflows. It supports the smooth integration of
existing software, e.g. Matlab, Scilab, Python, OpenFOAM,
Paraview and user-defined programs. The contribution of the
paper is a new feature which supports application-level faulttolerance and exception-handling, i.e., resilience.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Large-scale simulation applications are becoming
standard in research laboratories and in the industry [1][2].
Because they involve a large variety of software and
terabytes of data, moving around calculations and data files
is not a simple process. Further, proprietary software and
data often reside in locations from where they cannot be
moved. Distributed computing infrastructures are therefore
necessary [6][8].
This paper explores the design, implementation and use
of a distributed simulation platform. It is based on a
distributed workflow system and distributed computing
resources. This infrastructure includes heterogeneous
hardware and software components. Further, the application
codes must interact in a timely, secure and effective manner.
Additionally, because the coupling of remote hardware and
software components are prone to run-time errors,
sophisticated mechanisms are necessary to handle
unexpected failures at the infrastructure and system levels.
This is also critical for the coupled software that contribute
to large-scale simulation applications. Consequently, specific
approaches, methods and software tools are required to
handle unexpected application behavior.
This paper addresses these issues. Section II is an
overview of related work. Section III is a general description
of a sample application, infrastructure, systems and
application software. Section IV addresses resilience and
asymmetric checkpointing issues. Section V gives an
overview of the implementation using the YAWL workflow
management system [4]. Section VI is a conclusion.
II.

RELATED WORK

Simulation is nowadays a prerequisite for product design
and scientific breakthroughs in most application areas
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ranging from pharmacy, meteo, biology to climate modeling,
that all require extensive simulations and testing [6][8]. They
often need large-scale experiments, including long-lasting
runs, tested against petabytes volumes of data on large multicore supercomputers [10] [11].
In such application environments, various teams usually
collaborate on several projects or part of projects.
Computerized tools are shared and tightly or loosely
coupled. Some codes may be remotely located and nonmovable. This requires distributed code and data
management facilities. Unfortunately, this is prone to
unexpected errors and breakdowns.
Data replication and redundant computations have been
proposed to prevent from random hardware and
communication failures, as well as deadline-dependent
scheduling [9].
Hardware and system level fault-tolerance in specific
programming environments is also proposed, e.g. Charm++
[5]. Also, middleware and distributed computing systems
usually support mechanisms to handle fault-tolerance. They
call upon data provenance [12], data replication, redundant
code execution, task replication and job migration, e.g.,
ProActive [17], VGrADS [15].
However, erratic application behavior needs also to be
addressed. This implies evolution of the simulation process
in the event of unexpected data values or unexpected control
flow. Little has been done in this area. The primary concern
of the application designers and users is that of efficiency
and performance. Therefore, application erratic behavior is
usually handled by re-designing and re-programming pieces
of code and adjusting parameter values and bounds. This
usually requires the simulations to be stopped and rebuilt
[15].
Departing from these solutions, a dynamic approach is
presented in the following sections. It supports the evolution
of the application behavior using the introduction of new
exception handling rules at run-time by the users, based on
occurring (and possibly unexpected) data values. The
running workflows do not need to be aborted, as new rules
can be added at run-time without stopping the executing
workflows [13]. At worst, they need to be paused.
This allows on-the-fly management of unexpected
events. It allows also a permanent evolution of the
applications, supporting their continuous adaptation to the
occurrence of unforeseen situations. As new situations arise
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and new data values appear, new rules can be added to the
workflows that will permanently be taken into account in the
future. These evolutions are dynamically plugged-in to the
workflows, without the need to stop the running applications.
The overall application logics are therefore maintained
unchanged. This guarantees a continuous adaptation to new
situations without the need to redesign the existing
workflows. Further, because exception-handling codes are
themselves defined by new specific workflows plug-ins, the
user interface to the applications remains unchanged [14].
III.

APPLICATION TESTCASE

A. Example Testcase
An overview of a running tescase is presented here. It
deals with the optimization of a car air-conditioning duct.
The goal is to optimize the air flow inside the duct,
maximizing the throughput and minimizing the air pressure
and air speed discrepancies inside the duct. This example is
provided by a car manufacturer and involves industry
partners, e.g., software vendors, as well as optimization
research teams (Figure 1).
The testcase is a dual faceted 2D and 3D example. Each
facet involves different software for CAD modeling, e.g.
CATIA and STAR-CCM+, numeric computations, e.g.,
Matlab and Scilab, and flow computations, e.g., Open
FOAM and visualization, e.g., ParaView (Figure 1).
The testcase is deployed using the YAWL workflow
management system [4]. The goal is to distribute the testcase
on various partners’ locations where the different software
are running (Figure 2). In order to support this distributed
computing approach, an open source middleware is used,
namely: ProActive [17].
A first prototype was achieved using extensively the
virtualization technologies (Figure 3), in particular Oracle
VM VirtualBox®, formerly called Sun VirtualBox® [7]. This
allowed experiments connecting virtual guest computers
running heterogeneous software. These include Linux Fedora
Core 12, Windows® 7 and Windows® XP on a range of local
workstations and laptops (Figure 2).

This work is performed for the OMD2 project, an
acronym for Optimisation Multi-Disciplinaire Distribuée,
i.e., Distributed Multi-Discipline Optimization, supported by
the French National Research Agency ANR.
B. Application Workflow
In order to provide a simple and easy-to-use interface to
the computing software, the YAWL workflow management
system is used (Figure 2). It supports high-level graphic
specifications for application design, deployment, execution
and monitoring. It also supports the modeling of business
organizations and interactions among heterogeneous
software components. Indeed, the example testcase described
above involves several codes written in Matlab, OpenFOAM
and displayed using ParaView. The 3D testcase facet
involves CAD files generated using CATIA and STARCCM+, flow calculations using OpenFOAM, Python scripts
and visualization with ParaView. Future testcases will also
require the use of the Scilab toolbox [16].
Because proprietary software are used, as well as opensource and in-house research codes, a secured network of
connected computers is made available to the users, based on
the ProActive middleware (Figure 5).
This network is deployed on the various partners’
locations throughout France. Web servers accessed through
the ssh protocol are used for the proprietary software running
on dedicated servers, e.g., CATIA v5 and STAR-CCM+.
A powerful feature of the YAWL workflow system is
that composite workflows can be defined hierarchically [4].
They can invoke external software, i.e., pieces of code
written in whatever language is used by the users. They are
called by custom YAWL services or local shell scripts. Web
Services can also be invoked. Although custom services need
Java classes to be implemented, all these features are
natively supported in YAWL.
YAWL thus provides an abstraction layer that helps users
design complex applications that may involve a large
number of distributed components (Figure 3). Further, the
workflow specifications allow alternative execution paths
which may be chosen automatically or manually, depending
on data values, as well as parallel branches, conditional
branching and loops. Also, multiple instance tasks can
execute in parallel for different data values. Combined with
the run-time addition of code using the corresponding
dynamic selection procedures, as well as new exception
handling procedures (see Section IV), a very powerful
environment is provided to the users [4].
IV.

Figure 1. Pressure flow in the air-conditioning duct (ParaView display).
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RESILIENCE

A. Fault-tolerance
The fault-tolerance mechanism provided by the
underlying middleware copes with job and communication
failures. Job failures or time-outs are handled by
reassignment of computing resources and re-execution and
of the jobs. Communication failures are handled by resending appropriate messages. Thus, hardware breakdowns
are handled by re-assigning running jobs to other resources,
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which imply possible data movements to the corresponding
resources. This is standard for most middleware [17].
B. Resilience
Resilience is commonly defined as “the ability to bounce
back from tragedy” and as “resourcefulness” [18]. It is
defined here as the ability for the applications to handle
correctly unexpected run-time situations, possibly – but not
necessarily – with the help of the users.
Usually, hardware, communication and software failures
are handled using hard-coded fault-tolerance software [15].
This is the case for communication software and for
middleware that take into account possible computer and
network breakdowns at run-time. These mechanisms use for
example data and packet replication and duplicate code
execution to cope with these situations [5].
However, when unexpected situations occur at run-time,
which are due to unexpected data values and application
erratic behavior, very few options are offered to the users:
ignore them or abort the execution, analyze the errors and
later modify and restart the applications.
Optimized approaches can be implemented in such cases
trying to reduce the amount of computations to be re-run, or
anticipating potential discrepancies by multiplying some
critical instances of the same computations. This latter
approach can rely on statistical estimations of failures.
Another approach for anticipation is to prevent total loss of
computations by duplicating the calculations that are running
on presumably failing nodes [9].
While these approaches deal with hardware and system
failures, they do not cope with application failures. These
can originate from:
• Incorrect or incomplete specifications.
• Incorrect or hazardous programming.
• Incorrect anticipation of data behavior, e.g., out-ofbounds data values.
• Incorrect constraint definitions, e.g., approximate
boundary conditions.
To cope with this aspect of failures, we introduce an
application-level fault management that we call resilience. It
provides the ability for the applications to survive, i.e., to
restart, in spite of their erroneous prevailing state. In such
cases, new handling codes can be introduced dynamically by
the users in the form of specific new component workflows.
This requires a roll-back to a consistent state that is
defined by the users at critical checkpoints.
In order to do this efficiently, a mechanism is
implemented to reduce the number of necessary checkpoints.
It is based on user-defined rules. Indeed, the application
designers and users are the only ones to have the expertise
required to define appropriate corrective actions and
characterize the critical checkpoints. No automatic
mechanisms can be substituted for them, as is the case in
hardware and system failures. It is generally not necessary to
introduce checkpoints systematically, but only at specific
locations of the application processes, e.g., only before
parallel branches of the applications. We call this approach
asymmetric checkpoints. This is described in Section D,
below.
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C. Exception Handling
The alternative used proposed here to cope with
unexpected situation is based on the dynamic selection and
exception handling mechanism featured by YAWL [13].
It provides the users with the ability to add at run-time
new rules governing the application behavior and new pieces
of code that will take care of the new situations.
For example, it allows for the runtime selection of
alternative workflows, called worklets, based on the current
(and possibly unexpected) data values. The application can
therefore evolve over time without being stopped. It can also
cope later with the new situations without being altered. This
refinement process is therefore lasting over time and the
obsolescence of the original workflows reduced.
The new worklets are defined and inserted in the original
application workflow using the standard specification
approach used by YAWL (Figure 2).
Because it is important that monitoring long-running
applications be closely controlled by the users, this dynamic
selection and exception handling mechanism also requires a
user-defined probing mechanism that provides with the
ability to suspend, evolve and restart the code dynamically.
For example, if the output pressure of an air-conditioning
pipe is clearly off limits during a simulation run, the user
must be able to suspend it as soon as he is aware of that
situation. He can then take corrective actions, e.g.,
suspending the simulation, modifying some parameters or
value ranges and restarting the process immediately. These
actions can be recorded as new execution rules, stored as
additional process description and invoked automatically in
the future.
These features are used to implement the applications
erratic behavior manager. This one is invoked by the users to
restart the applications at the closest checkpoints after
corrective actions have been manually performed, if
necessary, e.g., modifying boundary conditions for some
parameters. Because they have been defined by the users at
critical locations in the workflows, the checkpoints can be
later chosen automatically among the available asymmetric
checkpoints available that are closest to the failure location
in the workflow.
D. Asymmetric Checkpoints
Asymmetric checkpoints are defined by the users at
critical execution locations in the application workflows.
They are used to avoid the systematic insertion of
checkpoints at all potential failure points. They are userdefined at specific locations, depending only on the
application logic. Clearly, the applications designers and
users are the only ones that have the domain expertise
necessary to insert appropriately these checkpoints. In
contrast with middleware fault-tolerance which can resubmit jobs and resend data packets, no automatic procedure
can be implemented here. It is therefore based on a
dynamically evolving set of heuristic rules.
This approach significantly reduces the number of
necessary checkpoints to better concentrate on only those
that have an impact on the applications runs [3].
For example (Figure 4):
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•
•

The checkpoints can be chosen by the users among
those that follow long-running components and large
data transfers.
Alternatively, those that precede sequences of small
components executions.

•
•
•

•

Figure 4. Asymmetric checkpoints example.

The basic rule set on which the asymmetric checkpoints
are characterized is the following:
• R1: no output backup for specified join operations.
• R2: only one output backup for fork operations.
• R3: no intermediate result backup for user-specified
sequences of operations.
• R4: no backup for user-specified local operations.
• R5: systematic backup for remote inputs.
This rule set can be evolved by the user dynamically, at
any time during the application life-time, depending on the
specific application requirements. This uses the native rule
mechanism in YAWL [13].
V.

B. Distributed workflows
The distributed workflows rely on the interface between
the YAWL engine and the ProActive middleware (Figure 5).
Users provide a specification of the simulation applications
using the YAWL Editor. It supports a high-level abstract
description of the simulation processes (Figure 2).

IMPLEMENTATION

A. Resilience
Resilience is the ability for applications to handle
unexpected behavior, e.g., erratic computations, abnormal
result values, etc. It is inherent to the applications logic and
programming. It is therefore different from systems or
hardware errors and failures. The usual fault-tolerance
mechanisms are therefore inappropriate here. They only cope
with late symptoms, at best.
New mechanisms are therefore required to handle logic
discrepancies in the applications, most of which are only
discovered incrementally during the applications life-time,
whatever projected exhaustive details are included at the
application design time.
It is therefore important to provide the users with
powerful monitoring features and to complement them with
dynamic tools to evolve the applications specifications and
behavior according to the future erratic behavior that will be
observed during the application life-time.
This is supported here using the YAWL workflow
system so-called “dynamic selection and exception handling
mechanism” [4]. It supports:
• Application update using dynamically added rules
specifying new worklets to be executed, based on
data values and constraints.
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The persistence of these new rules to allow
applications to handle correctly the future
occurrences of the new cases.
The dynamic extension of these sets of rules.
The definition of the new worklets to be executed,
using the native framework provided by the YAWL
specification editor: the new worklets are new
component workflows attached to the global
composite application workflows [13].
Worklets can invoke external programs written in
any programming language through shell scripts,
custom service invocations and Web Services [14].
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Figure 5. The OMD2 distributed simulation platform.

These processes are decomposed into components which
can be other workflows or basic workitems. The basic
workitems invoke executable tasks, e.g., shell scripts or socalled “custom services”. These custom services are specific
execution units that call user-defined YAWL services. They
support interactions with external and remote codes. In this
particular platform, the remote external services are invoked
through the ProActive middleware interface (Figure 6).
This interface delegates the distributed execution of the
remote tasks to the ProActive middleware [17]. The
middleware is in charge of the distributed resources
allocation to the individual jobs, their scheduling, and the
coordinated execution and result gathering of the individual
tasks composing the jobs. The scheduler default policy is
“best-effort”. However, users can implement their own
policy, if desired. The middleware also takes in charge the
fault-tolerance related to hardware, communications and
system failures. The resilience, i.e., the application-level
fault-tolerance is handled using the rules described in the
previous sections.
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The remote executions invoke the middleware
functionalities through ProActive’s Java API. The various
modules invoked are the ProActive Scheduler, the Jobs
definition module and the Tasks which compose the jobs.
The jobs are allocated to the distributed computing resources
based upon the scheduler policy. The tasks are dispatched
based on the job scheduling and resource allocation. They
invoke Java executables, possibly wrapping code written in
other programming languages, e.g., Matlab, Scilab, Python,
or calling other software, e.g., CATIA v5, STAR-CCM+,
ParaView, etc.
Optionally, the workflow can invoke local tasks using
shell scripts and remote tasks using Web Services. These
options are standard in YAWL [4]. Calling the ProActive
middleware is however necessary to run tasks on large multicore clusters. ProActive is here in charge of the scheduling
and resource allocation in these highly parallel environments,
which YAWL does not support natively.

not be envisaged at first. This is often the case in simulations
due to the experimental nature of the applications, e.g.,
discovering the behavior of the system being simulated, like
unusual flight dynamics: characterization of the stall
behavior of an aircraft for various load and balance profiles
[2].
This provides support to resilience using an asymmetric
checkpoints mechanism. This feature allows for efficient
handling mechanisms to restart only those parts of an
application that are characterized by the users as critical for
overcoming erratic behavior.
Further, this approach can evolve dynamically, i.e., when
applications are running. This uses the native dynamic
selection and exception handling mechanism in the YAWL
workflow system [4]. Should unexpected situations occur, it
allows for new rules and new exception handlers to be
plugged-in at run-time.
New testcases are currently being designed that involve
large-scale (1000 CPU hours) simulations, e.g., car
aerodynamics, running on a network of multi-core clusters.
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Abstract—This paper describes a Web Graphical User Interface (GUI) toolkit for the access of the scientists to the
official Enabling Grid for E-sciencE (EGEE) metadata server
(AMGA). Such toolkit is composed of the amgaNavigator
program and a library of PHP4 API to the AMGA server.
The amgaNavigator is a high-level Grid interface designed for
the current EGEE-III stable operating system (Scientific Linux
4) and the public package distribution. The contribution to the
Computer Science is a toolkit, which integrates all the necessary
deployment stacked on the EGEE standard platform, keeping
the platform homogeneity with the rest of the infrastructure
services. For the users, the amgaNavigator offers an exploration
of the metadata schema and entries, with advanced searches in
the catalog, avoiding the end-user to handle the AMGA SQL
syntax.
Keywords-Grid Computing; Information Interfaces; Software Engineering; Software Architecture; Reusable Software

I. I NTRODUCTION
The metadata service allows transparent access to information stored in distributed resources. Any metadata service
for scientific purpose of different potential end-users and
applications involving groups of many research centres, must
integrates them on a standard and collaborative information
system. For this reason, the gLite, which is the EGEE middleware [1], has adopted the AMGA as the metadata service
[2]. The integration in a Grid infrastructure allows the access
to the metadata associated to the Virtual Organization (VO),
which the user belongs to. The permissions and flexibility
of the account management that offers the VO context,
is translated to AMGA smoothly. The issues of security,
privacy and other related to AMGA, are explained in other
works [3,4]. One clear example of AMGA use is for eHealth where typically hospitals or medical physics research
centres, have large amount of information that, by legal
issues, are not allowed to be exported outside their buildings.
However, very often, the studies or the statistics needed by
them, must include data stored in several of these centres.
Thus, AMGA offers the possibility to collect metadata about
this data and facilitate the search and the access to the
data keeping on it the rights and permissions. A concrete
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example is a scientist involved in a study collaboration with
several hospitals, to which is necesary the access to specific
information with several keywords. He can use AMGA
searching with the keywords and, since he has the correct
permissions, AMGA acts as a portal to bring him the data
that is returned by the documents found with the search, and
only gives access to the data related to the study.
In this scientific context, we have identified some metadata services requirements in our research institute. In addition to the user metadata requirements, we have considered
our complex Grid infrastructure context. Since we have deployed two Grid infrastructures in our institute, the platform
and middleware standardized deployment is a key issue for
efficient administration. The first of these infrastructures is a
Tier-2 / Tier-3 of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) Europe
Southwest regional Grid infrastructure [5], supporting Grid
services on LHC Computing Grid (LCG) basis, mainly for
the ATLAS experiment. The other infrastructure is a GridCSIC [6] site running scientific applications of all the CSIC
institutes. The Grid-CSIC deployment is keeping homogeneity with the EGEE platform, the package distribution
and the middleware standards. An additional reason for
a standardized deployment, is the calling to integrate the
Grid-CSIC in the future NGI/EGI, which starts to operate
following and enhancing the EGEE-III in spring of 2010 [7].
The use of AMGA will provide the metadata features to
the Medical Physics Grid environment of our researchers
and collaborators [8,9], and potentially other scientific applications with metadata requirements. The amgaNavigator
toolkit is designed to improve the metadata accessibility by
the user point of view, integrating and connecting other Grid
services of our complex Grid infrastructure, and providing
a technical solution for the standardized deployment of all
the services involved, not only the middleware but also the
platform dependent components like the databases or the
web servers.
In the access to the AMGA service, instead of the
native command line client, our end-users need a GUI.
The available AMGA GUIs does not cover our special
requirements. For deployment reasons we need a Web client
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accessible for our contributors over the world, without any
client installation and support, just the Web browser. For
maintenance reasons, the architecture may use the stable
EGEE operating system, nowadays the Scientific Linux
4 and the corresponding packages distribution. We have
developed a down-porting of AMGA API on PHP5 [10]
to the public EGEE stable release on PHP4, and we have
built amgaNavigator upon this API following the EGEE
standards. The rest of this paper is a related work Section
of the catalog components and the metadata user interface.
Following, it is described a design Section of the amgaNavigator, which also explains the motivations of this application.
We continue with the amgaNavigator detailed functionalities
description, and finally conclusions and future works.

the AMGA metadata service. AMGA is a metadata catalog
organized as a filesystem, where we can find directories with
schemas defined by different attributes for each directory.
For any Logical File Name (LFN) we will find an entry
in the AMGA server, which gives values for the schema
attributes. Such values of the attributes are the metadata
associated to the file. The AMGA relates the LFN with
the Grid Unique Identifier (GUID), but does not provide
any information about physical location of the file replicas,
which should be supplied by the catalog service.
The AMGA client is a command line shell. This is a
rude access to the service, specially when end-users have to
interact with the AMGA for common operations. Therefore,
some research groups have developed AMGA GUIs for
different purposes.
Amga Browser [13] is a Python client for generic access to
AMGA server. Amga Browser allows a graphical exploration
of the metadata schema, and a command line launcher and
text results screen. The commands are on AMGA SQL like,
so the end-user must have some knowledge of such syntax.
LHCb Book-keeping Database Browser [13], is a very
specific AMGA utility for browsing of the LHCb logging
and booking system. It is a Java and Python client integrated
in the Ganga Grid UI.
The INFN team have developed the AMGA server and
also some Web GUIs integrated on applications designed
for specific environments. The first one is the INFN-Catania
Web Front-end, a GUI to access all the metadata related
to gMOD, the Grid Movie On Demand service of Genius
Portal [14]. The AMGA WI, a metadata Web Interface of
GILDA [15] project, developed based on P-GRADE [16]
with Java technologies using the AMGA Java API [17].
Another example is gLibrary [10] the Grid digital assets
management software based on AMGA PHP5 API.

II. R ELATED W ORK

III. D ESIGN

The EGEE architecture is partially web services oriented,
mostly in the job scheduling services. Moreover, part of the
architecture is component-based, as a result of historical
evolution of the gLite middleware. Such components are
accessible through wrappers supporting the service oriented
functionalities. In Figure 1 it is shown the AMGA service
as part of the EGEE architecture. It is a basic grid service
used by Grid File Access Library (GFAL) for the catalog
management. GFAL is an abstraction of the storage, catalog
and transfer specific services. GFAL is used by lcg utilities
and high-level transfer services, which furthermore of the
high-level functionality it support the VOs context and
permissions. The AMGA service is also directly accessible
by end-users or applications [11], without mediation of the
stacked services.
When metadata access is deployed, two services give the
main catalog management functionalities: the LHC File Catalog (LFC), or other catalog services like FiReMan [12], and

There are some reasons that motivate the design and
implementation of the new AMGA UI in our complex Grid
infrastructure.
• We need an AMGA Web GUI, for an affordable deployment and maintenance of the client side.
• The AMGA Web GUI must have an available opensource distribution to support the application modifications and integration on our scientific platforms, without
third-party provider dependencies.
• The AMGA Web GUI server side should run over the
stable Scientific Linux, nowadays SL4, and the package
software dependencies should be the stable package
distribution, which includes PHP4 and MySQL4, for
homogeneous administration.
• The AMGA Web GUI software architecture should be
reusable for future integration of other services.
• The AMGA Web GUI should be designed to fulfil the
end-user requirements.

Figure 1.

The amgaNavigator framework
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environments.
We also apply reusable engineering of PHP File Navigator (PFN) [18], with GPL distribution, to reduce the
implementation and debugging time. Therefore, the obtained
amgaNavigator is also GPL distributed, which increases
the possible collaborative work comparing with proprietary
licensing restrictions. We have used the CSS Styles, dynamic
language support (PFN vars class), configuring functionalities (PFN conf class), icon and imaging management (PFN
imx class) and we did re-engineering with some parts of the
PHP presentation templates.
IV. F UNCTIONALITIES
Figure 2.

The amgaNavigator client/server

Figure 1 shows the architecture framework of the application. We can see that amgaNavigator offers a high-level
middleware service on the user tools layer. The amgaNavigator uses amga-php API for direct access to the AMGA
server, regardless of the EGEE stack architecture (GFAL,
LCG utilities and file services). On such architecture framework, the amgaNavigator may access other data management
services, to integrate or launch user operations, for example,
catalog services for replica location and selection or VOMS
for the X509 certificate authorization.
In Figure 2, we find the amgaNavigator client/server
schema. The client environment can be a platform where
a Web browser is installed. The Web browser receives from
the amgaNavigator the html tags and embedded information
and sends the data forms. In the server side the architecture
is stacked as shown in Figure 2. The Apache 2.0 server is
configured with PHP4 and MySQL4 modules. PHP provides
dynamic Web execution on Apache server. The amgaNavigator uses the php-amga API access to the AMGA server, with
MySQL database back-end. The AMGA server offers other
back-ends like PostgreSQL. The php-amga communication
with AMGA server is possible with SOAP or connection oriented using plain information on TCP sockets. The different
servers involved with amgaNavigator: MySQL, AMGA and
Apache, can be deployed on a local or remote host.
The design of amgaNavigator has been raised with
reusable software techniques in the design of the API library
to connect the AMGA server. We need an application that
uses the distribution of the stable release EGEE platform.
Thus, starting from the official amga-php API, nowadays
on PHP5, we have ported to PHP4 and we have included
some functionalities, mainly to parse the AMGA strings to
fulfil amga-php syntax and to retrieve results from the API.
The updated amga-php API on PHP4 would be valid for
next PHP releases, due to descent compatibility feature of
PHP project. This PHP class comes with License for EGEE
Middleware, which basically is an opensource with some
restrictions for distribution out of the scientific and academic
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We have considered the common AMGA user operations
and we have implemented them in the amgaNavigator:
• Control access
• Browse the AMGA directories and entries structure
• Create directories and assign attributes to them
• View and modify directories attributes
• Delete directories or their attributes
• Create entries and assign attribute values to them
• View and modify the attributes entries values
• Delete entries
• Advanced search by multiple conditions
• View and modify the file permissions
• Multiple delete operations
• Multiple permissions assignment operations.
AmgaNavigator offers dynamic language support. The
main components of the web homepage may be summarize
as following. The header has the main menu, wich has some
icons to update information of actual directory browsing,
create directory form and create entry form. The top right
main menu offers links to advanced search and exit. On the
body of the web page, the user can explore into directories
getting their contents. Each line of the list is related to
a directory or entry information: name, type, owner, permissions, and associated actions for the individual entry or
directory (edit, permissions, delete). The list has check boxes
for multiple operations, launched on the bottom of the list.
The possible multiple actions are delete directories or entries
and set permissions.
The rest of the web pages, reports and forms, are composed with the main components and other specific functionalities components as well. An example of advanced search
is shown in Figure 3. Regardless of the mentioned main
graphical components, the specific components allow the
user to select any attribute from a pull-down list to define
the searching conditions. Figure 3 presents the result of the
attributes condition search for hubble<0.7 and omega<0.6
in the directory /Inicio/planck/cosmology. If more conditions
want to be introduced, then it has to be clicked the and/or
buttons. Below those buttons we can see that no pattern has
been introduced as condition of the entrie names. Only file
007 satisfied all the search conditions.
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project Grid-CSIC.
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Figure 3.

Advanced search screen shot example

The amgaNavigator attends user specifications on metadata common operations, with advanced graphical mechanisms not available in the AMGA server, like fast operations
on repetitive task when is needed, for example, adding
entries. Other improvements on the accessibility to the native
service are the multiple operations with single step for
selected items; the modify operations integrated with the
corresponding display values; or the visual icon information
and links to browse. The users have on a single web page all
the necessary information for any operation of their common
metadata requirements, with improved usability over AMGA
server.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have developed a browser based on probed code
components. It has been developed with an easy to maintain
criteria, following the POSIX code presentation and the PHP
object oriented scalable code structure. By the user point of
view amgaNavigator offers an interface integrated with the
EGEE data management to improve the accessibility of the
AMGA server, providing additional functionalities. All the
necessary deployment is also possible following the EGEE
standards, which is an important computer administration
issue. For this purpose we have developed a down-porting
of the amga-php API, to the stable PHP4 package on SL4
release. In this manner we keep more homogeneity within
the complex Grid infrastructure.
The software architecture is designed to integrate future
requirements of other EGEE data services. Additional future
work is the implementation of advanced user features, like
schema copies, or functions not contemplated on AMGA
server, like the recursive search. When our Medical Physics
Grid environment will reach a production state, a critical
mass of users will provide the feedback of amgaNavigator
accessibility and aditional services integration requirements.
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Optimal Selection of Sampling Rate in Multiple H2 Control Loops
Antonio Sala
AI2 Institute
Technical University of Valencia
Valencia, Spain
asala@isa.upv.es

Abstract—In this paper, the scheduling of the sampling frequencies of a set of independent controllers that share a limited
resource is addressed. Bandwidth or CPU time limitations are
assumed to be translated to constraints on the sum of the
sampling frequencies. For the individual loops, H2 sampleddata controllers are proposed, whose performance indexes can
be calculated for the different sampling frequencies. A weighted
sum of the individual loop performance conforms a global cost
index. The problem is then posed as an optimization one, and
some sensible simplifying alternatives are proposed, based on
a grid of frequency points, that allow to solve it with Linear
Programming (and hence with a low computing cost).
Keywords-network control; optimal sampling frequency; network resource sharing

I. I NTRODUCTION
In digitally controlled systems, limitations on the frequency of the control computations are frequent. They
may arise from multiple tasks running on the same processor so that a higher frequency of the control tasks
would saturate the CPU load; they may also arise when a
communication network between process and controllers is
present and it has a limited bandwidth to be shared between
multiple controllers, Programmable Logic Controllers and
other information-processing elements. Apart from bandwidth limitations, increasing the network or computer load
also gives rise to increased delays and sampling jitter, which
might as well result in a performance loss in the tasks
requiring the limited resource.
In most control literature, criteria for selection of sampling time do not usually consider the underlying resource
limitation. Basically, the desired settling time, performance
attenuation level, etc. result in a recommended sampling
period, in most cases with practical “rules of thumb” (see
[1] or [2]); it is left to the underlying real-time scheduler to
achieve such a period with a reduced jitter, by dedicating
to the task whichever computing/network resources are
necessary.
The so-called co-design research line [3] tries to consider
the design of both the control system and the communication
and multi-tasking structures as a joint problem. Basically,
the idea is combining restrictions on the sampling period
arising from schedulability issues and bandwidth limitation
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(computation and transmission cost) and sampling-period
dependent controller performance measures in order to solve
a joint optimization whose results are the scheduler sampling
periods and the controllers to be applied.
For instance Branicky et al. [3] proposed an optimalitybased choice of sampling period for a multiple-loop control
over a network based on a performance measure for each
loop and some schedulability constraints. In [4] the objective
was stability robustness, although first-order systems were
only considered. Integral of Absolute Error as a function of
sampling period was considered in [5]. Interestingly, Cervin
et al. [6] discuss a generic approach in which the sampleddata cost of a controller is evaluated.
This paper roots on the last of the above cited works,
formalizing the ideas to sampled-data output-feedback H2
control, and proposing a linear programming approximation
on a finite grid of sampling frequency points.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Next section
discusses some preliminary ideas and states the problem to
be solved. Section III reviews sampled-data H2 control. Offline (fixed rate) scheduling is discussed on Section IV. An
example section and some conclusions are also provided.
II. P RELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a network that is shared by several control loops
(controllers, sensors and actuators).
The network resources used by each control loop and the
achieved performance depend on the sampling frequency of
that loop and the controller designed for it. Hence, each loop
will be characterized by:
• Its sampling frequency fi
• A controller scheduling policy C(fi )
• A theoretical performance measure with that controller
Ji (fi )
Therefore, due to the overall bandwidth limitations, if
the performance of one loop needs to be improved by
increasing its sampling frequency, other loops must reduce
their frequency and, hence, their performance. The problem
to be discussed in this paper is how to apportion the limited
resource between loops while trying to maximize the overall
performance by minimizing a global cost index (composed
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of the weighted sum of individual indices), such as:
J(f1 , . . . , fr ) =

r
X

hi Ji (fi )p

given by:
(1)

xk+1 = A1 xk + Buk + G1 vk

(8)

ψk+1 = A2 ψk + G2 wk
zk = C1 xk + D1 uk

(9)
(10)

yk = C2 xk + C3 ψk + D2 uk

(11)

i=1

where hi are weights allowing the designer to emphasize
the need of more accurate control of some processes. As
commented in the introduction, this idea has been previously
explored in literature. The result is an optimal sampling
frequency distribution given the network constraints.
This paper has chosen the H2 performance measure as
cost index (minimum-variance controller when subject to
white-noise inputs). Indeed, if H2 sampled-data optimal
controllers are used in the loops, the optimal performance
of each loop can be calculated as a function of its sampling
period via well-known sampled-data H2 formulae.

where the above discrete-time matrices are given by:

(2)

ψ̇ = Ac2 ψ + Gc2 w
z = Cx + Du

(3)
(4)

y = C2 x + C3 ψ + D2 u

(5)

so that it has a transfer function representation given by:
z = G11 (s)v + G13 (s)u
y = G21 (s)v + G22 (s)w + G23 (s)u

(6)
(7)

where z denotes the variables to be controlled, u are the
manipulated inputs, y are the measurements and v, w are
assumed to be white-noise disturbances to be denoted as
process noise and measurement noise, respectively, with unit
variance (all variance information is included in matrices Gc1
ad Gc2 ). The state variables x are denoted as process state,
whereas the state variables ψ are states of the measurement
noise generator subsystem, assumed to evolve uninfluenced
by x.
Given a sampling period T , a sampled-data controller
will be designed so that its input will be the sequence of
sampled outputs yk and its output will be a sequence of
control actions uk to be fed to the continuous-time plant via
a zero-order hold.
The control objective is to obtain the controller that
minimizes the variance of z, tr(E(zz T )) for a given, fixed,
sampling period T . Such a problem is denoted in literature as
the H2 sampled-data optimal control problem. It was shown
in [7], [8] that such a problem can be cast as a pure discretetime H2 optimal control problem for the discretized model
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(13)

and G1 , G2 , C1 and D1 are any matrices satisfying:
Gi GTi =

ẋ = Ac1 x + B c u + Gc1 v

(12)

0

III. S AMPLED - DATA OPTIMAL CONTROL
The main issues in H2 sampled-data optimal control are
reviewed next.
Consider a linear time-invariant continuous-time process
given by:

c

c

A1 = eA1 T , A2 = eA2 T
Z T
B=
eAs Bds

(C1 D1 )T (C1 D1 ) =

RT

eAi s Gci (Gci )T e(Ai ) s ds (14)
T
eA s (CD)T (CD)eAs ds (15)



A
0

0
RT
0

c T

c

where:
A=

B
0



(16)

and all of the above matrices can be obtained from matrix
exponential formulae without the need of actually carrying
out any integration [9].
The obtained variance approaches that of the continuoustime H2 controller when the sampling period tends to zero
[10]. Indeed, as a piecewise-constant control is a valid possibility for the optimal control action u(t), the continuoustime solution of the above minimum-variance problem will
be equal or better than any sampled-data optimal solution.
The sampled-data system will have a closed-loop H2 norm
given by that of the above discrete system plus a factor given
by [10]:
1
T

Z

0

T

Z

0

T −s

c

c T

trace(C2 eAi τ Gci (Gci )T e(Ai )

τ

C2 dτ ds (17)

It is well known that the optimal controllers have the
form of a Kalman filter observer plus a static state feedback,
and that optimal control weights in classical linear quadratic
regulator setups can be translated to the above H2 problems
by a suitable choice of C and D.
If the measurement-noise dynamics G22 is sufficiently
fast, the measurement noise will appear as a constantvariance stationary process when sampled at all except very
small sampling periods; in that case, the dynamics of the
states ψ can be eliminated in practice and C3 ψ replaced
by a discrete stochastic process with a constant variance
equal to the stationary variance of the continuous one. This
yields the classical “measurement noise variance” in discrete
stochastic process models.
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IV. R ESOURCE SCHEDULING

•

Basically, the computing and network resources required
by a control task will be proportional to the sampling
frequency. Hence, the objective is achieving maximum
performance (in terms to be later detailed) given a finite
“bandwidth” bound, β, set up from computer and network
load analysis.
The objective of this paper is proposing an scheduling
methodology that allows an efficient use of the assigned
control bandwidth by devoting more resources to processes
that need a better control and, hence, must be operated at
a higher sampling rate. The ideas in the previous section
allow to easily obtain the optimal performance as a function
of the sampling rate of a particular process. Considering
now r independent control loops, which should share a
computer or a network, we will denote as γi (f ) the optimal
disturbance-rejection H2 performance obtained for process i
by a controller operating at frequency f (i.e., with sampling
period T = 1/f ).
Taking into account all loops simultaneously, an overall
performance measure may be defined as:
J(f1 , . . . , fr ) =

r
X

hi γi (fi )p

(18)

i=1

where hi are weights allowing the designer to emphasize
the need of more accurate control of some processes. The
selection of these weights should depend on the disturbances
acting on each loop, and on the economic cost derived from
the resulting loop error. The higher the disturbance and the
cost, the higher the weight.
The needed resources as a function of controller frequency
may be expressed as:
R(f1 , . . . , fr ) =

r
X

di fi

(19)

i=1

for some given constants di to be determined based on
processor load and number of bits transmitted by each
control task (transmission time plus computation time). On
the sequel, the vector of frequencies for each control loop
will be denoted as F .
The goal of the bandwidth scheduling will be to obtain
the sampling frequencies fi for each of the control loops
taking into account the performance and resource measures
defined above.
Then, some scheduling problems of interest may be
conceived:
• Given a resource constraint
R(F ) ≤ β
•

(20)

obtain the lowest J(F ).
Given a performance objective J0 , obtain the lowest
level of resources needed to achieve it: minimize R(F )
constrained to J(F ) < J0 .
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variations of the above problems including some performance requirements for individual loops γi (fi ) ≤ J0,i
or multi-criteria settings (obtaining, for instance, a
Pareto front on performance vs. available bandwidth).

A. Alternatives for the optimization problems
Depending on the shape of γi , the allowed values for the
decision variables F , the value of the exponent parameter p
in (18) and the chosen problem formulation from the options
above, the required optimization algorithm will be different.
Several interesting options are discussed below:
1) Discrete optimization over a finite set of alternatives:
Set up two or three performance levels for each process, say:
high-frequency, normal-frequency, low-frequency sampling.
Then, the problem gets transformed to a choice between a
finite set of decision variables and it can be explored by
brute force if the number of controlled loops is small.
2) Linear (approximate) optimization: Set up a dense
enough grid of points fj∗ . Then, for each individual γi (·)p
function, compute the linear interpolation between the available frequency points, giving rise to a piecewise-linear γi∗ (·)
interpolation function. Subsequently, determine an interval
of interest [fi− , fi+ ] where individual performances γi∗ (·) are
convex functions. Doing this for all the controlled loops, the
controller cost will then be the sum of univariate convex
functions and, hence, a convex piecewise-affine function.
It is well known that piecewise-affine functions can be
optimized via Linear Programming. Let us describe the basic
idea below:
Denote as fk∗ , k = 0, . . . , k̄ the grid points in the above
interval [fi− = f0∗ , f1∗ , . . . , fi+ = fk̄∗ ].
In that interval, γi∗ (f ) may be approximately expressed
as the piecewise-linear interpolation between grid points,
to be denoted as γ̄i∗ (f ) ≈ γi∗ (f ) . Conveniently, such
linear interpolation can be rewritten as a linear-programming
optimization:
γ̄i∗ (f ) = γi (fi− ) + min
k

k̄
X

αk k

(21)

k=0

subject to the linear constraints
∗
k ≤ fk∗ − fk−1
,

k̄
X

k = f − fi−

(22)

k=0

and where αk are the piecewise slopes, defined as
αk =

∗
γi (fk+1
) − γi (fk∗ )
∗
− fk∗
fk+1

that fulfils the condition αk+1 ≥ αk due to the assumed
convexity of γi∗ (·) in the given interval.
Carrying out a similar derivation for each of the loop
performances (choosing a gridding with k̄i intervals for each
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i,k

i=1

(23)

k=0

Pk̄i
∗
∗
i,k = fi − fi− . Hence,
subject to i,k ≤ fi,k
− fi,k−1
, k=0
the optimization problem to be solved consists of P
the above
problem constrained to the additional condition
di fi ≤
β. Such problem is a linear programming one that can be
efficiently solved.
Remark: An interesting particular case results when the
weights di = 1, and the grid points fj∗ are uniformly spaced
so the distance between the grid points is an exact divisor of
the bound β. In that case, as LP optimal solutions always lie
at slope changes or constraint bounds, the result of the LP
optimization will always lie at one of the grid points, i.e., the
optimum frequencies always belong to a predefined set. This
would be especially useful for an on-line scheduling, where
the switching between a finite set of controllers could be a
simple solution. This issue will be studied in future works.
3) Generic nonlinear optimization.: If a non-linear (polynomial, spline, etc.) interpolation were chosen to approximate γi (·), the scheduling problem would be a nonlinear
optimization problem. That would also be the case if the
intervals [fi− , fi+ ] were too small for the particular application. If the number of simultaneous loops were small,
a subdivision of the interpolation table in a finite number
piecewise convex (or concave) regions would allow for
solving a linear programming problem for each of such
regions and computing the global minimum as the minimum
of the local optimizers (details omitted for brevity).
V. E XAMPLES

ẋ = Ax + Bu + Gv
y = Cx
z = Cz x + Dz u

(24)

where
A=



−20
8

−12.5
0

1
G=
0
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, B=

0
1




1 0 0
0
C = 0 15.625 , Cz =  0 1 0  , Dz =  0 
0 0 0
0.1
(27)
In order to select the discrete dynamic controllers for both
systems, we obtain the sampled models at different frequencies f following the procedure commented in Section
II. Once converted we obtain for each frequency the H2
controller and the minimum H2 -gain bound for disturbance
rejection. These values are presented in Figure 1. As it
can be seen at low frequencies the closed-loop H2 norm
approaches the open loop value (5.867), as it was expected,
and at high frequencies f ' 1KHz it approaches the norm
of the continuous-time H2 optimal controller, whose value
is 1.576.
6

5.5

5

4.5

4

3.5

3

0

10

Figure 1.

Considerer the simple case of controlling two identical
SISO systems whose disturbance inputs might, however,
be not identical. Under limited resources, the effort should
concentrate on the process subject to larger disturbances,
which must be known a priori and cast into the optimization
index in the off-line scheduling case.
Each of the systems can be represented by the state space
model (24) where x are the state variables, y is the output, v
are the white noise variables and z represents the weighted
controlled variables.
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(25)
(26)





H2

i), the overall cost can be expressed as:


k̄i
r
X
X
J(F ) = min
hi γi (fi− ) +
αi,k i,k 

20

30

f

40

50

60

Minimum H2 rejection at frequency f

The selection of the frequencies for each controller (f1
and f2 ) will be done taking into account the resource
constraint (28) and the performance index (29).
f1 + f2 ≤ K

(28)

J = h1 γ12 (f1 ) + h2 γ22 (f2 )

(29)

where the chosen values have been h1 = 4, h2 = 1
indicating that the expected value of the disturbance inputs
for process 1 is double than that for process 2. The frequency
limit has been set to K = 60.
As it can be seen in Figure 1, the cost function J will not
be convex at low frequency values, but it will be convex for
frequencies larger or equal than 10 Hz. However, the part
of the plot on the left of the inflection point corresponds
to almost open-loop behaviour for very low sampling rates,
which are not relevant for the tested cases. They would only
be relevant for a setup in which one of the disturbances
is extremely larger than the other one, almost requiring
controlling one of the processes at the maximum frequency
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and the other one in open-loop. This has not been the case
for the simulations in this paper’s examples.
In order to solve a convex problem we approximate the
cost function J following the methodology in Section IV-A2
at the convex range of J as
X
γ1∗2 = γ12 (f1− ) + min
αk 1,k
(30)
1,k

γ12 (f2− )

=

γ2∗2

+ min
2,k

k
X

βk 2,k

(31)

k

Note that, in this case αk = βk because the systems have
the same dynamic model. The candidate sampling frequencies vectors F1 and F2 are taken also identical for both
systems, uniformly distributed from 12 to 60Hz, computing
approximation points every 2 Hz (i.e., f1− = f2− = 12,
∗
f1+ = f2+ = 60, fi,k
= 12 + 2k). Then the optimization
problem can be approached by the linear programming
problem procedure presented in the referred section.
As a result, we obtain the optimal H2 norm bound at
frequencies f1 = 42 and f2 = 18. The controllers’ state
space gains (Ki ) and Kalman filter gains (Li ) that minimize
J ∗ are presented in (32) and (33) below, respectively.
L1 = (−0.014 0.0622)T (32)

K1 = (−4.228 − 25.16),

with the sampling time T1 = 1/42.
L2 = (−0.0275 0.0548)T
(33)
with the sampling time T2 = 1/18.
A contour plot of the cost function J(f1 , f2 ) is represented at Figure 2 with its constraints.
K2 = (−1.839 − 6.4171),
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Abstract— This paper describes the development of air
pollutants concentration prediction models of five
different pollutants (O3, PM10, SO2, NOx, COx), using
Radial Basis Function, and Elman Networks, two
neurocomputing paradigms. Each Artificial Neural
network (ANN) predicts, therefore the concentration of
the five different pollutants. These models are developed
in order to give 12 hours ahead prediction for the region
of Annaba, northeast of Algeria (north of Africa).
Receiving the measurement of air pollutant
concentration and the metrological parameters (wind
speed, temperature and humidity) at time t; the models
are designed to predict air pollutant concentration at
t+12 hours. Once predicted pollutant concentrations are
obtained, and the validity of each ANN model is proven,
the performances of both ANN models are
comprehensively compared and assessed. Conclusions
are finally drawn and the use of a particular ANN
network over another is justified on the light of the
obtained results.
Keywords- Pollutants concentration prediction, Artificial

Neural Network, Elman Network, Radial Basis Function,
neurocomputing.
I. INTRODUCTION
All air pollution generated by rapid urbanization,
population growth and industrialization has taken alarming
dimensions, and is one the greatest evil that mankind has to
face in the coming years. To prevent the further decline of air
pollution, scientific planning of analysis methods and
pollution control are required. Within this framework it is
necessary to implement air quality forecasting tools in order
to take needed measures, such as reducing the effect of a
predicted pollution peak on the surrounding population and
eco-system. Many factors influence air pollutants
concentrations. Among the most important are: metrological
conditions, topology and population density. This makes air
pollution difficult to model. Many air pollution prediction
models have been studied [1] such as, mathematical emission
models, linear models; Artificial Neural Networks-based
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models and hybrid models, in order to design air quality
prediction systems, moderates air pollution and limit the
influence of peaks periods by informing community by
taking the necessary precaution. Air pollutant can be
chemical such as: (SO2: dioxide of sulfur, O3: ozone, NOx:
oxide of nitrogen, COx: oxide of Carbon), or solid such as
PM10 (Particulate Matter with an aerodynamic diameter of
10 micrometer). PM10 are the sum of all solid and liquid
particles suspended in air, many of which are hazardous.
This complex mixture includes both organic and inorganic
particles, such as dust, pollen, soot, smoke, and liquid
droplets. These particles vary greatly in size, composition,
and origin. Particles in air are either: directly emitted, for
instance when fuel is burnt and when dust is carried by wind,
or indirectly formed, by a photochemical interaction between
gaseous pollutants in the air space.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the specifications of the studied area and the nature and
amount of used data. Section III explains the usage of
Artificial Neural Networks as pollutants prediction tool.
Section IV details the design of the two ANN approaches,
i.e., RBF and Elman. In the light of the available data,
chosen networks topologies are justified. Section V presents
all obtained results and establishes a comparison study.
Finally, Section VI concludes the research paper.
II.

STUDIED AREA AND AVAILLABLE DATA

A. Studied Area
In Algeria, respiratory infections remain the leading
cause of child mortality after measles and diarrhea [2].
Chronic bronchitis, lung cancer and asthma, among other
diseases are also caused by pollution. This is especially
apparent in some unventilated and highly industrialised
regions; Annaba may be counted among these. In the region,
the prevalence of asthma is higher than the national rate,
55% of asthmatics have more than one crisis per month and
42% of patients were hospitalized at least once during the
year. Annaba region is located in the Eastern part of
Algerian coast (600 km of Algiers); its town is constituted
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Fig. 1 Geographic map of Annaba, northeast of Algeria
(Google Earth ©).

of a vast plain bordered in the South and West, of a
mountainous massive in North, and by the Mediterranean
Sea in the East. Its bowl-shaped topography favors air
stagnation and the formation of temperature inversions.
These situations allow the pollutants accumulation and the
increase in concentration that result. Sea and land breezes
contribute to slope transport of clouds of pollutants. Indeed,
the clouds of pollutants are carried away by land breeze to
the sea. These clouds of pollutants return to the city as a
result of sea breezes along the Seraidi Mountain. The clouds
look over the city in a form of circle. The pollutants are
deposited slowly by gravity and therefore there is pollution
affecting the three receivers (sea, land and air) [2].
Contaminants Air emissions are distributed differently
depending on industry. The industry is the engine of growth
and environmental degradation in Annaba and its
surrounding area, where the most industrial sites are located
nearby, such as the complex of phosphate and nitrogen
fertilizers, Asmidal and the Metalsteel complex of ElHadjar. These industrial activities are the main source of
particulate matter and sulfur oxides, while emissions of
carbon monoxide, nitrogen and lead are mainly due to the
transport sector. Emissions from road traffic are the main
pollutants of the atmosphere. Air pollution has increased
with the increasing number of vehicles (an annual increase
of 5% in Algeria) and the absence of emissions control.
Meanwhile, the treatment of waste (domestic, industrial,
hospital, toxic), which is to put them in wild sites, is also a
source of air pollution to such an extent, that they are
incinerated in free air.
B. Data Pre-processing
The dataset used in this work covers the period 20032004 and was provided by SAMASAFIA network center [3]
on a continuous basis of 24 hours. Air pollutants monitored
continuously include the concentrations of: nitric oxide
(NO), carbon monoxide (CO), ozone (O3), particulate matter
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Fig.2: Topology of Annaba (Google Earth ©)

(PM10), nitrogen oxides (NOx), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and
sulfur dioxide (SO2). The used dataset includes also three
meteorological parameters: Wind Speed (WS), Temperature
(T) and relative humidity (H).
The available data is an hourly measurements of
pollutants concentration of two years, form 1/1/2003 to
31/12/2003 and form 1/1/2004 to 31/12/2004, in Annaba.
The 2003 dataset was used for training and the one of 2004
for validation; this will help us to efficiently asses and then
get the performance of the model. The pollutant
concentration measurements are in microgram/ m3. To adapt
the data with our model, we have applied normalization
using equation (1). Negative values, resulting from faulty
measurements where replaced using (2), this will make the
input ranges between [0 1], and in the output we will obtain a
percentage indicating the degree of the peak alarm.
Vp =

Vp
(max(Vp) - min(Vp))

(1)

where Vp is a vector of parameter, min and max are function
that returns the maximum and minimum of the vector.

T = T + (Tmax − Tmin )

(2)

where T is vector of temperatures, min and max being the
maximum and the minimum values of temperature.
III.

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS FOR AIR
POLLUTANT’S CONCENTRATION

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are an alternative to
classical statistics methods used for prediction in air quality
monitoring stations [1]. Large amount of available data from
monitoring stations can be very useful in order to design
efficient ANN predictions models. Relationship between
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meteorological parameter and air pollutant concentration is
very difficult to model. Mlakar and Boznar [4] present a
Multi Layered Perceptron (MLP) based model for SO2
concentration prediction, it receives the meteorological and
emission parameters as inputs, the model shows an efficient
predictions and outperform the ARMA (Autoregressive
Moving Average) based model. Mlakar and Joseph [5]
present a pattern recognition inspired approach to select the
parameter for the air pollution prediction model, in order to
optimize the training time and increases model performance.
To get the most adaptable model for air pollution
prediction Jorquera et al. [6] present a comparison between
three models: ANN based model, linear model and Fuzzy
logic based model. These models have been applied to
predict Ozone concentration in Santiago Chile, the Fuzzy
and ANN model has shown an efficient prediction and
outperform the linear model. Gardner and Droling [7]
present NO2 prediction model based on MLP topology,
compared with linear regressor using the same input data and
parameter, the MLP based model shows better accuracy. In
Gardner and Droling [8], the long-term tendency of Ozone
concentration in London has been studied using ANN based
model. The prediction of PM2.5 (Particulate matter with
diagonal smaller the 2.5 micrometer) concentration has been
well studied in Perez et al. [9], using ANN based model
which is able to predict short-term concentration of PM2.5.
Perez and Reyes [10] focused on the prediction of PM10.
This is to cite but a few, other research work may be
found in the literature such as: Foxall and al. [11] for ozone,
Corani [12] for Ozone and PM10, Bianchini et al. [13] for
NO2, etc.
IV.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

A. Radial Basis Function (RBF)
Radial Basis Function networks has been proposed and
used in many studies [14][15], a detailed presentation can be
found in Chen et al. [16]. As illustrated in Figure 3, RBF
networks consist in three layers. The first layer is composed
by n input neurons connected to each input. The input
neurons (or processing before the input layer) standardizes
the range of the values by subtracting the median and
dividing by the interquartile range. The input neurons then
feed the values to each of the neurons in the hidden layer.
The neurons of the hidden layer have the radial basis
function (3) as activation function,

f ( x) = e ( − x− M )

2

/ 2δ 2

Ω

Temperature (T)

Ω

Humidity (H)

Ω

Wind Speed (WS)

Pollutant
at t+12

Ω

Figure 3: RBF network architecture.

The training algorithm, used iteratively, creates a blank RBF
network (no neurons at first), and sequentially adding nodes
by including one neuron at a time. Neurons are added to the
network until the Sum of Squared Error (SSE) reaches a set
target or the maximum numbers of neurons are reached. At
each iteration the input vector, resulting in lowering the
network error, is used to create a radial basis neuron. The
distance between the connecting weights determines the
output of hidden neurons and input vector, which is further,
multiplied by bias, an additional scalar quantity being added
between neuron and fictitious neuron. The output is
propagated in a feed forward direction to output layer
neurons.
Pollutant (P)

Temperature (T)
:
:

Pollutant
at t+12

Wind Speed (WS)

The outputs of the nodes are combined linearly to give the
final network output.
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Pollutant (P)

(3)

where: M and δ are two parameters respectively the
input variable mean and standard deviation.
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The main advantages of radial basis network may be: The
time taken in designing a radial basis network is often less
when compared to the training a sigmoid/linear networks;
and the number of neurons required for designing the
network is considerably less when compared to standard
back propagation network [17].

Figure 4: Elman’s network architecture.

These, will give a response if the connection weights are
close to input signal. This output is, then compared to a
target vector. If the error reaches the error goal (a set value
given the desired difference between the actual and
modelled output), then training is terminated, otherwise the
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next neuron will be added. The complete training procedure
is implemented in the function newrb available in the neural
network toolbox supported by MATLAB.
B. Elman networks
Elman networks [18] are considered as recurrent neural
networks, because they have feedback connections in the
neurons of the hidden layer as illustrated in Figure 4. Elman
networks are called buffered networks, as they take in
consideration the previous output value and use it to
calculate the next step output. The network leaves a trace of
its behavior and keeps a memory of its previous states which
may enhance the accuracy of the predictions.
V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Measurement indeces
The performance of both modeling ANN approaches are
evaluated in terms of Index of Agreement (IA) and the Mean
Squared Error (MSE). The formulation of IA and MSE are
given in equation (4) and (5) respectively.

( Cp − C 0 ) 2

IA = 1 −

2

Cp − C 0 + C 0 − C 0
n

MSE =

∑

(4)
2

(C pt − C0t ) 2

(5)

n

t

where Cp is the predicted value and C0 is the measured
value of pollutant concentration.

It can be seen that RBFs show good performances for PM10
and Cox. For O3, it gives medium accuracy, but for NOx, it
has the worst performance.
The training mechanism for Elman networks is similar to
the one used for MLPs and is based on the back propagation
algorithm. The overtraining phenomena affect EN in the
same manner than it affect MLPs [19]. Table 2 shows the
obtained results for all five pollutants.
TABLE 2: THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TESTED ELMAN NETWORKS
Pollutant Topology IA
MSE
Validation
Validation
Training
Training
SO2
10-14-1
0.93362
0.92574
0.012658
1.9379
PM10
10-11-1
0.9947
0.89638
0.75991
4.3207
CO2
10-10-1
0.99861
0.88857
0.039862
1.7877
NO2
10-11-1
0.9927
0.94002
.88212
2.9005
O3
10-13-1
0.90107
0.74896
0.37845
0.27922

Figures 5 shows the model performances over a range of
12h for both ANN paradigms (RBF and Elman’s Networks)
for PM10 predictions. Similarly, Figure 6 shows the results
for O3, Figure 7 for NOX, Figure 8 for COX and Figure 9 for
SO2.
According to these figures and the summarizing Tables 1
and 2, RBF models seem the best adapted to predict
efficiently pollutant concentration, regardless of their easier
training and validation procedure. Elman models shows
good generalization and predicts well pollutants
concentration at the exception of SO2, where this type of
models shows the worst performances due to the existence
of several peaks of this pollutant within the used data.

B. Obtained results
Table 1 presents the performance and the architecture of
the RBF based models, the topology of the final selected
networks as well as the performance of the models in terms
of Index of Agreement (IA) and the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) as performance measures.
Pollutant

TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE OF THE RBF MODELS
Topology
IA
MSE
Training Validation Training Validation

PM10

10-320-1

0.9999

0.9987

0.0004

0.5508

O3

10-180-1

0.9999

0.6922

0.0229

1.2571

NOX

10- 105-1

0.9966

0.4866

0.1358

2.7515

SO2
COX

10-90-1
10-45-1

0.9976
0.9900

0.5930
0.9716

0.0995
0.1090

2.9806
1.0513
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Figure 5 : Predicted and measured values for PM10
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Figure 6 : Predicted and measured values for O3

Figure 9 : Predicted and measured values for SO2

VI.

CONCLUSION

Two types of ANN models have been designed, validated
and tested for the prediction of five air pollutants. RBF
models have shown the best performances followed closely
by Elman Network for single step prediction. However these
types of models required longer training time and were
computationaly effort consumming, even if no much design
effort were taken for the choice of the topology number of
neurons and feed back loops as in Elman networks..
Elman’s networks overestimate or under estimate some
pollutants peaks. This is seen for PM10 and COx. The
addition of emission parameters related to cars and
industries may improve prediction quality.
Figure 7 : Predicted and measured values for NOx

Finally, these results are specific to the region of Annaba.
The use these models for others region must comply with
data specific proprieties and training must be performed in
order to identify the vest network topology.
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Abstract— Scientific simulation workflows today consist of a
pool of simulation models of different domains that are linked
together. In the past this was often done with highly specific
connections between the simulation models, e. g., batch-scripts
or use of commercial integrated systems prescribing certain
procedures. This strong coupling led to several problems like
the non-reusability of a simulation model in other contexts
or other software environments. To address this situation a
concept called Chameleon was developed to provide a general
decoupled approach between the models. The separation of
concerns principle was applied to disconnect the models,
their data and a underlying simulation framework as clearly
as possible. The Chameleon ideas have been realized on
top of the integration frameworks ModelCenter and Remote
Component Environment. The feasibility and the advantages of
this concept will be pointed out in this paper. After discussing
our experiences with drawbacks and merits of the currently
used commercial framework and the transition to an opensource framework we give an outlook on future topics, which
are relevant for a simulation software integration in scientific
collaboration on a daily basis.
Keywords—Scientific simulation; integration; workflow; collaboration; framework.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Interdisciplinary collaboration in scientific simulation,
modeling and exploratory research is a common activity
among scientists in universities, companies and federal institutions. The requirements for this kind of locally distributed
cooperations between researchers from very diverse fields of
science are well-known [1], [2], and many software systems
try to fulfill them and provide researchers with tools such
as integrated environments, simulation data browsers and
provenance explorers to deal with the associated technical
challenges in scientific knowledge accumulation.
To our knowledge, there is no all-in-one solution available
yet, but rather a lot of specialized and/or experimental
academic tools, and a huge amount of commercial products
that often fail to address the specific needs of scientific
data management, flexibility to change workflows at any
time, real-time monitoring and powerful post-processing
facilities. Therefore, aside from similar solutions for this
vast software field like Keppler & Taverna [1], [3], iSight
[4], and many more, also at the German Aerospace Center
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(DLR) efforts were undertaken to create a suitable system,
originally in the field of aircraft predesign, later adapted for
use in more loosely related fields such as assessment of air
traffic climate impact in the DLR-project climate-compatible
air transport system (CATS), innovative concepts in engine
design in Evaluation of Innovative Turbo Engines (EVITA),
and of national and international air traffic modeling (IML2).
The software system created at DLR and presented in this
paper certainly does not want to be the future all-in-one
solution described above, but strives to reach a new level of
conceptual and implementation abstraction and decoupling
of its inter-component relations.
As already presented in previous papers [5], [6], there
has been software development going on at DLR to provide
researchers in aerospace-related fields with tools necessary
to run distributed simulations and experiments on top of
the existing commercial integration framework ModelCenter
[7]. Use cases in scientific software integration were already
presented elsewhere [8], [9]. In this paper we present a
generalization of the simulation environment architecture we
developed over the last few years.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an
overview about what we call the ”Chameleon-principle” and
shows the advantage of using a generalized and decoupled
approach in scientific simulation workflow systems. Section III describes the original simulation environment set-up
we used and outlines the main advantages and challenges
with regards to the tenets of the Chameleon principle. In
Section IV the new simulation environment is introduced
with its (dis-)advantages regarding Chameleon. Section V
draws a conclusion including a brief evaluation of current
outcomes and how to proceed with further development
to steadily increase the usefulness and universality of our
software design for researchers and engineers.
II. T HE C HAMELEON SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
In short, Chameleon is the name of a concept for simulation and scientific software integration environments, targeted at experimenting and collaborating in interdisciplinary
scientific simulation, modeling and assessment.
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During the DLR-projects TIVA, TIVA-II, UCAV-2010,
CATS and EVITA [10] work on a generalized simulation
environment began. Those efforts culminated recently in a
product called ”Chameleon Suite”, which denotes rather a
design principle than a singular software product, because
there are several ways that Chameleon can be (and was
to be) turned into executable software. Since commencing
development it was determined that for the software to
succeed there must be a modular and highly abstracted
software design, since the projects listed above all stretched
over several years and follow-up projects needed and need
to be able to build upon the existing software product,
while new requirements may arise at any point. The design
therefore follows the principle of separation of concerns
(SoC) to allow for later changes in any separate part without
inflicting consecutive adaptations in the other parts. Figure
1 shows the general idea of separating three distinct parts
of a simulation environment, namely the scientific simulation applications (from now on called ”tools”) with their
respective specific input / output demands, the common data
format Common Parametric Aircraft Configuration Scheme
(CPACS) [11], the software libraries that can be used by
framework components as well as users’ applications, and
the software integration framework (also called ”platform”),
on which our software is built on.

the execution flow, which is most often provided by the
integration framework.
B. The common data format
The data format and its underlying data model as the
original driving core component, originally launched in the
TIVA project, was specifically designed independently of
any implementation details, to capture the structural and
parametric description of aircraft configurations. The data
format is wished to progress and extend independently
from the integration environment on its own, although often
changes arise from current project demands. Changes to the
data format must only conform to the data integrity and
domain constraints, but not to the technical realization of
any tool using it. This way progress in disciplinary research
is encouraged and not hindered by dependencies on libraries
and existing integration state. Chameleon offers components
to work with CPACS data; this contains importing, exporting
and updating, spanning over several XML-files, including
remote web-resources.
C. The software integration framework
The software integration framework is the biggest asset
but also often the most aggravating lock-in for every collaborative simulation, or other workflow environment. In order
to keep even this heavy-weighing part on which everything
else rests upon interchangeable, we developed all other core
components in a way to stay decoupled and independent
of the underlying framework. This approach seems quite
bold, because frameworks differ largely in their capabilities
regarding parallelization, workflow, numeric optimization,
infrastructure, architecture, but also their supported data
types, structures and runtime models. Regardless of this,
we will show that it is possible to abstract a simulation
framework from the underlying integration platform while
not only retaining a useful and usable workflow and experimentation system, but also gaining all features that emerging
frameworks may offer.
D. The common software libraries

Figure 1. Separation of concerns by decoupling core components in the
Chameleon simulation environment.

A. Scientific tool integration
The integrated simulation tools need to be separated from
the integration platform as well as from common functions
(externalized into reusable software libraries) and the data
format used to communicate between tools. Also, the input
and output data formats of integrated tools may differ from
the data format used to transfer information between tools,
when they are called from a workflow engine that controls
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As shown in Figure 2, there are two helper libraries for
data manipulation and direct data access, namely TIXI and
TIGL. They have been named after the TIVA project for
historical reasons.
The first supporting library that was developed was the
TIVA XML Interface (TIXI). Since CPACS data is completely based on XML, to simplify the access to the central
data format the TIXI library has been developed to shield
the application developer from dealing with the complexities
of XML structure handling. Dealing with the full functional
range of XML is mostly not necessary because many applications use input files based on quite simple data structures.
These data structures are often single floating point or
integer numbers, and their meaning depends on the exact
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position of these numbers in the input or output file. More
advanced types of these files are name/value pairs or lists of
numbers to reflect vector or array data. On top of the fullfledged XML-library libXML2 [12], the C-library TIXI was
designed to shield the developer from XML processing when
performing simple tasks like writing an integer or reading a
matrix.
A second dynamic library we developed is called TIVA
geometric library (TIGL) and can be used for easy processing of geometric data stored inside CPACS data sets.
With TIGL it is possible to directly execute geometric
functions on fuselage and wing geometries. In the future,
the functional volume of the TIGL library shall be extented
to handling of other aircraft parts like for instance engine
nacelles. The geometric library itself uses again the TIXI
library to access CPACS data sets, while leveraging data manipulation of all supported geometry types to, e. g., build up
a prevalent 3D-Model of the contained aircraft in memory.
For the time being only wings and fuselages are supported,
with more to come. The functional range of the library
goes from the computation of surface points in Cartesian
coordinates up to export of airplane geometry to different file
formats (IGES, STL and VTK). Beside these computational
functions, TIGL can be used to obtain information about the
geometric structure itself, for instance how many wings and
fuselages the current airplane configuration has.
The overall architecture regarding those mostly independent software parts is displayed in Figure 2.

explained above instead of on legacy technology provides
an instant bonus to current and future simulation projects
because it is abstracted in a way that allows not only
its reuse in other projects and contexts, but also in other
integration frameworks and with other data formats. This is,
in a nutshell, the main advantage of adhering to a strict SoC
in a scientific workflow environment, that, to our knowledge,
is unprecedented. Interfacing with a common data format
increases interoperability and cooperations become easier to
start with each newly added tool. Inclusion of many tools
into one environment boosts productivity and reproducibility
of results. Validation capabilities are much stronger when
working with workflows instead of plain, manually set up
process chains (like batch files or hand-crafted converter
scripts).
Additionally to the separation of core parts in Chameleon,
a host of different helper components is deployed for every
Chameleon version, spanning convenient helper components
for finding errors, sending email-notifications (useful in
long-running workflows), graphical components for data
extraction, data mapping, three-dimensional visualization
plugins, script language integration, logging and more.
These components cannot always be copied as they are
from one Chameleon instantiation to another Chameleon
implementation based on another integration framework, but
they are rather provided, pre-manufactured and supported by
the Chameleon team to comprise a comprehensive collection
of tools needed to design scientific workflows, experiment
with domain values and exchange data and ideas with
colleagues. The usage of the libraries, of the data format,
and most of the workflow features are virtually just the same,
from a user’s perspective, regardless of the platform used.
In the following two subsections we will present the currently supported integration frameworks that Chameleon was
developed to run on, along with their respective advantages
and drawbacks.
III. P HOENIX M ODEL C ENTER

Figure 2.

Coarse depiction of Chameleon’s architecture.

E. Advantages of the Chameleon approach
The general idea of our decoupled architecture is to simplify the technicalities connected with distributed computing
and provisioning of highly specialized simulation tools of
different scientific fields as much as possible. Therefore, the
simplicity to set up and configure workflows and to introduce
new tools into the environment was one of the main drivers
during development.
The second most important advantage of the Chameleon
approach is the additionally gained ”business” value stemming from the decoupling principle: Every newly integrated
tool that is based on the abstraction of core components as
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The simulation environment ModelCenter (MC) is a
commercial product from Phoenix Integration, a software
vendor located in Philadelphia, USA. MC is based on a
client / server architecture where the ModelCenter application itself is a client-side Microsoft Windows application
to build and monitor simulation workflows. On the serverside an application server called Analysis Server is used to
provide the software infrastructure for distributed execution
of simulation models. Alternatively, a product called CenterLink can be used, which allows asynchronous and queued
execution of packaged models independently of the MC
client. Simulation models can be constructed as scientific
workflows in MC and run either in the the integrated
workflow environment or on the above-mentioned server.
A scientific workflow can be either a data- or processdriven tool chain with capabilities similar to the Business
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Process Modelling Notation (BPMN). The following sections
enumerate the key advantages and drawbacks of MC when
used as the foundation for the Chameleon simulation environment:
A. Advantages
•
•
•
•
•

Tool based simulation approach; application wrapping
Runtime tool execution depending on fixed number of
input- and output variables, synchronous data transfer
Data- and process-driven approach available
Choice of several workflow-driving schedulers
Many integration components included: Optimizers,
Calculation software integration (e. g., , Excel, Matlab,
ANSYS)

B. Disadvantages
Even moderately large data sizes not supported
No integrated support for XML-based data formats
(yet), although internally running on XML-technology
• No server-based GUI for the individual tools providable
(availability not foreseeable in the future)
• No runtime support for wiring up complex workflows
(e. g., wizard functionality)
• Hard to conceive ways on how to add support for
collaboration in teams
• No possibility to add additional cross-cutting technologies like, e. g., provenance, data management, user
access rights; may be included in an upcoming version
On the one hand, the listing shows that the simulation environment comes with all general functionality to work with
the basic idea of Chameleon in combination with simulation
workflows. But on the other hand, the disadvantages bar us
from building a really integrated simulation environment,
which addresses the needs of researchers regarding a fullfledged collaboration software. ModelCenter is a useful
software for creation of simple simulation workflows, but
a simulation environment should address not only the process, but also potentially complex and dynamic data (management) and the collaboration issues.
•
•

IV. R EMOTE C OMPONENT E NVIRONMENT
The integration framework Remote Component Environment (RCE) [13], formerly known as Reconfigurable Computing Environment, is an open-source product from the
DLR institute Simulation and Software Technology (SC)
[14], department Distributed Systems and Component Software (VK) and the Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms and
Scientific Computing (SCAI). RCE is a grid component
framework for distributed computing based on the Eclipse
Rich Client Platform (RCP) and provides core functions
needed in a distributed environment. These features, among
others, are:
• Authorization and authentification (AA)
• Detaching of running workflows from the client’s GUI
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Operating system independency due to use of the RCP
and Java platform (Linux, Windows, Solaris, AIX, Mac)
• Modular framework based on OSGi [15] allows for
further enhancements regarding emerging technologies,
e. g., provenance and knowledge management
• Inter-instance file transfer and notifications
• Visual workflow editor
• Data management
• Distributed logging view
RCE was originally designed in a project concerned with
the predesign of ships in collaboration with dockyard companies. Because predesign processes for ships have a lot in
common with the predesign tasks for aircraft, RCE was a
natural candidate to create a Chameleon environment on.
Similar to the structure of the previous section, an examination regarding advantages and disadvantages follows:
•

A. Advantages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tool-wrapping for simulation tool integration
Runtime tool execution based on a data-channel concept, leading to asynchronous data transfers
Data-driven approach, allowing streaming of input and
output data values
GUIs allowed for server-side simulation tools, accessible from every RCE instance in a network
Support for wiring up complex workflows (wizards)
Possibility to extend the system for collaboration tasks
Open architecture allows to add additional technologies
like provenance, data management and visualization

B. Disadvantages
No process-driven approach available yet
No workflow-scheduling approaches, logic is currently
implemented only in the integrated components
• Young product; needs an active community, code committers and operational experience
It is obvious that RCE is able to execute simulation
workflows as well. The main advantage of RCE is the
flexibility of being built on top of the open source RCP and
OSGi platforms and therefore having the opportunity to add
collaboration topics and additional technologies to it. For
institutions like DLR, working on strongly multidisciplinary
projects with locally distributed teams of manifold professions there is a need for supporting and integrating new
technologies in addition to create and execute workflows
whenever need arises.
•
•

V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The transition from a data format and tool integration in
ModelCenter – which was developed over several years and
in several projects as mentioned in Section I – to the new
integration framework RCE, was prototypically exercised
and evaluated. The software development overhead was
quite small in comparison to the former projects, because
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of several facts: The data format and its accessor libraries
were already created, tested and broadly in use. Installation
overhead is minimized, since the infrastructure is already in
place and cooperation in server configuration is widely given
and responsibilities are accepted. The component framework
offered by the OSGi-platform reduces the overhead (”boilerplate code”) needed to create and integrate new components. The shortcomings of the existing framework were
largely known and many workarounds had been in place.
Therefore in the new framework we could often directly use
its capabilities to reach the same goal without having to
resort to a workaround. In many parts, the RCE framework
had differing concepts and a different philosophy to the
definition of workflow. Here the challenge lay in the fact that
most logic for RCE integration goes into the components
instead of the workflow engine. We hope that upcoming
versions of RCE will have more powerful features to ease
the developer’s overhead to integrate components in a useful
and usable way.
In this paper we have shown the advantage of a generalized and decoupled concept for integrating data, tools
and frameworks. We demonstrate how easily our Chameleon
principle can be adapted to the open source grid computing
framework RCE. The reason for changing the framework is,
beside the proof of generalizability, that the new framework
is a more eligible candidate for a real simulation system.
This is because we learned that collaboration in teams and
support of users in creating a workflow is much more important than just to execute the same process over and over again
without changes. The wide field of collaboration is, beside
the core integration technology, the next main approach
we want to address in our Chameleon software suite. Our
future work will be about the integration of provenance
information and to provide a possibility to semantic checks
during creation of workflows.
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Abstract—Communication delays are random in nature. A
distributed real-time control system linked through a
communication network is bound to be affected by the
randomness of communication delay patterns. Statistical
modelling techniques, like Auto-regressive Integrated
Moving Average (ARIMA), may be used to model the
network traffic. This paper provides a comprehensive
coverage of network traffic modelling through the stochastic
approach ARIMA with a case study of National Instruments
(NI) DataSocket Transport Protocol (DSTP) based on high
bandwidth Ethernet. In real-time control systems the
controller optimization requires accurate temporal
specification of sensitive controller tasks. Logical
computation languages such as Time Definition Language
(TDL) have successfully eliminated the temporal
inaccuracies in designing control software. The paper
provides an analytical and programmatic view on the impact
and compensation of unpredictable network delays through
discrete-time control algorithms, that are designed in Time
Definition Language (TDL). The results validate that the

discrete implementations are able to compensate for
the delay, thus guaranteeing the stability of the control
loop in the presence of unpredictable delays.
Keywords-Real-Time Control Systems; Time Definition
Language (TDL); Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA; Network Delay, Smith Predictor; Buffered Timestamped Dahlin Algorithm

I.

INTRODUCTION

A complex industrial control system is designed in a
hierarchy as:
1) Supervisory and Control Software at the top
layer.
2) Control equipment and PLC’s linked together to
form a middle layer.
3) Control devices like sensors and actuators at the
bottom layer.
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The system is finally connected via a communication
network. Thus a network control system requires at least
one link to be carried by a real-time network [11][12].
The most preferred network protocols for control systems
are Ethernet-based MODBUS, PROFIBUS, or Controller
Area Network (CAN). The time delays are not always
local to the controller tasks. They can occur as
transmission delays from a sensors to a controller and
from controller to an actuator [9][10] because control
equipment is connected via network.
The aim of this paper is to model network induced
delays and analyse their impact on control operations
through a posterior analysis. The paper provides
comprehensive coverage of the statistical modelling
technique ARIMA, used to model network traffic with a
case study exploring National Instruments’ (NI)
DataSocket Transport Protocol (DSTP)
based on
Ethernet. The last section analyses the impact of delays on
control loop operation and compares several delay
compensation algorithms for control system design. A
second order interacting system for liquid level within
two tanks is considered. The control data is managed
through National Instruments’ DataSocket Server
Manager. The delay modelling is consequently done for
Gigabit Ethernet traffic based on DataSocket Transport
Protocol (DSTP).
The paper is organized in four sections. The
following two sections explain the role of delays and their
modelling for Industrial Control Systems. Section four
presents an overview of the statistical delay modelling
technique ARIMA for network traffic. The case study for
Ethernet traffic is analysed . The last section provides a
brief overview of the Smith Predictor and Dahlin
technique, and their implementation in Time Definition
Language (TDL) for delay compensation of control loop
operation. The aim is to analyse a typical control problem
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for real-time requirements, precise modelling and
compensation of network delays to optimize the
performance of the system.
II.

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Communication delays are random in nature, hence are
difficult to model. Moreover they are affected by the type
of network protocols in use. In an industrial control
system, the role of the network becomes more crucial if
the plant operates in real-time mode. The network layer
forms the central data highway with which display and
control equipment are exchanged. A challenging problem
in control of an industrial plant is minimization of delay
within a control loop. The time delay in executing the
control algorithm originates from:
1) Control operation;
2) Sampling time chosen if a discrete-time
controller is used;
3) Transmission
delays
due
to
network
characteristics like network protocol in use, the
network topology, or the type of physical
network hardware used.
Real-time programming methodologies like RT-Java
or Timing Definition Language (TDL) have evolved in
the last decade to address the increasing complexity of
control systems and scalability of equipment in the
industrial automation domain. As explained by C.M.
Kirsch, and R. Sengupta in their work in [1], the
programming abstractions for real-time systems can be
classified according to the processor execution time cycle
for a given control task. The developments achieved by
the computing community through RT-Languages like
TDL conform to compensation of one-unit delay in
control algorithm execution. TDL achieves timing
predictability through the time-triggered architecture [2].
It executes the real-time code by separating the platform
dependant issues like schedulability from platform
independent issues like generating code from a given
SIMULINK model of the system. TDL integrates well
with simulation and modelling environments such as
SIMULINK [3]. TDL guarantees control stability once
the computational delays within the control loop operation
are known. Transmission delays, on the other hand also
play a vital role in control system’s stability. The
transmission delays are tough to model and estimate
because of the stochastic nature of network traffic. Many
statistical models are available these days to model the
behaviour of network traffic and hence estimate the
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average network delay. The focus in this paper is on
ARIMA.
III.

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING FOR TIMEDELAYED CONTROL SYSTEM

The Laplace transform models delays in transfer
function using the exponential term e-αs, where α is the
associated time delay that can either represent an input
delay or output delay [1]. Thus mathematically the
transfer function can be defined as:
g(s) =



   

u(s) e-αs

(1)

where g*(s) is the non-delayed transfer function for the
system. Here α signifies the delay that must be taken into
account while designing continuous or discrete
controllers. The stability of an overall system depends on
all elements that make up the control system architecture,
including the communication network. So long as realtime operating system and software development methods
are employed, the computational delays can be assumed
to be fixed. A well-designed discrete model of the system
makes critical assumptions about the controller gain and
sampling time. The critical assumptions for a closed loop
system are given with characteristic equation specified as
[4]:
1 + gp(z)*gc(z) = 0

(2)

where gp(z) is the z-transformation of a continuous plant
transfer function and gc(z) is the discrete controller
transfer function. For a discrete-time closed loop system
to be stable, all the roots of equation 1, must lie within the
unit circle [4].
One important factor that is still not taken into
consideration is the effect of random delays that come
from the communication medium in the control loop
operation. The stability margins specified above lay stress
on retuning the controller parameters for a discrete-time
system to take into consideration the impact of the A/D
and D/A converters introduced within the control loop. In
order to analyse the impact of delays that originate from a
communication medium, the first step is to
mathematically model the control system for a
communication delay.
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Plant

k∆t

(k+1)∆t

jitter. It is very important to compensate for the delay by
controller optimization to stabilize the control loop
behaviour. One novel way to handle the communication
delay is to estimate the delay magnitude by appropriate
stochastic models like ARIMA and then generate
forecasts that can be used for controller modelling and
delay compensation. The delay magnitude can be
compensated by retuning the discrete models with
appropriate predictive control techniques such as the
Smith Predictor.

(k+2)∆t

Controller
αpc

k∆t
(k+1)∆t

(k+2)∆t

(k+1)∆t

(k+2)∆t

Actuator

αpc

k∆t

αca

αk

Figure 1. Delay effect for a particular time instant

The delayed response is characterized in two cases for
a discretized system for any time instant k and for ∆t
sampling period. The first case is when the delay
magnitude is smaller than the sampling period. The
control loop operation is delayed, but tolerable by the
system. As is evident from Fig. 1, the total delay is
specified as

αk= αpc+αca

(3)

where αpc is the network delay from Plant to Controller;
αca is the network delay from the Controller to an
Actuator. The maximum delay tolerable by the system,
guaranteeing stability, is specified as [5],




(xp(k+1)∆t)=φpxp[k∆t]+φpαkup[k∆t]+γp[αk]up[(k-1)∆t]

(4)
where φp =

 



ds

and γp =


  



The maximum tolerable delay can be estimated from
the relative magnitudes of φp and γp[5].
The second case arises when the delay magnitude
becomes larger than the sampling period. The main
consequence for such a case is loss of information or
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IV. STATISTICAL MODELLING OF NETWORK DELAY
FOR CONTROL NETWORKS
Communication network traffic is stochastic in nature,
since it arises from multiple independent sources, and is
therefore often modelled using statistical approaches. The
statistical approaches, specifically time-series models help
to generate forecasts that can be used effectively. ARIMA
(Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) [6] is a time
series model to capture the behaviour of the network
traffic. An ARIMA (p, d, q) is a process where p is the
autoregressive order, q is the moving average order and d
is the differencing order [6]. Since network traffic always
predicts non-stationary behaviour, the most effective
modelling technique must consider both autoregressive
and moving average terms. The importance of an ARMA
processes lies in the fact that a stationary time series may
often be adequately modelled by an ARMA model
involving fewer parameters than a pure AR or MA
processes alone [6]. The general ARIMA (p, d, q) process
is of the form [6]
Wt = α1Wt-1+….+αpWt-p+Zt+…..+βqWt-q
or such that Φ(B)Wt = θ(B)Zt

(5)

where B is the backward shift operator specified as BXt =
Xt-1, Wt is (1-B)dXt, φ and θ are polynomials of order p
and q respectively, and Xt represents the original nonstationary time series with mean zero and variance σ2.
The non-stationary series is often dealt with using the
Box-Jenkins [6] approach. It assumes the parameter d is
used for differencing the series to induce stationary
behaviour. This approach deals with the periodic
component of the time series. Box-Jenkins generalized the
ARIMA(p,d,q) model to deal with seasonality, and
defined the general multiplicative seasonal ARIMA
model as [6][7]
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Φp(B)ФP(Bs)Wt = θqѲQ(Bs)Zt

(6)

where ФP and ѲQ are autoregressive and moving average
polynomials of the order P and Q , Bs is specified as BsXt
= Xt-s and s is the seasonal span.. The model in equation
(6) is a multiplicative seasonal ARIMA model of the
order (p,d,q)*(P,D,Q)s [6][7].
When fitting a seasonal model, the preliminary
observation regarding the non-stationary series is to
identify the difference (d) and seasonal difference (D)
order. Then the values of p, q, P, and Q are determined
from the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
functions of the differenced series. The differencing
parameters yield the Wt series which can be modelled
using equation (6), to finally produce a fit of a SARIMA
(Seasonal ARIMA) model. The fitted model is finally
checked for its preciseness i.e. how adequately it
represents the original time series data. This step is called
the residual analysis. The residuals are often obtained as a
difference of actual and fitted values.
For a good model, the residuals are random and have
small variance. The most common test used for residual
analysis is the Portmanteau lack-of-fit test [6] that uses
the chi-square statistic. The test statistic is given as [1]
Q =  
#


!"

(7)

where N is the number of terms in the differenced
series, and K lies in the range 15 to 30.
Q is the chi square statistic with (K-p-q) degrees of
freedom. One useful application of this model is for
making predictions based on the past data values. The
time series that shows trend and seasonality in its
behaviour is often forecasted using the model equation
[6].
Consequently the ARIMA algorithm for traffic
prediction can be summarized by the following steps:
1) Model
Specification
which
involves
identification of trend and seasonality within the
original series (Random Walk Model), finally
identifying the differencing order for the trend
and seasonal components.
2) Model Building, which involves identifying the
Autoregressive (p,P), and Moving Average (q,Q)
orders for general and seasonal patterns from the
autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
patterns of Original Series.
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3) Model Validation, which involves a validation
check for residuals obtained after fitting the
model with appropriate orders for AR and MA
terms.
4) Forecasting, this involves generating the
forecasts if the model is validated and the
residuals are random and have small variance.
Experiments were performed to capture real-traffic
traces to enable prediction of Ethernet traffic carried using
the DataSocket Transport Protocol (DSTP) as application
layer protocol. DSTP is the TCP based protocol that
manages the National Instruments’ (NI) DataSocket
Server Manager. The DataSocket Server Manager is a
data repository for control data. The delays induced by the
network were modelled and forecasted using SARIMA
model with (p,d,q)*(P,D,Q) order. DSTP uses a publishsubscribe pattern for data exchange. A system
participating in a DSTP data exchange usually consists of
three components – a publisher, the DataSocket Server
and one or more subscribers [8]. A publisher acquires data
from a data acquisition device and sends it to the server
[8]. The server may be located on the same machine or,
remotely on a local network. Subscribers can subscribe to
receive the data from the server [8]. Complex applications
may have decentralized setup for subscribers and
publishers [8]. The interesting factor that determines the
data transfer from publisher to subscriber is that publisher
broadcasts the entire active control data to a subscriber
thus creating lot of network overhead. This can lead to
poor scalability of the network as more and more
subscribers become involved.
ARIMA modelling was undertaken for one and three
subscribers. The response time behaviour induces a
seasonal impact in the inter-arrival time gaps. The
seasonal component is more obvious in the case of a
single subscriber and dies out as more subscribers come
into existence. Since the entire control data is broadcasted
to the subscribers, the transmission involves fifteen data
packets of equal size. The fifteen data packets are
transferred within the time range of 10 milliseconds to
150 milliseconds, thus causing seasonal impact on the
autocorrelation patterns. The traffic patterns for a period
of ten seconds are recorded and autocorrelation graphs for
Random Walk models are shown in Fig. 2. As is evident
from Fig. 2, the seasonality of the time gaps is obvious in
case of one subscriber but is less clearly defined as the
number of subscribers increases. The seasonal component
is identified at the multiples of time-lag 16, as there are
fifteen response data packets transferred to the subscriber
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for every request. The time gap for the first response
packet is high and decreases for subsequent response
packets, thus causing the seasonal impact.
The
autocorrelation
patterns
and
partial
autocorrelation patterns specify the order required by the
SARIMA model. The best fits for both traffic patterns
were obtained using Minitab 15 for orders as specified in
Table 1. The residual autocorrelations for both models are
shown in Fig. 3. As evident from the Fig. 3, the residuals
are random and close to zero. Consequently the fitted
models were deemed adequate. Forecasts obtained
through ARIMA are based on specific assumptions that
are assumed to be fixed for a particular set of
experimental data.
TABLE 1. FITTED MODELS FOR DSTP TRAFFIC PATTERNS
Subscribers

1
Subscriber

Model

SARIMA(0,0,1)*(1,1,0)16
Type
SAR 16
MA
1
Constant

Coef
-0.6317
0.3603
0.0001944

SE Coef
0.0403
0.0487
0.0007260

Differencing: 0 regular, 1 seasonal
of order 16
Number of observations: Original
series 443, after differencing 427

SARIMA(5,0,0)*(0,1,1)56
3
Subscribers

Type
Coef
SE Coef
AR
1
0.0147
0.0327
AR
2
-0.0394
0.0327
AR
3
-0.0578
0.0327
AR
4
-0.0379
0.0327
AR
5
-0.0556
0.0328
SMA 56
0.9484
0.0139
Constant 0.00014991 0.00004716
70.90 0.000
Differencing: 0 regular, 1 seasonal
of order 56
Number of observations: Original
series 994, after differencing 938

V.

The ARIMA technique helps in modelling and
forecasting network delays. The forecasted delay pattern
can be used by discrete control algorithms for delay
compensation. The control algorithm for the second order
water tanks problem was optimized to compensate for
delays induced by the network. The control data was
managed by National Instruments’ DataSocket Server
Manager. The delay forecasts generated through ARIMA
were utilised to predict communication delays within the
control loop. An analytical view of control loop operation
was generated in the presence of these forecasted delays
using MATLAB/SIMULINK. The control algorithms
were implemented using the Time Definition Language
(TDL) to guarantee the computation time stability.
The two most common techniques for delay
compensation in discrete control design are [4]:
1) The Smith Predictor
2) The Buffered Dahlin Algorithm
In a closed loop system, the conventional control
design strategies allow delay compensation through
reduction of controller gain [4]. Consequently the control
systems will display sluggish response when compared to
a non-delayed system. A better approach is to deal with
the delay explicitly and introduce compensation
techniques to the allow system to behave like a nondelayed system [4]. The Smith Predictor is a delay
compensation algorithm. It assumes that the system is
non-delayed and compensates the delay value by
introducing a minor loop modelling the non-delayed
control loop operation. The Smith Predictor introduces a
minor loop that deals with the model process for delay
compensation. Thus the error signal after compensation of
delay α is

ec = yc - y*(s)
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(8)

where y*(s) is process output for the non-delayed control
loop operation. The Smith predictor algorithm allows the
controller gains for undelayed process to be used without
instability arising within the control loop. The closed loop
transfer function for the delayed process using a Smith
predictor is defined as

Y= $
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(9)
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The SIMULINK model for a delayed process using
Smith Predictor designed in TDL is shown in Figure 4.

(Kc=0.0833, (i=0.0433, ∆tcritical=0.009)
Figure 4. Smith Predictor with TDL Controller Optimization

Now the non-delayed process is delayed by the certain
amount of time, α, which is assumed to be derived from
the ARIMA generated forecasts. The delay value is
assumed to have average, best and the worst case values
of 60ms, 10ms, and 255ms respectively.

certain disadvantages. It assumes the magnitude of the
delay is constant, which is not with network
communication delays. Network delays are more random
and non-stationary over time.
The application of this algorithm must be restricted to
accommodate the worst-case delay value which has a rare
probability of occurrence. This conventional design
strategy does not provide the controller type and
parameters. Thus it can act as a major loophole for
stability in the discrete-time domain. A realistic system
with time delay is inherently unable to respond
instantaneously to a control event. The high controller
gains fail to provide a realistic image of the process. The
remedy to this problem is to design the controller with
parameters found using the direct synthesis control
strategy with a reference trajectory that can provide
desired control loop behaviour. Fig. 6 shows the delayed
system behaviour using a Smith Predictor with Direct
Synthesis Controller Parameters. The PI Controller used
for the α delay in the system is realizable as
)* +




,

- 

. /01

2 [4]

(10)

The choice of (3 allows the system to have a more
realistic view of the process behaviour in the presence of
time delay.
Discrete Model (Kc=0.25 (i=0.0822 (r=1)
a)

Non-Delayed Continuous System

b)

Delay Magnitude is 255ms
Figure 6. Smith Predictor with Direct Synthesis Control

Figure 5. Control Loop Stability in the Presence of Delay

As is evident from Fig. 5, the communication delays,
if greater than the sampling period, can destabilize the
system. The discretized system may be compensated for
delay using a Smith Predictor. The Smith Predictor is able
to compensate the delay and induce stability. But it has
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Another useful strategy for controlling time-delayed
systems is the Dahlin Algorithm. It is a digital control
design technique that assumes the controller realization
including the ZOH (zero order hold) and explicit time
delay is [4]:
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gc(z) =

5
%$!4

$ .

/6
-47/8/9

. /6- $

. /6- 4! /8/9

:

(11)

where ;3 is the assumed reference trajectory for the
desired control loop behaviour. G(z) is the delayed plant
model with ∆t sampling period such that the time delay
α = m ∆t. The Dahlin algorithm is a digital control
algorithm having two tuning parameters:
1) M, chosen such that the controller is realizable in
the presence of delay
2) ;3 determines the speed of the closed loop
response.
The forecasted delay pattern follows an ARIMA based
model. The model equation can be used to predict the
delay for control loop. The scheme uses buffered
approach to save the preceding timestamps for the next
prediction.
The Dahlin strategy is simulated with
buffered timestamps for indicating the magnitude of
delays using TDL/SIMULINK with sampling time ∆t
ranging from 0.004 to 0.09 minutes. The plant model is
assumed to have the delay specified as ranging from α. =
100 to 255 milliseconds.

// Introduce the Computational Delay
//gc(e(k) optimized for delay (k with m units
d = ∆t/ (k
compute f(k) = gc(e(k), (k , d)
//Manipulated Variable
write f(k)
compute h(k+1) = Gp(f(k))
// New Error Signal
Until (Set point)
The TDL/SIMULINK model behaviour is shown in
Fig. 7 and the response is analysed in Fig. 8.

Kc = 53.933, I = 18.6125 for Delays less than 100ms
Kc = 5.7421, I = 1.8869 for 100< Delays < 200ms
Kc = 2.2734, I = 0.9243 for 200<Delays<300
Figure 8. Dahlin Strategy for Variable Network Delay Compensation

As evident from the discrete implementations of the
Smith Predictor and Dahlin Algorithm from Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8, stability is achieved but the response time is high
in comparison to the continuous system response time.
These algorithms are implemented in TDL to guarantee
computation time stability, thus providing the precise
analytical impact of stochastic network delays on control
loop stability.
VI.
Figure 7. TDL/Simulink Model for Delay Compensation
Listing 1. Buffered Dahlin Algorithm

Repeat
// For any time instant k
(k-1 = Buffer(k), (k-2 = Buffer(k-1) // Get the timestamp for
the //preceding delay
(k = ARIMA fun((k-1, (k-2) // Next Prediction
Read h(k) // Current Process Variable
e (k) = sp – h(k)
//Random delay block
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CONCLUSION

The response times and TDL computation times are
summarized in Table 2. These comparative estimates of
response times are for the second order system with time
constant of 3 minutes. In the first case, the network delays
are modelled using the stochastic approach, ARIMA. The
forecasts are then utilized to view their impact on control
loop operation. The discrete implementation of control
algorithm uses TDL to guarantee the computation time
stability. RT-Languages such as TDL can help in
analysing and guaranteeing the computational stability.
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Finally, the unpredictability of communication delays can
be dealt with using appropriate discrete algorithm
implementations. As is evident from the Table 2, the
discrete implementations are able to compensate for the
delay, thus guaranteeing the stability of the control loop in
the presence of unpredictable delays. However, in
practice, the response time maybe high. Secondly, in both
strategies the delays are treated as a constant and varied
through average, best and worst case values.

[12] Ray, Y and Halevi, “Integrated Communication and Control
Systems: Part II Design Considerations”, ASME Journal of
Dynamic Systems, Measurement and Control, vol. 110, pp.
374-381, 1988.

TABLE 2. RESPONSE TIME ESTIMATES IN TDL/SIMULINK
Non-Delayed Continuous
System
TDL Computation
Time(ms)

20

Response
Time(sec)

2.4

Reference Trajectory (3
Minutes)
without
Computation
time
stability
Controller Optimization
through TDL

Smith Predictor
TDL
Computation
Time(ms)

Response
Time(sec)

Dahlin Algorithm
TDL
Computation
Time(ms)

Response
Time(sec)

40
-

5
230

40
-

240
480

40

150

40

350

1 Subscriber
3 Subscribers
Figure 2. Autocorrelation for Original Series
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Abstract—This paper introduces a new approach for a network
on chip (NOC) design which is based on a NlogN interconnect
topology. The intended application area for the NOC is the
real-time communication of multiprocessors that are hosted by
a single Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The
proposed NOC is an on-chip multistage interconnection
network for which an upper limit can be guaranteed that is at
most needed for the latency while delivering data between
sending and receiving processors. The reason for the
deterministic interprocessor communication is the constant
path length from input to any output port of the NOC. In
contrast to contemporary NOCs, no intermediate routers exist.
Thus, no overloaded router with hot spot problems can occur,
and the proposed NOC can be used for real-time applications.
Example NoCs of size 4x4 and 8x8 were implemented in
VDHL, together with their softcore processors on Spartan3
and Virtex-4 and -5 FPGAs from Xilinx.
Keywords–network on chip; multistage interconnection network;
softcore processor; real-time multiprocessor; FPGAbased multiprocessor

I.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing quantity of logic cells that can be
integrated into a single FPGA allows novel solutions by
using the system on chip (SoC) paradigm. Just recently,
multiprocessor system on chip (MPSoC) applications have
become feasible that are hosted by a single FPGA [1,2]. In
such MPSoCs, each processor exists only as Verilog or
VDHL [3] description that can be extended or modified as
needed, and that is afterwards synthesized for a target FPGA
such as Spartan3 or Virtex-4/-5/-6 from Xilinx, for example.
Because of the adaptability of the processor architecture to
the demands of the real-time system, such computing devices
are called soft-core or soft processors.
MPSoCs with soft processors exhibit both, the high
performance of parallel computers and the flexibility of
reconfigurable hardware [4]. In real-time systems, data- and
computing-intensive applications can make use of this
technological progress. For instance, driver assistant systems
in cars require to service more sensors and actuators than
ever. Such applications demand higher computing power and
less electrical power at the same time, while the system size
has to be minimized. To match such demands, the proposed
network on chip (NoC) design can be used in MPSoCs. In
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the future, we believe that MPSoCs will replace in part
conventional electronic controller units in automobiles as
well as in complex machinery [5].
The majority of embedded systems are located in realtime applications. Amongst others, the real-time
performance of multiprocessor computers relies on the
predictability of the interprocessor communication. For an
MPSoC, deterministic behaviour of the interconnection
network has to be guaranteed. This requirement is hardly to
implement with conventional packet routing that takes place
in direct, i.e. static networks. In static networks, adaptive
multi-hop routing together with packet prioritization induces
an undesirable indeterminism to network latency. The
formation of hotspots due to excessive data traffic in router
nodes excludes predictability also. We therefore propose, a
new paradigm for MPSoCs, which makes use of multistage
interconnection networks (MINs) as a network on chip.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the state
of the art in NoCs is given. Section 3 makes a recap of
MINs. Their utility and their problems in on-chip usage are
investigated in section 4. In section 5, the topology of the
proposed NoC is presented, and in section 6 its chosen
implementation is described, together with the MPSoC for
which it was developed. The paper ends with conclusion and
literature reference in section 7.
II.

STATE-OF-THE ART IN NETWORKS ON CHIP

Interprocessor communication in MPSoCs with tens of
cores or more is no longer feasible by using shared buses due
to their low intrinsic scalability in bandwidth and latency
[6,7]. Also crossbar structures are no longer practicable due
to their O(N2) complexity if N becomes large. To overcome
the von Neumann bottleneck and the O(N2) increase in
hardware, alternative architectures have been introduced by
NoCs as the new paradigm in SoC design [8]. Since then
considerable number of NoC designs have been proposed
which provide diverse communication types and network
topologies [7,9]. NoCs with direct (static) networks have
been proposed by [10,11,12,13] such as mesh, tree, torus or
hypercube. Some examples of these static topologies are
given in Fig. 1. The basic principle of direct network
topologies is that each processor is connected directly to a
smaller number of neighbour processors where each
processor acts in addition as a switch or router node for
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introduced by Lawrie [15], consists of shuffle and exchange
permutations in logN stages and can be defined by

Ωn = (σ n  E )
Figure 1. Toplogies of direct networks: a) mesh; b) tree; c) hypercube.

frames or packets, respectively. Routing is performed
either statically or dynamically via the source and target
information contained in the frame/packet headers. The
communication channels between the processor nodes are
operating on layer 3 of the ISO 7-layer model. Finally, some
nodes provide additional communication channels for the
necessary I/O.
A desirable property of NoCs for MPSoCs is scalability,
which means that for small and large processor numbers as
well, the same basic interconnect structure, can be used in
principle. Another property which is mandatory for real-time
systems is that the achievable bandwidth and the maximum
latency for data transfer is deterministic i.e. predictable. This
means that an upper limit for the latency must be guaranteed
that is at most needed for data transfer, as well as a lower
limit for the bandwidth. This is required to build and
program systems that can react in due time.
However, all direct networks have the potential hazard of
hot spots that are overloaded router nodes. Hot spots result in
unpredictable bandwidth and latency, which in turn is not
tolerable for real-time systems. Furthermore, scalability is
also not possible if hot spots occur.
This is why we propose an alternative to direct networks
that can be used for NoCs in MPSoCs and that is based on
indirect networks. In indirect networks, computing nodes are
connected via a cascaded set of switches. Because of the
switch arrangement, each path from source to target is of the
same length, and every switch has to serve only a fixed
number of traffic streams. Thus, hot spots cannot occur, if
the rearrangable non-blocking subtype of indirect networks
is used. Indirect networks are described in the next section.
III. MULTISTAGE INTERCONNECTION NETWORK (MIN)
By origin, MINs were proposed for telephone exchange
systems, and later for parallel computers. Vector
supercomputers, multiprocessors and multicomputers with
processors on individual silicon chips were introduced two
decades ago for high-performance computing. MINs have
been designed to match their bandwidth and latency
constraints and to support effective execution of parallelized
algorithms. Therefore, MINs are known from parallel
computers, and we have adopted these structures to provide
for deterministic on-chip interprocessor communication.
MINs connect computing nodes through a set of
elementary switches that are organized in 1, 3 or logN stages,
where N is the number of the ports the network features. The
mathematical patterns between the switch stages are
permutation functions, such as perfect shuffle, butterfly or bit
reversal [14]. The Omega network, for example, which was
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n

(1)

where n is the total number of stages, σ is the shuffle
permutation over n bits, and E is an exchange stage [16]. An
example for an Omega network of size 8x8 is given in Fig. 2.
By using the smallest possible switch size of 2x2, the
construction of a MIN needs (N/2)log2N switches only,
which is the minimum number possible at all. For
comparison, a crossbar network requires N2 switches.
Typical representatives for logN-MINs are Omega, Baseline
and Butterfly networks [16,17,18,19]. They belong to the socalled delta subclass of MINs which means that routing
through the logN-MIN is easily accomplished by using bit
after bit of the target port address in order to set each switch
so that it routes data either „=“ (parallel) or „x“ (cross).
Because of the constant number of switches that data has to
pass from the network input port to output port, a constant
routing time or at least an upper limit for the routing canbe
guaranteed. MINs are therefore beneficial for interprocessor
communication with respect to latency, which is important
for real-time applications. However, constant routing time
cannot be guaranteed for transfers that take place at all input
ports simultaneously. The reason is that each output can be
reached from every input in principle, but there are
permutations of inputs to outputs that can not be realized
which is why MINs are called fully reachable but blocking.
This is the main disadvantage of logN-MINs.
There are two other categories of MINs, which are called
Clos and Benes networks that do not belong to the logN type
and that are non-blocking [19]. Unfortunately, the Clos
network has a switch complexity of (3/2)N√N, and the Benes
network has Nlog2N complexity which is both not the
minimum logN-MINs have. This means for the applicability
of Clos and Benes MINs as on-chip networks that they
consume more chip area as needed, and that they need more
electrical power as logN-MINs do. Both are disadvantages
for VLSI integration. Furthermore, Clos and Benes networks
are non-blocking only for the price of rearranging already
existing internal paths through the network, which is a
problem for ongoing real-time transmissions. During path
rearrangement, no data transfer can take place. Finally, path

Figure 2. Omega topology of size 8x8.
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rearrangements require a central control instance that
executes the rearranging algorithm. However, a central
control unit prevents from scalability, and the rearranging
algorithm is so complex that it consumes a processor by its
own, together with considerable computing time.
IV. IDEAL ON-CHIP MIN
In general, we can state that there is no ideal on-chip
interconnection network with good scalability, deterministic
routing latency for real-time capability, minimum chip area
and minimum power consumption at the same time.
However, with the introduction of FIFO buffers, each
disadvantage of the above networks could be solved, at least
for many practical applications. In the case of logN-MINs for
example, FIFOs at all switch stages are needed as temporary
storage for incoming data to hold them until the blocking
situation is managed. Blocking management has to be made
every time when the MPSoC requests a forbidden
permutation from input to output ports. Delaying and
serializing the needed transfers via FIFO accomplish this.
Data is then delayed until blocking is over, and afterwards
data is read out from the FIFO one after the other. A positive
aspect is that blocking management can be achieved in a
fully decentralized manner.
In the case of Clos and Benes MINs, FIFOs are required
only at the input ports to store incoming data until the
internal path rearrangements have been accomplished. If a
permutation from input to output needs rearrangement, then
the input FIFOs are filled while the network is drained.
When all network-internal paths are empty, rearrangement
can take place by setting switches newly. After that, data is
let again into the network.
In both cases, the FIFO solution is not perfect because it
introduces indeterministic delays in the MPSoC
interprocessor communication. Depending on the filling state
of a FIFO and depending on the needed transfers per time
unit, more or less data frames or packets have to be
temporarily stored in the FIFOs. Only by means of a fixed
FIFO depth, an upper limit for the maximum latency can be
stated for data delivery. However, this is sufficent in practice
for many real-time applications. FIFO overflow can occur,
but it is considered as a programming fault of the MPSoC. It
has to be mentioned here also that is not the fault of the
network but of the programmer if two input ports want to
deliver data to the same output port at the same time. This is
comparable to writing the same variable in a shared memory
from two processors at the same time.
To summarize, the state of the art in on-chip networks is
that logN-MINs are the best option because of their
O(NlogN) scalability and their minimum chip and power
consumption compared to busses, crossbars, Clos and Benes
networks. Therefore, we propose a logN-MIN as the
preferred NoC for MPSoC. In the next section we will
explain which type of logN-MIN is best suited, and what we
did to improve its real-time behaviour.
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V. TOPOLOGY OF THE PROPOSED MINOC
The network topology we decided for is known as
Baseline network [20]. In Fig. 3, a Baseline network of size
16x16 is presented, together with two routing examples. This
topology has been introduced in 1980 by C. Wu and T. Feng
to proof equivalence among logN-MINs. The stages in the
Baseline network are connected via an unshuffle wiring. The
topology of the Baseline network is mathematically
isomorphic to other networks of the log2N class but the
network has technological advantages compared to other
logN-MINs. The production of the Baseline network is
characterized by a recursive construction. Each stage is of
1,2,4,... sub-networks of the same type. From the view-point
of the first stage, the Baseline consists of one switch block

Figure 3. Baseline topology of size 16x16.

of size NxN. The second stage contains two switch
blocks of size (N/2) x (N/2) and so forth. That iterates down
to the smallest blocks of size 2x2 as atomic elements. In
addition, each stage has the minimum possible number of
crossing wires, and the wires have minimum lengths [14].
Both features, recursive construction and minimum wiring,
are advantages for implementation in VLSI or FPGA that are
not found in other logN-MINs. In Baseline networks, the
routing algorithm evaluates the most significant bit of the
n=logN bits of the target address first [16]. With every bit
evaluation, the interval of possible output ports is halved.
After n steps, the target output port is exactly specified. This
routing algorithm is a good example of the divide-andconquer principle known from theoretical informatics.
Finally, the recursive construction of the Baseline network
eases its definition in VHDL. The VHDL code of a 2x2
switch is for example:
signal A, B, C, D: std_logic_vector(0 to 31);
shared variable S: boolean;
C <=
else
D <=
else

A when S = false -- parallel connection
B;
-- cross connection
A when S = true -- parallel connection
B;
-- cross connection
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where A and B are inputs, C and D are outputs and S is
the switch state. Not shown are FIFO buffers, but as we have
learned from practice, the FPGA synthesis of the switch
controller is much more complex than the switches and the
FIFO. With our preferred MINoC, we yield a MPSoC of the
symmetric multiprocessor type that is depicted in Fig. 4. Its
architecture includes softcore processors P, local memory MP
and shared memory MS.

A. Switches and Wiring
In the following sections of this paper we refer to
message-based interprocessor communication. However,
with the network coupling of shared memory (MS)
interprocessor communication via shared variables becomes
feasible as well.
As seen before, the switches feature two states for direct
and crossed connection paths, but for parallel computing
mechanisms for task synchronization are needed also. These
can be implemented by two additional switch states called
upper and lower broadcast (Fig. 6). Direct and crossed
connection paths are used in point-to-point communication

Figure 6. States of the switch: a) straight and cross b) upper and lower
broadcast.
Figure 4. Block diagram of the resulting MPSoC Architecture.

With this architecture, both programming paradigms of
message passing and shared memory are supported
simultaneously.
VI.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MINOC

The MINoC is implemented by adding a custom VHDL
core to the existing description of a Xilinx Microblaze soft
processor [21]. The block diagram of the so enhanced
MicroBlaze is shown in Fig. 5.
Our custom IP core realizes the MINoC for the MPSoC.
It consists of three components: 1.) switches 2.) network
interface, and 3.) network controller. The first component
(switches) implements the described Baseline topology. The
second component is the network interface. It connects the
MicroBlaze via its proprietary FSL bus [22,23] to the
MINoC input ports and output ports. The third component is
the network controller, which we have introduced to improve
real-time behaviour. The network controller allows for
interprocessor communication only in fixed points in time.
This can guarantee a better upper limit for latency in data
delivery.

Figure 5. Block diagram of the soft processor enhanced by a MINoC.
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between sender/receiver pairs via message passing.
Broadcast communciation is needed for synchronous task
start and stop and for distributing input data to processors.
Both types of communication are required in the intended
application domain of real-time embedded systems.
The wire patterns between the stages are implemented
via bidirectional communication channels that are defined as
signals in VHDL. With bidirectional channels, handshake
protocols between sender and receiver are implemented.
B. Network Interface
The soft processors are connected to the interconnection
network via the Fast Simplex Link (FSL) from Xilinx [23].
Each FSL interface provides an uni-directional point-to-point
communication channel that includes a FIFO buffer. The
FIFO buffer decouples the processor clock from the network
but it introduces indeterminism as described that cannot be
avoided. However, the network controller reduces the jitter
in message latency during data transfer. Since the FSL
interface is an internal part of the soft processor,
communication takes 2 processor cycles only for transferring
a 32-bit word from sender to receiver if the FIFO buffers are
free. Therefore, the FSL enables a high-speed interprocessor
communication. When the FSL interface is added to the soft
processor, the MicroBlaze instruction set is augmented with
four additional instructions:
•

Blocking Read (get)

•
•

Non-blocking Read (nget)
Blocking Write (put)

•

Non-blocking Write (nput)

These instructions are for reading from and writing data
to the FIFO of the FSL interfaces. As soon as data are
written to FIFO, the put instruction terminates and the NoC
moves all data from source to destination FIFO. Finally, a
get instruction reads the data out of the receive FIFO.
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C. Network Controller
The MIN operates not by packet- or message switching
but circuit switching. This provides a direct connection
between sender and receiver and delivers maximum speed
for interprocessor communication since no frame or packet
header is required that would be overhead only. Thus all data
are received in sent order.
Furthermore, a time-slot that is returning periodically is
granted to each processor according to a scheduling policy
where messages can be sent. The scheduling policy has been
implemented in the network controller in hardware by means
of VHDL. When the network controller schedules a data
transfer, a communication time-slot opens, and the network
controller establishes a physical path between a pair of
processors. As long as the time-slot stays open, data can be
sent directly from sender to receiver with full speed of the
processor interfaces. After a time-slot has closed, the next
path will be opened round-robin. In our tests we have used
preemptive scheduling with a fixed slot time. For this
purpose, a central network controller was implemented and
tested. This network controller serves all connection requests
from the processors. Preemption is made if a processor
whose time slot has arrived does not want a data transfer
through the network. The desribed scheduling policy is
identical to task scheduling in real-time operating systems.
The usage of a scheduling algorithm for data transfer results
in better predictability to the network latency which suffers
from the indeterminism of the FIFOs. Furthermore, several
scheduling algorithms are possible, such as priority
scheduling or earliest-deadline-first which are known from
real-time operating systems.
D. Overall Architecture
The entire MPSoC including the MINoC has been
implemented and tested with evaluation boards carrying
FPGAs from Xilinx of the Spartan-3, Virtex-4 and Virtex-5
types. As boards have been used the ML 505 from Xilinx
with a Virtex-5 FPGA, the XpressFX100 from PLDA with a
Virtex-4 and the Spartan-3 starter kit board from Digilent
with a Spartan-3 chip. With Spartan-3, a 4x4 network was
implemented together with 4 MicroBlazes on the same

Figure 7. Overall architecture of the MPSoC.

FPGA. On the Virtex-4 and the Virtex-5 board, an
MPSoC with a MINSoC of size 8x8 has been implemented.
All processors are Xilinx MicroBlaze softcores that emulate
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a 32-bit RISC processor. Each soft processor features private
local memory with Block RAM for instructions and data.
Multiple Block RAMs are linked to processors via the Local
Memory Bus (LMB) [21]. All MicroBlazes in turn are
coupled to the interconnection network via the FSL-MIN
interface as shown in Fig. 5. An overview of the system
architecture as it was implemented is given in Fig. 7.
With using the FSL processor interface we can measure
that it takes two clock counts of the processor to write or
read a single 32-bit data to or from the network interface.
Once the connection from sender to receiver has been
established no additional latency of the circuit-switched
network exists, so that a network clock rate of 100 MHz
induces a real data transfer rate of 1.6 Gbit/s per connection.
Depending on the topology of the network multiple
connections between sender/receiver pairs can be established
at the same time without additional latencies. Higher
network clock rates are feasible because the FSL can be
operated in asynchronous mode. The maximum frequency
depends on the FPGA chip that is used for implementation.
Our design studies have shown, that the network
topology can be implemented in FPGA hardware without
problems. The challenge is the implementation of the
network controller with its routing algorithm in an efficient
way. But, once the network is fully implemented in FPGA
hardware, the MINoC provides a deterministic highperformance network for interprocessor communication in
MPSoCs.
VII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes an on-chip multistage interconnection network with the least possible number of
hardware, the minimum amount of wiring between stages
and the minimum wire lengths. It can be used for highperformance interprocessor communication in real-time
applications. Although logN-MINs have been already
researched and used in parallel super computers, they can be
adapted also for network-on-chips as well. High bandwidth
and low latency are combined with a deterministic behavior
of interprocessor communication in the proposed NoC. The
objective is to use MPSoCs in high-performance embedded
systems with hard real-time constraints that can be found in
electronic control units for cars or for production machinery.
In future work we want to discuss the pros and cons of
blocking and non-blocking MINs for real-time computing
and their implementation in FPGA hardware. Blocking
networks such as the Baseline network minimize the costs in
hardware but they require a suitable scheduling strategy
because not all permutations of sender/receiver pairs can be
realized. Therefore further scheduling algorithms such as
priority scheduling or earliest-deadline-first have to be
considered for hardware implementation. In comparison with
blocking networks, non-blocking networks as the Benes
network can be operated without complex scheduling
strategies since messages can be sent to each free receiver
port at any time. On the other hand non-blocking networks
exhibit extra costs in hardware plus they require complex
routing algorithms due to the rearrangement of alternative
connection paths.
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Abstract— In this paper, developing a new local search
approach based on 2-Opt operator and its implementation for
TSP solution in SA algorithm (as a global search algorithm) is
purposed. It is shown that more favorable results are expected
by meaningful correlation between local search approach and
global search algorithm in annealing process. In order to
compare the performance of the proposed operator with the 2Opt as a basic operator, 24 benchmarks of TSP is selected from
TSPLIB and both algorithms are implemented for 20 times for
solving these benchmarks. The results show the improvement
of error average for about 27%.
Keywords- TSP; Local search; 2-Opt; Global search;
Simulated annealing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Traveling Salesman Problem is the problem of searching
the shortest closed route (shortest Hamiltonian cycle) among
N cities, the cities which the traveling salesman has passed
one and only one time and in the end has returned to the
start point. TSP problem is one of the combinatorial
optimization problems and includes all aspects of a
combinatorial optimization problem in addition to a very
simple definition. Needed time to solve this problem using
algebraic algorithms is a non-polynomial function of the
problem size [1]. This is why this problem is also
categorized in NP-complete problems. Traveling sales man
problem has many practical applications in science and
engineering such as vehicle routing, integrated circuits
design, automated guided vehicles scheduling, robot control
and etc.
In recent decades, many researchers have tried to solve
TSP problem using metaheuristic methods such as Neural
Network (NN) [2-4], Simulated Annealing (SA) [5-12],
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [13-15], Tabu Search (TS) [16-18],
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [19-21], and Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) [22-23]. Also, integration of
these algorithms is widely used, i.e., integration of
Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm [6, 11],
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Simulated Annealing and Neural Network [7] and Simulated
Annealing and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm [23].
In this paper, solving the traveling salesman problem
using modified 2-Opt [25] operator in Simulated Annealing
algorithm is proposed. Consequently, a new operator for
local searching is proposed. So in Section 2, basic simulated
annealing algorithm is defined. In Section 3, with
redefinition of 2-Opt operator, a dynamic operator is
introduced according to the existing conditions in simulated
annealing algorithm. Simulation results and their comparison
on presented benchmarks in TSPLIB site [25] are presented
in Section 4 and the authors’ suggestions and conclusion are
given in the final section.
II.

BASIC SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM

The idea of simulated annealing was first presented by
Nicholas Metropolis in 1953 as a modified Monte Carlo
integration method [26]. He resembled the paper to the
material which is made by cooling after heating of them.
Simulated annealing for integrated optimization applications
such as Travelling Salesman Problem was introduced the
first time by Kirkpatrick et al. [5] in 1983 inspired from
Metropolis algorithm. This algorithm is adapted from the
cooling process which metal is heated to its melting point
and then cools gradually. This temperature decrease is such
that the system is approximately in thermodynamic
equilibrium. During the process of gradual reduction of
temperature, system becomes more regular and moves
toward steady state with minimum energy. The main
Metropolis scheme in determination of temperature and the
initial energy state of thermodynamic system is that if the
energy changes are negative, new structure (energy and
temperature) will be accepted but if the energy changes are
positive, the acceptation is subjected to the Boltzmann
distribution function with exp(-ΔΕ/κBΤ) in which κB is
Boltzmann's constant with positive value [27]. The whole
process will be repeated until the energy is minimized and
the system reaches a steady state. This algorithm is suitable
for solving mixed discrete problem and complicated
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nonlinear problem. In simulated annealing algorithm,
cooling schedule parameters have role of process controlling
in the search algorithm. Cooling schedule has three
parameters which are:
1) Initial temperature (T0).
2) Convergence criterion or Freezing temperature (TF).
3) Cooling function.
In this algorithm, if initial and final temperature are
appropriately defined and temperature reduction is selected
so that the slope of temperature reduction curve is less
than the slope of TK+1=T0/(1+log(k+1)), then simulated
annealing algorithm will converge to the absolute minimum
when the number of iterations (k) tends to infinity [28] but
the temperature reduction based on this slope requires a
lot of computational times. So faster cooling functions are
used such as TK+1=α.TK in which 0.8<α<1 or
TK+1=TK/(1+log(k+1)). The number of temperature change
steps from melting temperature to freezing point will have a
considerable reduction using these functions and
subsequently the probability of passing through suitable
temperature range for optimum search will also decrease.
Therefore, in each temperature, it is tried to give
sufficient search time to the algorithm in suitable
temperature range by defining several iterations in inner
search loop including new generation, evaluation and
decision making. In the algorithm, the number of repetitive
frequencies in a constant temperature is named Markov
Chain Length. What distinguishes this algorithm in discrete
or continuous problems is how it generates a new generation
based on the current generation. In continuous problems,
some definitions such as neighborhood radius are used for
production of new generation in a neighborhood of the
current generation, so that the next generation will be
produced by determination of random changes around the
variables of the current generation with value of the
neighborhood radius. In simulated annealing process,
neighborhood radius is reduced proportional to temperature
reduction in order to increase convergence speed. The same
production of new generation is performed in discrete
problems using some operators which generate the next
generation implicit in a radius of the neighborhood of
current generation. These operators are also called Move
Set. Some of the effective operators in generation of discrete
problems such as Traveling salesman are the following. In a
TSP problem we need a means of representing the tour.
Each tour can be described by a permuted list of the
numbers 1 to N, which represents the cities in TSP.
1) Switching: Randomly selects two nodes from tour and
replaces with each other.
2) Translation: randomly selects a portion of a tour and
enters between another randomly selected node.
3) Inversion: Or 2-Opt which is a state of k-Opt
operator. In 2-Opt move, the tour is broken into 2
parts, then the 2 parts are reconnects in the other
possible way.
4) Lin-Kernigan, which is a kind of variable-Opt, was

presented in 1973 [29] and many researchers
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have tried for efficient implementation of this

operator. One of the most efficient LK operators is
proposed by Helsguan [30], which employs a number
of important innovations including sequential 5-opt
moves and the use of sensitivity analysis to direct the
search.
In fact, these operators are used as local search
approaches in global search approaches such as Tabu search,
Simulated annealing and Genetic algorithm.
III.

DYNAMIC 2-OPT

In this paper, a new operator inspired by 2-Opt and the
neighborhood radius concept in generation of continuous
problems is developed. 2-Opt is used as the base operator in
definition of this operator but in this new definition, the
operator’s behavior will change dynamically according to
the behavior of algorithm in search process. Kirkpatrick et
al. [5] have emphasized that simulated annealing algorithm
will show a more efficient behavior in its intelligent search
process in the temperature range of the annealing process,
called as intermediate temperatures. With this explanation, it
will be seen in TSP problem solving that the algorithm is
not able to do direct search in initial stages of algorithm and
initial temperatures, and will make mistake in its
orientation. But over time and its entrance to the algorithm
intermediate temperature range, it will have a suitable
orientation for achieving the global minimum in addition to
have the probability of passing through local minimums and
hill-climbing ability. After temperature reduction and
passing through intermediate range it will be seen that in the
simulated annealing algorithm is only able to perform minor
changes in TSP problem solving to improve goal function.
In definition of the new operator, different steps of the
search algorithm has been considered and change ranges of
the 2-Opt operator is restricted according to each step and
proportional to its requirements.
In this method, 2-Opt operator starts dynamically from
its local search behavior at the beginning of the algorithm
and with reduction of effective amplitude in its inversing
operation performs a better search according to the
algorithm progress and temperature reduction in comparison
with its normal operation. In fact, the idea of such definition
from local search operator of SA algorithm is how this
algorithm converges to the absolute minimum in its search
process. In SA algorithm, hilling up possibility is reduced
by passing time. In fact searching with long steps in the
search space of a problem has less chance for acceptance.
Thus, acceptance chance and convergence to the improved
results have been provided by reduction of inversion
amplitude in 2-Opt operator.
In definition of 2-Opt operator, two random numbers
(i, j) are produced which their generation amplitude is the
number of cities in TSP. then the tour sequence is reversed
between these 2 nodes. In fact, in Dynamic 2-Opt both nodes
are not selected randomly. i is a random number and j is a
random number in neighborhood radius of i. Using this
technique, both indices for reversing operation will have
correlation with each other in addition to randomly selection.
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This correlation quantity increases with temperature
reduction. At the beginning of the SA algorithm when the
temperature is high, neighborhood radius is equal to half
number of cities (N/2) in Traveling Salesman problem and
the behavior of 2-Opt operator is like normal condition.
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Figure 1. Sample Tour for eil51 at the beginning of SA algorithm
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algorithm‘s condition. In other words, with this operator a
correlation is developed between local search algorithm and
global search algorithm which will result in a more
intellectual search.
For instance, Figure 1 illustrates eil51 TSP benchmark.
In this figure there is a Tour at the beginning of the SA
algorithm. Figure 2 shows the results of Dynamic 2-Opt
when operates in Tour which is shown in Figure 1. By this
move set, the tour length is improved by 10% in one
operation (Tour length in Figure 1 is 1123, which is
improved to 1016 in Figure 2).
Figure 3 shows a sample condition near the end of SA
algorithm which is improved by Dynamic 2-Opt in Figure 4.
In these four figures, we explain the requirement of SA
algorithm to improve the tours according to the algorithm's
progress. In other words, the SA algorithm needs to have a
long step in 2-Opt operator to improve the search results but
during the algorithm progress it is required to reduce the
neighborhood radius in generation of 2-opt index in order to
improve the local cross. At the beginning of search process,
when the neighborhood radius is N/2, the possible amplitude
for generation of j is such that all other nodes are possible to
be selected. But by passing time in search process, the
amplitude of generation of node j (second selection) will
decrease proportional to temperature reduction and will
make inversion possible in smaller range. This matter is
provable in discussion of the algorithm’s behavior in TSP
problem solving in such a way that at the beginning of the
algorithm, the inversion operation with wide change ranges
is efficient in passing through local minimums and proper
orientation in optimal tour selection and also the reduction in
inversion change range in operator will provide the
possibility of minor changes at the end of the process.
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Figure 2. Improved by Dynamic 2-Opt in one operation
50

But with temperature decrease in next steps, this
neighborhood radius will reduce with a multiplication of
0.9. Dynamic 2-Opt operator Pseudo-Matlab code is
illustrated as follows.
NewTour = Tour;
i = round(rand*N + 0.5);
j = round((rem((rand*(N/2)*NR + i) , N)) + 0.5);
2-Opt_Index = (min([ i ; j]):max([ i ; j]));
NewTour(2-Opt_Index) = fliplr(Tour(2-Opt_Index));
Where:
N = Number of cities in Traveling Salesman problem.
NR = Neighborhood Radius.
With this method in lower temperatures j will be
generated in nearer radius to i and will have a narrower
search space. Therefore, the operator’s behavior will be
dependent to the algorithm’s temperature and will change
dynamically during the search process based on the
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Figure 3. Sample Tour for eil51 near the end of SA algorithm

The results obtained by this operator are compared with
2-Opt normal performance in the next section, which
declares the acceptable performance of this operator in SA
algorithm.
IV.

RESULT AND COMPARISON

In this section, performance of two operators “2-Opt”
and “Dynamic 2-Opt” is compared in simulated annealing
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Figure 4. Figure 3 improved by Dynamic 2-Opt in one operation

algorithm process under the same conditions. The initial
temperature is defined so that the initial acceptance rate in a
first Markov chain is about 50%. Final temperature is
defined in a condition that the acceptance condition in
internal loop will not be concluded for any variable during
two consecutive Markov Chain. Also the cooling function
Tk+1=α*Tk is used in this algorithm so that α=0.9. The
proposed algorithm is implemented for two operators of
2-Opt and Dynamic 2-Opt for 24 benchmarks listed in
TSPLIB [46] for 20 times and the results are compared in
Table I with [7] and [9].
It is quite easy to realize that using the new operator
(Dynamic 2-Opt) has improved performance of SA
significantly. The optimal values given by the TSBLIB site,
for each case are listed in the second column of the table.
We have compared the best, the worst and the average of
the error in the results obtained by the new approach with
other results given by other works (if the best and/or the
worst cases are available). The error percentage is calculated
by:
δ = 100 (E – E*) / E*
where E* is the optimal (minimum) energy.
The first method chosen for comparison is the
Constructive Optimizing Neural Network (CONN)
proposed in [2], for which it is claimed that all runs has led
to the same results, so that the best, the worst and the
average of the solutions are the same. We have compared
our results with the best and the average error percentages
of the results given in [4] for its memetic neural network.
Table I demonstrates an enhancement in the results of
SA algorithm implemented by "Dynamic 2-Opt" operator
rather than regular "2-Opt" operator. As it's clear to see, the
results of implementing the "Dynamic 2-Opt", has gotten
0.35 percentage improvement in the average error of the
best results, 0.49 percentage improvement in the average
error of the average results and finally 1.1 percentage
improvement in the average error of the worst results.
Also Table I states that the results of SA algorithm with
regular 2-Opt operator have obtained 2.14 percentage
improvement in the average error of the average results (for
24 benchmarks) in comparison with CONN method, which
indicates the high ability of SA algorithm for solving these
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kind of problems. As well, the 2.71 percentage improvement
in implementing the SA algorithm with Dynamic 2-Opt
operator toward CONN method, predicates the possibility of
enhancement in SA algorithm.
As well, Table I includes the comparison between
"memetic neural network" results [4] and SA algorithm
results implemented by "2-Opt" and "Dynamic 2-Opt"
operators that respectively indicates 1.41 and 1.88
percentage improvements in the average error of the best
results and 1.76 and 2.41 percentage improvements in the
average error of the average results.
To accomplish our comparison, we have added another
set of methods from [11], in which 11 methods are run on 24
benchmarks from lin105 to rat783. For brevity purpose, the
problems are categorized into 3 groups, namely: small,
medium and large size benchmarks. The results are given in
Table II, where the average of the average error in each
group is shown. For detailed explanation of each method
see [11].
In [10], the result of ABD (Annealed Bounded Demon)
algorithm is better than the results of other SA algorithm's
family. In this paper, the SA algorithm with implementing
"2-Opt" and "Dynamic 2-Opt" operators respectively has
obtained 1.05 and 1.28 percentage improvements in the
average error of the average results for small size problems.
In medium size problems, the SA algorithm with "2-Opt"
operator shows weaker results than ABD algorithm (0.41
percentage error more) but with using the "Dynamic 2-Opt"
operator, the amount of improvement in the average error of
the average results has reached 0.44 percentage that it's an
evidence of good performance of proposed algorithm.
For solving this problem a PIV computer with 1.8GHz
CPU and 512MB RAM is used in MATLAB7.7 environment.
As it shown in Table II, with definition of Dynamic 2Opt the average of SA algorithm results are improved 27%
which shows the effect of the redefinition of 2-opt operator
in this paper on efficiency of SA algorithm.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new definition of 2-Opt operator was
presented, which will result in correlation of local search
approach and global search algorithm. Using Simulated
Annealing algorithm and proportional with temperature
reduction in this algorithm, a new operator is designed for
generation of new generation in neighborhood of current
generation, so that its operation is variable during search
process and will orient the local search method according to
temperature reduction and the algorithm’s correlation. This
algorithm is implemented on 24 benchmarks of TSPLIB site
for 20 times and its results are categorized in order to be
compared with the base algorithm and other algorithms’
results. The obtained results show the improvement of SA
algorithm efficiency up to 27% which proved the
performance of this operator.
Application of this operator in global search algorithms
such as Ant colony or Genetic algorithm may have a good
effect on their efficiency. Also since recent researches are
focused on integrated metaheuristic methods, an integration
of this method with others may result in better conclusions.
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Average δ
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Worst δ
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14379

0

0.9

2.55

0

0.18

0.87

0.38

0.38

0.38

0

0.34

44303

0.05

0.51

1.51

0

0.3

0.71

2.77

2.77

2.77

0.14

0.67

pr124

59030

0

0.68

2.22

0

0.29

0.88

1.74

1.74

1.74

0.26

1.52

pr136
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0.67

1.98

3.53

0.37

1.42

2.33

2.27

2.27

2.27

0.73

3.1
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0
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0
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4.15

2.34

2.34

2.34

-

-
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0.21
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0
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2.6
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0

1.62
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0

2.38
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-

-

-

-

-

rat195
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1.76
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0.6

2.04

3.18

5.64

5.64
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0.2
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4.16

4.16
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-

-
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-

-

-
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-

-
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Abstract—An accurate measurement of the liver iron overload is essential for the management of diseases such as thalassemia and hemocromathosis. The Magnetic Iron Detector is
a susceptometer, which measures the total iron overload in the
liver and has been used on more than 800 patients of Galliera
Hospital (Genoa, Italy) since February 2005. The iron overload
is obtained by calculating the difference between the measured
magnetization signal and the patient’s background signal,
which is the magnetization signal that would be measured for
that patient with a normal iron content. This study describes
two models for calculating the background signal using the
measurements and the anthropometric features of 84 healthy
volunteers. The first model introduces a statistical correction
to the signal computed from the body shape of the subject
assuming it to be made of water. The second model is based
on statistical learning and learns from the volunteers’ data a
mapping from the anthropometric features to the background
signal. We present two approaches to combine the models. The
assessment of the models on the 84 volunteers show that the
performances of the models are comparable and that we can
confidently estimate the background signals of patients. The
model sensitivity (0.9 g) allows the physicians to monitor the
iron overload variations due to the therapy. These models are
currently in use at the Galliera Hospital.
Keywords-Medical Computation; Liver Iron Overload; Magnetic Iron Detector; Thalassemia; Statistical Learning; Kernel
Methods; Forward Problem.

I. I NTRODUCTION
An accurate assessment of body iron accumulation is
essential for the diagnosis and therapy of iron overload in
diseases such as hereditary hemochromatosis, thalassemia
and other forms of severe congenital or acquired anaemia.
For example, in hereditary hemochromatosis, the subject
adsorbs an excess of iron from the diet every day, while in
thalassemia major the iron overload is caused by the frequent
blood transfusions administrated to the patient to contrast its
anaemia. Being toxic, the iron in excess must be removed by
a tuned therapy: for this reason hemochromatosis patients are
subjected to phlebotomy therapy while a chelation therapy
is administrated to transfusion dependent patients.
The liver is the target organ for evaluation of the iron
overload. A normal liver contains about 0.5 g of iron [1],
whereas the overload can be higher than 10 g in severe
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iron-overload states. The liver biopsy is considered the gold
standard to evaluate liver iron overload [1], [2]: this invasive
measure evaluates the iron concentration in a small sample
of hepatic tissue. Validated non-invasive techniques are MRI
[3] and SQUID-susceptometer [4].
The Magnetic Iron Detector (MID) susceptometer [5],
[6], [7], [8] quantifies the amount of iron in the liver by
measuring the susceptibility of the human body. A magnetic
field B, applied to the body, induces a magnetization of its
tissues. Because the iron deposits in the living biological
tissues exhibit paramagnetic behavior [7], [9], the change
of the field we are interested in is very small (∼ 10−6 B
for a normal iron level). Since the MID generates a low
frequency magnetic field, the measurement is performed
with a pickup coil using the synchronous detection. The
apparatus of the MID susceptometer is sketched in Figure
1A. Two pickup coils are assembled symmetrically with
respect to the magnet in order to cancel the common mode
signal induced with no patient is placed between the magnet
and the lower pickup. The signal becomes non-zero when
the patient is placed in the measurement area.
Since February 2005, the MID is in use at the Galliera Hospital of Genoa and more than 1300 iron overload
evaluations have been performed [7]. MID obtains the iron
overload by computing the difference between the measured
magnetization signal of the patient and its background

Figure 1. MID Instrumentation. (A) Two pickups are placed symmetrically
with respect to the magnet: the sum of their signals is zero in the absence
of a patient. (B) Weight function g(~
r) of the MID (see Section III-A).
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II. T HE M EASUREMENTS
Here we describe the measurement of the magnetization
signal and the anthropometric features recorded for each
subject.
A. The Magnetization Signal
During the measurement, the patient is placed inside
the measurement area and the patient’s position along the
stretcher is such that the Y axis, positively oriented towards
the head, lays along the longitudinal symmetry axis of the
body (Figure 1A). The center of the patient’s trunk falls
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signal, defined as the magnetization signal that the patient
would generate with a normal iron level. The evaluation of
the background signal is performed under the hypothesis
that the magnetization signal of a patient, without iron
overload, is the same as the one of a volunteer with the
same anthropometric characteristics.
Until January 2010, the background signal was calculated
by a statistical model [7], that was developed exploiting the
correlation coefficient between the measured magnetization
signal of volunteers (i.e., subjects with a normal iron level)
and the anthropometric variables. Moreover, a linear dependence of the magnetization signal from the input variables
of the model was assumed. The sensitivity of this model is
about 1 g, which must be compared with the reproducibility
of the iron overload measurement of the same patients (less
than 0.5 g) and with the iron contents of a healthy liver
(about 0.5 g).
Two models have been developed in order to improve the
MID sensitivity. Each one were the object of two PhD theses
[8], [10]. The first model was developed following [11],
in which the direct calculation of the magnetization signal
was proposed assuming for the body a uniform magnetic
susceptibility distribution equal to that of water. The second
model is based on statistical learning theory [10], [12].
This paper is devoted to the description and the comparison between the two models. Moreover, we propose
two different methods for combining their results. The
performances of the models, evaluated on a common set
of 84 healthy volunteers, are quite equivalent, each one
introducing a benefit in the background signal calculation.
From January 2010 both this models are being used at
the Galliera Hospital (Genoa, Italy) for assessing the iron
overload with MID.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we
describe the measurement of the magnetic signal and the
anthropometric features recorded for each subject. In Section
III we first detail the two models developed to estimate
the background signal and then two approaches adopted
to combine their predictions; secondly we describe the
experimental protocol adopted to compare them. In Section
IV we present the experimental results and conclude the
paper with the discussion in Section V.
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Figure 2. The iron-overload contribution to the magnetic signal. The
abscissa X (cm) is the position of the magnetic field axis relative to the
center of the trunk. (A) Anthropomorphic plastic phantom with different
doses of paramagnetic powder. (B) Magnetization signal of a patient with
liver iron overload and of a volunteer with similar anthropometric data.

on the X axis origin and the abscissa of the liver center
of mass is negative. As the stretcher moves along the rails,
the vertical axis of the magnetic field slides along the X
axis, allowing us to scan the whole liver region. Figure
2A reports the magnetization signals of an anthropomorphic
plastic phantom dosed with paramagnetic powder, equivalent
to 6.5 g and 30 g of iron. Figure 2B shows the comparison
between the signal from a patient with an iron overload of
about 9 g in the liver and that of a healthy volunteer with
similar anthropometric data.
The contribution to the magnetic susceptibility of the
iron overload is obtained by calculating the difference between the magnetization signal and the background signal
attributed to the patient on the basis of their anthropometric
characteristics. This difference is maximum when the magnetic field axis crosses the liver center of mass. The iron
overload in grams is obtained by dividing this signal by the
contribution to the signal of 1 g of iron uniformly distributed
in the liver of the subject [7].
B. Anthropometric Features
The anthropometric features measured for each subject
are: age, body weight and height, body mass index, body
surface area, torso cross section areas at the level of the
liver, the shoulders and the hips respectively and torso mean
thicknesses at the level of the liver, the shoulders and the
hips respectively. The last 6 features are calculated from the
3D-shape of the body which is measured with a system of
6 lasers located on the ceiling. An example of acquisition is
reported at the top of Figure 3. Note that the system is not
able to detect the empty regions under the body.
The liver iron overload is common to several diseases
[7]. As a consequence, no special requirements had been
imposed on volunteers enrolling. We applied the Student’s ttests for comparing the means of the anthropometric features
of the volunteers and patients populations. We obtained that,
with a confidence level of 0.01, the means are the same, with
the exception of the age and the torso mean thicknesses.
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III. C OMPUTATIONAL M ODELS FOR E STIMATING THE
BACKGROUND S IGNAL
In this section we first present the two models developed
to compute the background signal. Secondly, we propose
two approaches to combine their predictions. Finally, we
discuss the experimental protocol adopted to compare their
performances.
A. Hybrid Waterman Model
Knowing the geometry of the body and the distribution of
its magnetic susceptibility, χ(~r), the magnetization signal of
~ = (X, 0, 0), is obtained by solving
the body, at position X
the forward problem [13]
Z
~ =
~ χ(~r) d~r,
φ(X)
g(~r + X)
(1)
V

where V is the volume of the body and g(~r) is the weight
function (Figure 1B) that gives the contribution to the
magnetization signal of a unitary volume of matter with
unitary magnetic susceptibility. The function g(~r) was obtained measuring the magnetization signal of a ferromagnetic
probe. The quality of this weight function was verified
[8] with cylindrical samples of water whose magnetization
signals were measured by MID and calculated via (1).
The signal calculated assuming a uniform distribution
of susceptibility, equal to that of water (−9 · 10−6 , SI
units), is called the waterman [11]. Figure 3A reports the
comparison between the measured magnetization signal and
the waterman signal for an average-built volunteer. Note that
in the position around X = 0 cm, the measured signal is
larger in absolute value than the waterman. The opposite
observation can be made for the border positions. This is
true quite in general as it is shown in Figure 3C, which
reports the spatial dependence of the differences between
the measured signal and the waterman for each volunteer.
The most likely explanation for this discrepancy is that the
waterman is computed on a volume bigger than the actual
body volume, since the 3D-shape includes the empty regions
under it. It was verified that a volume equivalent to that
of these regions and filled with water generates a signal
comparable to the error of the waterman [8]. In addition to
this contribution, the error also depends on the difference
between the magnetic susceptibility of the water and that
of the body tissues. As a first approximation, we used the
mean of the errors to correct the waterman signal and named
this method the hybrid waterman model. To compute the
background signal, first the waterman is calculated from the
3D-shape, then for each measuring position, the mean of the
errors reported in Figure 3C is added.
B. Statistical Learning Model
The statistical learning approach [14] aims to build an
estimator of the background signal from a set of given inputoutput examples, called the training set. Another approach
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Figure 3. The measured magnetization signal compared to the waterman
signal (A) and to the estimates of the other models (B) for a volunteer
(53 kg). (C) Differences (dots), and their average (solid line), between the
measured signal and the waterman for the 84 volunteers.

would be to directly model the probabilistic relationship
between input and output, for instance with Bayesian techniques [15]. The input examples represent the anthropometric features of the volunteers and the output examples are the
corresponding background signals. Since we are interested in
estimating the background signal only at the fixed measuring
positions, it is a vector-valued learning problem, where each
output component corresponds to the measure in a specific
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position. It is important that the estimator we learn has good
generalization properties on new unseen data and does not
predict correctly only the training examples. We begin by
formulating the problem in mathematical terms, continue
presenting a well-known learning method and conclude the
section discussing some choices we made.
We consider a training set of input-output pairs {(xi , yi ) :
xi ∈ Rp , yi ∈ Rd }ni=1 , where Rp is called the input space
(p is the number of anthropometric features) and Rd is
the output space (d is the number of measuring positions).
We want to estimate a function f : Rp → Rd able to
generalize on unseen examples. An estimator, f , can be
found minimizing the empirical error
n

En (f ) =

1X
||yi − f (xi )||2d ,
n i=1

(2)

which is the average prediction error on the examples of the
training set. We search for the estimator in a Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) [16] defined by a matrixvalued kernel, K : Rp × Rp → B(Rd ), where B(Rd ) is
the space of d × d matrices. The function that minimizes the
empirical error En in a RKHS can be written as

f (x) =

n
X

where I is nd × nd identity matrix. We note that the penalty
term has the effect of stabilizing the inversion of the matrix
K by increasing all its eigenvalues by nλ.
Several interesting kernels for vector-valued functions
have been recently introduced in the literature [19], [20].
Unfortunately, often these kernels require to fine tune many
parameters in order to properly leverage the relationships
among the output components.
After some preliminary assessment, we opted for a simple
matrix-valued kernel of the form K(x, x0 ) = k(x, x0 )A,
where k(x, x0 ) is a scalar kernel and A is a positive semidefinite d × d matrix. We chose a linear kernel k(x, x0 ) =
x · x0 that proved to produce results as accurate as the
non linear gaussian kernel, which requires the tuning of
the width and is more expensive to compute. The matrix
A was chosen to be the d-dimensional identity matrix. This
choice renders the vector-valued learning problem equivalent
to solving d scalar learning problems and the relationships
that exist among the output components are not exploited.
The only coupling among them is the common regularization
parameter λ, that imposes the same level of regularization
on each output. To choose the proper value of λ we followed
the procedure described in Section III-E.
C. Weighted Average Combined Model

K(x, xi )ci

d

with ci ∈ R ∀i = 1, · · · , n .

i=1

(3)

The coefficients ci must satisfy
Kc = y ,
where c = (c1 , . . . , cn ) and y = (y1 , . . . , yn ) are nddimensional vectors where we concatenated the coefficients
ci and the outputs yi , respectively. K is called the Gram
matrix and is a n × n block matrix, where each block (i, j)
is the d × d scalar matrix K(xi , xj ).
To recover the coefficients c we should invert the matrix
K, but K is not guaranteed to be invertible, nor stable under
inversion. Tikhonov regularization [17], [18] solves these
issues by adding a regularization term to the empirical risk,
thus minimizing the following functional
n

1X
||yi − f (xi )||2d + λ||f ||2K .
n i=1
The norm defined by the kernel K controls the smoothness
of the candidate vector-valued estimator f and the relationships between its components; λ is called the regularization
parameter that balances the trade-off between fitting the
training data and choosing simpler estimators. The estimator
obtained with Tikhonov regularization can still be written as
in (3), but the coefficients are now given by
c = (K + nλI)−1 y ,
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The first combined model consists in computing the
weighted average of the predictions of the statistical learning
model (ysl ) and of the hybrid waterman model (yhw ). For
each measuring position, the weighted average is computed
according to the formula
y=

ysl
2
σsl
1
2
σsl

+
+

yhw
2
σhw
1
2
σhw

,

(4)

2
2
where σsl
and σhw
are the variances of the differences
between the measurements and the predictions.

D. Learning the Error of the Waterman Model
The second combined model uses the statistical learning
framework to estimate the difference between the measured
signal and the waterman, using as input variables the anthropometric features. If there exists a relationship between
the anthropometric features and the error of the waterman
model, we should be able to learn it and use the estimates
to correct the predictions of the waterman model. In the
following, we refer to this model as learning waterman.
E. Assessment of the Models
In order to assess the performance of a model we need
to separate the data from which the model is trained from
the data on which it is evaluated. Usually these are called
the training and the test sets. All model parameters must be
chosen using only the training set, otherwise we obtain a
biased estimate of the performance of the model. Since our
data is scarce we cannot split it into two sets. Therefore
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IV. R ESULTS
Figure 4 reports the distributions (as box-plot representation) of the differences between the measurements and the
background signal computed with the different models for
the position X = 0 cm. The LOO-CV procedure described
in the previous section was used to obtain the predictions.
Table I reports the standard deviations of the LOO-CV
error distributions for positions between X = −8 cm and
X = +8 cm, which is the most significant range for the
background signal calculation.
We observe no significant differences between the models
in all positions, but for the position X = -8 cm, for which
the F-test yields p < 0.01 for the differences between the
variances of their error distributions. However, combining
the two models we do not achieve a significant increase
in prediction accuracy. This indicates that most of the
background signal is explained by the 3D-shape and that
the other features do not carry additional information.
Furthermore, we found a positive linear correlation (angular coefficient 0.7, R=0.77) between the errors of the hybrid
waterman and the statistical learning model, indicating that
the two models are not independent. In fact, we recall that
the statistical learning model uses 6 features that are directly
computed from the 3D-shape.
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we resort to the Leave-One-Out Cross Validation (LOOCV), which consists in holding out one example for testing
and using the remaining N − 1 for training. The procedure
is repeated until all examples have been used for testing.
We thus obtain the predictions for each volunteer and the
corresponding errors. The distribution of these errors can be
used to assess and compare different models.
For the statistical learning and the learning waterman
models, we used two loops of LOO-CV. The inner loop is
used to assess the estimators obtained with different values
of the regularization parameter, λ, while the outer loop is
used to estimate the performance of the model trained with
the optimal value of λ. More precisely, one volunteer at a
time is held out for testing. The model is trained on the
remaining N − 1 volunteers with a regularizing parameter
λ1 . This parameter is chosen via the inner LOO-CV loop.
That is, one of the N − 1 volunteers is held out to assess the
predictions error of the models trained on N − 2 volunteers
with regularizing parameters λj , j = 1, . . . , 150. Therefore,
150 models will be trained and tested. Then another volunteer (of the N − 1) is held out, and other 150 models are
trained on the remaining N − 2 volunteers. The prediction
errors associated to the same regularizing parameter value λj
are averaged. The parameter value associated to the smallest
average error is used to train the model on all N − 1
examples. We repeat this procedure until all volunteers are
used once for the external loop, yielding N models with
their respective regularization parameters and predictions.
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Learning

Figure 4.

Hybrid
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Table I
S TANDARD D EVIATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN THE MEASURED AND CALCULATED SIGNAL [µV ]

Model
Statistical Learning
Hybrid Waterman
Weighted Average
Learning Waterman

Measurement Position [cm]
−8
−4
0
+4
+8
0.51
0.41
0.36
0.42
0.50
0.36
0.37
0.35
0.39
0.44
0.39
0.37
0.33
0.38
0.43
0.39
0.38
0.34
0.38
0.41

Since the center of mass of the patient’s liver falls between
X = −8 cm and 0 cm, the accuracy of the predictions
in the positions X = −8,−4 and 0 cm is paramount. The
average error in these position for the statistical learning
model is 0.43 µV, while for the other models is 0.36 µV,
which corresponds to an error of about 0.9 g of iron. This
error is 20% better than the error (1.1 g) of the first model
developed for calculating the background signal, that was
evaluated on a dataset consisting of 142 volunteers [8].
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented two models for calculating
the background signal of patients measured with the MID
susceptometer. Since 2005 this apparatus is in use at the
Galliera Hospital of Genoa and more than 1300 iron overload evaluations have been performed. Both models have
been developed on the measurements and the anthropometric
features of 84 healthy volunteers. The first model, named
hybrid waterman, calculates the magnetization signal generated by a water volume with the same external geometry of
the subject (waterman) and corrects it by adding the mean
error of the watermen evaluated in a population of healthy
volunteers. The second model is based on statistical learning
and learns from the volunteer data a mapping from the
anthropometric features to the background signal. Finally,
two methods to combine these models were proposed. Their
performances are very similar and the combination of the
two does not introduce significant accuracy gains. The
evaluated model error (about 0.36 µV, equivalent to 0.9 g
of iron) allows the physicians to monitor the iron overload
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variations due to the therapy of patients. In order to detect
mild overloaded states (between 0.5 and 1 g of iron) this
error should be reduced. The limit of 0.5 g corresponds
to the reproducibility error of the instrument [6], [7]. To
improve the MID error, the number and distribution of
healthy volunteers must be increased, while also improving
the quality and the number of measured anthropometric
parameters. Furthermore, we believe that classifying the
volunteers with respect to their anthropometric features and
developing of a different model for each category (e.g., babies, adults, oversize, etc) would reduce the error. Regarding
the statistical learning model, current work is focused on
developing a matrix-valued kernel that is able to exploit
the correlations among the measurements in the different
positions. A new generation Magnetic Iron Detector is now
under construction, all the techniques presented here will
be the basis for the development of new models for the
estimation of the background signal of the patients that will
be examined with the new susceptometer.
From January 2010 the statistical learning, the hybrid
waterman and the weighted average models are in use at
the Galliera Hospital in Genoa, Italy, for assessing the iron
overload with MID.
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Abstract—A new derivative-free optimization method for
unconstrained optimization of partially separable functions
is presented. Using average curvature information computed
from sampled function values the method generates an average
Hessian-like matrix and uses its eigenvectors as new search
directions. For partially separable functions, many of the
entries of this matrix will be identically zero. The method is able
to exploit this property and as a consequence update its search
directions more often than if sparsity is not taken into account.
Numerical results show that this is a more effective method for
functions with a topography which requires frequent updating
of search directions for rapid convergence.
The method is an important extension of a method for nonseparable functions previously published by the authors. This
new method allows for problems of larger dimension to be
solved, and will in most cases be more efficient.
Keywords-Generating Set Search, Derivative-Free Optimization, Partial Separability, Sparsity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Continuous optimization is an important area of study,
with applications in statistical parameter estimation, economics, medicine, industry — simply put, anywhere a mathematical model can be used to represent some real-world
process or system which is to be optimized. Mathematically,
we can express such a problem as
min f (x),

x∈D⊆Rn

(1)

where f is the objective function, based on the model which
is defined on the domain D. These models can range from
simple analytic expressions to complex simulations. Well
known optimization methods such as Newton’s method use
derivatives to iteratively find a solution. These derivatives
must be provided, either through explicit formulas/computer
code, or, for instance, automatic differentiation.
Suppose, however, that the objective function is produced by some sort of non-differentiable simulation, or
that it involves expressions which can only be computed
numerically, such as the solution to differential equations,
integrals, and so on. In this case derivatives might not exist,
or they may be unavailable if the numerically computed
function is subject to some kind of adaptive discretization
and truncation and therefore is non-differentiable, unlike the
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underlying mathematical function. In these cases derivativebased methods are not directly applicable, which leads to the
need for methods that do not explicitly require derivatives.
For an introduction to derivative free methods the reader is
referred to [1].
Generating set search (GSS) methods are a subclass
of derivative-free methods for unconstrained optimization.
These methods can be extended to handle constraints, but
we will focus on the unconstrained case when the domain
D in the problem (1) is equal to Rn . A comprehensive
introduction to these methods can be found in [12]. In their
most basic form these methods only use function values
and do not collect any information such as average slope or
average curvature information. Computing this information,
however, can significantly speed up convergence, and this is
done in the methods presented in [2], [3], [4].
In addition, information about the structure of the function
known a priori can also be useful. Suppose that the objective
function f can be written as a sum of element functions,
f=

m
X

fi ,

i=1

where each element function has the property that it is unaffected when we move along one or more of the coordinate
directions. For example, we might have
f (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = f1 (x1 , x2 ) + f2 (x2 , x3 ).

(2)

Then, the function is said to be partially separable [9] and
we say that fi has a large null space. If f is partially
separable and twice continuously differentiable, then its
Hessian matrix,

 ∂2f
2
f
· · · ∂x∂1 ∂x
∂x21
n


..
..
,
∇2 f (x) = 
.
.


2
2
∂ f
∂ f
···
∂xn ∂x1
∂x2
n

will be sparse. For the function (2) the Hessian element
∂2f
∂x1 ∂x3 will be zero. If the function (2) is not twice continuously differentiable, then the matrix of the corresponding
finite differences, that is, the matrix with
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h
f (x1 + h, x2 , x3 + k) − f (x1 + h, x2 , x3 )
i.
−f (x1 , x2 , x3 + k) + f (x1 , x2 , x3 ) (hk) = 0,

(3)

in position (i, j) = (1, 3) (and with similar expressions
for all other (i, j)-pairs) will be sparse for any x, and any
nonzero h and k, none of which have to be the same for
each (i, j)-pair. The sparsity structure is the same as for the
differentiable case, so that the expression (3) is identically
zero. This result can be extended to any partially separable
function, as proved in [5].
In [15] a GSS method which exploits such structure
is presented, which is applicable to the case where these
element functions are individually available.
In this paper we present a GSS method which takes
advantage of the structure of partially separable functions,
without requiring the element functions (which may or may
not be differentiable) to be available. It is an extension
of the paper [4]. We use the concept of average curvature
introduced in [4].
This paper is organized as follows: In section II we outline
a basic framework for GSS, as well as the previous work of
the authors on which the present paper is based. In Sections
III and IV we present our main contribution, which is the
framework for handling partially separable functions. Section V contains numerical results, and concluding remarks
are given in Section VI.
II. G ENERATING SET SEARCH

USING CURVATURE

INFORMATION

We restrict ourselves to a subset of GSS methods, namely
sufficient decrease methods with 2n search directions, the
positive and negative of n mutually orthogonal directions,
of unit length. These directions will in general not be the coordinate directions. A simplified framework for the methods
we consider is given in Figure 1. The univariate function
= 0.
ρ must be nondecreasing and satisfy limx↓0 ρ(x)
x
For simplicity, increasing the step length can be thought
of as multiplying it by 2, and decreasing it as dividing
by 2, although these rules may be more advanced. For
the formal requirements on these rules, see [12]. Given
mild requirements on the function f the step length δ will
ultimately go to zero, and the common convergence criterion
for all GSS methods is that δ is smaller than some tolerance.
As can be seen from the pseudo code in Figure 1, the
set of search directions can be periodically updated. In [4],
the authors present a method that computes average curvature information from previously sampled points, assembles
this information in a Hessian-like matrix and uses the
eigenvectors of this matrix as the search directions, which
amounts to a rotation of the old search directions. Once this
rotation has been performed, the process restarts, and new
curvature information is computed, periodically resulting in
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Given set of search directions Q, step length δ and an
initial guess x ← x0 .
While δ is larger than some tolerance
Repeat until x has been updated or all q ∈ Q have
been used:
Get next search direction q ∈ Q.
If f (x + δq) < f (x) − ρ(δ)
Update x: x ← x + δq.
Optionally increase δ.
End if
End repeat
If no search direction provided a better function
value, decrease δ.
Optionally update Q.
End while
Figure 1.

Simplified framework for a sufficient decrease GSS method.

c

d

q2
a
Figure 2.

q1

b

Location of sampled points used for curvature computation.

new search directions. It is shown that the efficiency of the
method can be greatly improved compared to just using the
coordinate directions as the search directions throughout.
The computation of curvature information can be done
in the following way, which is a slight modification of
the methodology presented in [4]. Consider Figure 2, and
assume that the current point is the point marked a, and
that the next two search directions in the repeat-loop in the
pseudo code are the directions shown, q1 and q2 . When
searching along two directions in a row, there are four
possible outcomes. Success-success (both the search along
q1 and q2 produce function values which satisfy the sufficient
decrease condition), success-failure (the search along q1
produces a sufficiently lower function value, but the search
along q2 does not), failure-success, and finally failure-failure.
In all of these four cases, by computing the function value
at a fourth point, the function values at four points in a
rectangle can be obtained. The details are given in Table I.
The function values at four such points a, b, c and d can be
inserted into the formula
f (c) − f (b) − f (d) + f (a)
.
(4)
kb − ak kd − ak

If the objective function is twice continuously differentiable,
then (4) is equal to q1T ∇2 f (x̂)q2 , where x̂ is some point
within the rectangle abcd. If the function is not twice continuously differentiable, (4) captures the average curvature
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Outcome
SS

Notes
The search along q1 moves the current best point
to b, and the search along q2 moves the current best
point to c. The function value at d must be computed
separately.

SF

The search along q1 moves the current best point
to b, and the search along q2 computes the function
value at c, but does not move the current best point.
The function value at d must be computed separately.

FS

The search along q1 computes the function value at
point b, but does not move the current best point. The
search along q2 computes the function value at point
d. The function value at point c must be computed
separately.

FF

Neither the search along q1 nor q2 update the current
best point, but the function values at points b and d
are obtained. The function value at point c must be
computed separately.

The search directions in Q are then replaced with the
positive and negative of the eigenvectors of C.
III. E XTENSION

Table I
T HE FOUR POSSIBLE OUTCOMES WHEN SEARCHING ALONG TWO
CONSECUTIVE DIRECTIONS . S MEANS SUCCESS , F MEANS FAILURE .

in the rectangle.
The rectangle lies in the plane spanned by the search
directions q1 and q2 since these were used consecutively. By
successively reordering how the “get next search direction”
statement considers the directions in Q, one can obtain curvature information with respect to all the n(n−1)/2 possible
different combinations of search directions, in a finite and
uniformly bounded number of steps, which depends on n
since there are O(n2 ) elements of curvature information
which must be assembled. (For this reason, the method is not
suitable for n larger than about 30, but exploiting structure
can allow for much larger n, as will be explained in Section
III.)
The information can be assembled in a matrix CQ , so that
CQ , in the case of a twice continuously differentiable f ,
contains qiT ∇2 f (x̂)qj in positions (i, j) and (j, i), which is
curvature information with respect to the coordinate system
defined by the n directions in Q. (Note that the point x̂
is different for each (i, j)-pair.) The diagonal elements of
CQ must be computed separately, for instance when the step
length is reduced, since the preceding repeat-loop, combined
with the current f -value then gives the function values at
three equally spaced points on a straight line for all n search
directions.
Once the matrix CQ is complete, it is subjected to the
rotation
C ← QCQ QT ,

(5)

where Q is the matrix with the n unique search directions
as its columns, ordered so that they correspond to the
ordering of the elements in CQ . C now contains curvature
information with respect to the standard coordinate system.
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TO SEPARABLE FUNCTIONS

Suppose the function f is partially separable. As mentioned in the introduction, the Hessian will be sparse if f is
twice continuously differentiable, and if the Hessian is not
defined, the matrix of average curvature information will
be sparse [5]. Let r be the number of nonzero elements in
the lower diagonal of these curvature matrices. Then, even
though the matrix C can be restricted to have this sparsity
pattern, the matrix CQ cannot be assumed to be sparse, since
we cannot expect the finite differences (4) to be zero for
arbitrary search directions Q. However, sparsity can still be
exploited.
Define the Kronecker product. Given two matrices
A ∈ Rm×n and B, then the Kronecker product A ⊗ B is
given as


A11 B

..
A⊗B =
.
Am1 B


A1n B

..
.
.
· · · Amn B
···

(6)

The Kronecker product is useful in the present context
because of the relation
AXB = C ⇔ (B T ⊗ A)vec(X) = vec(C).

(7)

Here vec(X) and vec(C) are vectors containing the entries
of the matrices X and C stacked row-wise [11].
Using (6) and (7) the rotation (5) can be written implicitly
as
(QT ⊗ QT )vec(C) = vec(CQ ).

(8)

Since we impose a sparsity structure on C as well as
symmetry, all the entries in the upper triangle, as well as
all the zero entries of vec(C) can be removed from (8),
resulting in the overdetermined equation system
(QT ⊗ QT )Pc vec(C) = vec(CQ ),

(9)

where the vector vec(C) contains the r elements of C to
be determined, and the n2 × r 0-1 matrix Pc adds together
the columns corresponding to upper and lower diagonal
elements Cij and Cji for all off-diagonal elements, and
deletes the columns corresponding to zero entries in C. For
example, if C is to be tridiagonal and is of size 3 × 3, that
is,


× ×
C =  × × × ,
× ×
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then it has one zero element
the lower triangle, so that Pc

1 0
 0 1

 0 0

 0 1

Pc = 
 0 0
 0 0

 0 0

 0 0
0 0

and five nonzero elements in
has size 9 × 5 and reads:

0 0 0
0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

1 0 0 
(10)
.
0 1 0 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 
0 0 1

Since the equation system (9) is overdetermined, we can
select r rows from the coefficient matrix and the right-hand
side, resulting in the r × r equation system
T

T

Prow (Q ⊗ Q )Pc vec(C) = Prow vec(CQ ),

Let f be twice continuously differentiable and the Hessian
Lipschitz-continuous in the sense that
k∇2 f (x) − ∇2 f (y)k ≤ Lkx − yk.

Define r pairs of vectors p(k) , q (k) k = 1, . . . , r, all of unit
length, such that the kth row of A is equal to


(13)
p(k)T ⊗ q (k)T Pc .
This means some of these vectors will be equal, but the pairs
will be unique. In addition let r points xk , k = 1, . . . , r, be
such that element k of Prow vec(CQ ),
(Prow vec(CQ ))k = p(k)T ∇2 f (xk )q (k) .
Let η be such that

(11)

max kxi − xj k = η.
i,j

2

where Prow is an r × n 0-1 matrix which selects r rows.
Prow will be the first r rows of a permuted n2 × n2
identity matrix. The resulting equation system (11) will be
significantly smaller than its counterpart (8) when a sparsity
structure is imposed on C, and the corresponding effort
required to compute the right-hand side is similarly smaller.
If there are only O(n) elements to be determined, then the
number of steps needed to compute the entire right-hand side
Prow vec(CQ ) does not depend on n, which does away with
the practical limit on dimension discussed in the previous
section.
Exactly which rows Prow should select in order to create
a well-conditioned coefficient matrix is nontrivial, and is
sometimes called the subset selection problem in the literature (see e.g., [7]). One suitable solution procedure is to
determine these rows by computing a strong rank-revealing
QR factorization of the transpose of Prow (QT ⊗ QT ) and
selecting the rows chosen by the theory and algorithms of
Gu and Eisenstat, presented in [10]. An implementation of
this selection procedure can be found in [14].
IV. C ONVERGENCE

THEORY

The method presented so far, being a sufficient decrease
method with 2n search directions which are the positive
and negative of n mutually orthogonal directions, adheres to
the algorithmic framework and convergence theory of Lucidi
and Sciandrone [13]. We can therefore state the following
theorem, without proof.
Theorem 1: Suppose f is continuously
n differentiable,
o
bounded below and the level set L(x) = y f (y) ≤ f (x)
is compact. Then, the method converges to a first-order
stationary point.
We now prove that if f is twice continuously differentiable, then the computed curvature matrix C converges to
the true Hessian in the limit.
Define
A = Prow (QT ⊗ QT )Pc .
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(12)

Let N be the neighborhood of points such that
n
o
N = x kx − xk k ≤ η, k = 1, . . . , r .
For convenience, let us restate (11), as
Avec(C) = Prow vec(CQ ).

(14)

Lemma 2: Assume A is invertible. Let C be the symmetric n× n matrix constructed from the solution of (14). Then,
there exists an x ∈ N such that
k∇2 f (x) − Ck ≤ kA−1 knLη.
Proof. Let us rewrite the contents of Prow vec(CQ ):
=
=
=

(Prow vec(CQ ))k
p(k)T ∇2 f (xk )q (k) .


p(k)T ∇2 f (x) + ∇2 f (xk ) − ∇2 f (x) q (k)
h
i
p(k)T ∇2 f (x)q (k) +
i
h
(15)
p(k)T (∇2 f (xk ) − ∇2 f (x))q (k) .

Then, and in addition defining h = vec(∇2 f (x)), equation
(14) can be written as
Avec(C) = Ah + ǫ.

(16)

Here (Ah)k is the expression in the first parenthesis of (15),
and ǫk is the expression in the last parenthesis of (15). If
we consider the norm of a single element in ǫ, this is
|ǫk | ≤
≤

kp(k) kk∇2 f (xk ) − ∇2 f (x)kkq (k) k

Lη,

(17)

using (12) and the fact that p and q have unit length. When
solving (14), we get
vec(C) = h + A−1 ǫ.
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If we consider a single element of vec(C) and h we can
write
|(vec(C))k − hk | ≤ kA−1 k|ǫk |,
which can also be written
|Cij − (∇2 f (x))ij | ≤ kA−1 k|ǫk |

(18)

Using the property of the 2-norm that
kAk2 ≤ n max |aij |,
i,j

as well as (17) we can extend (18) to
kC − ∇2 f (x)k ≤ kA−1 knLη,
which completes the proof. 
We must now prove that there always exists a matrix A with
rank r, and that the term kA−1 k is uniformly bounded. Since
A is made up of the rows of the matrix (QT ⊗ QT )Pc , there
will be a choice of rows which imply full rank if the matrix
(QT ⊗ QT )Pc has rank r.
Lemma 3: For any orthogonal matrix Q and any sparsity
structure to be imposed on C, the matrix (QT ⊗ QT )Pc
has full rank r, and its smallest singular value σr satisfies
σr ≥ 1.
Proof. Since Q is orthogonal, so is QT , and also
(QT ⊗ QT ). For any sparsity structure, right-multiplying
(QT ⊗ QT ) with Pc either adds together two columns, or
deletes columns. Consequently, the columns of the resulting
matrix (QT ⊗ QT )Pc are orthogonal (which √
implies full
rank), and have either length one or length 2. It then
follows that the singular values√are equal to the length of
the column vectors, either 1 or 2. 
Lemma 4: Prow can be chosen such that for a given n,
the smallest singular value of A is uniformly bounded below,
and consequently that kA−1 k is uniformly bounded.
Proof. This result follows from the theory and methods of
Gu and Eisenstat [10], which guarantee that the rows of A
(or equivalently the columns of AT , as is done in [10]) can
be selected from the rows of (QT ⊗ QT )Pc in such a way
that the smallest singular value of A is larger than or equal
to the smallest singular value of (QT ⊗ QT )Pc , divided by
a low order polynomial in n and r. Since n and r are given
and the smallest singular value of (QT ⊗ QT )Pc is always
larger than or equal to 1, the result follows. 
Finally, we show that η goes to zero as the GSS method
converges to a stationary point.
Lemma 5: Assume that the step length expansion factor
is uniformly bounded by, say, M . Then, as the step length
δ go to zero, so does η.
Proof. That the step length δ goes to zero is an integral part
of the convergence theory of GSS methods and is proved in
e.g. [12]. η is the diameter of neighborhood of points N .
Since all the points in N lie within the rectangles of points
used in the formula (4), it follows that η must be smaller
than maximum possible distance between the first and the
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last corner point used for computing C. Suppose, that when
the computation of C is started the step length is δmax , and
that the maximum possible number of step length increases
before C is computed is t. Then we have
η≤

t
X

δmax M k−1 .

k=0

The only variable in this expression is δmax , and we know
it goes to zero as the method converges. Consequently, so
must η. 
This allows us to state the following theorem:
Theorem 6: Assume that f is twice continuously differentiable, bounded below and that the level sets L(x) are
compact. Then, as the method converges, C converges to
the true Hessian.
The proof follows from the preceding Lemmas. This result,
together with the preliminary numerical results in [6] allows
us to conjecture that the method actually converges to
second-order stationary points.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
For the sake of brevity, there are many common implementation details for GSS methods which have been omitted
in this paper. For instance, it is possible to have individual
step lengths (e.g., n step lengths, one for each positivenegative search direction pair), to compute an approximate
gradient and performing Newton-like steps, have variations
on how step length(s) can be increased and decreased,
choose ρ in several ways, and so on. These all affect
the numerical performance of the method. The purpose
of the present paper is, however, to show the benefits of
exploiting sparsity when computing curvature information
in the context of GSS methods. For this reason, it is the
relative increase in performance when exploiting sparsity
that is important in our numerical experiments, which used,
among other things, n individual step lengths. The results
are shown in Table II. The table reads, from left to right,
the function name, and the dimension n. The functions are
all differentiable, so the column r indicates the number of
nonzero elements in the Hessian matrix. Then follow the
number of function evaluations required to reduce the objective function value from the recommended initial solution
to 10−5 , first for the method exploiting sparsity, and finally
for the method not exploiting sparsity. The functions all have
an optimal objective function value f ∗ = 0.
As one can see, one sometimes can get significant savings when exploiting sparsity, for example for the extended Rosenbrock function, CRAGGLVY, MOREBV and
TQUARTIC. The reason for this is that the new method is
able to rotate its search directions more often, which adapts
them to the local topography of the objective function.
If we look at the extended Rosenbrock function there
are several advantages to exploiting sparsity. Firstly there
are 3n/2 nonzero elements in the Hessian, which means
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Function
BRYBND
CHNROSNB
CRAGGLVY
DECONVU
DQRTIC
Ext. Rosenbr.
FREUROTH
LIARWHD
MOREBV
SBRYBND
SPARSQUR
TQUARTIC
TRIDIA

n
10
50
10
25
50
4
61
10
50
16
32
64
10
36
10
50
10
100
50
20
30
50

r
49
329
19
49
99
5
767
9
49
24
48
96
19
71
27
147
49
1232
99
39
59
99

Sparsity
936
4111
2103
7400
26385
118
3232
335
2991
3369
6945
13889
912
3602
363
1320
747
2878
9022
1065
1662
2843

No sparsity
1100
3774
2971
15451
52574
481
15790
471
3774
6407
16577
50635
1226
5257
521
5769
736
2988
14176
1453
2791
5621

Table II
N UMBER OF FUNCTION FUNCTION EVALUATIONS REQUIRED TO
REDUCE THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE TO 10−5 , STARTING AT THE
RECOMMENDED INITIAL SOLUTION , FOR SELECTED FUNCTIONS FROM
THE CUTE R TEST SET [8].

that in relative terms, C can be computed increasingly
cheaply as n grows. Secondly, the Hessian is block diagonal,
which implies that it has element functions which can be
optimized independently. As a consequence the eigenvectors
have a block structure as well, which, since there are n step
lengths, actually means that the method exploiting sparsity
automatically optimizes the element functions independently
of each other. This is reflected in the fact that the number of
function evaluations needed to obtain a solution grows more
or less linearly with n, as opposed to when not exploiting
sparsity, where the growth in function evaluations is almost
quadratic.
If the topography is such that frequent updating of the
search directions is not important, then the results are more
similar for the two algorithms.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a GSS algorithm which exploits the
partial separability of the objective function. The method
is provably convergent to first-order stationary points, and
based on its theoretical and numerical properties we conjecture that it is convergent to second-order stationary points.
Numerical results indicate that exploiting separability can
lead to significant improvement in convergence, in many
cases.
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Abstract—We present a parallel implementation of a nonlinear finite element analysis of masonry walls. The implementation is based on a shared-memory architecture, while
the mechanical simulation is inspired by a model recently
developed for this type of structures. Such a model showed to
be both reliable and efficient in predicting collapse mechanisms
for safety assessment purposes. Its formulation, as we will
explain, favors naturally a parallel implementation because the
collapse mechanisms are assumed independently for each Finite
Element (FE). Additionally, the non-linear response of the same
Element is offered at fast computations, because it is based on
average elasto-plastic stress distributions which well simulates
the more significant mechanical criticisms, i.e., the frictional
toughness along squeezing lines.
Keywords-Finite element methods; Nonlinear systems; Parallel programming.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the field of masonry mechanics, there was an extensive
production of research works across the last thirty years.
However, comparing the existing literature with other structural typologies such as concrete and steel structures, we
face an almost embarrassing bias, finding huge deficiencies
in both theory, practice, and numerical simulations. In fact,
except for reinforced masonry structures, these inadequacies
are still reflected in technical codes and predictive software
analysis tools, with dramatic results if we observe recent
collapses, such as the Umbrian-Marchigian earthquake in
1997, or in Mexican states of Puebla and Oaxaca in 1999, the
infamous Tehuacan earthquake, of magnitude 7, damaging
about 1800 historic buildings, among them several temples
and convents from early colonial era.
The complexity of simulating the behavior of masonry
structures is evident when investigating all available predictive tools. Masonry structures manifest different inhomogeneities that require computational approaches to account
for different scales, both in length and in time. Numerical
simulations struggle to grasp such features, as they cannot
be underestimated when extrapolating crucial information
on the overall local and global structural behavior: these
procedures are still far from being robust and accurate,
yielding acceptable results when dealing with full threedimensional analysis. Multiscale and algebraic multigrid
approaches (see [1], [2] and [3] for a reference) recently
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emerged for masonry mechanics as a possible research direction, on the basis of simplified, yet complicated, similarities
with composite structures. A first step on this track has been
recently published in [4]; however, the unstructured nature of
general mechanical problems dampen the efficiency of such
these methods, unless some ad-hoc solutions is adopted, as
proposed in [5], [1], and [6].
The present work presents a parallel implementation,
based on a shared-memory architecture, of a non-linear finite
element analysis of masonry walls. Fine-grained modeling accurately represent several mechanical features, while
coarse scale ones achieve better performances in terms of
computational time, while sacrificing precision. An alternative approach has been previously proposed in [4], where
a fine-scale model is employed in order to generate a
coarse-grained finite element formulation. Our objective is
to extend the previous work in order to achieve a quasi
real-time simulation, i.e., within a time-frame perceived as
“immediate”. To the best of our knowledge, no attempt has
been previously made in simulating the non-linear behavior
of masonry walls; however, several works lie in the field of
real-time simulation, for example [7] in the field of viscoelastic materials, and [8] in the computer graphics area.
II. F INITE E LEMENT F ORMULATION
Let us consider an equivalent continuum model, and let
us represent its linear elastic behavior by means of a finegrained modeling of the overall masonry assembly. Such
identification technique is known in literature as “refined
Cauchy”, although several other alternative approaches have
been proposed (cf. [9]).
Then, let the constitutive Cauchy law be σ = Eε, where
σ and ε represent the 2nd order tensors of stress and linear
strain, respectively, and E being the 4th order elastic tensor.
Our reference finer scale model, initially proposed in [10],
is comprised on an assembly of bricks, considered as rigid
bodies of dimensions h × b × s (i.e., height, width, and
thickness), connected to each other by means of a thick
mortar joint, modeled as elastic springs, with normal and
tangential stiffness, equal to E and G. Therefore, according
to the chosen identification technique, both discrete and
continuum models possess the same homogeneous strain
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patterns; the reference elementary volume will be comprised
of one brick, and six mortar joints connecting the reference
brick to all its neighboring ones. Additionally, as detailed
in [9], the rotational field is obtained imposing the momentum balance on the reference elementary volume, thus
obtaining the components of the elastic tensor E as:


Es(h + a)
1 b + a Gs(b + a)
+2
E1111 =
2h+a
2a
a
E2222

Es(h + a)
a

=

E1212

=

E2121

=



Gs(b+a)
2a
1 b+a
2 h+a




+ 2 Gs(h+a)
a

+ 2 Gs(h+a)
+ Gs(h+a)
a
a

Es(b+a)
2a

Es(b+a)
2a

E1212 ,

A. Non-linear Plasticity
The more significant non-linearity is essentially on the
frictional behavior; we neglect the coupling with the damage
process. More sophisticated numerical simulations, based on
fine-scale models and experimental evidences, show that the
frictional resistance plays an important role in the structural
response under cyclic loading conditions [10], [4], [13].
Within an elastoplastic model, a Mohr-Coulomb criterion
is employed in order to characterize the inelastic part of the
structural response. The key idea, based on the microplane
modeling, is reported in several works such as [14], [15].
The proposed model holds small-strain elastoplasticity and
thermodynamical frameworks, being plastic deformation the
only dissipative mechanism.
The frictional criterion is then described by the following
condition:
|τn | − c − µσn ≤ 0
(7)

with all the remaining coefficients being zero.
The FE formulation is based on the classical 5β element
(see, e.g., [11] and [9]), a quadrilateral assumed stress
mixed-form finite element. Let us indicate with (ξ, η) the
intrinsic coordinates, and with (x, y) the global ones; the
discretized displacement may be therefore expressed as the
following:
u := (ux , uy )> = N (ξ, η)d ,
(1)

where τn and σn are the shear and normal stress, respectively, acting on a plane with normal vector n, while c and µ
are the cohesion and static friction coefficient, respectively.
Since we are in a context of non-associated plasticity, we
can assume the increments ε̇p of plastic deformation to be
only in the shear direction, i.e.:
τn
(8)
ε̇p = γ̇
|τn |

with

where γ̇ ≥ 0 is the increment of the plastic multiplier.
The yield surface f [σ] is completed by two conditions
bounding normal tension and compression, thus providing
the following elastic domain De :


N (ξ, η) :=

N1
0

0
N1

...
...

N4
0

0
N4


.

(2)

Functions Ni interpolate the displacement through 2×4 node
parameters, assembled in the vector d, with standard bilinear
interpolating functions. The masonry wall is then discretized
on a regular quadrangular mesh. The FE formulation is
locking free [12], its five stress parameters, collected in the
vector β, interpolating the stress as follows
σ := (σx , σy , σxy )> = P (ξ, η)β ,

(3)

with


1
P (ξ, η) :=  0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1


0
ξ .
0

η
0
0

(4)

Finally, the compatibility and equilibrium conditions are
expressed as
Hβ − Qd =
>

Q β−p

=

0

(5)

0,

(6)

where
Z
H :=

P > E −1 P ,

Ωe
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De := {σ : f [σ] ≤ 0} ,


−c − µσn + |τn |
f [σ] := −σyt + σn


σyc + σn

with
(9)

where σyt and σyc are the tension and compression yield
normal stresses, respectively, and we define compressive
stress as negative.
Within the representation of the element stress field, and
by means of the Haar-Kármán principle, we usually get the
admissible stress field by controlling the stress level by (9)
at some Gauss points of each element, and then numerically
integrating on the same element. This is a standard way for
FE formulations in elastoplasticity, we anyway tested in our
numerical implementation.
We follow an alternative approach, which is less computationally expensive, yet accurate enough, as we will show.
Following [16], we reformulate the elastoplastic response of
the assumed stress FE by adopting a kinematic approach.
Such approach defines a discrete number of possible mechanisms, corresponding to the plastic deformations that the
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Element exhibits. More specifically, within each element
we consider a set Se of possible “bands” (i.e., lines in the
2D element), along which the plastic deformation can take
place. This corresponds to fix a discrete number of possible
directions ε̇pn , depending on the assumed band with normal
n ∈ Se . To define Se , we consider the possible collapse
mechanisms of a generic assembly of bricks contained in an
element. We choose five bands with their three associated
plastic mechanisms, as depicted in Figure 1.

λ, by means of the following alternative system:
(
r(u(ξ), λ(ξ)) = s(u(ξ)) − λ(ξ)p
g(u(ξ), λ(ξ)) = ξ ,

(10)

where g is a known constraining surface, and r represents
the equilibrium error.
The system expressed in (10) is then solved by means
of a predictor-corrector iterative scheme, starting with an
initial solution (u0 = 0, λ0 = 0). The solution is attained at
convergence on the k-th step in the j-th iteration, providing
the ensuing equilibrium point (uk+1 = uj∗ , λk+1 = λj∗ );
the predictor is a trial solution obtained by extrapolation of
previous solutions, while the employed corrector is based on
an iterative Newton-Raphson scheme:
rj

= r(uj , λj ) = s(uj ) − λj p

λ̇

=

(u> p)−1 u> rj

u̇ = K −1 rj + λ̇u
uj+1

= uj + u̇

λj+1

= λj + λ̇

The structural response s(uj ) is evaluated by means of a
predictor-corrector scheme, as detailed in [4]. This solution
employs the Haar-Kármán principle, i.e.:
Z
Φ(σ) := 1/2 (σ̄ − σ)> E −1 (σ̄ − σ) = min ,
(11)
Ω

for all equilibrated stress σ̄.
B. Parallel Implementation

Figure 1.

Possible mechanisms that a single FE represents.

Therefore, by imposing the yield conditions in (9) for
each band we define for each FE an envelop of planes in
the space of the discretized stress components (3).
III. N UMERICAL S OLVER
A. Overview
Our solver relies on the numerical properties exhibited
by non-linear elasto-plastic media. As suggested by the
currently available literature, our solver employs a pathfollowing algorithm in order to retrieve the non-linear equilibrium path. The path-following technique [17], recovers
the equilibrium path, arising from a non-linear structural
response s, subject to a load p varying with a scalar term
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The solver described in the previous section was implemented on a shared-memory architecture1 , and in the
following we will outline the main components along with
a speed-up measurement.
First, we highlight the fact that initial and terminal operations in FE analysis, i.e., the stiffness matrix assembly
and the output variable update processes, are inherently
parallelizable. The non-linear plastic analysis, however, is
comprised of parts that are not parallel in the strict sense.
A comprehensive diagram of the overall solver architecture
is pictured in Figure 2.
Matrix assembly and stress update, being the latter modeled with an incremental algorithm, are carried out in
parallel by means of the reduction operation. The non-linear
structural response of the masonry wall can be easily carried
out in a parallel fashion.
The structural response s(u) needed to solve the system (10), is evaluated by means of the Haar-Kármán principle (11), i.e., formulating it as a quadratic programming
problem, as expressed in equation (11). The Haar-Kármán
principle is local to each element, and may be locally solved
1 The software was implemented in C++ following the OpenMP 3.0
specification; benchmarks were conducted on an Intel Core 2 Duo processor
at 2.9 GHz, with 4 GB of RAM.
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Figure 2. The numerical solver architecture (left), and a detailed plastic
analysis diagram (right). Multiple arrows indicate a parallel execution.
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iteratively, adopting the Goldfarb-Idnani method [18]: this
allows us to parallelize this process, up to the actual solution
of the system of linear equations arising from (10). As
pictured in Figure 2, the aforementioned system is solved
serially, while the ensuing strain update, and the subsequent
output variables, are naı̈vely parallelized.
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IV. R ESULTS
The chosen test bed for our parallel implementation is the
Pavia’s test, an experimental test performed in the University
of Pavia [19]. The horizontal displacement employed in the
test is pictured in Figure 4, with the overall time of analysis
equal to 20 seconds. We mention in passing that a quasi
real-time process involves updates of the outcomes with a
minimal frequency of 20 Hz circa (cf., [7], [20], and [8]).
Results are reported in Table I, where we reported the
number of threads employed in the test bed, the overall time
for the nonlinear analysis, and the speed-up [21]; the latter
quantity has been calculated as S := Ti T1−1 , i = 1, 2, . . .,
where i indicates the number of threads involved in the
analysis.
As expected by known theoretical results (cf. [22]
and [23]), we are obtaining a sub-linear speed-up, detailed in
Table I, and pictured in Figure 5. In order to better analyze
the results, we recall that quasi real-time requires updates
at 20 Hz, i.e., 0.05 seconds. Comparing the total analysis
time of 20 seconds, with the actual analysis process, we
obtain that our FE formulation allows us to obtain a quasiRT update with a number of threads equal or above four.
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time

Figure 4. Graph
of the horizontal displacement, measured in mm, with
Fig. 6. Horizontal displacement time history.
respect to time. The arrow marks the last input cycle.

Fig. 7. Equilibrium
(a) the experimen
numerical simulat

V. C LOSING R EMARKS
We proposed in this manuscript a parallel implementation
of a FE formulation for the analysis of masonry walls
involving non-linear plasticity. Such implementation, based
on a shared-memory architecture, allows us to obtain results
in a quasi real-time fashion.
The proposed FE formulation relies on a fine-grained
approach, where a detailed model is employed in the formulation of coarser elements, grasping the non-linear mechanic
behavior and obtaining considerably better performances
compared to a naı̈ve finer modeling approaches.
Coupling this novel multiscale approach to non-linear
plasticity, with a parallel implementation of the analysis
process, we are able to hold quasi real-time performances. A
future direction of research will investigate all the possible
issues affecting performances, clarifying the optimal number
of threads on specific architectures, and comparing standard
solvers with our custom solution.
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Figure 5.

Rendering of the stress σxy for the last input cycle in the analysis, indicated with an arrow in Figure 4.
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Abstract— Knapsack problem is an integer programming that
is generally called "Multidimentional Knapsack". Knapsack
problem is known as a NP-hard problem. This paper is an
introduction to a new idea for solving one-dimentional
knapsack that with defining the "Weight Value Index",
"Sorting" and "Smart local search" forms a new algorithm.
This algorithm is mathematically formulated and has run on 5
sample problems of one-dimentional knapsack, that in most of
them the result is close to the optimum. The results show that
this method by comparison with the others recently published
in this field, despite of its simplicity, has enough required
functionality in order to get the result on the tested items.

optimum, it has increased the accuracy in solving knapsack
problem. Therefore evolutionary algorithms and more
definitely decoder-based evolutionary algorithms are widely
used in solving knapsack problem [5], [6]. Their advantage
over the more traditional direct representation of the
problem is their ability to always generate and therefore
carry out evolution over feasible candidate solutions, and
thus focus the search on a smaller more constrained search
space.
Many researchers have struggled in developing
evolutionary methods for knapsack problems. From them,
we can name some modern evolution methods like tabu
search [7], [8], genetic algorithm [9], [10] and simulated
annealing [11], [12] that in most cases show good results. In
recent years, genetic algorithms show that it is the best
method for solving large knapsack problems and in general
0-1 integer programming problems [13], [14].
The knapsack repeatedly is used in different processing
models like processor allocation in distributed systems [15],
manufacturing in-sourcing [16], asset-backed securitization
[17], combinatorial auctions [18], computer systems design
[19], resource-allocation [20], set packing [21], cargo
loading [22], project selection [23], cutting stock [24] and
capital budgeting (where project has profit and consume
units of resource. The goal is to determine a subset of the
projects such that the total profit is maximized and all
resource constraints are satisfied) [25].
Another type of knapsack is Quadratic Knapsack
Problem (QKP) [26]. In the Quadratic Knapsack Problem,
an object’s value density is the sum of all the values
associated with it divided by its weight. It can be used in
finance [27], VLSI design [28] and location problems [29].
In the second part of this paper, we will describe the
knapsack problem; in third part, the proposed algorithm will
be introduced. In the forth part, algorithm simulation and
comparison of results have been presented and we will
conclude in the final part.

Keywords-Artificial intelligence;
problem; Combinational optimization.

I.

NP-hard;

Knapsack

INTRODUCTION

Knapsack problem is an integer programming that is in
general called "Multidimentional Knapsack". Knapsack
problem is known as a NP-hard problem [1]. Onedimentional knapsack problem with "constant weight
group" is a special form of multidimensional knapsack. For
one-dimensional
knapsack
in
comparison
with
multidimensional knapsack, more precise evolutionary
algorithms have been studied. Most of the researches is
regarding to one-dimentional knapsack problem. For further
information about knapsack problem and different precise
algorithms, please refer to [2]-[4].
The reason for naming this problem to "knapsack" is
because of its similarity to making decision for a mountain
climber to pack his knapsack. The person should decide the
optimum combination in choosing his accessories for
knapsack in a way that according to the knapsack capacity,
he should select items with more value (profit). This kind of
problems is of combinational optimization problems family.
For several past years, precise methods such as Branch
and Bound have used for solving knapsack problem [22]. In
recent years, and with the development of smart
optimization and evolutionary algorithms, solving more
difficult problems is now possible, such that in addition to
reducing the time for achieving results close to the
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II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Suppose that some items are available and each item has
a weight of 'wi' and a value of 'vi'. In knapsack problem,
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weight restriction is defined in a way that the total weight of
selected items should be less than knapsack capacity. The
goal in this problem is finding a subset of items in a way
that they have the most total value and also satisfy the
knapsack capacity constraint.
For mathematically defining the mentioned concepts, we
have:
n
⎧n
⎫
max ⎨∑ vi xi : ∑ wi xi ≤ b, xi = 0 or 1 , i = 1,...,n⎬ (1)
i =1
⎩ i=1
⎭

In formula (1), 'n', 'vi' and 'wi' are number of items, value
of item 'i' and weight of item 'i', respectively. In the above
formula, 'b' is the knapsack capacity and xi is the algorithm
input array. If the element is chosen, the xi is 1 and otherwise
is 0.
As formula (1) shows, the goal is to maximize the goal
function with the given conditions. In the next section, the
proposed algorithm for solving the knapsack problem will be
introduced.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The presented method for solving the knapsack problem
is based on statistical operations on data and
combining it with artificial intelligence methods. In this
method we have a set of weight and value data groups that
are related in pairs and each of data shows the weight and
the value of an item. The goal of this method in first stage is
introducing each item with a new coefficient that would be a
combination of its value and weight. With the help of this
new index, the chance of selecting an item will be defined.
The proposed algorithm with enough experience and
iteration in changing the method of selecting based on the
weight-value index and in a converged evolutionary process
will provide results close to optimum. The stage of process
on data for achieving a real close result to optimum will be
as follows:
z According to the point that the goal of knapsack
problem is to take the sum of values to the maximum
and satisfy the weight constrain of knapsack, for
converting 2 item dependents to one dependent, we will
use the general form of (Value p1 / Weight p2) that the p1
and p2 are the power of values and weights,
respectively. The best value of them will be different
depending on the number of items and their dispersion
that with scanning the power of values and weights in
the above combinational index and calculating the sum
of selected item values until satisfaction of the weight
constrain, we can have the best selection for the powers
of mentioned formula in the beginning of the algorithm.
This value would be the "weight-value index" of items.
z Next step of solving the problem is sorting items based
on their weight-value index and generating initial result
that would be close to optimum. In this selection, the
items with higher weight-value prioritized for selection
and selection of items will continue until the knapsack
capacity is full.
z Because of the used method in first stage for generating
weight-value index is not precise. The probability of
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error in the second stage would be existent as well. It is
important to know that the probability of the error in
selecting items based on proposed priority that is
weight-value index would increase as we get closer to
final stages. The probability of such errors is in the
moment that the knapsack is getting filled with lower
weight-value index of items. Therefore in this stage that
is the main part of algorithm, we will replace the items
with similar weight-value index in the final stages of
selecting items. In this stage we will gradually increase
the boundary of searching. In this part of algorithm we
will study different results to achieve the best one.
In this intelligence searching algorithm, in addition to
previous stages, we achieved the better results by the helping
of some sort of modifications and corrections. For instance
we can find the minimum of the selected items by dividing
the knapsack capacity to the item with the highest weight.
We can get to the scope of weight-value index results or in
fact, items that their probability of being among the optimum
answer is very high.
The main foundation of this method has been introduced
above in 3 steps and the algorithm pseudocode would be as
follows.
IV. ALGORITHM FORMULA
s1- Determining optimum powers for achieving
optimum weight-value index by scanning from 0 to 2 with
the step of 0.1 and selecting the best powers for the
proportion of value to weight of items by selecting items
until the knapsack is completely full. This selection is based
on a way that the weight-value index priority, selected items
value should be higher than the other powers that has been
scanned for the proportion of value to weight.
s2- Random search around the selected power from s1
with the Radius boundary of α = 0.5.
s3- Sorting and selecting items based on weight-value of
s2 until the completion of knapsack capacity sequence
length accepting items l1 and rejected items the l2
s4- Fixing items from vector value of s3 that is higher
than Mean and standard deviation values of weight vector
elements as selected items and random replacement of the
rest selected items from s3 and rejected items as well around
the last selection of s3 with the radius of 0.1 items and l1
and l2.
s5- Studying selection rule of selecting minimum items
equal to dividing the maximum capacity of knapsack to the
highest weight of items value and increasing the length of
sequence of accepted items (l1) until satisfying the
minimum selection rule.
s6- comparing the answers and the results of the current
selections with the best achieved result and replacing it with
the previous if that is a better answer.
s7- α=0.5 +α
s8- reduce the radius boundary of optimum power index
with a coefficient of 0.9.
s9- repeating s1 to s9 while α=1 and radius boundary has
reached to boundary interval.
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V. RESULTS AND COMPARISON
In this part, the result of running algorithm on set of data
that was given in [32]-[33] is analyzed. Five sample
problems are proposed in [30]-[32] for testing the algorithm.
In [30], e2, e3 and e5 samples have been solved with the
different methods.
In [31], samples e1 to e4 and in [32], samples e1 and e2
have been studied. The samples e1 to e5 have 10, 20, 50,100
and 100 objects respectively. It is obvious that the samples
with a greater number of objects are more complicated than
samples with less number of objects and they are more
difficult and more time consuming to solve.
In Table 1, the best obtained results in the relevant
papers have been compared with the results of our proposed
algorithm. As it is clear in Table 1, the proposed algorithm
that is called Wise Experiencing Knapsack Problem
(WEKP) has resulted acceptable answers.
The algorithm that has been introduced in this paper has
improved the results of greedy and simple evolutionary
algorithms by rate of 0.9 and 1.9 percent to the best answer.
The algorithm of [31], which is a combination of greedy and
genetic algorithms, has been improved the results of e1-e4
problems by rate of 0.7 and 0.2. The algorithm mentioned in
[32] is an enhanced form of ACO that the results shows 0.2
percent improvement in e1 and e2 problems as well.
The results after simulating the proposed algorithm by
this paper show that the results have been improved by 0.16
percent regarding to [30], 0.05 percent to [31] and 0.9 %
regarding to [32].
In Table 1, we can see that for the 3rd sample problem
we have achieved a result that was never achieved in other
papers up to now.
In Table 2, the best, average and the worst answers for
20 times run for every sample has been given. Also, the
sequence of the best obtained results for every sample has
been determined as a string containing 0 and 1, where 0
means no selection and 1 stands for selecting the ith object.
As it is illustrated in Table 2, even the average of the
responses is very close to the optimum response and these
responses acquire in an acceptable time period.
The mean time for running every problem on a pentium4
and a processor of 1.8GHz speed and 512MB of ram with
the MATLAB 7.7 software is given answers.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper is an introduction to a novel idea for solving
one-dimensional knapsack problem by defining weight-value
index and sorting; as a consequence, a new algorithm was
proposed. This algorithm is mathematically formulated and
has run on 5 samples regarding to one-dimensional knapsack
that in most of them the answers are near to optimum.
The results shows that this method in comparison with
the recent works published in this field, despite of its
simplicity is functional enough to achieve acceptable results
in tested problems.
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TABLE 1. COMPARATIVE RESULTS BY OTHER HEURISTIC METHODS
[30]

[31]

[32]

WEKP

Greedy
algorithm

Simple
evolutionary
algorithm

evolutionary
algorithm
with schema
replace

e1

-

-

-

295

295

295

292

295

295

e2

1023

1042

1042

1024

1037

1042

1022

1024

1042

e3

3095

3077

3103

3077

3103

3112

-

-

3119

e4

-

-

-

5372

5365

5375

-

-

5372

e5

26380

25848

26559

-

-

-

-

-

26553

Greedy
algorithm
(GA)

Standard
genetic
algorithm
(SGA)

Greedy
genetic
algorithm
(GGA)

Basic
ACO

Improved
ACO

Proposed
method
(Best
result)

TABLE 2. BEST RESULTS FOR FIVE SAMPLE PROBLEM
Example 1

Example 2

Example 3

Example 4

Example 5

No. of
Objects

10

20

50

100

100

Best

295

1042

3119

5372

26553

Mean (20
runs)

295

1040.5

3106

5367.4

26553

worst

295

1037

3115.1

5360

26553

Mean time
(s)

7.1

22.8

13.08

23.07

45.33

Best
chromosome

111000111

101111110
10111100000

110101011110100110
110111111111000010
11011000000010

111111111011111111111001110111011
000101001110111110010110101000001
0000100001100100101000011000000000

1111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111110111111110100010110110
11111110001110111000000000000000
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Abstract—An essential prerequisite for the numerical finite
element simulation of physical problems expressed in terms of
PDEs is the construction of an adequate mesh of the domain.
This first stage, which usually involves a fully automatic
mesh generation method, is then followed by a computational
step. One can show that the quality of the solution strongly
depends on the shape quality of the mesh of the domain.
At the second stage, the numerical solution obtained with
the initial mesh is generally analyzed using an appropriate
a posteriori error estimator which, based on the quality of the
solution, indicates whether or not the solution is accurate. The
quality of the solution is closely related to how well the mesh
corresponds to the underlying physical phenomenon, which
can be quantified by the element sizes of the mesh. An a
posteriori error estimation based on the interpolation error
depending on the Hessian of the solution seems to be well
adapted to the purpose of adaptive meshing. In this paper, we
propose a new interpolation error estimation based on the local
deformation of the Cartesian surface representing the solution.
This methodology is generally used in the context of surface
meshing. In our example, the proposed methodology is applied
to minimize the interpolation error on an image whose grey
level is considered as being the solution.
Keywords-a posteriori error estimation; interpolation error;
mesh adaptation; surface curvature.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Different kinds of estimators are available to a posteriori
control the error made on a finite element solution [1]. Using
such an estimator, it is possible to control the mesh by hadaptation so that the corresponding solution of the PDE
problem has a given accuracy. Some of these estimators are
based on the interpolation error (and, in this sense, are purely
geometric since they ignore the nature of the operator considered). This kind of estimators has been studied by many
authors [2]–[5]. However, most of these studies lie on the
fact that a parameter h, representing the size of the elements,
is small or tends to zero, and thereby they are asymptotic
studies. The estimator is thus based on appropriate Taylor
expansions, and gives in this manner some indications on the
admissible size h. Nevertheless, as this size is not necessarily
small, we propose a novel approach which, although closely
related to the previous ones, does not assume any particular
hypothesis on this parameter, and therefore is probably more
justified. Our approach is besides rather similar, in its spirit,
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to certain solutions used in a different domain, namely the
mesh generation of parametric patches [6]–[8].
Section 2 gives the mathematical formulation of the
problem and reviews the related works. Section 3 introduces
a new class of measures to quantify the interpolation error
depending on the local deformation or curvature of the
Cartesian surface corresponding to the solution. A numerical
example is illustrated in Section 4 and finally, the last section
provides a brief conclusion.
II. D EFINITION OF THE PROBLEM AND STATE OF THE
ART

Let Ω be a domain of Rd (with d = 1, 2 or 3) and let
T be a simplicial mesh of Ω composed of linear simplices
P 1 or quadratic simplices P 2 . We suppose that, in order
to solve a problem given in terms of PDEs on Ω, we have
made a finite element computation on Ω using T , and we
have obtained the scalar solution uT . Denoting by u the
exact solution, the problem firstly consists in evaluating the
gap eT = u − uT between u and uT representing the
error involved by the finite element solution, and secondly
deducing (in general by bounding this gap) another mesh
T 0 such that the estimated gap between u and the solution
uT 0 using mesh T 0 is bounded by a given threshold. Several
points must be more precisely explained:
• how to quantify the gap eT between u and uT ?
• how to use the latter information for building a new
mesh on which the gap between the corresponding
finite element solution and the exact solution is bounded
by a given threshold?
The solution uT obtained by the finite element method
is not interpolating (i.e. the solution obtained at the nodes
of T does not coincide with the exact value of u at these
nodes). Moreover, for each element of the mesh, it cannot
be guaranteed that the solution uT coincide with the exact
value of u at one point (at least) of the element. Then, it
seems difficult to explicitly quantify the gap eT . However,
the direct study of this gap has been dealt in several works
[9]. But, in the general case, its quantification remains an
open problem. Consequently, other indirect approaches have
been proposed to quantify or rather bound this gap. Let us
denote by u
eT the function interpolating u on the mesh T
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(which is a piecewise linear or quadratic function, depending
on the degree of the elements of T ) and by eeT the gap u−e
uT
between u and u
eT , called the interpolation error on u along
mesh T . To be able to quantify the gap eT , we suppose the
following relation holds (Céa’s lemma):

Hu of u is constant in element K) that:

!2
Z
X
X
V

e2T dx dy dz =
di
+
d2i
420
K
i
i
!
− d1 d4 − d2 d5 − d3 d6

,

||eT || ≤ C ||e
eT ||
where ||.|| denotes a norm and C is a constant not depending
on T . In other words, we suppose that the finite element
error is bounded by the interpolation error. The original
problem is then simplified by considering the following
problem: given an interpolation u
eT of u along a mesh T ,
how to build another mesh T 0 for which the interpolation
error is bounded by a given threshold? As u
eT can be seen as
a discrete representation of u, the problem now reduces to a
characterization of meshes for which the interpolation error
is bounded by this threshold. This problem has been the
subject of several studies (see for instance [5]) and, in most
of them, the examination of a “measure” of the interpolation
error provides some constraints associated with the mesh
elements. In the context of mesh adaptation methods, hmethods or size adaptation are particularly relevant, and the
constraints are specified in terms of element sizes. In the
following, some classical measures of this error are recalled,
as well as resulting constraints on the mesh elements.
To quantify the interpolation error, two kinds of measures
can be considered: continuous or discrete. A classical continuous measure of this error is the square of the L2 norm
of eeT :
||e
eT ||2L2

Z
=
T

X

ee2T

with ||e
eK ||2L2

||e
eK ||2L2

dω =
K∈T
Z
=
ee2K dω ,
K

where eeK is the interpolation error on each element K
of T , and dω is an elementary volume of Rd . In two
dimensions, considering linear elements and assuming that
the Hessian Hu of u restricted to the elements is constant,
Nadler [10] gives an analytical expression of the measure
of the interpolation error ||e
eK ||2L2 on K as a function of
the area A of K and the quantities di = 21 aTi Hu ai (second
directional derivatives along the edges) where ai is the vector
joining vertices i and i + 1 of K:

Z
K

ee2K dx dy =

A 
180



!2
X
i

di

+

X

d2i  .

i

Berzins [11] extends this result in three dimensions (for
linear elements) and shows (still assuming that the Hessian
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where V is the volume of K and quantities di are similar to
the 2D case. Berzins deduces from this expression a measure
of the quality of the elements, and thus characterizes the
mesh. However, it is unclear to interpret this information in
terms of element size. The extension of these results to the
case of an arbitrary Hessian Hu remains open. An alternative
measure, well suited to problem solving by the finite element
method, consists in considering Sobolev norms of eeK , in
particular the H 1 norm whose square is defined by:
Z

||e
eK ||2H 1 =
ee2K + ||∇e
eK ||2 dω ,
K

where ∇ represents the gradient and ||.|| is the usual
Euclidian norm. In two dimensions and considering linear
elements, Zlamal [12], as also Babuska and Aziz [2], independently propose an upper bound of ||e
eK ||2H 1 by the
2
seminorm |u|2 of the Sobolev space H whose square is
defined by:
|u|22 =

∂2u
∂x2

2

+2
L2

∂2u
∂x∂y

2

+
L2

∂2u
∂y 2

2

.
L2

Indeed, they show that:
||e
eK ||2H 1 ≤ Γ(θ) |u|2 ,
where Γ(θ) is a function depending on the diameter of K
and its internal angles. An extension in three dimensions of
this relation has been proposed by Krizek [13]. Again, it
seems difficult to establish a constraint in terms of element
size for this norm. Another measure, which is simpler,
consists in considering the L2 norm of the gradient of eeK .
It is given by:
Z
||∇e
eK ||2L2 =
||∇e
eK ||2 dω .
K

An explicit expression of this error measure related to linear
elements has been proposed by Bank and Smith [14] in two
dimensions in the case where the Hessian Hu is constant in
K. An approximation of this expression is given by:
P
P 2
||ai ||2
di
i
.
||∇e
eK ||2L2 ≈ i
48 A
They use this measure for relocating the nodes of the mesh
in order to minimize the error.
Among the discrete measures, one can mention the L∞
norm of the interpolation error, which is defined by:
||e
eK ||L∞ = max |e
eK (x)| ,
x∈K
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where point x sweeps element K. Similarly, assuming that
Hessian Hu is constant on each element, Manzi et al. [15]
propose an approximation of the measure ||e
eK ||L∞ from an
expression of error eK given by D’Azevedo and Simpson
[3] for linear elements in two dimensions:
Q
δi
i
,
||e
eK ||L∞ ≈
16 det(Hu ) A2
where δi = aTi |Hu | ai , |Hu | being the absolute value of the
Hessian of u. Using this approximation, they show that if
the size h of K along all directions verifies hT |Hu | h ≤ 3 ε
then ||e
eK ||L∞ ≤ ε. This size constraint proves well-suited
to h-methods and the results obtained by the authors show
the simplicity and the efficiency of this method. In the
context of surface triangulation by linear elements, Anglada
et al. [7] propose, in the general case where the Hessian of
u is arbitrary, an upper bound of ||e
eK ||L∞ given by:
||e
eK ||L∞

2
−
−
sup ||→
pq T Hu (x) →
pq|| ,
≤
9 x∈K

where point x sweeps element K, p is the vertex of K such
that the barycentric coordinate of x in K with respect to p
is maximal, and q the intersection point of the straight line
(p x) with the edge of K opposite to p. They infer that the
interpolation error is bounded by a threshold if element K
lies in regions defined and centered at the vertices of K.
Therefore, these regions can be defined at every points of
the domain and then constitute constraints for the element
sizes.
According to the above description of different works on
the subject (although this list is far from being exhaustive),
a discrete measure (linking error bound and mesh element
size) seems more appropriate in the scope of error estimation
for mesh adaptation. The following section details this issue.
III. A NOVEL APPROACH BASED ON SURFACE GEOMETRY
In this section, we recall the approach proposed by [16]
which considers solution u as a Cartesian surface, and
we give a new error estimation in the case of anisotropic
geometric surface meshing. Let Ω be the computational
domain, T (Ω) a mesh of Ω, and u(Ω) the physical solution obtained on Ω using the mesh T (Ω). The couple
(T (Ω), u(Ω)) defines a Cartesian surface Σu (T ). Given
Σu (T ), the problem of minimizing the interpolation error
consists in defining an optimal mesh Topt (Ω) of Ω for which
surface Σu (Topt ) would be as smooth as possible. For this
purpose, we propose to locally characterize the surface in
the neighborhood of a vertex. Two methods are introduced:
the first one, based on local deformation, can be applied for
an isotropic adaptation while the second one, based on local
curvature, is suitable to an anisotropic adaptation.
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A. Local deformation of a surface
The main idea consists in locally characterizing the
deviation (of order 0) of a surface mesh Σu (T ) in the
neighborhood of a vertex with respect to a reference plane,
in particular the tangent plane to the surface at this vertex.
This deviation can be quantified by considering the Hessian
along the normal to the surface (i.e. the second fundamental
form of the surface).
Let P be a vertex of the solution surface Σu (T ). Locally,
in the neighborhood of P , this surface admits a parametric
representation σ(u, v), (u, v) being the parameters, with
P = σ(0, 0). The Taylor expansion at order 2 to σ in the
neighborhood of P gives:
σ(u, v) = σ(0, 0) + σu0 u + σv0 v
1 00 2
00
00
u + 2 σuv
u v + σvv
v 2 ) + o(u2 + v 2 ) e ,
+ (σuu
2
where e = (1, 1, 1). If ν(P ) denotes the normal to the
surface at P , then the quantity hν(P ), (σ(u, v) − σ(0, 0))i
(h., .i denoting the dot product) representing the gap between
point σ(u, v) and the tangent plane at P , expressed by:
1
00
00
00
(hν(P ), σuu
i u2 + 2 hν(P ), σuv
i u v + hν(P ), σvv
i v2 )
2
+ o(u2 + v 2 ) ,
is therefore proportional to the second fundamental form of
the surface for u2 + v 2 small enough.
The local deformation of the surface at P is defined as
the maximum gap between vertices adjacent to P and the
tangent plane to the surface at P . If (Pi ) denotes these
vertices, then the local deformation ε(P ) of the surface at
P is given by:
−−→
ε(P ) = max hν(P ), P Pi i .
i

Consequently, the optimal mesh of Ω for Σu (T ) is a
mesh whose size at each node p is inversely proportional
to ε(P ) where P = (p, u(p)). More formally, the optimal
size hopt (p) associated with a node p reads:
hopt = h(p)

ε
,
ε(P )

where ε denotes the imposed deviation threshold and h(p)
the element size in the neighborhood of p in mesh T (Ω).
It can be noticed that the local deformation is a very
simple characterization of the local deviation of the surface,
which does not require the explicit computation of the Hessian of the solution. The only disadvantage of this measure
is that the resulting adaptive meshes can only be isotropic. In
the same context (local deviation minimization), the notion
of curvature provides a more precise and anisotropic analysis
of this deviation.
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B. Local curvature of a surface
The analysis of the local geometric curvature of the
surface representing the solution can be used to minimize
also the deviation (of order 1) between the tangent planes
of the interpolating solution and those of the exact solution.
Indeed, in the context of isotropic surface mesh generation,
we show [8] that the two deviations of order 0 and 1
of the surface are bounded by a given threshold if, at
any point of the surface, the size of the surface elements
is proportional to the minimal radius of curvature. Let
P = (p, u(p)) be a vertex of Σu (T ), let ρ1 (P ) and ρ2 (P )
with ρ1 (P ) ≤ ρ2 (P ) be the two principal radii of curvature
−
−
at P , and let (→
e1 (P ), →
e2 (P )) be the two unit vectors in
the corresponding principal directions. The ideal size for a
surface mesh element at P is [8]:
hΣ
opt (P ) = γ ρ1 (P ) ,
where γ is a coefficient depending on the imposed deviation
threshold. This size is defined in the tangent plane to the
−
−
surface at P . In the reference system (P, →
e1 (P ), →
e2 (P )) of
this plane, the ideal size in a given direction is a vector
Σ→
Σ
→
−
→
−
−
v (P ) = hΣ
1 e1 (P ) + h2 e2 (P ) whose components h1 and
Σ
h2 satisfy the following relation:
!


Σ
h
I
2
1
= 1.
hΣ
hΣ
1
2
γ 2 ρ21 (P )
hΣ
2
This expression, where I2 denotes the 2 × 2 identity matrix,
represents the equation of a circle with center P and radius
γ ρ1 (P ) in the tangent plane to the surface at P . By an
orthogonal projection of this circle in the plane of Ω, the
−
−
size constraint at p is obtained. If →
v1 (p) and →
v2 (p) are the
−
−
respective orthogonal projections of →
e1 (P ) and →
e2 (P ) in the
plane of Ω, then this size constraint in the reference system
→
− →
− →
−
→
−
(p, i , j ) ( i = (1, 0) and j = (0, 1)) is given by:
!


h1
I2
T
P
P
= 1,
h1 h2
γ 2 ρ21 (P )
h2
where P =



→
−
−
v1 (p) →
v2 (p)

−1

and (h1 , h2 ) are the coor→
− →
−
dinates in the reference system (p, i , j ) of the projection
−
of the ideal size vector →
v (P ) in the plane of Ω. This relation
defines, among others, a metric (generally anisotropic) at p.
This metric may produce an important number of elements owing to the isotropic feature of surface elements.
To minimize this number of elements, and in the context of
anisotropic geometric surface meshing, we have established
[17] a relation which is similar to the isotropic case and
depends on both principal radii of curvature. Now, the ideal
size of the surface elements is given by a metric, called
geometric, which can be expressed at a vertex P of Σu (T ):
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1
 γ 2 ρ21 (P )

0




hΣ
1

hΣ
2



0


hΣ
1

!

= 1,
1
hΣ
2
2
ρ2 (P )
s
p
ρ1 (P )
ρ1 (P )
where γ = 2 ε (2 − ε), η = 2 ε
(2 − ε
),
ρ2 (P )
ρ2 (P )
−
in which ε is the prescribed gap in direction →
e1 (P ). This
relation generally represents an ellipse in the tangent plane
to the surface at P which contained a circle in the isotropic
case. Again, by projecting this ellipse in the plane of Ω,
the corresponding metric at p in this plane is obtained. This
measures also provide a means to control the interpolation
error in H 1 norm (bounding the error on the solution but
also on its derivatives), and thereby seams more adequate
compared to an isotropic measure.
In practice, to compute the local curvature, several steps
are necessary. First, at each vertex of the surface mesh, the
normal (hence the gradient) is determined by a weighted average of unit normals to the adjacent elements. Then, in the
local reference system (composed of the tangent plane and
the normal) associated with each vertex, a quadric centered
at this vertex and approaching at best the adjacent vertices
is built. Afterwards, the Hessian is locally approximated by
the Hessian to this quadric. Knowing the gradient and the
Hessian of the solution at the nodes of T (Ω), the curvatures
and principal directions at each vertex of surface Σu (T ) are
obtained.



η2

IV. N UMERICAL E XAMPLE
To illustrate the proposed method, we consider an image
of 700 × 536 pixels and the field of its grey levels.
Figure 1 shows the original color image, a reproduction of
The Adoration of the Magi (circa 1500). Its author was
the North Italian Renaissance painter Andrea Mantegna,
whose early career was shaped by impressions of Florentine
works. The image is firstly represented by a regular grid
of 699 × 535 quadrilaterals, defining its initial mesh. The
analysis of the local geometric curvature of the Cartesian
surface representing the field leads to the determination
of an anisotropic geometric size map associated with the
initial mesh, in order to bound the interpolation error (here
ε = 0.1). Figure 2 (general view) and 3 (close-up) show
the adapted anisotropic mesh. This mesh contains 227,557
vertices and 453,265 triangles. It has been realized using
the anisotropic adaptive mesh generator BL2D [18]. The
resulting interpolation error is 0.085 in average.
V. C ONCLUSION
A novel approach connecting the problem of a posteriori
error estimation and some techniques of surface meshing
has been introduced. It constitutes an alternative method
to classical approaches using the Hessian of the solution.
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Figure 1.

Original color image (painting by Andrea Mantegna, circa 1500).

To illustrate our methodology, a numerical example has
been presented. The proposed a posteriori error estimation
can be used in any computational problem where a static
field must be calculated. In the case of dynamic fields, the
adaptive computation is constituted by a calculation loop:
at each iteration, beginning at the same global initial time
and ending at a different time, a combination of the current
metric and the previous metrics is applied.
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Figure 2.

Adapted mesh corresponding to the interpolation error ε = 0.1.

Figure 3.
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Abstract— In facility layout design, the problem of
locating facilities with material flow between them was
formulated as a Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP),
so that the total cost to move the required material
between the facilities is minimized, where the cost is
defined by a quadratic function. In this paper, a new
definition in cooling scheduling is proposed for
simulated annealing algorithm to solve the QAPs. Also a
simple greedy-type algorithm is proposed to improve
this method. The algorithm is implemented and tested
on 40 benchmarks. In comparison with many other
recently developed methods, considerable results are
obtained by this approach.
Keywords- QAP; Simulated annealing; Cooling
Schedule; Greedy search.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Quadratic Assignment Problem or QAP is one of
the most known and complicated problems in
combinational optimization problems which was
proposed by Koopmans and Beckmann in 1957 [1]. In
1976, Sahni and Gonzales [2] showed that QAP
belongs to the class of NP-hard problems. QAP has
been considered by many researchers for a long time
and is capable to model many daily real problems.
Among the applications of QAP, typewriter keyboard
design [3], electronic components placement problems
[4], campus planning [5], hospital layout [6],
numerical analysis [7] and memory layout
optimization in signal processors [8] can be
mentioned.
In QAP, several facilities (for example n factories)
are assigned to several locations (for example n cities)
in such a way that the distance between any of the
locations and also the flow between any of the
facilities, are constant and predetermined. This
assignment should be in a way that the goal function
which is affected by the distance between the locations
and the circulation number of the goods between the
facilities, is minimized. In general, when the goal is to
allocate n facilities to n locations, the number of
possible situations is !. That is why this problem is in
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the NP-complete problem category. It seems that the
most achievable deterministic method to solve QAP is
the branch-and-bound algorithm [5, 9, 10]. Recent
researches illustrate that the accurate solving of QAP
takes place with an up to 36 [11] which in that case
takes a long time [12]. So the researchers usually try
to use metaheuristic methods to solve QAP. Some of
these methods are Neural Networks algorithm [13],
Simulated Annealing [14, 15], Threshold Accepting
[16], Genetic Algorithms [17, 18], Tabu Search [1921], Ant Colony Optimization [22, 23], Scatter Search
[24].
In this paper, a new version of SA algorithm for
QAP solving is presented with redefinition of Time
Scheduling program parameters. In Section 2, QAP is
fully explained. In Section 3, the base algorithm of
simulated annealing is presented. The proposed
simulation algorithm for QAP solving is discussed in
the next section. In Section 5, the results of simulation
is presented and compared with other metaheuristic
methods.
II.

QAP DESCRIPTION

In the mathematical definition of QAP, there exist
locations with specific coordinates. So an n×n
matrix representing the distance between each pair of
the locations will be generated D = dij
. The

(

[ ] )
n×n

other n×n matrix generated includes the flow of each
pair of facilities F = f ij
. Considering the distance

( [ ] )
n×n

between locations and the flow between the facilities,
the goal is to find the minimum cost for assigning the
facilities. Mathematically, if S(n) is assumed as a set
of all possible permutations for a set of {0,1, …, n},
the goal is to find a permutation such as p ∈ S (n )
which is able to minimize a cost function defined as
Equation 1.
1
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In fact, the p permutation shows the sequence of
facilities placement in locations. More description is
showed with an example in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A QAP sample for assignment of 4 facilities to 4
locations

In this figure, it is decided to place 4 electronic
elements in 4 specific locations. Matrix D shows the
distance between each pair of the locations and Matrix
F shows the number of required connections between
two parts. As shown in Figure 1, considering the
length of consumed wires, the optimum answer for
this problem is p=(3,1,4,2). In other words, the
optimum result is obtained when the element #3 is
placed in location #1, element #1 in location #2,
element #4 in location #3 and element #2 in location
#4.
III.

BASE SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM

The idea of simulated annealing algorithm was
first proposed as the modified Monte Carlo method by
Metropolis in 1953 who was working in the
publishing industry [25]. He resembled paper to the
material which is obtained after cooling of a molten
material. SA for combinational optimization
applications such as Traveling Salesman Problem was
first developed by Kirkpatrick in 1983 inspired by
Metropolis algorithm [26]. This algorithm is an
adoption of cooling process in which metal is heated
to its melting point and then slowly cools. This
reduction in temperature is in such a way that the
system will approximately be in thermodynamic
equilibrium. During the gradual temperature
reduction, the system becomes more ordered and
approaches to the steady state with minimum energy.
The main plan in the determination of temperature and
the initial energy state of thermodynamic system is
that if the energy changes are negative, the new
structure (energy and temperature) will be accepted
but if the changes are positive, the acceptance is
dependent on Boltzmann distribution function:
1

,∆

0

2
,∆
0
In which Δf is the change value of cost function, T
is temperature parameter in simulated annealing
process, P is the acceptance probability of the next
point and C is a control parameter known as
Boltzmann’s constant with positive value [27]. The
whole process will be repeated while the energy is
minimized and the system reaches to the steady state.
∆
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This algorithm is suitable for mixed discrete problems
and complicated nonlinearity problems. In the SA
algorithm, cooling schedule parameters control the
process in search algorithm. Cooling schedule consists
of three factors:
1) Initial temperature (T0).
2) Convergence criterion or Freezing temperature
(Tf).
3) Cooling function.
In this algorithm, when the initial and freezing
temperatures are defined properly and the rate of
temperature reduction is less than the slope of
Tk=T0/(1+ log(k)), then the SA algorithm will be
converged to the absolute minimum when the number
of tries (k) tends to infinity. But, According to the
slope of this curve, temperature reduction makes the
solving time very longer, therefore, faster temperature
reduction functions are usually used such as Tk+1 = α *
Tk in which 0.8<α<1 or Tk=Tk-1/(1+log(k)). Using these
functions, the number of temperature steps from
melting point to freezing point has a considerable
reduction and hence the probability of passing through
an effective temperature range for optimal search also
decreases. So by the definition of numerous iterations
in the inner search loop including new generation,
assessment and decision making in each temperature,
it is tried to give enough search time in optimum
temperature range for the algorithm. In this algorithm
the number of iterations in a specific temperature is
called Markov chain length. SA pseudo-code
algorithm is as following:
1) Randomly initialize the solution V = VStart .
2) Set the initial temperature T = T0.
3) Until stop criterion is reached, do:
Generate a new solution V' from the
neighborhood of V.
Let E and E' be the values of the cost function
at S and S', respectively.
If (E' < E), accept new solution V = V'.
Else if (exp(-(E'-E)/T)) > a random number
Є [0,1], accept new solution V = V'.
4) If freezing condition (convergence criterion) is
valid, stop.
5) Reduce the temperature by cooling function.
6) Go to 3).
The way of producing new generation, based on
the current generation, makes SA algorithm distinct in
continuous or discrete problems. In continuous
problems, some definitions such as neighborhood
radius are used for producing a new generation in
neighborhood of the current generation. In the SA
process, the neighborhood radius is reduced according
to the temperature in order to increase the convergence
speed. This new generation in discrete problems is
performed by some operators which implicitly
generate the next generation in neighborhood of the
current generation. These operators are also called
Move Set. In QAP, each possible answer for the
problem is corresponding to a permutation of 1 to n.
several effective operators in discrete problems such
as QAP are as follows:
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1. Switching Or Swap Operator:
Randomly selects two locations from permutation
and replaces with each other.
2. Translation Operator:
Randomly selects a portion of permutation and
replaces in another random location in permutation.
3. k-Opt Operator:
In k-Opt move, the tour is broken into k parts, then
the k parts reconnect in the other possible way.
Inversion is the case of k-Opt in which k = 2.
In fact, these operators are used as local search
approaches, in the global search approaches, such as,
Tabu search, Simulated Annealing or Genetic
algorithm.
IV.

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Proper Determination of Initial Temperature
Kirkpatrick [26] defined the initial temperature as
essentially all proposed circuit flips are accepted but in
quantitative definition of this qualitative significance
has sufficed to presentation of a constant value (10)
for his problem, so only with the justification that the
initial temperature of an algorithm is sufficient to start,
the probability of high initial temperature and hence
non optimum operation of the algorithm is neglected.
Percy [28] has assumed the initial temperature from
100000 to 4000000 according to the dimensions of the
problem. Andrew [29] has changed the initial
temperature from 0.001 to 100 and discussed the
effect of this important parameter in temperature
reduction.
In this paper, the initial temperature is defined in
such a way that the proportion of, the accepted cases
to the whole studied cases (γ), in Markov chain has the
value of 0.2-0.5 according to different problems.
B. New Definition for Markov Chain Lenght
Since the Markov chain length is in fact giving
enough time for search to the algorithm, it may be
reconsidered according to the working temperature in
order to optimum use of effective temperature.
Constant definition of the number of iterations for
search loop in a constant temperature condition
(Markov chain length) is the definition of the same
need of algorithm try in different temperatures for
search. Kirkpatrick [26] has mentioned effective
temperature range in search process of the algorithm
which declares the effectiveness of search in this
range. So the constant definition of inner search chain
is not optimum. In this paper, the number of iterations
for a specific temperature is proportional to the
number of acceptances in an inner loop instead of the
number of tries for generation and evaluation. The
number of acceptances required for search in the inner
loop of the algorithm decreases according to the
temperature reduction.
C. Proper Definition of the Freezing Temperature
Definition of the freezing temperature or
convergence condition is very important in increasing
the speed and accuracy in the search process. If the
stop condition of the algorithm is not defined
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effectively, the algorithm will be stopped sooner
which as a result reduces the accuracy or the
convergence of the algorithm will be announced by
delay which results in the speed reduction.
In different papers the way of determining the
convergence conditions for algorithm is explained in
different methods and various criteria are discussed.
For example Kirkpatrick [26] defined that:
“If the desired number of acceptances is not
achieved at three successive temperatures, the system
is considered "freeze " and annealing stops.”
Percy [28] has considered the approach to the
optimum response or to the specific number of tries
(500 iterations) as the stop condition of the algorithm.
In this paper, the stop condition is defined when in
two sequential searches in Markov chain, there is no
change in the best obtained result.
D. Improving the Results by a Simple Greedy
Algorithm
In this paper, a kind of a greedy algorithm is used
for local search at the end of the simulated annealing
algorithm. This algorithm gives the final response of
the algorithm. So considering [30], we can say that
when Matrices of D and F are symmetric, if
permutation of p' is created by replacement of the sth
and tth elements in permutation of p, the cost function
is calculated by Equation 4.
, ,

3

2
,

Based on this equation, a matrix is defined as
in which Δst shows the difference in
cost function because of displacement of the sth and tth
elements in permutation of p. In this simple algorithm,
the elements which produce the negative element in
the matrix are moved until there will be no negative
number in the matrix. For the determination of the
negative elements' displacement priority, the lowest
negative element is selected greedily.
V.

SIMULATION AND COMPARISON

The proposed algorithm is executed for a sample
problem presented in QAPLIB site [11] and obtained
results are compared with other algorithms.
Considering [19], the standard problems discussed in
QAPLIB can be classified in 4 categories.
I. Unstructured, randomly generated instances:
They are the problems in which distance and flow
matrices are generated randomly with uniform
distribution. These problems are usually more
complicated than other QAPs. For example taixxa is in
this category. (Each x is an integer)
II. Instances with grid-based distance matrix:
They are the problems in which distance matrix is
created inspiring some points in Manhattan Island and
flow matrix is randomly created. For example Nugxx
and Skoxx are in this category.
III. Real-life instances:
These problems are derived from real applications
of QAP. For instance, hospital layout is discussed in
Kra30x category and typewriter keyboard design is
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discussed in Bur26x category. Their flow matrix has
usually more zero in comparison with other categories
and the input distribution of their flow matrix is not
uniform.
IV. Real-life like instances:
Since the size of real-life instances are not so big,
E. Taillard discussed Taixxb problems [19], which are
like real-life instances with the same distribution to
compensate this lack.
Considering the difference in QAP problems, in
order to gain a better result, some parameters must be
changed. The proposed algorithm starts with the
initial temperature proportional to 20% of
acceptances to the whole situations, (γ = 0.2) for
categories (I) and (II), proportional to 50% of
acceptances to the whole situations, (γ = 0.5) for
category (III) and proportional to 40% of acceptances
to the whole situations, (γ = 0.4) for category (IV).
This ratio has been obtained by the trial and error
method in various problems. In the case that at the
beginning of the algorithm, searching for the initial
temperature performs with proportionate steps
starting from the initial value of zero and this
temperature increases until the ratio of the number of
accepted cases to the total studied cases γ in a
single markov chain length, reaches the determined
ratio, we will reach a temperature equivalent to the
melting point.
Finding the above ratio will be very important in
the definition of the optimized initial temperature, in
order to have a high speed in addition to maintaining
the accuracy of the search process.
It has to be said that the performed operation in
the existing loop in defining the initial temperature, is
exactly the same operation used in the search engine.
This means that it starts with a random variable
and after applying the switching operator, the
acceptance terms of the algorithm will be checked. In
the case of acceptance, the previous generation will
be replaced by a new one and the operation will be
continued until the markov chain ends and at the end,
it is the ratio of accepted, to the total states that
represents the desired ratio. If this ratio is sufficient,
the loop will stop, but otherwise, a new ratio will be
calculated for the increased temperature by the
stepped increase of the temperature and repetition of
the above stages. This temperature increase will be
continued until the ratio of the accepted states to the
total states in a single markov chain, reaches the ratio
defined at the beginning of the algorithm.
The iterations in the first inner loop will finish
when a specific number of acceptances occur related
to A0=2000n/(1-γ). In each temperature reduction the
number of acceptances reduces with the equation
0.8 √5 0 . Therefore, more tries are performed
in effective temperatures in the search process. The
repetition rate reduction has been resulted by trial and
error.
In the inner loop for producing the new generation,
the Switching operator is used. It seems that this
operator can find the best possible result.
Simulation and optimization of process is
performed in Matlab7.7 by a Core2Due computer with
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a 2.66 GHZ CPU and 4GB of RAM. The effectiveness
of the simulated annealing algorithm combined with
the new cooling schedule mentioned in Section IV,
has been studied by solving some of the complicated
QAPs reported in the literature available in the
QAPLIB. The criterion considered for evaluating the
performance is The Average Percent Deviation (APD)
of the solution quality from the Best-Known Solution
(BKS) from the literature. APD is determined as
follows:
APD = 100*(C – BKS) / BKS,
where, C and BKS are, calculated cost by the
proposed algorithm and the best-known solution,
respectively.
Table I provides a comparison between all the
variants of QAP categories. The APD and the average
time to completion obtained by the new approaches
are compared with the other results given in recent
novel researches. The first method chosen for
comparison is the iterated fast local search algorithm
by using order crossover with random sliding
mutation named as IFLS / OXSM [31].The second one
is a new iterated fast local search (NIFLS) algorithm
by recombination of crossover with sliding mutation
(RCSM) scheme that is referred as NIFLS / RCSM
proposed in [32]. Finally, the results are compared
with [12], for its new diversification TS variants for
the QAP named as DivTS.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND RESULTS

As the compared results in Table I shows, the new
proposed definitions of cooling schedule in SA
algorithm indicate the performance improvement in
comparison with other algorithms. As it is obvious,
the result of proposed method in APD criterion and
average time of completion are 0.40 and 78%
respectively, which are both better than the results in
[31]. Also 0.50 and 87% improvement in APD and
running time in comparison with [32] are obtained.
Eventually by comparing the results with [12], it’s
shown that the average time to completion has been
improved 63% but APD criterion has been weakened
about 0.28.
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Abstract—With the rapid advances in wireless devices and
positioning technologies, tracking and clustering of moving
objects has drawn increasing attention. Previous methods of
clustering moving objects merge clusters by searching all the
existing clusters, which have an obvious decline in efficiency as
the number of clusters increases. This paper proposes a gridbased approach to continuous clustering of moving objects. We
first employ dynamic grid to narrow the searching area when
merging clusters, and then develop an efficient split algorithm
to handle the split of clusters, which avoids multiple splits of
one cluster during a period of time. At last, a comprehensive
experimental evaluation has been conducted to validate our
approach, and the results indicate the efficiency and
effectiveness of our algorithm, especially for large data set.
Keywords- Moving object; clustering; grid; data mining

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the growing popularity of wireless devices (e.g.,
PDAs, mobile phones, navigation devices) and the rapid
advances in wireless communication and positioning
technologies (e.g., GPS), tracking the behaviors and
movements of individuals becomes increasingly available,
which boosts various kinds of services exploiting knowledge
of object movement.
Clustering analysis aims to group similar data into the
same group and different data into distinct groups, which
provides a summary of data distribution patterns and
discovers data correlations in dataset. Early clustering
techniques mainly focused on analyzing static datasets [1],
[2], [3]. Recently, clustering moving objects has attracted
increasing attention [4], [5], [6], [7] which has various kinds
of applications, including mobile computing, targeted sales,
traffic jam prediction, weather forecast and animal migration
analysis.
As the positions of moving objects continuously change,
treating moving objects as static ones and periodically
clustering them with the methods for static datasets is a
brute-force approach which does not consider the
information of the movement. Some incremental clustering
schemes have been proposed [4], [6], [7], and they mainly
focus on dynamically maintaining a small set of moving
micro-clusters (MMCs) [4]. The concept of MMC is a group
of objects that are not only close to each other at current time,
but also likely to move together for a while.
The split and merge operations are central parts of the
schemes for incremental clustering of moving objects. As
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has been observed in the literature, there are two kinds of
methods to deal with the split of a MMC. One is to delete the
extreme object [4] or the farthest object from the center of
MMC [7]. The other is to divide the MMC into two MMCs
[6]. Neither of them considers the situation that a MMC may
continuously split during a period of time, and when this
situation occurs, it will take a long time to handle the
multiple splits of a MMC. Moreover, when checking
whether a MMC can be merged with other MMCs, previous
schemes search all the existing MMCs, which have an
obvious decline in efficiency as the number of MMCs
increasing.
In this paper, we present a grid-based approach to
continuous clustering of moving objects. First, we develop
an efficient split algorithm to handle the split of a MMC,
which avoids multiple splits of one MMC during a period of
time. Then we employ hierarchical grids similar to that used
in [8] in order to narrow the searching area during merge
operation. The spatial area is divided into square grids, and
each grid will be dynamically divided or combined
according to the number of MMCs belonging to it.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: we
develop an efficient split scheme which can avoid multiple
splits of one MMC during a period of time. We employ
hierarchical grids to narrow the searching area during merge
operation. We present the algorithms of maintaining the
dynamic grids and applying the dynamic grids to MMCs.
II.

RELATED WORK

As one of the most important analysis techniques,
clustering has been an active area of research in the field of
data mining. A lot of clustering techniques have been
proposed for static data sets [1], [2], [3], [8], [9], [10], [11].
They can be classified into the partitioning, hierarchical,
density-based, grid-based and model-based method. The kmeans algorithm [1] is representative of partitioning method,
which aims at dividing the objects into k clusters in order to
minimize the metric relative to the centroids of the clusters.
The Birch algorithm [2] is a comprehensive hierarchical
method, which originally proposed the concept of microclustering and the notion of clustering feature (CF) and CF
tree. The STING algorithm [8] is a grid-based method,
which divides the spatial area into rectancle cells and
employs a hierarchical stucture. It has high efficency
especially for large data set. To deal with the moving objects,
our approach extends the grid in STING to a dynamic one,
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which will be dynamically divided or combined according to
the number of MMCs belonging to it.
Recently, clustering of moving objects has drawn
increasing attention. Har-Peled [12] aims to show that
moving objects can be clustered once and the resulting
clusters are competitive at any future time during the motion.
Li et al. [4] first addressed clustering of moving objects by
applying micro-clustering and dynamically maintaining
bounding boxes of clusters. However, the bounding boxes of
the cluster are likely to be exceeded frequently, which makes
the number of maintenance events dominate the overall
runtimes of the algorithms.
Zhang and Lin [5] proposed a histogram technique based
on the clustering paradigm. A histogram must be
reconstructed if too many updates occur, and there are
usually a large number of updates at each timestamp, which
makes histogram maintenance lack of efficiency.
Kalnis et al. [13] presented three algorithms to discover
moving clusters from historical trajectories of moving
objects. They treat a moving cluster as a sequence of spatial
clusters that appear in consecutive snapshots of the object
movements. Such moving clusters can be identified by
comparing clusters at consecutive snapshots, the cost of
which can be very high.
Jensen et al. [6] proposed a scheme capable of
incrementally clustering moving objects in two-dimensional
Euclidean space, which extended the concepts of CF and CF
tree in Birch and employed a notion of object dissimilarity
considering object movement across a period of time. Their
experiments show this scheme performs significantly faster
than traditional methods which frequently rebuild clusters.
Lai and Heuer [7] developed an approach dynamically
maintaining a small set of MMCs, and they obtain global
clusters by clustering these representative MMCs with
traditional clustering algorithms for static data sets. Rosswog
and Ghose [14] consider the situation that the moving objects
intersect the space occupied by objects from another cluster
and extend the distance measure to a function of the position
history of the objects so as to improve the accuracy of
traditional data clustering algorithms on spatio-temporal data
sets.
III.

PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first introduce the model of MMC and
some concepts about it, and then we describe the structure of
the dynamic grid used in our approach and define some
notions associated with it.
A. Model of MMC
In this paper, we consider moving objects in twodimensional (2D) Euclidean space, which can be easily
extended to higher dimensions. We define the minimum
update interval (minUI), which denotes that the velocity of
all the moving objects can be treated as constant during this
interval. We assume that each moving object can transmit its
new position and velocity to the server at the beginning of
each minUI.
Each moving object can be represented as (oid, p, v, t),
where oid is the unique ID of this object, p is the position of
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this object at time t and v is the velocity at time t. Both p and
v are 2D vectors. During each minUI, the position of a object
is a linear function of time and at time t1, it can be computed
as p(t1) = p + v(t1 - t), where t1>t.
Definition 1. The center of a MMC including N objects is of
N
the form (P, V), where P = (∑ pi ) / N and
i =1
V = (∑ i =1 vi ) / N . P and V are position and velocity of the
N

center respectively.
A MMC can be represented as (cid, objn, objid, center, cf,
t), where cid is the ID of this MMC, objn is the number of
moving objects in this MMC, objid is a list which contains
the ID of objects in this MMC, cf is the clustering feature
(CF) of this MMC and center is the center at time t. The CF
of a MMC is defined as follows.
Definition 2. The CF of a MMC including N objects is of the
form
(SP,
SP2,
SV,
SV2,
SPV),
N
N
N
2
2
where SP = ∑ i =1 pi , SP = ∑ i =1 pi , SV = ∑ i =1 vi ,
N
N
SV 2 = ∑ i =1 vi2 and SPV = ∑ i =1 pi vi .
Claim 1. The CF at time tnow (tnow > t) can be maintained
incrementally as follows [6]:
CF’=(SP+SV(tnow-t), SP2+2SPV(tnow-t)+SV2(tnow-t)2, SV, SV2,
SPV+SV2(tnow-t)).
Claim 2. When an object (oid, p, v, t) is inserted or deleted
from the MMC, its CF can be modified as
CF’=(SP±p, SP2±p2, SV±v, SV2±v2, SPV±pv).
Definition 3. The average radius R(t) of a MMC is the
average Euclidean distance (ED) between its member objects
and its center. It can be computed as

R(t )
=

1 objn 2
∑ D ( p=
i (t ), pc (t ))
objn i =1

1
( SP) 2
( SP 2 −
)
objn
objn (1)

where D (pi (t), pc (t)) is the ED between object i and the
center.
According to [6], the average radius of a MMC at time t1
can be updated based on the CF given at time t (t1>t) as

R (t1)=

(a∆t 2 + b∆t + c) / objn ,

(2)

Where a=SV2-(SV)2/objn, b=2(SPV-SPSV/objn), c=SP2(SP)2/objn and ∆t = t1 − t.
B. Structure of Dynamic Grid
We employ the dynamic grid (DG) similar to that used in
[8]. The spatial area is divided into square grids and the grids
have a hierarchical structure. The first level of DG is the root
and denotes the whole area, and the grids at the bottom level
of DG are leaves. Each grid has four children at its lower
level and each child corresponds to one quadrant of the
parent grid. The children are numbered from 0 to 3. Fig. 1
illustrates the first three levels of a DG and Fig. 1(b)
indicates the numbered children of a grid. Actually, the
structure of DG is a quadtree, in which each tree node
corresponds to a grid in DG and each tree level
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corresponding to a level in DG. In the following context, we
no longer distinguish between grid and quadtree node.
0

2

1

3

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. The first three levels of a DG
(a) the first level; (b) the second level; (c) the third level

we can use a 6-tuple (Rcoord, height, cnum, cidlist,
children, neighblist) to represent a grid, where Rcoord is the
relative coordinate of the grid, height is the height of the grid,
cnum is the number of MMCs in this grid, cidlist is the list
which contains the ID of MMCs in this grid, children is a list
containing the pointers of the grid’s children and neighblist
is a list consisting of the pointers of the grid’s neighbors.
Definition 4. The relative coordinate (RC) of a grid in DG
can be represented by the form (x, y, l), where (x, y) is the
RC of the upper left corner of the grid, and l is the length of
this grid which is not larger than the threshold Dm (Dm will be
defined in later section). The RC of the root is (0, 0, L),
where L is the length of the whole area. If the RC of a grid is
(x, y, l), then the RCs of its four children can be computed as
(2x, 2y, l/2), (2x, 2y+1, l/2), (2x+1, 2y, l/2) and (2x+1, 2y+1,
l/2) in order of children numbers.
Definition 5. The neighbors of a grid in DG mean grids
adjacent to it. As shown in Fig. 2, a grid G has at most 8
neighbors which are numbered from 0 to 7 (e.g. Fig. 2(a)).
The root of DG has no neighbor and other grids have at least
3 neighbors (e.g. Fig. 2(b)).
By employing RC, given the RC of a grid, we can easily
compute the RCs of its neighbors. For example, in Fig. 2(a),
if the RC of G is (x, y, l), then the RC of its neighbor 3 is (x-1,
y, l), and the RC of its neighbor 7 is (x+1, y+1, l).
2

0

5

3

G

6

1

7

4
(a)

G

6

1

7

(b)

2

0

3

G

4

1

(c)

Figure 2. Neighbours of grid G

Definition 6. Each grid in DG has two possible states:
expanded and unexpanded. If the subtree of a grid contains
no MMCs, this grid is unexpanded. Otherwise, it is expanded.
Definition 7. Each level of DG has two possible states:
expanded and unexpanded. As long as a grid at this level is
expanded, this level is expanded. Otherwise, it is
unexpanded.
Definition 8. The height of a grid is equal to the number of
expanded levels in its subtree except for itself. Thus the
height of an unexpanded grid is 0 and the height of an
expanded grid is equal to the maximum height of its children
plus 1.
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IV.

MAINTENANCE OF DYNAMIC GRID

The DG in our approach is dynamically maintained since
MMCs may continue leaving a grid and then entering
another grid. This section introduces some important
algorithm about DG, including initialization, insertion,
deletion, division and combination.
A. Initialization
We construct the initial DG with h levels (an initial
quadtree with h levels), where h can be estimated from the
capability of each grid c and the total number of MMCs n,
that is, h satisfies 4h-1c≥n.For each grid in DG, we initialize
its cnum and height with 0, set its cidlist empty, compute its
Rcoord as Definition 4 and initialize its neighblist according
to Definition 5.
We employ a hash table gridhash which maps each
MMC ID to the pointer of the grid it belongs to, so that given
the ID of a MMC, we can fast locate the grid it belongs to.
Moreover, we store the pointer of each grid into a table, in
which each grid pointer can be quickly accessed by the level
it belongs to and the RC of the grid.
B. Insertion and Division
We decide which grid a MMC belongs to by checking
which “minimum” expanded grid its center is in. The
minimum expanded grids denote the expanded grids with the
minimum length and the minimum length minl can be
computed as minl = maxl / 2maxh, where maxl and maxh are
the length and the height of the root in DG respectively.
After finding the belonging grid, the MMC will be
inserted into this grid. To insert a MMC with ID cid into grid
G, we modify cnum of G and all the ancestors of G, add cid
to cidlist of G, modify the hash table gridhash and check
whether G needs to be divided.
Divide(G)
Input: G (Rcoord, height, cnum, cidlist, children, neighblist)
is a grid to be divided
1 G.height++
2 modify the height of all the ancestors of G if neccesary
3 for each MMC with the ID cid in G
4
decide cid belongs to G.children[ch] via cid.p
5
add cid into G.children[ch].cidlist
6
G.children[ch].cnum++
7
modify the hash table gridhash
8 clear G.clidlist
9 for each child ch of G
10
if G.children[ch].cnum exceeds the grid capacity
11
Divide(G.children[ch])
end Divide.
Figure 3. Division algorithm for DG

In order to limit the number of MMCs in one grid, we set
the grid capability c. If the number of MMCs in a grid
exceeds c, this grid will be “divided”, which means the
MMCs in this grid will be redistributed to its children (at its
lower level). The division algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. To
divide a G, we first modify the height of G and all the
ancestors of G according to Definition 8, and then for each
MMC in G, we decide which child of G it belongs to and add
its ID to the cidlist of this child. Meanwhile, we modify
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cnum of this child and gridhash. When the redistribution is
over, we check whether the children of G should be divided.
C. Deletion and Combination
When a MMC leaves a grid G, we should delete it from
G. In order to delete the MMC cid from grid G, we modify
cnum of G and all the ancestors of G, delete cid from
G.cidlist. If G does not contain any MMC now, we proceed
to check the parent of G p. If p contains no MMC, we
combine the children of p.
It’s not complex to combine the children of p. We just
need set the height of p to 0 and modify the height of all the
ancestors of p. Then, if the parent of p (if existed) contains
no MMC now, the combination will repeat and probably so
on up to the root.
V.

CLUSTERING BASED ON DYNAMIC GRID

This section will present our clustering scheme which is
based on DG. We first introduce the distance metric and data
structures used in our approach, and then we describe the
details of the main algorithms.
A. Distance Metric
We utilize the distance metric with weight value
proposed in [6] and as the minUI is short, we simplify this
distance metric that we just consider three timestamps and
our distance metric can be defined as
DM (O1 , O2 ) =

3

∑ w D ( p (t ), p (t ))
2

i

i =1

i

1

i

2

(3)

where t1 is the current time t, t2 = t + minUI / 2, t3 = t + minUI,
D (p1 (ti), p2 (ti)) is the ED between objects O1 and O2 at time
ti, and wi (0 < wi < 1) is the weight value at time ti which
satisfies w1≥ w2≥w3 and w1 + w2 + w3 = 1.
Accordingly, the distance metric applying to an object O
and a MMC C is
DM (O, C ) =

3

∑w D (p
2

i =1

i

O

(ti ), pC (ti ))

(4)

where pO is the position of O and pC is the center position of
C. Also, the distance metric can be applied to two MMCs C1
and C2 as follows
DM (C1 , C2 ) =

3

∑ w D ( p (t ), p (t ))
2

i =1

i

1

i

2

i

(5)

where p1 and p2 are the center positions of C1 and C2
respectively.
B. Data Structures and Initialization
Two data structures are needed: the event queue Q and
the hash table MMChash. Q stores future split events <t, cid>
in ascending order of t, where t is the split time and cid is the
ID of the MMC. MMChash maps each object ID to the
MMC it belongs to, so that given the ID of an object, we can
fast locate the MMC it belongs to.
During the initialization, we set the MMC capability C,
which represents the maximum number of objects a MMC
can contain, and we define the threshold Rm to represent the
maximum average radius of a MMC. Also, we set the
threshold Dm to denote that if the distance between an object
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and a MMC according to (4) exceeds Dm, this object cannot
be inserted into the MMC. Then we construct the initial
MMCs by the algorithm of object insertion introduced later.
C. Object Insertion and Deletion
Since the length of each grid is not larger than Dm, to
insert an object O, we just need search MMCs in G and the
neighbors of G instead of searching all the preexisting
MMCs. As shown in Fig. 4, we first find the grid G O
belongs to, and then search MMCs that are not full in G and
the neighbors of G to find the nearest MMC to O according
to (4). If the distance between the nearest MMC and O is
larger than Dm, we create a new MMC for O. Otherwise, we
try to insert O into this MMC. We compute the virtual CF of
this MMC after absorbing O according to Claim 2 and then
compute the virtual radius. If the virtual radius is larger than
Rm, which indicates the insertion will lead this MMC into
split, the insertion is failed and we create a new MMC for O.
Otherwise, we update this MMC, modify MMChash, check
whether this MMC changes its belonging grid, update the
split event about this MMC in Q and the insertion is
successful.
InsertObj(O)
Input: object O
1 find the grid G object O belongs to
2 search MMCs which are not full in G and G.neighblist
3 if the distance between O and the MMC cid nearest to it
is larger than Dm
4
create a new MMC for O
5 else
6
compute the virtual CF and virtual radius vr of cid
absorbing O
7
if vr ≥ Rm
8
create a new MMC for O
9
else
10
cid.objn++
11
update cid.cf and cid.center
12
add O into cid.objid
13
modify the hash table MMChash
14
if cid changes the grid it belongs to
15
insert cid into the new grid
16
delete cid from the old grid
17
update the split event about cid
end InsertObj.
Figure 4. The algorithm of object insertion

To delete an object O from a MMC is a reverse process
of the object insertion. We just need remove O from objid of
the MMC and update objn, center, cf of this MMC.
D. Split
The split of a MMC occurs when its average radius
exceeds Rm. According to (2), the split time is when R (t) =
Rm. For simplicity, we consider R 2 (t ) = Rm2 , that is,

(a∆t 2 + b∆t + c) / objn =Rm2 . It’s a quadratic equation
about ∆t and the solution is
2
2

(−b + b − 4a (c − Rm objn)) / (2a ), a ≠ 0 (6)
∆t =
2
a=
0

( Rm objn − c) / b,
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According to [6], from current time t to t + minUI, the
split time of a MMC during minUI can be determined in the
process: if R 2 (t ) > Rm2 , the split time is the current time.
Otherwise, if R 2 (t + minUI ) ≤ Rm2 , there is no need to split
during minUI, and if not, the split time can be computed
according to (6).
As a MMC often splits many times during minUI, after
its split, we need know whether it will split again during
minUI, so we compare its average radius at current time and
at the end of minUI with Rm. This algorithm is shown in Fig.
5.
willSplit(cid, endtime)
Input: MMC cid and the end time of the interval endtime
Output: true if split will happen, otherwise false
1 if the average radius of cid at current time is
larger than Rm
2
return true
3 else
4
compute the average radius of cid at endtime
5
if it is larger than Rm
6
return false
7
else
8
return true
end willSplit.
Figure 5. The algorithm deciding whether the split will happen

Split(cid, starttime,endtime)
Input: MMC cid, split time starttime and
the end time of the interval endtime
Output: A list of the deleted objects ID idlist
1 update cid.cf, cid.center to starttime
2 while willSplit(cid, endtime) is true
3
for each object O in cid
4
compute DM(O, cid) and record the ID of the
object with the maximum DM
5
delete the object with the maximum DM from cid
6
add the ID of this object into idlist
7 return idlist
end Split.
Figure 6. Split algorithm

To avoid multiple splits of a MMC during minUI, we
propose a new approach to handle the split event. When a
MMC with the ID cid splits at time t, we first compute the
distance between each object in cid and the center of cid
according to (4). Then we delete the object with the
maximum distance from cid and check whether cid will split
again during minUI. If it will, we repeat the process above.
Otherwise, the split ends and we check whether cid changes
its belonging grid. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.
After the split, we check whether cid can be merged.
Then we build a new MMC newcid for the deleted objects. If
the average radius of newcid is less than Rm, we check
whether it can be merged with other MMC except cid.
Otherwise we just add the split event about newcid into Q.
E. Merge
The merge operation first searches for a MMC for
merging. The search process is similar to that in the object
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insertion algorithm. To find a MMC that can be merged with
MMC cid, we get the grid G containing cid via the hash table.
Then we search the MMCs that have enough space to absorb
cid in G and the neighbors of G. If the MMC that can absorb
cid without split during minUI exists, it’s what we want.
Otherwise, we choose the MMC which have the latest split
time after absorbing cid. The details of this algorithm are
shown in Fig. 7.
FindMMC(cid, endtime)
Input: MMC cid and the end time of the interval endtime
Output: MMC cid1 to be merged with cid
1 G = gridhash(cid) //G is the belonging grid of cid
2 for each MMC cid1 except cid in G and G.neighblist
3
if cid1.objn + cid.objn≤C //C is MMC capacity
4
vcf = cid1.cf + cid.cf
5
compute the split time during the interval according to vcf
6
if the merged MMC will not split during the interval
7
return cid1
8
else
9
record cid1 with the latest split time
10 return cid1
end FindMMC.
Figure 7. The algorithm of finding a MMC for merging

After finding the MMC cid1, we merge it with cid. We
first add all the object IDs which are in cid1.objid into
cid.objid and modify the hash table MMChash. Then we
update objn, cf and center of cid. At last, we update the split
event about cid in Q and remove the MMC cid1.
VI.

EXPERIMENTS

This section presents the results of our experiments. We
first introduce the experiment settings and data, and then
compare our approach with other algorithms.
A. Experiment Settings and Data Preparation
All the experiments are conducted on an Intel Core 2
Quad 2.66 GHz PC with 3.25 GB RAM. We use synthetic
data sets generated by our data generator. The whole space is
a square space of size 32768×32768 units. Objects start at a
random position in the space with random velocity from 0 to
5. We set minUI to 10 seconds and at the end of each minUI,
we randomly choose parts of the objects and randomly
change their velocity within 0 to 5. The total continuous
clustering time is set to 1000 seconds.
We compare our grid-based approach (GridCMO) with
other three approaches not based-on grid: the algorithm that
handles split by removing the farthest objects (RECMO), the
one using the split algorithm in [6] (DVCMO) and another
one using the same split algorithm as our approach but not
based-on grid (CMO). We conduct the experiments on 7
data sets with different size and run each algorithm 50 times
on each data set.
B. Clustering Time
We compare the clustering speed of the four methods.
The average clustering speed of the four algorithms is
shown in Fig. 8.
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VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an efficient grid-based approach for
continuous clustering of moving objects. We develop an
efficient split algorithm to handle the split of clusters, which
avoids multiple splits of one cluster during a period of time.
Also, we employ dynamic grids to narrow the searching area
when merging clusters. The experimental evaluation has
been conducted and validates that both our split algorithm
and the dynamic grids accelerate the clustering as well as
keep the compactness of the clusters. Our future work aims
at applying the clustering scheme in the real world.
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Figure 8. Average clustering speed

As can be seen from Fig. 8, GridCMO and CMO are
faster than RECMO and DVCMO, which validates the
efficiency of our split algorithm. GridCMO is the fastest one.
This suggests that our dynamic grids accelerate the
clustering. Moreover, the gaps between GridCMO and the
other three methods are increasing as the data size increases,
which indicates the dynamic grids employed in our
approach are efficient especially for large data sets.
C. Average Radius
We proceed to compare the average radius of the MMCs
obtained by the four methods, which can measure the
conpactness of MMCs generated by these algorithms. The
results are shown in Fig. 9.
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Abstract-- Two adaptive noncontiguous allocation strategies for
2D-mesh multicomputers are proposed in this paper. The first is
first-fit-based and the second is best-fit-based. That is; for a given
request, the proposed first-fit-based approach tries to find a free
submesh using the well-known first-fit strategy, if it fails, the
request at hand is partitioned into two sub-requests that are
allocated using the first-fit approach. Partitioning is performed at
the longest dimension of the request. That is, for a given request of
size αxβ and assuming β>α, the two partition-sizes are αx(β-1) and
αx1 after removing one from the longest dimension of the request.
The two new sub-requests are then allocated using the first-fit
strategy. This procedure continues recursively until the request is
fulfilled. The second approach is also based on PArtitioning at the
Longest Dimension (PALD) of requests but a best-fit approach is
used to allocate requests and sub-requests. The partitioning
mechanism aims at (i) lifting the condition of contiguity, and (ii) at
the same time maintaining good level of contiguity. Removing one
from the longest dimension of a request is expected to produce two
sub-requests one of which is relatively big and as close as possible
to the square-shape and, thus; reducing communication latency
caused by non-contiguity. Using extensive simulations, we
evaluated the proposed strategies and compared them with
previous contiguous and non-contiguous strategies. Simulation
outcomes clearly show the proposed PALD-based schemes
produce the best Average Response Time (ART), the Average
System Utilization (ASU) and also produce relatively low
communication overhead.
Keywords- Multicomputer; 2D mesh; Non-contiguous Allocation;
Request Partitioning.

I. INTRODUCTION
In parallel systems, processors are connected through
interconnection network; one of the most widely used
architectures is the 2D and 3D mesh-connected architectures.
This is because mesh architecture is simple, regular and
scalable [4, 14]. Several recent commercial and experimental
parallel computers have been built based these architectures
such as the IBM BlueGene/L and the Intel Paragon [4].
Processor allocation in 2D-Mesh multicomputer is a
major issue as it significantly affects the performance of any
parallel system [4]. Processor allocation is concerned with the
way for allocation submesh to a job request. Many processor
allocation strategies in literature try to allocate a submesh, i.e.,
a contiguous set of processing units, of the same size and shape
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of request [1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 12, 21]. This, however, may produce
low level of system utilization and cause either internal or
external fragmentation or both [2, 18]. Internal fragmentation
occurs when the number of processors allocated to a job is
more than that it requested [16]. External fragmentation, on the
other hand, occurs when enough number of idle processors is
available in the system but cannot be assigned to the scheduled
job because of the requirement of contiguity [2]. Several
studies have attempted to reduce or solve external
fragmentation [2, 9, 6, 14, 16, 18], one of the proposed
solutions is to use non-contiguous allocation.
In non-contiguous allocation the contiguity condition
is relaxed [2]; therefore, a job can execute on multiple disjoint
smaller sub-meshes rather than always waiting until a single
sub-mesh of the requested size and shape is available [2, 9, 14,
18]. Studies show that non-contiguous allocation of requests
may solve the drawbacks of contiguous allocation; noncontiguous allocation strategies produce relatively high system
utilization and eliminate fragmentation. However, since
communication between processors running the same job can
be indirect due to non-contiguity [16], communication latency
is usually high. However, the introduction of wormhole routing
[17] has lead researchers to consider noncontiguous allocation
on multicomputers with a long communication distances, such
as the 2D mesh [2, 14, 18]. One of main advantages of
wormhole routing over earlier communication schemes, e.g.,
store-and-forward, is that message latency is less dependent on
the distance traversed by the message from source to
destination [2, 17]. Thus, non-contiguous allocation has
recently received attention of researchers.
Partitioning allocation requests in existing noncontiguous allocation schemes can be performed in multiple
ways. For example, allocation requests are subdivided into two
equal partitions in [2]. The sub-partitions are recursively
subdivided into further smaller sub-requests if allocation fails
for any of them. In the study of [18], a promising strategy
(MBS) expresses the allocation request as a base-4 number, and
bases allocation on this expression.
In this paper, two adaptive noncontiguous allocation
strategies for 2D-mesh multicomputers are proposed and
evaluated through simulation. The first is a first-fit-based
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approach that tries to find a contiguous set of processing units
of the same shape and size to the request at hand using the
well-known first-fit approach. If it fails, the request at hand is
divided into two sub-requests after removing one from the
longest dimension of the request. That is, for a given request of
size αxβ and assuming β>α, the two partition-sizes are αx(β-1)
and αx1 after removing one from the longest dimension of the
request. The two new sub-requests are then allocated using the
first-fit approach again. This procedure continues recursively
until the request is fulfilled. This approach is referred to a
PALD-FF for PArtitioning at the Longest Dimension with
First-Fit.
The second approach is also PALD-based. However,
the best-fit (BF) allocation strategy is used to allocate requests
and sub-requests. The used partitioning mechanism aims at (i)
lifting the condition of contiguity, and (ii) at the same time
maintaining good level of contiguity. Removing one from the
longest dimension of a request is expected to produce two subrequests one of which is relatively big and as close as possible
to be square-shaped and, thus; reducing communication latency
caused by non-contiguity.
Using extensive simulations, we evaluated the
proposed strategies and compared them with previous
promising strategies. Simulation outcomes clearly show the
proposed PALD-based schemes produces the best Average
Response Time (ART), the Average System Utilization (ASU)
and produce relatively low communication overhead. The
performance of PALD-FF and PALD-BF is compared against
the performance of the MBS non-contiguous allocation
strategy. This strategy is selected as it has been shown to
perform well in [18]. Furthermore, proposed approaches are
also compared against the contiguous First-Fit and Best-Fit
strategies as this has been used in several previous related
studies [2, 3, 18]. The proposed approaches are tested under
two job scheduling strategies, namely; first-Come-First-Served
(FCFS) and Shortest-Service-Demand-First (SSD). In FCFS,
the allocation request that arrived first is scheduled for
allocation first. In SSD, the job with the shortest service
demand is scheduled first [11]. The FCFS scheduling strategy
is chosen as it is fair and it is widely used in other similar
studies [2, 3, 4, 6, 14], while the SSD scheduling strategy is
used to avoid performance loss due to blocking [11].
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we provide an overview of some
existing contiguous and non-contiguous allocation strategies.
A. Non-Contiguous Allocation Strategies
The First Fit (FF) strategy is a contiguous allocation
strategy. This scheme start search at the lowest leftmost node
in mesh, and put a virtual grid that’s equal size request, and
then shifts by one column to the right until first large enough
free submesh is found [13]. The Best fit (BF) is also a
contiguous allocation strategy. This scheme is the same as first
fit scheme, but it reserves a submesh after consider all large
enough free submeshes and chooses the closest requests, i.e.,
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the submesh with minimal leftovers is selected [13 ]. We use
both strategies to search for free submeshes for the partitioned
requests as should be shortly illustrated more.
B. Non-Contiguous Allocation Strategies
The introduction of wormhole routing [17] has made
communication latency less sensitive to the distance traversed
by between communicating entities [2]. This has made
allocating a job to non-contiguous processors reasonable, in
terms of performance, in networks characterized by a relatively
long-diameter, such the 2D mesh. Non-contiguous alleviates
the contiguity and thus allowing jobs to be executed without
waiting for contiguous set of idle nodes [2, 14].
In the Paging strategy, for instance [18], the entire 2D
mesh is virtually sub-divided into pages or sub-meshes of equal
sides’ length of 2i where i is a positive integer number that
represents the index parameter of the paging approach. The
pages are indexed according to several indexing schemes.
In the Multiple Buddy System (MBS) strategy, the
mesh of the system at hand is divided into non-overlapping
square sub-meshes with side lengths that are powers of 2. The
number of processors, p, requested by a job is factorized into a
base-4 block. If a required block is unavailable, MBS
recursively searches for a larger block and repeatedly breaks it
down into four buddies until it produces blocks of the desired
size. If that fails, the requested block is further broken into four
sub-requests until the job is allocated [18].
In the Adaptive Non-Contiguous Allocation (ANCA)
strategy work differently. ANCA first attempts to allocate the
job at hand contiguously. If the allocation attempt fails, it
partitions the request into two equi-sized sub-requests. These
sub-frames are then allocated to available locations, if possible;
otherwise, each of these sub-requests is recursively further
partitioned into two sub-requests, and then ANCA tries to map
these sub-requests to available locations [2].
Maintaining a good level of contiguity can prove
useful in non-contiguous allocation. In Paging, there is some
degree of contiguity because of the indexing schemes used.
Contiguity can also be increased by increasing the index
parameter. However, this may produce internal processor
fragmentation for large index sizes [18]. In MBS, contiguous
allocation is explicitly sought only for requests with sizes of the
form 22n, where n is a positive integer.
An issue with the ANCA strategy is that it can
disperse the allocated sub-meshes more than it is necessary
through over partitioning. Over-partitioning may cause
skipping over the possibility of identifying and thus allocating
larger free sub-meshes for a large part of the request at hand
which has been shown to maintain a higher level of contiguity
[15]. Thus the communication overhead can be reduced by
adaptively and gradually partitioning allocation requests into as
large as possible contiguous sub-meshes.
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III. THE PROPOSED ALLOCATION STRATEGY
The target system is a W × L two-dimensional mesh,
where W and L are the width and the length of the mesh,
respectively. Every processor is denoted by a pair of
coordinates, namely; x and y, where 0 ≤ x < W and 0 ≤ y < L
[14]. Each processor is connected by bidirectional
communication links to its neighbor processors.

13eudo code for the allocation procedure of PALD-FF strategy
is shown in Figure 1. The PALD-BF is similar except that the
Find_BF() is called instead of Find_FF() to allocate partitions
of the parallel job at hand. Notice that allocation always
succeeds as long as enough free processors are available in the
mesh. The key idea in the proposed PALD approach is to try
allocating the largest submeshes possible.

In this paper, two adaptive noncontiguous allocation
strategies for 2D-mesh multicomputers are proposed and
evaluated. The first is a first-fit-based approach that tries to
find a contiguous set of processing units of the same shape and
size to the request at hand using the well-known first-fit
approach. If it fails, the request at hand is divided into two subrequests after removing one from the longest dimension of the
request. That is, for a given request of size αxβ and assuming
β>α, the two partition-sizes are αx(β-1) and αx1 after removing
one from the longest dimension of the request. The two new
sub-requests are then allocated using the first-fit approach
again. This procedure continues recursively until the request is
fulfilled. This approach is referred to a PALD-FF for
PArtitioning at the Longest Dimension with First-Fit.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND SIMULATION OUTPUT

__________________________________________________
Procedure PALD‐FF(a, b):
Begin
JobSize = a × b
If (number of free processors < JobSize) return failure
List AllocatedPIDs={}; // the list of PIDs allocate to the current job
Return PALD‐FFAllocate(a, b, AllocatedPIDs);
End
Procedure PALD‐FFAllocate (a, b, AllocatedPIDs)
Begin
S(x, y) = FIND_FF (S(a, b); // FIND_BF for PALD‐BF allocation
If (S(x, y) != null)
Add the PIDs of S to the list AllocatedPIDs;
Else
{
If(a>=b)
α1= a‐1; β1=b; α2= 1; β2=b;
else
α1= a; β1=b‐1; α2= a; β2=1;
PALD‐FFAllocate (α1, β1, AllocatedPIDs);
PALD‐FFAllocate (α2, β2, AllocatedPIDs);
}
End

____________________________________________
Figure 1: Pseudo code for the PALD-FF allocation strategy

The second approach is also PALD-based. However,
the best-fit (BF) strategy is used to allocate requests and subrequests. The used partitioning mechanism aims at (i) lifting
the condition of contiguity, and (ii) at the same time
maintaining good level of contiguity. Removing one from the
longest dimension of a request is expected to produce two subrequests one of which is relatively big and as close as possible
to be square-shaped and, thus; reducing communication latency
caused by non-contiguity.
The proposed PALD-based approach combines the
desirable features of both contiguous and non-contiguous
allocation. The well-known first-fit (FF) and best-fit (BF)
strategies are used here to search for available submeshes. A
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The current study is simulation-based with the
ProcSimity simulator is to be used. The simulated
multicomputer system consists of 256 multicomputers
connected through a 2-dimensional mesh network of
dimensions W and L W=L=16. The routing mechanism to be
used is the wormhole routing [10, 20] with packet size of 8
units and a buffer of size 1 unit and a routing delay of 3 units.
The router uses XY routing to direct messages from their
source to destination. Message sizes are considered to be of
length 8 units. Job size conforms the exponential distribution
with mean width and length being W/2 (or L/2). The execution
times of jobs conforms the uniform distribution.
To maintain good levels of accuracy, each simulation
experiments is repeated 10 times with a total of 1000 jobs are
to be simulated in each time. The readings are 95% accurate
with a maximum percentage error of 5%. The scheduling
mechanisms considered in our experiments are (i) First-ComeFirst-Serve, or FCFS and (ii) the Shortest Service Demand first,
or SSD mechanisms. The simulation outputs are:
(i) Average Response Time (ART): The response time is the time
from the submission of request until the first real response
produced for jobs. (ii) Average system utilization (ASU): The
average of keeping the processors within a system as busy as
possible, this value between 0 and 1. (iii) Average Packet
Blocking Time (APBT): The average amount of time the head of
the message is blocked at each station while routing the message
over the path from source to destination. (iv) Average Packet
Latency (APL): The average of the time that all packets within job
will be sent between processors.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
In this section, the results from simulations that have
been carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm are presented and compared against those of MBS, BF
and FF. The proposed allocation algorithm is implemented and
later integrated with the ProcSimity simulation tool [8, 13]. Each
simulation run consists of 1000 completed jobs. Simulation results
are averaged over enough independent runs so that the confidence
level is 95% and the relative errors do not exceed 5%.
Next we present our experimental results and
observations. Parallel jobs usually communicate with each other
using one-to-all or all-to-all communication patterns [9, 17, 18].
We did our experiments using both pattern but focused more on
the all-to-all communication pattern as it produces message
collision than the one-to-all communication pattern and is known
to be a weak point for non-contiguous allocation algorithms [9].
The independent variable in the simulation is the system load. The
notation <allocation strategy>(<scheduling strategy>) is used to
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represent the strategies in the performance figures, as in [15]. For
example, PALD-FF(FCFS) refers to the PALD-FF processor
allocation strategy under the scheduling strategy FCFS.

A. Mean response time criteria
In Figures 2 through 4, the mean job response time of
jobs is plotted against the system load for the one-to-all and all-toall communication patterns under the FCFS and SSD scheduling
mechanisms. The figures reveal that PALD-based allocation
strategies produce less response times and, thus, perform better
than all other strategies. This is more clear under the SSD
scheduling mechanism. PALD-FF is substantially superior to the
FF and PALD-BF is also superior to BF. For all-to-all
communication pattern both tested PALD-based allocation
strategies outperformed contiguous allocation strategies.
Figure 5 shows the four allocation strategies compared
together in terms of response time. Considering the same system
settings figure 5 shows that PALD-based approaches outperform
non-PALD-based ones.

Figure 2: Mean response time in FF and PALD-FF strategies under the FCFS
and the SSD scheduling mechanisms and one-to-all communication pattern.

Figure 5: Mean response time in MBS, FF, BF, PALD-FF and PALD-BF
strategies under both scheduling mechanisms, both communication patterns.

B. Percent system utilization criteria
Figures 6 through 9 depict the mean system utilization of
the tested allocation strategies, namely; FF, BF, PALD-FF, PALDBF and MBS, for the two communication patterns considered and
under the FCFS and SSD scheduling mechanisms. Figures 6 and 7
depict the percent system utilization in FF and PALD-FF
allocation strategies under the FCFS and the SSD scheduling
mechanisms and one-to-all and all-to-all communication patterns.
Similarly, Figures 8 and 9 depict the percent system utilization in
BF and PALD-BF allocation strategies under the FCFS and the
SSD scheduling mechanisms and both communication patterns.
Figures 6 through 9 reveal that the PALD-based
strategies produce higher system utilization and. This is more clear
under the SSD scheduling mechanism. PALD-FF and PALD-BF
showed around 70% higher system utilization than the FF and BF
approaches at the points where the system is heavily loaded,
respectively. This observation applied for both communication
patterns. This observation can be explained as follows, contiguous
allocation produces high external fragmentation, which means that
allocation is less likely to succeed. Consequently, system
utilization becomes low. The proposed approaches have the ability
to eliminate both internal and external processor fragmentation,
and thus, produce higher system utilization.

Figure 3: Mean response time in FF and PALD-FF strategies under the FCFS
and the SSD scheduling mechanisms and all-to-all communication pattern.

Figure 6: System utilization in FF and PALD-FF strategies under the FCFS and
the SSD scheduling mechanisms and one-to-all communication pattern.

Figure 4: Mean response time in BF and PALD-BF strategies under the FCFS
and the SSD scheduling mechanisms and one-to-all communication pattern.
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latency (MPL) and the mean packet blocking time (MPBT).
Figure 11 shows that the MPL for the tested allocation
strategies for all-to-all communication pattern and under the
two considered scheduling mechanisms. It can be seen that
PALD-FF and PALD-BF strategies have lower MPL values
than MBS strategy under the two scheduling strategies FCFS
and SSD for the all-to-all communication pattern. This
conclusion is compatible with the values of the mean
turnaround time shown above.

Figure 7: System utilization in FF and PALD-FF strategies under the FCFS and
the SSD scheduling mechanisms and all-to-all communication pattern.

Figure 8: System utilization in BF and PALD-BF strategies under the FCFS
and the SSD scheduling mechanisms and one-to-all communication pattern.

To summarize, the above performance results
demonstrate that PALD-FF and PALD-BF strategies are
superior to all other strategies considered in this paper;
including the case when contention is heavy (the
communication pattern is all-to-all). Figure 12 shows that the
MPBT for the tested allocation strategies under the two
considered scheduling mechanisms is less than that of MBS
strategy.
One concern in PALD-based allocation strategies is
that requests may get over-partitioned. This results in allocating
dispersed multicomputers to parallel jobs. To test that, we
repeated our experiments and allowed for giving a control over
the maximum number of blocks allowed to any allocated job
(MBPJ). Figure 13 illustrates the observed relationship between
MBPJ (the x-axis) and the average system utilization (the yaxis). At an MBPJ value of 14, we found that the system
utilization reaches a maximum saturation value of around 0.92.
Thus, placing this limit helps in (i) preventing over-partitioning
and (ii) keeping the allocation time complexity of PALD
allocation strategies to be the same as that of the contiguous
allocation strategy used (the FF or BF).

Figure 9: System utilization in MBS and PALD-BF strategies under the FCFS
and the SSD scheduling mechanisms and all-to-all communication pattern.
Figure 11: Mean packet latency in MBS, PALD-FF and PALD-BF allocation
strategies under the FCFS and the SSD scheduling mechanisms, all-to-all
communication patterns.

Figure 10: System utilization in MBS, FF, BF, PALD-FF and PALD-BF
strategies under both scheduling mechanisms, both communication patterns.

C. Communication Overhead
We have measured other performance criteria for the
non-contiguous allocation strategies. These are the mean packet
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2010
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Figure 12: Mean packet blocking time in MBS, PALD-FF and PALD-BF
allocation strategies under the FCFS and the SSD scheduling mechanisms, allto-all communication patterns.
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Figure 13: System utilization vs partitioning limit for PALD-BF allocation
strategy under the FCFS scheduling mechanism, all-to-all communication
patterns.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
Two adaptive noncontiguous allocation strategies are
proposed in this paper. The first is first-fit-based and the second is
best-fit-based. That is; for a given request, the proposed first-fitbased approach tries to find a free submesh using the well-known
first-fit strategy, if it fails, the request at hand is partitioned into
two sub-requests that are allocated using the first-fit approach.
Partitioning is performed at the longest dimension of the request
(removing one from the longest dimension of the request at hand).
The two new sub-requests are then allocated using the first-fit or
the best-fit approaches. This procedure continues recursively until
the request is fulfilled. The second approach is also based on
PArtitioning at Longest Dimension (PALD) of requests but a bestfit approach is used to allocate requests and sub-requests.
The partitioning mechanism aims at (i) lifting the
condition of contiguity, and (ii) at the same time maintaining good
level of contiguity. Removing one from the longest dimension of a
request is expected to produce two sub-requests one of which is
relatively big and as close as possible to the square-shape and,
thus; reducing communication latency caused by non-contiguity.
Using extensive simulations, we evaluated the proposed strategies
and compared them with previous contiguous and non-contiguous
strategies. Simulation outcomes clearly show the proposed
PALD-based schemes produce the best Average Response Time
(ART), the Average System Utilization (ASU) and produce
relatively low communication overhead.
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Abstract—A separation problem of acoustic signals and noise
by using the independent component analysis (ICA) with bandpass filters is proposed. The frequency distribution of a recorded
acoustic signal of the operating mechanical device can be divided
into three fields, the low-frequency field, which corresponds to the
frequency characteristics of the gear, the medium-frequency field,
which is mixed with the frequency characteristics of the gear and
the motor, and the high-frequency field, which corresponds to the
frequency characteristics of the motor. Since only the mediumfrequency components are the mixture of acoustic signals of gears
and motors, the ICA with band-pass filters is expected to separate
the acoustic signals of motors and gears more accurately than
the conventional ICA. The simulation and experimental results
show that the proposed method can separate the acoustic signals
of motors and gears of mechanical devices successfully.
Keywords-signal separation, independent component analysis,
neural networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the quality evaluation of mechanical devices, it is important to separate the acoustic signals of motors and gears in
order to identify the causes of failures. The ICA method, which
is developed to solve the cocktail-party problem, can separate
two independent acoustic signals from their mixtures by using
the information measure of statistically independent properties
[1],[2], and [3]. However, many applications in practice denote
that the ICA does not perform well in separation by using the
observed acoustic signals directly [4]-[5]. In order to separate
the independent acoustic signals correctly, additional data processing is necessary before applying the ICA. By applying the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) to a recorded acoustic signal of
the operating mechanical device, we observe that its frequency
distribution can be divided into three fields, the low-frequency
field, which corresponds to the frequency characteristics of
the gear, the medium-frequency field, which is mixed with
the frequency characteristics of the gear and the motor, and
the high-frequency field, which corresponds to the frequency
characteristics of the motor. Since the frequencies of a motor
may be harmonics of the fundamental frequencies of a gear,
which causes the independence assumption of the sources
to fail and affects the separation accuracy. Therefore, the
mixed acoustic signals with less frequency components are
expected to be separated more accurately. In this paper, the
ICA with band-pass filters is used to separate the acoustic
signals of gears and motors. We first record the acoustic
signals of the operating mechanical devices. By applying the
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band-pass filters, the respective components of low- frequency,
medium-frequency and high-frequency can be obtained. Then
the medium-frequency components are given to the ICA.
After separation, the acoustic signals of gears and motors are
recovered by adding the low-frequency and high-frequency
components to the separated results, respectively. In this paper,
the mixtures of two independent signals are also designed to
simulate the separation process of acoustic signals of a gear
and a motor. Both the simulation results and the experimental
results show that the better separation results can be obtained
by using the mixed medium-frequency field than using the
whole frequency field.
II. P RINCIPLE OF ICA
Let us summarize the principle of the ICA and state some
problem when we use the ICA directly. For simplicity, we
assume two source signals denoted by s1 and s1 which are
statistically independent each other. Furthermore, we assume
that those signals are observed by two microphones and
denoted by x1 and x2 . The relation is given by the following
equations:
x1 = a11 s1 + a12 s2 x2 = a21 s1 + a22 s2

(1)

where aij , i, j = 1, 2 are unknown constant. Using the vector
notation, we have
x = As,

x = (y1 , y2 )t , s = (s1 , s2 )t

(2)

where an unknown matrix A is given by
(
)
a11 a12
A=
.
a21 a22
From the observed vector x, we estimate the original signal
vector s by the following linear transform
ŝ = wx
(

where
w=

w11
w21

w12
w22

(3)
)

such that the following J can be minimized
∫
p(ŝ)
dŝ.
J = p(ŝ)log
p(sˆ1 )p(sˆ2 )

(4)

There are some algorithms to minimize J, we adopt the fast
ICA developed by Hyvarinen A. et al [1]
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III. S IMULATION R ESULTS

x1 (t) = a11 s1 (t) + a12 s2 (t)
x2 (t) = a21 s1 (t) + a22 s2 (t).
We use the ICA to separate the two independent acoustic
signals s1 (t) and s2 (t) from the observed signals x1 (t) and
x2 (t). Table I shows the separation results where ”Y” denotes
that the independent signals s1 (t) and s2 (t) can be separated
correctly and ”N” denotes that they cannot be separated
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We have tried the signal separation using the fast ICA
algorithm in case of f1 = 20Hz,f2 = 140Hz,f3 = 100Hz, and
f4 = 240Hz and a11 = 2, a12 = 1.2, a21 = 1, and a22 = 1.3.
The spectra of two independent signals x1 (t) and x2 (t) are
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The corresponding
spectra of recovered signals are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
From these results, signal separations for these data are
not good since frequencies except for the original signals are
remained.
However, if we select several frequencies, some combinations of them could recover the original signals perfectly. To
see this effect, we have tried the following simulation in case
where f1 , f2 and f4 are fixed and f3 is changed.
If we use two microphones to record the acoustic signals,
we have two observed signals given by
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TABLE I
S EPARATION RESULTS OF OBSERVED SIGNALS ( UNIT: H Z )
WHERE f1 = 20, f2 = 140, f4 = 240.
f3
Y or N
f3
Y or N
f3
Y or N

30
Y
90
Y
160
Y

40
Y
100
N
170
Y

50
Y
110
Y
180
N

60
N
120
N
190
Y

70
Y
130
Y
210
Y

80
Y
150
Y
230
Y

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
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correctly. From Table I, it can be seen that sometimes we
fail in separating the acoustic signals s1 (t) and s2 (t) by using
the observed signals x1 (t) and x2 (t) directly.
However, after filtering the frequency components f1 and
f4 with a band-pass filter, the frequency components f2 and
f3 can be separated successfully by using the ICA. Thus, the
original acoustic signals s1 (t) and s2 (t) can be obtained by
adding the frequency components f1 and f4 to the separation
results of the ICA, respectively. As an example, Figs. 7 and 8
show the frequency characteristics of separated signals ŝ1 (t)
and ŝ2 (t) by using the ICA with band-pass filters, respectively
where f1 = 100Hz. From these figures, it can be seen that the
two acoustic signals of s1 (t) and s2 (t) are recovered correctly.
Similarly, other unsuccessful separation experiments of Table I are redone by using the ICA with band-pass filters. The
simulation results show that all the signals are separated successfully. And the separation experiments of mixed acoustic
signals with multi-frequencies also show that the ICA with
band-pass filters performs better than the conventional ICA in
acoustic signals separation.
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According to the above simulation results, we separate the
acoustic signals of motors and gears of mechanical devices
by using the ICA with band-pass filters. The acoustic signals
recording system is shown in Fig.5. Two microphones, which
are held in different locations, are used to record the acoustic
signals of operating mechanical devices. By applying the bandpass filters, we obtain the respective components of lowfrequency, medium-frequency and high-frequency. Since only
the medium-frequency components are the mixture of acoustic
signals of gears and motors, we input the medium-frequency
components to the ICA. Then the acoustic signals of gears
and motors can be recovered by adding the low-frequency
and high-frequency components to the separation results of
the ICA, respectively.
An example of acoustic signals recorded by microphones
L and R are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively where
the sampling rate is 8,000. Their frequency characteristics are
shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Since the rotational speed of the
motor is 3600 rpm and the rotor has 12 poles, the fundamental
frequency of the motor is about 360 Hz. Similarly, since the
gear ratio is 30:1, the fundamental frequency of the gear is
about 12 Hz. Thus, it can be considered that the mediumfrequency is the range of 300 to 2,000 Hz and the relevant
band-pass filters are designed.
In Figs. 14 and 15, the medium-frequency fields of acoustic
signals of left and right microphones with the band-pass filter
are given respectively. The filtered signals are used as the input
of the ICA. The spectra of the separated acoustic signals are
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Acoustic signal recorded by the left microphone.

shown in Figs. 16 and 17. Since a peak of amplitude nearby
1,000 Hz, which is about 3 times of the fundamental frequency
of the motor, can be observed in Fig. 12, it is regarded that
Figs. 16 and 17 show the medium-frequency fields of acoustic
signals of the motor and the gear, respectively.
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we
also give the separation results by applying the recorded
acoustic signals of mechanical devices to the ICA directly.
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Fig. 17. Spectrum of the separated acoustic signal by using the ICA with a
band filter-pass (gear).
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Fig. 18. Frequency characteristics of the separated acoustic signal by using
the ICA (motor).
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The frequency characteristics of the separated acoustic signal
are shown in Figs. 18 and 20, and the medium-frequency
characteristics are shown in Figs. 19 and 21. Comparing
with Figs. 12 and 13, it can be concluded that Figs. 18-20
show the frequency characteristics of the motor and the gear,
respectively.
From the above figures, it can be seen that the ICA with
band-pass filters performs better than the conventional ICA in
acoustic signals separation. The spectrum of Fig. 19 is similar
with the one of Fig. 21, especially the peaks of amplitudes
appeared in both figures, which are located in the multiple of
fundamental frequency of the motor, denote that the separation
results of acoustic signals of the motor and the gear are not
good.
The acoustic signals of the gear and the motor are recovered
by adding the low-frequency and high- frequency components
to the separation results of Figs. 16 and 17, respectively. The
spectra of recovered acoustic signals of the gear and the motor
are shown in Figs. 22 and 23 where the amplitudes of mediumfrequency are adjusted according to the amplitudes of lowfrequency and high-frequency, respectively. Comparing with
the above figures, it can be concluded that the separation
results are reasonable. The separated acoustic signals of the
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Fig. 19. Medium-frequency characteristics of the separated acoustic signal
by using the ICA (motor).
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Fig. 20. Frequency characteristics of the separated acoustic signal by using
the ICA (gear).
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gear and the motor are also checked by a technician, the
sounds of the motor and the gear denote that the acoustic
signals of the gear and the motor are separated successfully
by using the ICA with band-pass filters.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

100
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In this paper, a method of separating the acoustic signals of
gears and motors of mechanical devices by using the ICA with
band-pass filter is proposed. The simulation results denote that
the mixed acoustic signals with less frequency components
can achieve better separation performance by using the ICA.
Therefore, for those independent signals which are mixed only
in medium-frequency field, the ICA with band-pass filters can
separate the independent original signals more accurately than
the conventional ICA. Using the proposed method, we have
solved the acoustic signals separation problem of gears and
motors of mechanical devices successfully.
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Fig. 21. Medium-frequency characteristics of the separated acoustic signal
by using the ICA (gear).
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Abstract—Accounting is an old term that defines the activity
of keeping records of the money. However, accounting in
the Internet implies not only economic principles, but also
engineering aspects. Accounting has been used for studying
the impact on usage quotas, for dimensioning a provider
infrastructure or for registering the data flow, among others.
Each evolutionary step of the Internet has its implications in
how the accounting process is performed. The new challenges
of the Future Internet and the Next-Generation Networks
(NGN) reveal the need of a revision of the accounting process.
Against this background, we present a taxonomy of the
accounting process of the Internet. This taxonomy classifies
all the functions involved in accounting in a hierarchical
structure, representing their behaviour. The resulting taxonomy
helps defining the terminology, requirements and working
framework of all the accounting-related studies. Further, it
helps through the learning, teaching and assessing process in
the area of accounting.
Keywords-Accounting; Internet; Taxonomy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Accounting is “the art of recording, classifying, and
summarizing in a significant manner and in terms of money,
transactions and events which are, in part at least, of
financial character, and interpreting the results thereof”
[1]. This activity is important for business and commercial
purposes but also for the Internet, when a service provider
charges a client with a fee for the usage of a certain service.
These services are as varied as voice, data, multimedia, emarket places or any other emerging service.
In this scenario, the accounting process implies considering both engineering and economic aspects. It is essential
to enforce policies such as usage quotas, to dimension the
provider infrastructure, or to make statistical analysis of the
usages, among others [2]. Resource accounting has also an
important role in infrastructure congestion control due to the
usage fees applied to the consumers [3].
Nowadays, we can distinguish two main accounting
paradigms: the telecommunications world and the Internet
world [4]. In telecommunications, the accounting process
consist of apportioning the charges between the home environment, the serving network and the user. On the other
hand, in the Internet, the accounting process is defined as the
set of functions that manages the data regarding the use of
the resources. In addition, traditionally, Internet accounting
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was limited to transport accounting. Customers paid for the
use of the network resources of certain access providers
[5] and not for any other type of service. Nevertheless
and despite their differences, these worlds are converging,
and more accurate definitions of the accounting process are
emerging.
So far, in this converging model, accounting is understood as the process of collecting the resource usage for
capacity and trend analysis, cost allocation, auditing and
billing [6]. However, the evolution of the Internet denotes
that this definition is not enough. It needs to refer to a
broader concept, considering all the possible functions and
related concepts [7]. This broader concept needs to meet
the new requirements of the Future Internet, helping on
accomplishing the new challenges that it implies.
Against this background, we introduce a new definition
of the accounting process. This definition meets the requirements of the evolution of the Internet, understood as in
the Future Internet [8] [9]. We also present a taxonomy of
the full accounting process, from the resource usage to the
financial clearing of its use.
Originally taxonomies were used only to classify organisms. Nowadays, taxonomies are used to classify things and
concepts of any indole. There are economic, biological and
even military taxonomies, each one specifying its domain
area. Furthermore, taxonomies can have a tree, network or
linear structure. All of them have proved to be useful for
learning, teaching and assessing [10] and a central part of
most conceptual models (ordering the elements into a model)
[11]. They are specially useful presenting limited views of
a model for human interpretation, and play an essential role
in reuse and integration tasks.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section II introduces the related work on taxonomies about
accounting. Section III presents an integrated vision of the
accounting process describing all the involved functions.
Finally, Section IV concludes and glimpses the future work.
II. R ELATED WORK
Accounting of service usage is one of the main tasks
of service providers in their operation and management
processes, providing the necessary information for the subsequent functions. Although accounting requirements are
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studied in many books and articles, they rarely define a clear
taxonomy of the full accounting process.
Some authors refer to the terms pricing, charging, or
billing to represent the complete process of detecting the
specific usage of a service [12] [13]. There is a need of
disambiguating the accounting process employing a precise
terminology and splitting clearly all the functions involved.
In this paper, we refer to the accounting process as a metaconcept that includes all the aforementioned functions.
On the other hand, we considered the application area of
each author. Different areas imply different terminology and
semantics. For instance, accounting on packet-switched networks [14], micro-payments [5], grid services [15], mobile
networks [16], VoIP services [17] or Wi-Fi connections [18].
Other researches tried to standardise the accounting process on the Internet [19] [20]. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, there is none that has performed a full taxonomy of
the accounting process for the Future Internet accounting
requirements making the learning, teaching and assessing
process much harder [10].
The present taxonomy was performed following the directives to develop a taxonomy [21]. We started this method
determining the requirements and identifying the concepts
involved in the area of Internet accounting. After, a first draft
of the taxonomy was deployed. This draft was reviewed with
the users and the experts in the field providing the authors
with feedback for a refining process. Once a final version
was defined we started a maintaining process.
III. A N INTEGRATED VISION OF THE ACCOUNTING
PROCESS

The terminology regarding the billing process has always
been diffuse sometimes involving contradictory semantics.
The origin of this problem is not new and it dates back to
the evolution of the accounting through the years and the
influence of the different application areas in which it has
been applied.
As terminology of the accounting process is evolving and
is not standard [13], we studied the work done by other
authors. Each contribution gives a different vision of the
accounting process, creating a set of mixed concepts. However, after analysing the most relevant accounting process
paradigms, we found out that they share some common
characteristic that can be re-factored in order to have an
integrated accounting process.
This integrated vision is represented in Fig. 1. The process
starts with a resource usage which is registered by the metering function through the metering records. Afterwards, the
mediation function intercedes by generating the accounting
records for the accounting function. This function creates
session records, which are sent both to the pricing and
to the charging functions. The pricing function generates
a formula defining how to price the session records that
is used by the charging function. The flow continues with
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Figure 1.

An integrated vision of the accounting process

the charging, which generates charge records for the billing
function. There, the final bill is sent to the financial clearing
function.
Throughout the accounting function, inter-domain exchanges between organizations could be performed. These
interchanges could happen at the accounting and billing
steps, enabling roaming capabilities and inter-organization
collaboration.
A. Metering
Metering is the function that collects the information
flow regarding the resource usage of a certain service by a
consumer and its usage. This measurement data is formed by
service usage metrics provided by the monitoring function.
Fig. 2 shows an overview of the metering function.

Figure 2.

Metering function overview
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This information is technical and is expressed in measurable quantities of consumer resources [5]. Examples of
this measurable quantities are the number of data sent and
received within an Internet connection, the seconds of a
telephone call or the number of watts consumed.
This information is the starting point of the accounting
process and will be used in the entire process. It determines
the particular usage of resources within end-systems or
intermediate systems on a technical level, including Qualityof-Service (QoS), management and networking parameters
[22].
This function is normally implemented in a meter reader
at a certain infrastructure point where the resource usage
data is accumulated as long as the memory is able to. This
point is known as metering point [23]. In addition, a meter
reader can be classified as a consumer side meter, in which
the meter reader is allocated with the consumer; or as a
provider side meter, in which the meter reader is allocated
in the providers infrastructure. In certain cases, meter readers
are between the consumer and the provider, allocated in a
third part or in a neutral infrastructure that both the consumer
and the provider trust.
The meter readers can also be classified by their nature
as intrusive (when there is an interface with the resource)
or non-intrusive (when there is not an interface with the
resource).
Additionally, the metering function is managed by a meter
manager. There is a number of parameters that must be set
for correct resource usage measurement. These parameters
will depend on the resource itself. However, the general
working procedure persists among the different resources.
The manager is responsible for the authentication and authorization of the metering records, it must ensure the
confidentiality of the data.
Monitoring is the function that collects the information
of a resource usage as raw data and provides usage metrics
to the metering function. The usage metrics reflect the use
of a resource by a consumer (human, machine or other
service) of a certain resource in measurable quantities. These
metrics define the rules that the monitoring device apply in
a classifier by defining the filtering of usage data [24].
The monitoring function can be conditioned by the consumers’ configuration. That is, different consumers may
have different usage metrics monitored (also known as datapoints). The consumer configuration refers to the function
that configures a service for its use. Normally, this configuration is set after the user is authenticated in the service
provider infrastructure [25].
B. Mediation
The metering records generated by the metering function
are usually stored in a homogeneous data format (accounting records). Fig. 3 shows an overview of the mediation
function.
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Figure 3.

Mediation function overview

Mediation is intended to filter, collect, generate, aggregate,
correlate, and reconcile raw technical data by transforming
these metering records into a data format that can be used
for storing and further processing [22] [26]. In this way,
data processing is easier and the different functions of the
accounting process require less mash-ups and conversions,
resulting in a better performance [27].
In case different data formats are used, translation of
data is necessary in order to have all the information in
a homogeneous format as soon as possible. Conversion
rules, both syntactic and semantic, are required in order to
guarantee the integrity of the transformed data. This set of
rules is also known as mediation systems [28] and is very
common in the telecommunications world.
Further, the mediation can report to the accounting function in three different ways: push mode, poll mode or interval
mode [19] [26]. In the push mode, the mediation function
report the accounting function with accounting records as
soon as it receives them. On the other hand, in the poll mode,
the accounting function has to ask for the accounting records
to the mediation function. Finally, in the interval mode the
mediation function report to the accounting function each
certain interval.
C. Accounting
Other taxonomies [6] include resource usage measurement, rating, charging, billing, and invoicing in this function.
Nevertheless, we decided to split these functions in order
to have a more representative organization. We also need
to stress the difference between the accounting process,
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which implies the full process described in Fig. 1, and
the accounting function, which we are defining now. Fig.
4 shows an overview of the accounting function.

consume and is used in the whole accounting process.
Data archival may be necessary because of the memory
limitations of the meter readers or because the information
may be needed for long periods of time. It is also used
to reconstruct missing entries, to prevent data loss and to
archive the data for long periods of time. Legal or financial
requirements frequently mandate archival accounting practices, and may often dictate that data to be kept confidential,
regardless of whether it is to be used for billing purposes or
not [6].
The concentration of the metering results in a measuring
hub may be necessary to correlate information from distributed meter readers and to process the data solely in one
point. The correlation are based on classifying functions that
group the accounting records by resources. All the available
resource accounts are stored by the correlating function,
which can also group the accounting records by grouping
the data from a distributed accounting organizing the data
from the different consumers.
D. Roaming

Figure 4.

Accounting function overview

Accounting is the process of filtering, collecting and aggregating the information that reflects a resource usage by a
certain consumer. This process will generate session records
whose format will depend on the service infrastructure and
the service provider [27]. The session records represent
the resource usage over a session. Accounting gateways
creating the session records may do so by processing interim
accounting events or accounting events from several devices
serving the same user [6].
This accounting function is expressed in metered resource
consumption, e.g., for applications, calls, or any type of
connections [22], depending on the service provided, by
representing the technical specifications of the service. It
includes the supervision of the data gathering from the
mediation function, the collection and the storage of this data
[4]. Accounting policies define how these functions behave
and are specified by a set of generation rules [25].
The accounting data collection and storing is also known
as archival accounting and is performed at a measuring hub.
This function transports the metered data to a storage point
or measuring hub [12]. The measuring hub is the point where
the data from the metering readers is collected. It is also
known as storage point. The measuring hub collects data
from two main sources: the provider and the customer. Data
from the provider is created by internal and control meters,
and is used to control the provider’s infrastructure. On the
other hand, data from the customer represents the usage
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Roaming is the function that allows using more than
one provider while maintaining a formal, customer-vendor
relationship just with one [29]. In order to offer roaming
capabilities, providers need three main subsystems. The
consumers’ subsystem, which registers visiting consumers,
the authentication subsystem, which validates the credential
of the consumer, and the accounting subsystem, that has
already been described [30].
In order to allow consumers to roam, providers need
roaming agreements between them. They negotiate the legal
aspects of authentication, authorization and billing of the
visiting subscriber. There are several standards that create a
work field framework for these agreements [31] [20].
Roaming can also be intra-domain or inter-domain [6].
Being intra-domain implies that there is an exchange of
session records between different accounting functions but
always in the same provider or administrative boundary.
On the other hand, in the inter-domain roaming the session
records travel from one provider to another, crossing their
administrative boundaries.
E. Pricing
Pricing is the function of giving a price to a certain
resource usage. It is a critical function for the full accounting
process because it defines the price that a basic quantity
of the service will cost. Some authors name it a rating
or pricing policy [6]. This pricing policy determines the
way a session record is rated. These records come from
the accounting functions and are correlated to the price that
is normally represented in monetary units and depends on
the pricing scheme used. Fig. 5 shows an overview of the
pricing function.
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Figure 5.

Pricing function overview

This process may combine technical considerations, such
as resource consumption, and economical ones, such as applying tariffing theory or marketing methods [22]. The price
can be calculated in many different ways (e.g. auctions, static
pricing, dynamic pricing, priority pricing, cost-volume-profit
analysis scheme or based on market situation analysis) [32]
[33] [13]. However, it will always reflect the results of cost
and market analysis. This function translates the previous
economic considerations into technical quantities that can be
merged with the measurable quantities of consumer resource
usages.
Pricing is defined by the pricing schemes, which are a
critical part of the business and are related to cost and
market analysis. It is a function for calculating a price. It
can be represented as a formula (pricing function) consisting
of the pricing variables (consumption measure metrics of
the session records) and pricing coefficients [25]. Pricing
schemes can be based on many different paradigms, such
as pre-paid, post-paid, time-based, volume-based, flat-rate,
usage-based or location-based, among others.
Tariffs are a special case of pricing. They are normally
regulated by a governmental institution and imply political
economic impacts. They have been applied to the traditional
telephone network, energy or gas markets. The tariffs are
defined by the tariff models or functions. They determine
the tariff function for a resource usage.
These functions, pricing functions or tariff functions, are
applied in the charging function. They can be modified by
discount strategies, rebate schemes, marketing information
or any other parameter defined by the service level agreements.

Charging acts as an umbrella term for charging options
and charging mechanisms. This separation emphasises both
the technical and the economic aspects of charging [15].
Some authors refer to charging as billing. Nevertheless, as
we will see later on, billing implies some different processes,
such as customers’ data management [22].
These charge records are formed by the technical quantities of a resource usage and their corresponding monetary
units. The records can be used for multiple purposes of
business intelligence: statistical analysis, data mining, auditing, revenue estimation, financial planning or structure
dimensioning.
The charging policies define when and how the billing
function is invoked. They define the frequency of cost
allocation every time accounting data is received, at regular
intervals of time (e.g. daily, each moth or each two moths) or
when requested by the charging function. They also define
the granularity of the billing function. Granularity is defined
as how sub-divided a data field is. For example, a postal
address can be recorded, with low granularity, as a single
field (address) or with high granularity, as multiple fields
(street address, city, postal code, country).
The charging can be distributed between multiple parties
as defined in the distribution policy. This policy will split the
costs between the different parties or consumers, allocating
an already-known cost among several entities [6]. Each party
has its own profile that could contain the client pricing
function, discounts or special offers.
The consumers can also have different business relationships with the providers. This relation will define the
charging mode (e.g. subscribers or pay-per-use).
G. Billing
Billing, or invoicing, is the process of transforming charge
records into the final bill, or invoice, summarizing the charge
records of a certain time period (usually a month) and
indicating the amount of monetary units to be paid by
the customer [4]. Fig. 6 shows an overview of the billing
function.

F. Charging
Charging is the process of calculating the cost of a
resource usage, the function that translates technical values
into monetary units by applying a pricing function to the
session records [22]. It correlates session records, from
the accounting function, and resource usage unit price to
generate charge records [27] [4].
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Figure 6.

Billing function overview

It may include information about the customer that is
gathered from the customers data management system. This
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system contains all the customers’ personal data. The billing
function has also usage-sensitivity when depends on the
resource usage of the consumers. On the other hand, a
process that is not affected by the resource usage is nonusage-sensitive [6].
There are also billing policies that define the type of bill
(paper or electronic), the time period that the bill represents,
the outlook and content, the payment deadline date and
how the financial clearing is done, specifying the payment
method [27].
As charging, billing can also have different granularity.
An aggregated bill represents two or more charges together
and an itemised bill has all the charges individualised.
H. Financial clearing

of money. These payments use a specific micro-payment
system, that are mainly electronic. A payment system also
supports money transfers, which are smaller than the minimal economically feasible credit card payment [5].
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a taxonomy of the accounting
process. We have detailed all the functions involved in it,
looking at all the relationships between them. We believe
that the presented taxonomy contributes to the learning,
training and assessing in the area of accounting because it
gives an integrated vision of the process. As it defines a
common vocabulary, it is also useful for the definition of
the accounting requirements among different actors.
This taxonomy was defined using a developing method,
as described in Section II, ensuring its quality and the
maintainability of the knowledge to potential changes.
Further, we proposed an unified and controlled vocabulary
that can be use in any operation related with the Internet
accounting. The taxonomies have been proved to help to
organize content and make connections between people and
the information they need [21].
Future works include performing a proof-of-concept of
the presented taxonomy by implementing it in an accounting
system. Furthermore, this taxonomy defines the pillars for
the developing of accounting related applications such as
fraud management systems [34] or data profiling [35] among
others. We also planned a validation of the proposed taxonomy, using both direct inspection and validation metrics
[36] as well as updating the taxonomy itself if there are
substantial changes in the area of Internet accounting.
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Abstract— In this paper an in depth study is made on
identifying primary factors on which the Indian online
shoppers are influenced. Based on the dominating factors
extracted from the internet shoppers’ replies they are
clustered. A novel and efficient single layer nonlinear ANN
model with PSO based weight adaptation (SNANNP) is
developed by taking the demographic input of the shopper and
clustering results as the desired class. Close observation of
experimental results indicate that the proposed method
exhibits superior classification performance compared to that
obtained by discriminant analysis and conventional single
layer ANN (SNANN) model.
Keywords-Single layer nonlinear ANN (SNANN); Consumer
Classification; Online Shopping; Factor Analysis; Discriminant
Analysis and Particle swarm optimization(PSO) based training

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, internet marketing has gained popularity.
The competition among the retailers have increased due to
introduction of several online services. The literature survey
reveals that nearly 67% shoppers use internet and half of
them do shopping online. The advantages for choosing
online shopping are: reduction in the cost by employing less
manpower, saving of shopping time, less fear of loss of
money in online shopping, increase in the bargaining power
of shoppers, increase of rivalry among the competitors and
improvement in security and ease of delivery.
Gradually the interest towards online shopping is
increasing during last few years. The consumers mostly
prefer online services to purchase air/railway tickets, movie
tickets, consumer electronic goods, audio/video files,
software packages like an operating system, web browser,
audio/video player etc. Usually the Indian consumers
discuss with their friends and relatives before buying a
product.
The neural network has been used to classify consumers
in choosing hospitals and marketing implications [1]. This
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model is also useful for market strategy planning. In another
paper [2], a new approach has been proposed for direct
marketers targeting potential consumers new to their
categories. It is reported that the ANN model provides
improved classification accuracy. A recent study [3] deals
with conjoint analysis to create health plans that optimize
value for consumers.
A systematic study is made in this paper to group the
consumers based upon their online shopping behaviour. The
choice of people to prefer a service is diverse. A
questionnaire was made on internet shopping based upon
which 14 variables pertaining to the theme are chosen.
Considering the correlation between the variables these are
reduced into a number of factors. Using loading of the
factors internet shoppers are grouped into clusters. Each
cluster represents group of consumers with similar
behaviour.
The consumers are then identified into number of classes
depending on the demographic attributes such as age,
gender, level of education, amount spent on shopping and
amount spent on online shopping. The results of the cluster
analysis is used as the training class of the classification
model. Three types of classification methods such as
discriminant analysis, single layer nonlinear artificial neural
network(SNANN) and single layer ANN with PSO based
training are used. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows :
Section II develops a unique intelligent single layer
nonlinear ANN model used for consumer classification. The
basic of particle swarm optimization algorithm is outlined in
Section III. Section IV deals with issues relating to data
collection and data reduction using factor analysis. Cluster
analysis for consumer grouping is dealt within Section V.
The classification operation using discriminate analysis,
SNANN and SNANNP models is carried out in Section VI.
The results obtained from simulation studies are also
presented and discussed in the same section. Finally Section
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VII deals with the conclusion of the study.
II.

SINGLE LAYER NONLINEAR ANN(SNANN) CLASSIFIER

 x(k ) 
 x(k  1) 




X (k )  







 x(k  m)

Trigonometric
Expansion

The SNANN possesses the simplicity of single layer
ANN and performance capability multilayer ANN. Hence it
is chosen here to develop an efficient adaptive classifier.
The enhanced performance is achieved by introducing
nonlinearity through trigonometric functional expansion [6].
The block diagram of an SNANN structure is shown in
Fig.1. Let the input signal vector be represented as
X (k )  [ x(k ) x(k  1)....................x(k  m  1)]T (1)
+1

1{x(k )}

w1 (k )

2{x(k )}

w2 (k )

b(k )

y(k )



2 p 
1{x(k )}

w2 p1 (k )



2 p  2 {x(k  1)}

 N 1


{
x(k  m)}

 N {x(k  m)}

+

 yˆ (k ) 
-

w2 p 2 (k )

wN 1 (k )
e(k )

wN (k )

Weight
update
algorithm
(LMS/ PSO
based)

where b(k) is the bias weight and f {.} denotes
function. W(k) represents the weight vector given by

W (k )  [w1 (k ), w2 (k )..........wN (k )]T

tanh

(5)

The weights of the SNANN model are trained using the
algorithm
(6)
W (k  1)  W (k )  {X (k )}.e(k )(1  yˆ 2 (k ))
where the error term is given by
e(k) y(k) yˆ(k)
(7)
The convergence coefficient is represented by and its
value lies between 0 and 1. Equations (2), (3), (4) and (7)
represent the key equations of SNANN algorithm.
III PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO)FOR TRAINING
OF CLASSIFIER WEIGHTS

The PSO is a simple but efficient population based swarm
intelligence based optimization algorithm. The PSO
algorithm emulates swarm behavior and each particle
represents a point in the D-dimensional solution space. The
swarm, a collection of particles, initially contains a
population of random solutions. Each particle is given a
random velocity to fly through the problem space. Each
particle keeps track of its previous best position, called
pbest and its fitness value. Each swarm remembers its best
position called gbest . The velocity

vi (d ) and the position

xi (d ) of the d th dimension of ith particle are adapted [4][5] according to

Fig. 1 Proposed block diagram of SNANN/SNANNP model with or
without
PSO based training

which is the demographic input of an online shopper. Then
the functional expansion (FE) block maps each element
x(k) into (2p 1) nonlinearly expanded independent
components. For trigonometric expansion

[ x(k )] is given

by

[ x(k )]  [ x(k ), cos{x(k )}, sin{x(k )}.......
cos{ px(k )}, sin{ px(k )}]T 

(2)

[1{x(k )},  2 {x(k )},...... 2 p 1{x(k )}]T
where p is an integer. When each element of X (k ) is
expanded then the expanded vector is represented as

[ X (k )  [1{x(k )}....... 2 p 1{x(k )},  2 p  2 {x(k  1)},.....
2( 2 p 1) {x(k  1)}.......... N {x(k  m)}]T

(3)

where N m(2p 1) and m is the number of signal samples
fed into the SNANN. The output yˆ(k) of Fig. 1 is then
given by

yˆ (k )  f { T ( X (k ))W (k )  b(k )}
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vi (d )  wvi (d )  c1 * rand1i * ( pi (d )  xi (d )) 
c2 * rand 2 i (d ) * ( p g (d )  xi (d ))

(8)

(9)
xi (d )  xi (d )  vi (d )
where p g (d ) and pi (d ) are the d th dimensional
positions corresponding to the gbest and pbest
respectively, rand1i (d ) and rand 2 i (d ) represent random
numbers in the range [0, 1] and are different in different
dimensions, c1 and c 2 are acceleration coefficients and wis
the inertial weight which plays the crucial role of balancing
between the global search and local search.
IV DATA COLLECTION AND FEATURE REDUCTION

(a)Data collection
The data is collected through a questionnaire from Indian
online shoppers. Each answer is weighted in a 5 point-scale
in which ‗1‘ indicates ―strongly disagree‖ and ‗5‘ indicates
―strongly agree‖.
The questionnaire comprises of 5 sections. First section
contains 5 questions. In sections 2, 3 and 4, 14 variables are
used. The last section deals with the questions related to the
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demography of the consumers. Demographic attributes
include age, gender, education, average amount spent on
shopping and average amount spent on online shopping. A
total of 163 complete data are collected each having 14
variables excluding the demographic variables. The 14
variables used are listed in Table 1.
Table 1
List of variables affecting behavior of internet shoppers

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6

Information Design (ID)
Visual Design (VD)
Navigation Design (ND)
Communication (Comm)
Self Efficacy (SE)
Privacy (P)
Vender repute (VR)

Internal Norm (IN)
Convenience(C)
Online Innovativeness(OI)
Enjoyment (E)
External Norm (EN)
Security (S)
Social Presence (SP)

(b)Data

reduction using factor analysis
Factor Analysis [7] is a statistical tool to find
interrelationships between the variables. This is a technique
through which the prominent factors hidden in the data are
extracted. This is essentially a data reduction method used
to reduce a set of observed variables to a set of latent
variables.
This analysis is an ideal method for extracting factors.
There are several methods to decide how many factors has
to be extracted. The most widely used method for
determining the number of principal factors is based on
eigen value consideration [8]. In the present study five
factors influencing consumer behavior are obtained using
factor analysis. The eigen values, percentage of variance
and cumulative percentage of variance of five prominent
variables obtained from factor analysis are listed in Table 2.
The factor loadings obtained are provided in Table 3.
V.

CLUSTER ANALYSIS

Clustering mainly groups unlabeled datasets. It is an
unsupervised classification technique. Mainly two types of
clustering techniques are used : hierarchical and
partitioning/ non-hierarchical [9]. Each one has its own
merits/demerits depending on the applications in which it is
used. In this study hierarchical clustering is chosen because
it is suitable when the number of possible clusters are not
known apriori. Cosine distance is used as the similarity
measure to evaluate the closeness among the data points.
The dendrogram of the factor scores computed is shown in
Fig.2.
The dendrogram shows that the entire data are grouped
into three clusters. It is found that 41, 67 and 55 online
shoppers belong to clusters 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The
factor scores with major contribution to each cluster are
shown in Table 4. The demographic variables of the
consumers in each cluster are listed in Table 5.
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0.4
0.2
0

Fig. 2 Dendrogram of the factor scores using hierarchical
clustering
Table 2
Eigen values, percentage of variance and cumulative
percentage of variance of variables obtained from factor
analysis
Eigen values

% of variance

4.4286
1.8162
1.6309
1.1081
1.0542

31.6330
12.9728
11.6494
7.9153
7.5303

VI.

Cumulative % of
variance
31.6330
44.6057
56.2551
64.1704
71.7007

CONSUMER CLASSIFICATION

Clustered online shoppers need to be classified. The
classification is based upon their behavior towards online
shopping. The demographic attributes of the consumers are
used as the inputs to the classifier. The results obtained from
the cluster analysis are used as the training class for the
classifier. The SNANN, SNANNP as well as discriminate
classifiers are employed to classify these consumers.
(a)Discriminant analysis based classification
Discriminant analysis is employed to classify the objects
into various groups. This is a supervised classification
technique [10, 11] in which the dependent variable is the
class/group and the independent variables are the
features/attributes. In this, a number of discriminate
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Table 3
Factor loading of different variables under different factors
Variables
ID
VD
ND
Comm
SP
SE
Privacy
Security
VR
EN
IN
Enjoyment
Convenience
Online
innovativeness

Factor1
0.2130
0.1677
0.1703
0.0640
0.0789
0.3715
0.8460
0.7416
0.5191
-.1596
0.1571
0.1318
0.3304
0.0650

Factor2
0.4800
0.8720
0.7237
0.1671
0.1102
0.3907
0.1897
0.1726
0.2751
-.1216
0.0578
0.1939
0.0320
0.0423

Factor3
0.4023
0.0570
0.1424
0.0258
0.0618
0.4150
0.1807
0.2853
0.2846
0.0916
0.0655
0.7547
0.6090
0.3019

Factor4
0.0602
0.1575
0.2232
0.8239
0.6818
-.1339
0.0597
0.0779
0.2947
0.2442
-.1265
0.2457
-.1239
0.0332

Factor5
-.0392
-.0754
0.0167
0.0458
0.0351
0.0158
-.0419
0.0043
0.0616
0.6016
0.9730
0.0246
0.0122
0.0716

(b)SNANN based classification
In this model the input signal x(k) represents the five
demographic data of the online shoppers, each of which is
expanded to three trigonometric terms. These are then fed to
the SNANN model. The three outputs obtained from the
model using (4) are compared with those obtained from the
cluster analysis to produce error signal
e(k) y(k) yˆ(k)
(10)
The mean square error is used as the performance index
given by
K

Table 4
Factor scores under different clusters
Factors
Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4
Factor 5

The data belongs to a group that provides maximum output.
Linear Discriminant analysis is used for this purpose. 80
percent of the total data is used for training and remaining
20 percent isused for testing the performance. The
classification results obtained from the tests are shown in
Table 6.

Cluster 1
-0.3974
0.2489
-0.9219
-0.0025
-0.7892

Cluster 2
0.3371
0.1696
0.2284
-0.6127
0.1706

MSE (k ) 
Cluster 3
-0.1145
-0.3922
0.4090
0.7483
0.3804

functions are formed which is equal to the number of classes
in the data. These functions represent the classification rules
for each class. The actual data is applied to each function
and the corresponding output is obtained.

e

2

(k )

k 1

(11)

K

The epoch based training of weights is carried out using
the LMS algorithm. The classification results obtained from
test are shown in Table 7.
(c) Proposed SNANNP based classification
The training rule for updating the weights of the proposed
SNANNP model is outlined in the following steps:
1.The model is provided with K input patterns each
consisting of five demographic features of the consumers.
Each feature is expanded to three trigonometric terms and
then given to the SNANN model.

Table 5
Demographic characteristics of the consumer under each cluster

Gender

Age

Education

Amount spent on
shopping

Amount spent on
online shopping

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2010

Male
Female
<=20
21-30
31-40
> 40
undergraduates
graduates
postgraduates
doctoral
others
<=25,000
25,001-50,000
>50,000

Cluster1
35
6
2
29
8
2
2
0
36
3
0
24
7
10

Cluster2
56
11
2
55
9
1
3
2
59
2
1
31
12
24

Cluster3
47
8
2
45
6
2
3
4
46
2
0
22
15
18

<=20,000
20,001-40,000
>40,000

35
2
4

43
11
13

39
5
11
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Cumulative
138
25
6
129
23
5
8
6
141
7
1
77
34
52
117
18
28
163
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2. Each new term is multiplied with the corresponding
weight and then summed to give an output and in this way
K numbers of estimated outputs are computed.
3. Each desired output is compared with the corresponding
model output and K errors are produced.
4. The mean square error (MSE) (corresponding to n th
particle) is determined by using the relation defined in (11).
This is repeated for M times, where M is the number of
particles.
5. Since the objective is to minimize MSE (n), n = 1 to M
the PSO based optimization method is used.
6. The velocity and position of each particle is updated
using (8) and (9).
7. For each iteration the minimum MSE, MMSE is stored
which indicate the learning efficiency of adaptive model.
8. When the MMSE reaches the pre-specified value the
optimization process is stopped
Table 6
Classification results obtained from testing using
discriminant analysis
Classified
observations
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Cumulative

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

2
6
0
8

3
10
0
13

3
5
3
11

Table 7
Classification results obtained from testing using SNANN
Classified
observations
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Cumulative

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

3
5
0
8

0
13
0
13

0
7
4
11

(b) At this stage all the particles attains almost the same
positions, which represent the desired solution of the given
SNANN model.
For classification purpose 80 percent of the total data is
used for training and remaining 20 percent is used for
testing. Various parameters chosen in the simulation study
for PSO are : number of particles =10, inertia weight, w

0.5, acceleration constants c1  0.5 and c2  0 , no of
generations = 1000 and no. of ensampling average used
=20. The classification results obtained from test data are
shown in Table 8.
VII. DISCUSSION
Five key factors are obtained from fourteen variables
selected based on eigen values greater than one. The factor
scores obtained are used in the cluster analysis. Clustering,
operation provides 41, 67and 55 consumers in clusters 1, 2
and 3 respectively. From Table 4 it is observed that cluster 1
is heavily loaded by the factor 2. So all the consumers
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seeking website design belong to cluster 1. Cluster 1
represents website design. Factor1 load heavily on cluster
2.Consumers who are particular about privacy and security
belong to cluster 2 and hence is named as privacy and
security. Factors which load heavily on cluster 3 are factors
3, 4 and 5. In this cluster the consumers are interested in
ease, enjoyment, communication and norms. So cluster 3 is
named as ease, enjoyment, communication and norms. The
statistics of the demography of the consumers are listed in
Table 5.
The accuracy classification for three classifiers using
demographic features as inputs are shown in the Tables 6, 7,
and 8. The comparative results of the three classifiers are
listed in Table 9.
Table 8
Classification results obtained from testing using SNANNP
model
Classified
observations
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Cumulative

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

5
3
0
8

0
13
0
13

0
3
8
11

Table 9
Comparative results of efficiency obtained during testing
Model
No. of correct Classification
classifications
accuracy
Discriminant analysis
15
46.87%
SNANN
20
62.50%
SNANNP
26
81.25%

The results presented in Table 9 demonstrate that the
SNANNP model provides best classification performance
compared to those obtained by other two methods.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel method has been proposed for
classification of Indian consumers based on their behavior
towards online shopping. The factor analysis is carried out
on the data to achieve reduced number of factors. The
hierarchical based clustering is used to group the consumers.
Three different classifiers : discriminant analysis, SNANN
and SNANNP are used for classification. The simulation
results indicate that the proposed SNANNP based model
provides best classification performance compared to its
statistical counterpart. The proposed research can also be
extended for classification of other real life data. The
classification accuracy can further be enhanced by adding
physcographic and cultural inputs to the proposed classifier.
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Abstract--Sign language maps letters, words, and expressions of
a certain language to a set of hand gestures enabling an
individual to communicate by using hands and gestures rather
than by speaking. Systems capable of recognizing sign-language
symbols can be used as a means of communication between
hearing-impaired and vocal people. This paper represents the
first attempt to recognize two-handed signs from the Unified
Arabic Sign Language Dictionary using the CyberGlove and
support vector machines. Principal Component Analysis is used
for feature extraction. 20 samples of each of 100 two-handed
signs were collected from an adult signer. 15 samples of each
sign were used for training a Support Vector Machine to
perform the recognition. The performance is obtained by
testing the trained system on the remaining 5 samples of each
sign. A recognition rate of 99.6% on the testing data was
obtained. When more signs will be considered, the support
vector machine algorithm must be parallelized so that signs are
recognized on real time.
Keywords—Arabic sign language; recognition; support vector
machine; principle component analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Developing a pattern recognition system for sign
language interpretation is a very difficult process. One
difficulty is that use of traditional programming paradigms
makes the system overwhelmingly complex and hence
impractical. This dictates resorting to machine-learning
methods. Another difficulty encountered is the interface
issue. Ideally, the interface should deliver accurate
measurements to the processing machine, have low cost, and
provide input in a form that requires low pre-processing
overhead. Building a system that satisfies these three
requirements is very challenging. Hence, design
compromises must be done to build a practical system.
Interfaces in sign language systems can be categorized
as direct-device or vision-based. The direct-device approach
uses measurement devices that are in direct contact with the
hand such as instrumented gloves, flexion sensors, styli and
position-tracking devices. On the other hand, the visionbased approach captures the movement of the singer's hand
using a camera that is sometimes aided by making the signer
wear a glove that has painted areas indicating the positions of
the fingers or knuckles. The main advantage of vision-based
systems is that the user isn't encumbered by any complex
devices. Their main disadvantage, however, is that they
require a large amount of computation just to extract the
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hands position before performing any analysis on the
images. This paper deals only with the directed-devise
methods.
The first widely known instrumented glove is the
Digital-Data-Entry Glove [1, 2]. It was originally
proposed as an alternative input device to the keyboard
and worked by generating ASCII characters according to
finger positions. The gloves had finger flex sensors,
tactile sensors at their tips, orientation sensors and wristpositioning sensors. The VPL-DataGlove used novel
optical flex sensors that had fiber optic cables with a
light at one end and a photodiode at another. A
simplified version of the latter is called the Z-glove. It
uses fiber optic devices to measure the angles of each of
the first two knuckles of the fingers and is usually
combined with a Polhemus tracking device. The Z-glove
was the first commercially available instrumented glove.
The Exon-Dextrous-Hand-Master was developed
afterwards with 8 bits of accuracy, 20 degrees of
freedom and a measurement frequency of 200 Hz [3].
The PowerGlove is a highly cost effective alternative to
other instrumented gloves but less accurate [3]. It is
based on VPL's glove and only measures the position in
the three dimensional Cartesian space and the roll while
other gloves measure the pitch and yaw as well.
Section II of this paper discusses briefly previous
work related to sign language recognition. Section III
introducers the proposed system, while Section IV
discusses the preprocessing and feature extraction.
Section V highlights the recognition of the Arabic sign
language, and Section VI describes case study of the
developed system. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
David L. Quam used a DataGlove Model 2 in
addition to a Polhemus tracker [4]. Twenty two signs
from the American Sign Language (ASL) were provided
by two signers, one is the right handed male and the other
is the left handed female. Most of the signs are letters or
numbers in addition to two selected words. Due to the
small set of signs, he used the finger flexions and hand
orientation directly as features. This system was only
able to identify static signs, thus had limited applications.
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Fels and Hington developed a system called Glove-Talk
[5]. They used a VPL-DataGlove, having 2 sensors per finger,
and a Polhemus tracker. They used five neural networks to
connect the gloves to a speech synthesizer. The Glove-Talk
project vocabulary consists of 203 words. The Glove-Talk
project gives an accuracy of 94%.
Waleed Kadous developed a system called “GRASP” for
the recognition of the Australian Sign Language [6]. He used
a PowerGlove for collecting data. He used the energy, time,
bounding boxes and simple time division over a specified
number of segments as features. 6,650 samples of signs were
collected from 5 different people. With 95 different signs, the
accuracy of the system was about 80%.
Waldron and Kim used a DataGlove with a Polhemus
tracker to obtain the hand shape and position [7]. They
developed a two-stage neural network system to recognize
isolated ASL signs. The first stage recognizes the sign
language phonology consisting of 36 hand shapes, 10
locations, 11 orientations, and 11 hand movements using four
different neural networks. The second stage uses the
recognized phonemes from the beginning, middle, and end of
the sign as input to identify the actual sign. Six signers
generated 14 signs. The overall performance of sign
recognition was 86%.
Sagawa, Takeuchi, and Ohki developed Japanese Sign
Language recognition system [8]. The sign is represented as a
combination of basic components of gestures. These
components are called cheremes. The system uses two
CyberGloves and two trackers. A total of 14 cheremes are
recognized by the system. The recognized cheremes are sent
to the recognition part of sign language morpheme. The
system is used to recognize 60 sings. Twenty samples were
collected from each signs, 10 samples used for training and
10 for testing. The recogntion rate is 97.6%.
Kim, Jang and Bien investigated the recognition of the
Korean Sing Language (KSL) [9]. Two DataGloves and two
Polhemus trackers are used. KSL signs can be formed by
combining a small number of basic gestures. 25 basic gestures
are considered with 14 basic hand shapes. The hand shapes
are recognized using a fuzzy min-max neural network. For the
recognition process, the direction type is identified and then
the hand shape of the motion is recognized. The recognition
rate reaches 85% for this algorithm.
Jiangqin and co-investigators used a CyberGlove and a 3D tracker to recognize signs from the Chinese sign language
[10]. Each sign of the 3300 Chinese sign language is
characterized by posture, orientation, position and motion
trajectory. The number of postures for the right hand and the
left hand are 14 and 7, respectively. They used multilayer
perceptron to code the data as the input to the Hidden Markov
Models. The recognition rate of the samples is over 90%.
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Mohandes and Al-Buraiky used a PowerGlove to
recognize single-handed Arabic signs [11]. For feature
extraction, they used time division where the data is
divided into segments and the average of each segment is
calculated for each sensor. SVM is used for the
recognition process. 36 samples of each of 120 signs
were collected from a deaf signer, 18 used for training
and the remaining 18 are used for testing. A recognition
rate of about 70% was achieved. The CyberGlove was
used in our lab for the recognition of single-handed
Arabic Signs [12], while this paper uses two
CyberGloves to recognize two-handed signs from the
Arabic sign language using two CybeGloves and support
vector machine. The SVM is optimal on the sense that it
maximizes the separation margins among classes and
therefore, it is expected to outperform other methods on
the recognition of all sign languages.
III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system consists of two CyberGloves,
two hand tracking systems, and data acquisition software.
The CyberGlove is a fully instrumented glove that
provides 22 high-accuracy joint-angle measurements as
shown in Figure 1. It uses proprietary resistive bendsensing technology to accurately transform finger
motions into real-time digital joint-angle data. Each
sensor is extremely thin and flexible being virtually
undetectable in a lightweight elastic glove. The
CyberGlove has been used in a wide variety of real-world
applications, including digital prototype evaluation,
virtual reality biomechanics and animation. In addition to
the CyberGloves two hand tracking devices are added to
measure the location (x, y, z) and orientation (yaw, pitch,
roll) of each hand with reference to a fixed point. There
are three main components of a tracking device: a
transmitter generating a signal, a sensor that receives the
signal, and a control box for signal processing and
connection to the computer.
The tracking device used in this paper is the Flock of
Bird (FOB). It is used to track the position and
orientation of up to thirty sensors simultaneously by a
transmitter. Each sensor is capable of making from 20 to
144 measurements per second of its position and
orientation when it is located within 4 feet of its
transmitter. The sensor is fixed at the wrist of the
CyberGlove, as shown in Figure 1.
Each CyberGlove provides 22 sensor signals and 6
signals are provided from each FOB, thus a total of 56
measurements are provided from the two gloves and the
two hand tracking devices while the signer is performing
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the signs. These measurements are sent through the serial
ports and stored in a human readable format (ASCII text).

V. RECOGNITION OF ARABIC SIGNS
After feature extraction, the signs are ready for the
classification. In this paper, Support Vector Machine
(SVM) is used for the recognition of the signs. In this
section SVM is briefly introduced. In its simplest form,
SVM is based on constructing a hyperplane that
separates two linearly separable classes with the
maximum possible margin [14]. Assuming that there is a
set of vectors x each having a label y and that the
separating hyper plane is w.x  b  0 , where w is a
weight vector and b is a constant. It can be shown that
the decision function (hypothesis), which is based on the
optimal hyperplane, takes the form:
l

f ( x)    i y i x i  x  b

(1)

i 1

Figure 1. The CyberGlove

providing that the coefficients

a i maximize the

following function:
IV. PREPROCESSING AND FEATURE EXTRACTION

l

LD   ai 
i 1

A continuous stream of frames is generated by the
gloves and the hand trackers as the hands perform the sign.
Each frame bears an instantaneous measurement of each of
the 56 signals for the two hands. Signs have different
lengths. Even samples of the same sign performed by the
same signer may have different lengths as well. The
classification system requires the same number of inputs.
Therefore, time division is used to make all signs have the
same number of components. In this paper, the duration of
the sign is divided into 10 segments. The mean and standard
deviation are calculated from each signal in each of the 10
segments. Thus, each signal is represented by 20 values of
the means and standard deviations of the segments. Thus, the
signals from the 56 sensors will be represented by 1120
values. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to
reduce the dimensionality of the data. Thus PCA is used to
provide features for the classification machine.
Given a d-dimensional vector representing the mean and
standard deviation from each segment of the raw data, the
Principal component analysis (PCA) can be used to find a
subspace whose basic vectors correspond to the maximumvariance direction in the original space [13]. Let W represent
the linear transformation that maps the original ddimensional space onto a lower dimensional space Fdimensional feature subspace. The new feature vectors
yi  R F are defined by yi  W T xi , i  1,..., N . the columns
of W are the eigenvectors ei obtained by solving the
equation i ei  Qei , where Q  XX T is the covariance
matrix, and i is the eigenvalue associated with eigenvector

ei . Before obtaining the eigenvectors of Q, the vectors are
normalized and the mean is subtracted from all normalized
vectors. In this paper a different number of eigenvlaues have
been used.
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1 l
 y i y j  i j x i  x j
2 i, j

(2)

where LD is called the dual Lagrangian function and is
obtained by deriving the dual of the optimization
problem formulated to maximize the classification
margin. A support vector machine for separating nonlinearly separable data can be built by first using a nonlinear mapping that transforms data from the input space
to a higher space called the feature space, and then using
a linear machine to separates them in the feature space.
Mapping to the feature space can be performed by
replacing the dot products with a kernel function
K ( x, z)   ( x). ( z) (where  : X  F is a non-linear
mapping from input space X to feature space F). A
number of different kernel functions can be found in the
literature. The kernel function used in this paper is the
Radial Basis Kernel defined as
K ( x, y )  e   x  y

2

(3)

By replacing the dot product with the kernel function the
decision function (the hypothesis) becomes:
l

f ( x) 

 y K ( x .x)  b
i i

i

(4)

i 1

This allows the SVM algorithm to solve real-world
problems where data can be non-linearly separable.
Additionally, in feature space, some slackness can be
introduced in the support vector machine developed
above so that some error is tolerated. This is done by
adding slack variables (representing violations of the
margin constraints) to the cost function. With this
modification the optimization problem becomes:
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l

Minimize w.x  C

i 1

2

(5)
i

subject to yi (wi .xi )  b  1   i , i  1,2,...l

(6)

where  i , i  1,2,...l are slack variables and C is a penalty
error constant coefficient whose best value is determined in
practice by trail and error adjustment.
Solving for support vectors (optimizing the dual
function) is a quadratic convex programming problem, for
which many numerical solution algorithms exist. Figure 2
shows the structure of the SVM classifier.

The 20 samples of each sign are divided into two
parts: training and testing. The training data for each
sign consists of 15 samples, and the remaining 5 samples
are used for testing. The duration of every sign is
different, even the samples of the same sign
implemented by the same signer will take different time.
Thus the number of data points from each sensor is
different. For example, the 20 samples of the first sign
have a number of data points that ranges between 15 and
22, as shown in Figure 3. The number of data points for
the other signs ranges between a maximum of 40 and a
minimum of 10. For the recognition machine, the
number of data points on all samples of the signs should
be the same. Therefore, a pre- processing step is added
to unify the number of data points. The duration of each
sign implementation is divided into 10 segments. If the
number of data points is not a multiple of 10 then the
extra points are distributed among the first segments. For
example if a sign has 23 data points, then each segment
will have 2 points except the first three segments will
have 3 data points. The mean and standard deviation of
each segment is calculated. Thus, each sensor signal is
represented by 20 values which are the mean and
standard deviation of the 10 segments of the signal.

Figure 2. The Support Vector Machine Structure
The above formulations can be extended to the
classification of n classes by one of the following methods :
1. Build n classifiers, each capable of separating patterns
belonging to one class from all other patterns.
2. Build the n-class classifier by feeding input to each of
the two-class classifiers and choosing the class
corresponding to the maximum f k ( x), k  1,2,....,n
The multi-class problem can be solved in a direct manner as
well as by generalizing the procedure used for the two-class
case [14].
VI. CASE STUDY
A volunteer from the deaf community performed the
signs to generate samples for the learning machine. The
signer was chosen among adults to insure his fluency in sign
language and the accuracy of the signs. The Signer
performed twenty samples of each of 100 two-handed signs
selected from the Arabic Sign Language Dictionary. The
signer starts with his two hands resting on his side as shown
in Figure 4. A button is pressed to signal the start of the sign.
As soon as the sign is completed, the button is presses again.
This process is repeated 20 times for each sig to produce a
total of 2000 samples.
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Figure 3. The number of data points of the 20
samples of the first sign
There are 56 measurements of the signs including
22 from each glove and 6 from each hand tracker. Each
sensor signal is represented by 20 values which are the
mean and standard deviation of each segment.
Therefore, each sign is represented totally by a vector of
length 1120 values. PCA is used for dimensionality
reduction as explain in Section IV. Thus, the 2000
vectors representing 20 samples of each of 100 signs are
normalized and the mean is subtracted. The covariance
matrix is found and its eigenvectors and eigenvalues are
calculated. The vectors, each of length 1120 values,
which represent the samples of the signs, are
transformed to a lower dimension by a linear
transformation matrix formed by the eigenvectors of the
covariance matrix. The number of eigenvectors chosen
determines the size of the feature vector. The
eigenvalues represent the variance of the data when
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projected onto the corresponding eigenvectors. Therefore,
only the eigenvectors corresponding to the highest
eigenvalues need to be considered. Figure 4. Shows the
values of the first 100 eigenvalues, where the first eignevalue
is 8,5629 and the 100th eigenvalue is 0.9133.

parameters for this application are the error penalty
constant, C= 110, and   0.15 . The trained SVM is
tested using the remaining 5 samples of each sign that
have not been used in training. The performance of the
trained SVM on the testing data lead to 99.6% correct
classification where only two samples of the total 500
are misclassified as other signs. The two samples belong
to one sign that is misclassified to another sign where
the two signs differ only on the location of the hands,
while the all the sensors have almost the same values as
seen in Figure 6. The result shows the viability of SVM
for the recognition of Arabic sign language.

Figure 4. The eigenvalue spectrum
To determine suitable dimensionality of the feature
vector for this application, an experiment is performed where
several numbers of eigenvectors between 1 and 1120 are
considered. The accuracy of the recognition system on the
testing samples is calculated. Figure 5. shows the relation
between the size of the feature vector and the accuracy of the
recognition system on testing data. The figure indicates that a
feature vector of size 70 would give the best performance.
The figure indicates also that increasing the size of feature
vector beyond 500 elements degrades the performance is it
adds irrelevant information.

Figure 6. Frames of the two signs that has been
misclassified
To further test the performance of the developed
system, another signer provided about 300 samples from
15 signs. The samples were sued to test the already
trained SVM. However, the recognition rate did not
exceed 63%. The low recognition rate could be due to
the fact that the Arabic Sign language is not fully
standardized and the two signers are from two different
areas of the Kingdom. However, when samples from the
second signer are included in the training, the
recognition rate reaches 93%. This result indicates the
need to collect samples from more signers to fully test
the possibility of signer independent system.
The recognition process of each sign at this stage
takes about 3 seconds. However, when a large number of
signs are considered, the SVM has to be parallelized so
that the recognition is done in real time.

Figure 5. Performance with different number of feature
vector
A support vector machine is trained using 15 samples of each
of the 100 collected signs. The SVM has 70 inputs and one
output. The output unit takes a value between 1 and 100. The
value of the output unit indicates the sign that the input
vector is assigned to. The Kernel function used in the SVM
is the Radial Basis Kernel. After several experiments, it was
found that a suitable values of the user defined SVM
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VII. CONCLUSION
This paper is a contribution to the area of Arabic
Sign Language recognition, which had very limited
research. Two CyberGloves and two trackers are used to
collect the signs data. The gloves and trackers provide
56 signals. The durations of the signs are different;
therefore, the collected data is pre-processed by dividing
the duration of each sign into 10 segments and taking the
mean and standard deviation of each segment. Thus each
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sign is represented by a vector of length 1120 components
which represent the mean and the standard deviation of each
segment of the sign. Principal component analysis is used for
feature selection. A support vector machine is used for the
recognition. 20 samples of each of 100 different signs are
collected from an adult deaf signer. 15 samples are used for
training and 5 for testing. The PCA is used to get effective
features from these signals. A feature vector of size 70 is
shown to classify the signs very well. A recognition rate of
99.6% was achieved with only 2 signs are misclassified
among the 500 signs used for testing which indicates a good
performance of the developed system. For future work all
signs of the Arabic Sign Language Dictionary will be
recognized and several signers will provide the samples so
that we reach a signer independent recognition system.
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Abstract—Desktop Cloud can enhance business agility and
reduce the total-cost-of -ownership, it introduces long network
latencies and the power of local PCs cannot be utilized fully.
This paper presents a light-weight mode for desktop cloud,
which stores legacy desktop software in the cloud storage while
streaming and running them on the user’s PC locally. In
details, based on the light-weight virtualization, software can
be converted into portable counterparts and stored in the
cloud. Moreover, a run-time system is implemented, including
a user-space file-system for cloud, to stream and run the
remote software on local machines. Local cache and data prefetch mechanisms are also adjusted to suit the file-accesspattern of software. This prototype has been implemented and
tests show it is practical for much daily-used software.
Keywords- Cloud computing; user-space file system; OS-level
virtualization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Existing software delivery model is usually based on a
large number of distributed PCs executing operating system
and desktop software independently. As mentioned by
Gartner Group [1], for enterprises, deploying and managing
personal operating systems and software in this mode are
very expensive, which is the most important determinant of
PC total cost of ownership (TCO). Personal users also face
the similar problem.
Desktop Virtualization [2][3], combined with cloud
computing allows users to run desktops on virtual machines
(VM) hosted at the data center and access them as a service
through some remote desktop protocol (RDP) [4][5], which
is also called as “Desktop Cloud” [6]. Then, users can
enhance business agility and reduce business risks, while
lowering TCO.
But, for this solution, the client PC is used as a thin-client
device, which executes the graphical interface of desktop to
convey input and output between the user and the data center
where software is really running. Therefore, there are two
drawbacks: the user's feeling would not be good when it is
employed across the Internet because of the long network
latency [7]; secondly, processing power of the client PC
cannot be utilized fully. To solve these problems, some
Desktop clouds using Web applications are provided [8] [9].
Now, modern web applications are driving toward the power
of fully functional desktop software such as email clients,
productivity apps, etc. The user can access the personalized
operating environment anywhere. But, the enormous legacy
desktop software cannot be used in this model.
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To fully utilize local PCs and legacy desktop software, a
light-weight Desktop cloud solution is proposed here, which
stores legacy Windows desktop software (rather than VM) in
the cloud storage, and streams and runs them on the user’s
PC on-demand.
Because software is executed locally, the power of client
PCs can be used efficiently; on the other side, as existing
cloud storage services can be used as the backend without
any modification, some key features of cloud computing,
such as dynamic scaling of infrastructure, flexible usage
based pricing, rapid service provisioning, can be still
maintained.
To reach this target, three challenges should be
conquered:
1) Legacy desktop software should be converted into
portable software transparently.
OS-level virtualization is employed here to solve this
problem. Every virtualization environment shares the same
execution environment as the host machine. Therefore, such
an environment can have very small resource requirements
and thus its overhead is light-weight.
In our approach, existing desktop software is made
portable: each software instance runs in an OS-level
virtualization environment. This environment intercepts
some resource-accessing APIs from the instance, and
redirects them to the actual storage position(s) rather than the
host. Then, in the user’s view, he / she can launch software
conveniently, although it does not exist on local disks.
2) Users should access the portable software in the
cloud just like common desktop software; therefore a
transparent and friendly delivery mechanism is needed.
A Windows user-space file system for cloud storage is
designed. It acts as a proxy for file system accesses: file
operation requests from portable software (e.g., CreateFile,
ReadFile, WriteFile, etc.) to the Windows I/O subsystem
(runs in kernel mode) will be forwarded to the corresponding
user-space callback functions which visit real data in the
cloud and send results back.
We implement such a file system based on Dokan [10], a
development framework for Windows user-space file system
(like fuse [11] for Linux), and the Amazon S3 interface.
3) Performance optimization
Some optimizations are adopted: all metadata is prefetched by client ends, which will be updated as necessary
during the running time; local cache for frequently-used data
is enabled to decrease the number of remote accesses, as well
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as a data pre-fetch mechanism which can adapt to different
access patterns of diverse software.
We implement such a prototype for Windows OSes and
extensive tests show that, these optimizations are efficient
for much daily-used software.
This solution has its own limitation: portable software
can only be used on compatible local OSes, while the
traditional desktop clouds support any local OS only if a
browser or some proper RDP client is available. However,
we believe our proposal is practical because now Windows
OSes still dominate the desktop PC market.
In this paper, we first present the model of portable
software and the design of its runtime system. The userspace file system and optimizations are given in Section 3, as
well as the access control mechanisms. The prototype is
introduced in Section 4, as well as the performance tests.
Finally, we present related works and the conclusion.
II.

PORTABLE SOFTWARE

Usually, Windows software can be regarded as
containing three parts: Part 1 includes all resources provided
by the OS; Part 2 contains what are created/modified/deleted
by the installation process; and Part 3 is the data
created/modified/deleted during the run time. For Windows
OS, the resources here mainly refer to files/folders and the
related system registry keys/values.
During the runtime, the software instance accesses
resources of all parts on the fly: some resources are read-only
while some may be modified/added/deleted. So, no part is
fixed: those modified at run time will be moved into Part 3.
To make the existing software portable, all parts should
be captured and made portable except for Part 1 while Part 2
and 3 should be accessed on demand.
A. Installation Snapshot
The modifications made by the software’s installation
process must be captured to enable Part 2 portable. Some
system monitoring tool, like InstallWatch [12], is used.
In this implementation, a target application is installed on
one clean Windows system, while InstallWatch is running to
log those files created or modified in this process, as well as
registry additions and modifications. Then, all
files/folders/registry-keys created or updated are collected to
be stored in a dedicated position. Till now, Part 2 is obtained.
B. Runtime System
Detours [13], a library developed by Microsoft Research
Institute, is used to intercept those Windows APIs accessing
files and registry entries during the runtime. Then, all
accesses to files and registry entries are intercepted and
redirected to the dedicated storage position as needed. In
another word, API Interception is employed to complete a
lightweight virtualization environment to make all parts
accessible by the software’s executable file transparently.
The strategies are:
1) Any non-modification operation is executed on site;
2) Any modification is moved to Part 3 so that the
local host can be kept unchanged;
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3) Any query will return the combination of results
from all parts. If there is any duplication, Part 3 owns the
highest priority while Part 1 is the lowest.
For details, please refer to our previous work [15][16].
III.

STREAMING SOFTWARE FROM THE CLOUD

Now the windows software can run without installation
as the runtime system provides all resources transparently.
Then, the next question is how to design a delivery
solution that should own the following features or functions:
Transparent to users and software; access control; high
efficiency on network access; dependent on the OS to the
minimum extent
We design a user-space file system for cloud storage to
reach the target. Firstly, with file system interfaces, the
access method is compatible with the operation style of
Windows desktops. And from the viewpoint of users, the
remote software looks just like stored in a local drive
Secondly, two aspects of access control are implemented.
The first is based on API interception to prevent portable
software from accessing some local private information. The
second works the other way round, which uses the processhierarchy information to protect files of portable software
from illegal copy.
Some optimizations are also adopted: all metadata is prefetched by client ends, and will be updated when necessary;
local cache for frequently-used data is enabled to decrease
the number of remote accesses, as well as an adaptive data
pre-fetch mechanism. The user-space implementation can
achieve most above functions in the user level, which is
helpful to port our system to other OSes.
Finally, it is necessary to note that, the backend cloud
inherently owns some features like dynamic scaling, high
availability and rapid service provisioning. Therefore, this
paper is focused on the client-end design, which
communicates with the backend via some standard protocol.
A. The file system framework
This framework contains four parts: the first is the
software instance accessing the user-space file system. Its
related file operations are sent the Windows IO subsystem,
which will be intercepted by our kernel proxy driver that
redirects them to the user-level interception program that
registers some callback functions to process corresponding
operations respectively.
For more details, please refer to our previous work
[15][16].
1) File MetaData
When a user launches the file system first time, the
interception program contacts the remote server for login.
Then it gets all metadata of his/her customized portable
software and the version number based on the user ID. The
metadata contains the following information:
Full paths of all files and folders; the attribute, size,
creation-time, last-access-time and last-write-time of all files.
The received metadata is saved on the client permanently.
When there is any file modification in the cloud, the updated
metadata will be sent back during the subsequent procedure
to keep data consistency.
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Therefore, any metadata access can be completed locally,
which speeds up the corresponding operations (like browsing
directory, etc.) remarkably.
2) File Data
When a file is opened for read, it will be redirected to the
remote position to fetch the real data (the local cache and
pre-fetch are both employed, which will be described later).
If there is any write, a copy-on-write method is used,
which means the whole remote file will be fetched to the
client at first, and then any subsequent operation can happen
locally.
As the file system is being unmounted, any new and
modified files/folders will be transferred to a remote position
(reserved for every user) hosted in cloud. So at the next time,
the user can reach his/her latest metadata and data of all files.
3) Remote access
Our file system communicates with the backend through
the S3 [14] interface, which is used by Amazon’s notable
cloud storage service. In S3, data is organized as objects in a
bucket identified by unique IDs, which can be accessed
through the standard HTTP protocol. Therefore, any file of
portable software is regarded as an object in S3 and is
identified by its full path name. Its URL looks like
http://server_address/portablesoftware /full...path/filename.
For any new or modified file of a user, its naming style is
different. For example, if John creates a new file (\program
files\app1\file.name),
the
URL
looks
like
http://server_address/portablesoftware/john/program
files/app1/file.name.
In addition, for each user, the metadata info of his/her
portable software, combined with the above-mentioned lists,
is stored in a special position: http://server_address/
portablesoftware/username/metadata_list_version_num.
In summary, all users share portable software stored at
the common place; each has the private space for any new or
modified files to avoid write conflicts, as well as all metadata.
Then, any whole file can be downloaded with the HTTP
GET method while any part of a file can be accessed with
the same method using the Range Header Field.
B. Access control
1) Protect the local info
As mentioned in Section 2, file accesses from portable
software are intercepted, therefore the user can configure a
white list to restrict the allowed range to protect his/her
private info.
Another method is that any process of portable software
is spawned with less permission rights; for example, its
Access control List (ACL) is set as the Guest privilege. So
the private data of the current user can be protected.
2) Protect the portable software
Users can access software files just like they are using the
local file system, so how to prevent the illegal copy is a key
consideration.
An access control based on the process-hierarchy is
designed to protect essential files. The root of the hierarchy
is the interception program that can access all files while any
process outside of the hierarchy is forbidden.
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For more details, please refer to our previous work
[15][16].
C. IO optimizations
The user-space file system is grounded on the backend
cloud. If all reads were completed remotely, our solution
would be very slow. To alleviate this, two methods are
adopted.
1) Local cache
We analyzed the file-access-pattern of the running
process for some frequently-used software; it is found that,
most frequently-used files belong to those accessed during
the startup process, which only occupied a limited ratio of
the whole capacity. For example, the following frequentlyused software is converted into portable versions:
Abiword 1 , PhotoShop, Lotus Notes, VLC (a powerful
media player), 7Zip, UltraEdit, ClamWin (an anti-virus
program), FileZilla, Gimp (an open source picture editor),
Acrobat Reader, WarZone2100 (a real-time strategy game),
On-screenkeyboard.
Tests show that, the average ratio of the amount of data
accessed during the start-up process to the whole capacity for
the given software is about 21%.
Based on this observation, some frequently-accessed data
is cached locally and its replace strategy is also based on the
usage frequency.
At the first time, the cache is empty and then the run
speed is fairly slow. During the run time, the cache is
fulfilled according to the usage frequencies of data. Then for
the following runs, the performance is improved because
reads will be partly hit in the local cache.
2) Data pre-fetch
Besides the local cache, pre-fetch is another potential
method to reduce the number of data access across the
Internet. And its efficiency depends on the concrete access
mode: for sequential accesses, it will be highly efficient.
We study the access behavior on any single file. For a
given file, two arguments are defined: a is the ratio of the
number of sequential reads to the total read-number, and b is
the ratio between read amounts. The greater the value of a or
b is, the better the effect of pre-fetch is. A file is sequential if
and only if the values of a and b are both more than a
threshold. Another conclusion from the analysis is that, for
given software, its file-access-pattern is fixed regardless of
its storage position. Then, we only adopt pre-fetch for these
sequential files. In the current implementation, the threshold
is set as 66% and the pre-fetch distance is 32KB.
IV.

PROTOTYPE AND TESTS

We have implemented the prototype using VC 2005.
A. Performance Tests
1) Test Methods
Two types of performance metrics are measured.
 Start-up time
1

The Microsoft Office applications can also be made portable by us, but it
cannot run on the virtual file system because of some bugs of DOKAN.
As stated at http://dokan-dev.net/.
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The application start-up time is the key metric of the
prototypes’ usability: the time it takes for applications to
begin to respond to user-initiated operations is a measure of
what it feels like to use the system for everyday work.
In our test, CreateProcess is invoked to launch the given
software, and then another API WaitForInputIdle is used to
judge whether the new process has finished its initialization
and is ready to response user’s input or not. As
WaitForInputIdle returns, the elapsed time is logged as the
start-up overhead.
 Run time
A special program is used to record the user’s inputs of
the keyboard and mouse and replay them after start-up.
Based on this tool, we design scripts to control software to
complete a series of operations, which looks like triggered by
a real user. For example, for the word processing software,
one document is created and compiled for several seconds
and saved before termination. Moreover, between any two
continuous operations, some random waiting time (less than
one second) is inserted to simulate the human’s behavior.
The elapsed time is logged as the run time.
2) Test Environments
The client platform is a Windows Vista PC, equipped
with 2 GBytes DDR2 SDRAM and one Intel Core Duo CPU
(1.86GHz). The hard disk is one 160 GBytes SATA drive.
It uses one 100M Ethernet adapter to access the Internet.
The client machine should cross the Internet for data. So
where to place the server is decisive for the performance.
Two cases are considered.
In Case 1, it is assumed that some edge server can be
found to provide the download service, therefore the web
server is located in the CERNET (Chinese Education &
Research Network, is the second largest network backbone
in China.) as well as the client PC. This is a common case
now: Content Delivery Network has been widely used for
software downloading. As disclaimed by Akamai, the world
leading CDN provider, most visit requirements can be
fulfilled by some edge server(s) just a single-hop away.
The network throughput between the client and this
server is about 1.89MBps and the average response time is
about 6ms, which are tested by Qcheck, a free and
professional network benchmark program.
In Case 2, the server is located outside the CERNET. The
throughput is 998KBps and the response time is 32ms.
Two Windows 2003 servers, equipped with one Intel
Core 2 Duo E4500 CPU (2200MHz), 2 GBytes DDR2
SDRAM, and one 240GBytes SATA II disk, are used for
these two cases respectively.
3) Test cases
Case 1:
The original start-up time / run time
(portable software is saved in one local disk).
Case 2:
The start-up time / run time based on the
user-space file system (portable software is saved in one
local disk, which is also mirrored as a virtual drive; then the
software is launched through this drive.)
Case 3:
The start-up time / run time based on the
user-space file system for the remote server located inside
the CERNET; no cache, no pre-fetch;
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Case 4:
The server is located inside the CERNET;
the cache hit ratio is 20%, no pre-fetch;
Case 5:
The server is located inside the CERNET;
the cache hit ratio is 33%, no pre-fetch;
Case 6:
The server is located inside the CERNET;
the cache hit ratio is 50%, no pre-fetch;
Case 7:
The server is located inside the CERNET;
the cache hit ratio is 66%, no pre-fetch;
Case 8:
The server is located inside the CERNET;
the cache hit ratio is 80%, no pre-fetch;
Case 9:
The server is located inside the CERNET;
no cache, the pre-fetch size is 32KB;
Case 10~Case 16: The server is located out of the
CERNET and other conditions are the same as those of Case
3~Case 9.
Some software cannot be controlled by our automation
method; therefore the software number in the run-time tests
is less.
We present the detailed results from Figure 1 to Figure 5.
To present clearly, all results have been normalized,
compared with the values of Case 1.
4) Test results
For the start-up time (Figure 1 ~ 3), the user-space file
system itself introduces less than 96% extra overheads
(comparing Case 2 with Case 1), as the file system causes
more context-switch operations.
The exception is WarZone2010 (in Figure 1), whose
extra overheads are much more because its access-pattern is
special: it reads one sequential file many times while each
time only two bytes are fetched. Similarly, when our file
system is based on the remote servers, its start-up time
becomes much longer: about 7720% extra overheads in Case
3 and 26590% in Case 10 (compared with Case 1). But prefetch is very efficient for this game, the speed-up ratios are
11 in Case 9 and 17 in Case 16, compared with Case 3 and
10 respectively.
For the other software (in Figure 2 and 3), our system
introduces about 890 % extra start-up time on average in
Case 3 and 1452% in Case 10 (compared with Case 1).
When the cache-hit ratio is 80%, the corresponding results
are 88% and 264%. So, the network performance largely
determines program behaviors; and local cache is a highlyefficient method to improve the performance, except for
some tiny software because their disk-IO overhead is so
small that the IO sub-system affects its whole performance
little. For pre-fetch, the speed-up ratios are 1.25 in Case 9
and 1.44 in Case 16 respectively.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, the most frequently-used
files only occupied a limited ratio of the whole capacity. In
our tests, one local cache of 140MB can reach the hit-ratio of
80%. Then, for much frequently-used software, after several
runs, their performance on our system is really acceptable.
For run-time tests (in Figure 4 and 5), the results are
better: because the waiting time overlaps the background
transfer operations and much data required has been fetched
during start-up, about 11% extra overheads in Case 8 and
18% in Case 15 are introduced. Because our scripts only
complete some simple and common operations, this result is
for reference only.
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V.

RELATED WORK

A. Cloud Computing
Cloud Computing refers to both the applications
delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and
systems software in the datacenters that provide those
services. As [16] said, there are three types of Cloud
Computing, which are classified based on the level of
abstraction presented to the programmer.
Amazon EC2 [17][18] is at one end. It presents a virtual
computing environment, allowing customers to launch
instances with a variety of operating systems, manage
network’s access permissions, and run image, which is
compatible with legacy desktop software completely.
Google AppEngine [19] is at the other extreme. It is an
application-domain specific platform, which just hosts
traditional web applications. As we know, this mode is
incompatible with the desktop software, which asks
developers to write new applications.
Accordingly, there are mainly two types of Desktop
cloud. The first is based on the thin-client computing mode,
which hosts VMs running desktop systems on the data center
and users access them through some RDP. IBM Smart
Business Desktop Cloud [20], VMWARE’s ThinApp [21]
and Citrix’s XenAPP belong to this catalog.
The second refers to the Web-Application based [8] [9].
It provides a desktop-like GUI on the browser, which
contains many web applications.
Another important service provided by the cloud
computing is cloud storage, like Amazon’s S3, Microsoft’s
Live Skydrive [22] and so on. Cloud Storage delivers
virtualized storage on demand, over a network based on a
request for a given quality of service (QoS).
B. Software Streaming
Virtualization has been deployed for software streaming.
A solution is Progressive Deployment System (PDS) [23],
which is a virtual execution environment and infrastructure
designed for deploying software on demand. Another
practical solution is Microsoft’s SoftGrid [24]. SoftGrid can
convert applications into virtual services that are managed
and hosted centrally but run on demand locally.
Our previous work [15] also provides a solution for
software streaming based on lightweight virtualization and
p2p transportation technologies. Compared with [15], this
work is based on the cloud storage and a new user-space file

system is introduced. Another previous work [16] of ours is
about how to fast deploy desktop software in a VM-based
cloud environment (like EC2).
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a solution to convert the existing
Windows desktop software to on-demand application stored
on the cloud storage, which could be regarded as a mode of
SaaS. As we know, this is the first prototype of such a
solution. Two main technologies were used: the first was
OS-level virtualization, which made legacy software portable;
and the second was a user-space file system that provided the
user a transparent interface to access them. In addition, some
access control mechanisms were implemented.
Owing to the local cache and pre-fetch mechanisms, tests
showed that, for much frequently-used software, their
performance was acceptable with a limited local cache.
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Figure 2. The start-up time (The server is inside and values have been normalized).

Figure 3. The start-up time (The server is outside and values have been normalized).
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Figure 4. The run time (The server is inside and values have been normalized).

Figure 5. The run time (The server is outside and values have been normalized).
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Abstract— Cloud computing is known as an IT environment
that includes all elements of the IT and network stack,
enabling the development, delivery, and consumption of Cloud
Services. In this work in progress paper, we present a brief
introduction to the concept of cloud (types and services). Then
we outline a state of the art of different existing solutions of
cloud. A comparison tables are also proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

The current network architectures make difficult reusability and
increase costs. These architectures not take into account the
changing functional requirements at the application
development. Faced to costly development, redundant
interconnections (point to point), a big complexity and

difficulty to maintain, Coud computing and service oriented
architecture are a very effective response to these issues in
terms of reusability, interoperability and reduce coupling
between different systems to ensure their cooperation.
Cloud computing is the next generation platform that
provides dynamic resources, virtualization and high
availability. Cloud computing is not associated with a
particular technology, protocol or provider. In practice,
applications and data are no longer on the local computer
but in a “cloud” composed by a number of remote and
interconnected servers. Cloud computing describes a new
supplement, consumption and delivery model for IT
services based on Internet, and it typically involves the
provision of dynamically scalable and often virtualized
resources as a service.
Cloud computing offers: Ubiquitous network access, location
independent resource pooling, rapid elasticity, self Service
and Instant-On, elasticity and Pay-as-you [1].
This paper is divided into two sections. The first one presents
types of cloud and models of services in these clouds. Then,
the second section describes related works which exposes
characteristics of some existing solutions of clouds and
comparative tables of these solutions related to
infrastructures, platforms and services.
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II.

CLOUD COMPUTING: TYPES & SERVICES

A. Types of clouds
Three types of cloud could be presented: Public clouds,
Private clouds and hybrid clouds.
Public cloud: the services are delivered to the client via the
Internet from a third party service provider
Private Cloud: these services are managed and provided
within the organization. There is less restriction on network
bandwidth, fewer security exposures and other legal
requirements compared to the public Cloud.
Hybrid Cloud: there is a combination of services provided
from public and private Clouds [2].
B. Models of Service
We find in literature everything as a Service (EaaS).
EaaS is the concept of reusable component called across
network. It’s a subset of cloud computing. “as a Service”
was been associated with others functions such as
communication (CaaS) or data (DaaS). Three models of
service are the most used.
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): This model is a modern
form of utility computing and outsourcing. IaaS can manage
computer resources (networking, storage, virtualized
servers). This model allows consumers to deploy and
manage assets or leased server instances, while the own
service providers govern the underlying infrastructure.
Platform as a service (PaaS): It facilitates the development
and deployment of applications without the management of
the underlying infrastructure, by providing all necessary
equipment to support the entire life cycle of construction and
delivery of Web applications and services. This platform
consists of software infrastructure, and typically includes a
database, middleware and development tools. This type of
service typically operates at a high level of abstraction. Users
can manage and control resources that they deploy in these
environments. Service providers maintain and govern
application’s environments, server instances, and the
underlying infrastructure.
Software as a Service (SaaS): The hosted software or
applications are consumed directly by users. Consumers
control only the way in which they use cloud services while
service providers maintain and manage software, data and
the underlying infrastructure [3].
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III.

COMPARISION OF SEVERAL CLOUD’S SOLUTIONS

In this section, we describe some platforms of clouds
and then we summarize in a comparative tables some
characteristics of IaaS then PaaS [4] and SaaS as shown
respectively in Table 1 and Table 2.
A. Eucalyptus
Eucalyptus for "Elastic Utility Computing Architecture
for Linking Your Programs To Useful Systems" is an open
source software to implement Infrastructure as a Service in

center. This tool supports Xen [8] , KVM [9] and VMware
[10] and access to Amazon EC2s [11].
OpenNebula was designed to be integrated into any network
and storage solution. OpenNebula manages the storage,
networking and virtualization technologies to enable the
establishment of dynamic multi-level services (groups of
interconnected virtual machines) on the distributed
infrastructure, combining the resources of physical
machines and cloud distance, based allocation policies

Figure 2. OpenNebula’s architecture [12]
Figure 1. Eucalyptus’s Architecture [5]

the cloud. The architecture of eucalyptus is simple, flexible
and modular with a design hierarchy as shown in Figure 1.
Three essential components of eucalyptus [6]:
Cloud controller queries information about resources from
node managers, makes the scheduling decisions and executes
them by using the cluster controllers.
Cluster Controller collects information about a set of virtual
machines and schedules their execution on specified node
controllers.
Node controller is running on each node that is designated to
host virtual machine. It manages the implementation,
inspection, and the termination of the VM on the host where
it runs.
Users have the ability to execute and monitor virtual
machines deployed throughout the physical resources in a
flexible, portable, modular and easy manner. The design of
eucalyptus gives users the flexibility to seamlessly move
applications to Eucalyptus on-premise on the public cloud,
and vice versa. Eucalyptus also makes easy the deployment
on the hybrid cloud, using resources from public and private
clouds for the unique advantages of each [6]. The
disadvantage is the lack of an interface to manage virtual
machine and an advanced monitoring.
B. OpenNebula
OpenNebula is an open source manager of virtual
infrastructure [7], able to build private, public and hybrid
clouds. OpenNebula offers flexible architecture, interfaces
and components that could be integrated into any data
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OpenNebula consists of three components [13]: core (Virtual
Infrastructure Manager): Manages the lifecycle of the virtual
machine by running the basic operations (deployment,
monitoring, migration).
Capacity Manager (scheduler) module that governs the
functionality provided by the core of OpenNebula:
workloads balancing in virtual machines. Virtual Access
Drivers: virtualization layer. The drawback of openNebula
is the lack of GUI (Graphic User Interface)
OpenNebula provides the "load balancing" across nginx as
shown in Figure 3.
Some advantages of OpenNebula [13]:
- Centralized management of the balance of the workload
"load balancing", server Consolidation, resizing dynamic
infrastructure, partitioning Dynamic Clustering, Support for
heterogeneous workloads, and supply virtual machines on
demand.

Figure 3.

Load balancing in Open nebula [12]
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C. Nimbus
Nimbus is an open source toolkit that provides
"infrastructure-as-a-Service». It allows a client to lease
resources in distance by deploying virtual machines (VMs),
for building a desired environment [14].
Nimbus Cloud Storage offers the model pay-as-you-go and
scalability (scale up and scale down as needed without
adding expensive infrastructure). It allows customers to
reduce costs and eliminate the task of management, giving
them the freedom to focus on their business.
Nimbus allows providers to build clouds: Private clouds
(Workspace Service: Open source implementation EC2) and
developers to experiment with clouds: research or the use /
performance improvements and contributions. It requires
certain dependencies are installed first. On the service node:
Java (1.5 +) and bash. On the nodes of the hypervisor:
Python, bash, ebtables, dhcpd, and KVM or Xen libvirt. It
supports both interfaces EC2 (Elastic Computing Cloud)
and WSRF (Web Service Resource Framework).
D. Abicloud
Abicloud is an open source infrastructure for building and
managing public and private clouds based on heterogeneous
environments. The tool offers users the ability primarily for
scaling, managing, providing automatic and immediate
servers and networks [15]. AbiCloud is auto scale: We can
change the number of virtual servers, storage and memory.
Therefore allows the platform to scale up or down as
needed. The platform of AbiCloud is modular because it
tries to improve the scalability of the system. The
architecture is represented by the Figure 4.
abiCloud_Server: contains the business logic of the global
platform of clouds and interacts with the database.
abiCloud_WS: This virtual assembly line of the platform
interacts with various virtualization technologies to manage
virtual machines. AbiCloud_VMS (Virtual Monitor System)
is the component developed to monitor the virtual
infrastructure to learn about events or states. AbiCloud
Appliance Manager: This component enables the
management, distribution and scaling (scalability), allowing
the import of external applications to the cloud platform.
This component is under development.
AbiCloud Storage Management: This component is currently
being formulated and will be dedicated to the integration of
storage platform systems. abiCloud_client: this web
application RIA developed in Flex enables users to manage
their private Cloud [15].
E. FlexiScale
The FlexiScale architecture is modular and can
accommodate different implementations of its functionality.
Virtual Iron is used which is built on the top of Xen
Hypervisor and works as an external management layer for
the virtual servers. FlexiScale is a Multi-tier architectures
enabled by a high-speed internal multiple gigabit Ethernet
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Figure 4. Abicloud’s architecture [15]

network. It’s a data center architecture which is designed to
deliver a guaranteed QoS level for exported services.
FlexiScale gives a pay-as-you-go virtual dedicated server. It
offers Self-service provisioning of servers via API. Also,
Additional servers can be launched in under a minute based
on FlexiScale’s operating system images or images created
by user, highly automated and rapid provisioning of
additional processing or storage resources [16].
F. Windows Azure
Windows Azure is Microsoft's offer on Cloud
Computing. This is an application platform providing
services, accommodation and administration tools.
Windows Azure is an operating system for cloud services
that serves the development, service hosting and service
management environment for the Windows platform Azure
[17]. Windows Azure provides developers ability to do
computing and storage and also the management of Web
applications on the Internet through on demand data center.
Windows Azure is a flexible platform that supports multiple
languages and could be integrate with the existing
environment. In addition, Windows Azure supports popular
standards and protocols, including SOAP, REST, XML and
PHP. Accommodation Azure will provide a set of
scalability features of operating on demand. It is thus
possible to obtain and allocate additional processors if the
scalability of an application requires it [4].
G. Google appEngine
AppEngine is intended solely for conventional web
applications, the application is structured with a clear
separation between the third load and the storage. In
addition, AppEngine applications should be requestresponse. AppEngine provides automatic scaling and high
availability. For example, AppEngine is not suited for
general computing. He admits a fixed topology structure to
accommodate the 3-tiers application [18].
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H. Force.com
Force.com is a Multi-tenant architecture with metadata
driven development model. It means that’s a single instance
of the hosted application which is able to serve all customers
(tenants). Force.com is a SaaS service confined to API. It
insures load balancing among tenants. It uses Apex language
or database service and supports for .Net, C#, Apache
Axis,…Concerning
provisioning,
with
multi-tenant
environment, create development, test, staging, training, and
production environments are quickly, easily and costeffectively (in a single tenant environment every new stack
must be separately provisioned, managed, and scaled) [19].
IV.

[17] Nicolas CLERC , ” Windows Azure – Présentation technologique,
Expertise des ecosystems”.
[18] http://code.google.com/appengine, August 2010.
[19] www.salesforce.com , June 2010.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we introduced cloud computing overview. We
presented layers of clouds, actors and its different types.
Then, we summarized some current cloud solutions. Others
cloud solutions like IBM solution or EmotiveCloud,
Claudia, could be studied in the future in addition to IaaS
frameworks. In future works, we will also try to focus on the
concept of cloud provisioning and study how Service
Oriented Architecture could helps us to perform cloud
provisioning in scalable manner.
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TABLE I.

COMPARAISON OF SEVERAL IAAS CLOUD’S SOLUTIONS

Eucalyptus

OpenNebula

Nimbus

AbiCloud

FlexiScale

IaaS

IaaS

IaaS

IaaS

IaaS

Public /

Private

Public

Public/

Public

Service
Cloud’s type

Private
Scalability

Private

Not

Scalable

Scalable

Scalable

Scalable

Multi-platform

Support

Support

Not support EC2

Scalable
Compatibility

Not

VM support

VMware, Xen, KVM

support EC2

EC2, WRSF

EC2

Xen

virtualBox,

Xen

Xen,

Hypervisor

Xen, VMware

VMware
Structure

Module

Module

Component

Module

Module

Provisioning Model

Immediate

Best effort+ haizea:

Immediate

Immediate

Self provisioning

advance reservation,
immediate, best-effort
+ reservoir: Immediate, Besteffort
Load balancing

Simple load balancing

Nginx as load balancing

cloud controller

auto

configuration

Automatic with cluster

of virtual clusters s

TABLE II.

COMPARAISON OF PAAS AND SAAS CLOUD’S SOLUTIONS
Azure

Appengine

Force.com

Service

PaaS

PaaS

SaaS

Scalability

Scalable

Scalable

Scalable

Xen

Multitenant architecture

VM support

Hypervisor

Multitenant
Architecture

Provisioning Model

-

-

Immediate

Load balancing

Should install software

Automatic

Load balancing
among tenants

Storage model

SQL Data Services

MegaStore/BigTable

-

Fixed topology to

-

Azure storage service
Networking Model

Automatic based on programmer’s
declarative descriptions of app
components
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accommodate
3-tier Web app structure
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Abstract – Recently, more effort has been put into developing
interoperable and distributed environments that offer users
exceptional opportunities for utilizing resources over the
internet. By utilising grids and clouds, resource consumers and
providers, they gain significant benefits by either using or
purchasing the computer processing capacities and the
information provided by data centres. On the other hand, the
collective intelligence paradigm is characterized as group
based intelligence that emerges from the collaboration of many
individuals, who in turn, define a coordinated knowledge
model. It is envisaged that such a knowledge model could be of
significant advantage if it is incorporated within the grid and
cloud community. The dynamic load and access balancing of
the grid and cloud data centres and the collective intelligence
provides
multiple
opportunities,
involving
resource
provisioning and development of scalable and heterogeneous
applications. The contribution of this paper is that by utilizing
grid and cloud resources, internal information stored within a
public profile of each participant, resource providers as well as
consumers, can lead to an effective mobilization of improved
skills of members. We aim to unify the grid and cloud
functionality as consumable computational power, for a)
discussing the supreme advantages of such on-line resource
utilization and provisioning models and b) analyzing the
impact of the collective intelligence in the future trends of the
aforementioned technologies.
Keywords – Grid computing; Cloud computing; Collective
Intelligence; Mobility Agents

I. INTRODUCTION
Grid computing is defined as the combination of several
distributed resources from multiple Virtual Organisations
(VOs) for solving a single problem, which is usually a
scientific or technical problem [13]. A VO is a group of
members whose resources function as a unit. This form of
distributed computing tends to be distinguished from the
conventional systems, by offering a heterogeneous
environment of loosely coupled connections. On the other
hand, over recent years the notion of clouds has proven to
be a model that has had significant commercial success [15].
The commercialized distributed resources are spread across
the internet and are available for purchase from users by
offering capabilities of resource management and
provisioning. It may be noted that the concepts behind grid
and clouds can be described from a technological
perspective as a novel way for a) achieving intercollaboration among several users or distributed resources
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(from the grid viewpoint) and b) a high quality and ondemand resource provisioning model involving various
stakeholders (from the cloud viewpoint). In other words,
clouds can utilise enterprise resources by serving multiple
users across an inter-cooperated grid environment.
Fundamentally, the service-oriented infrastructures of both
technologies aim to provide a virtualization model of
entities as services and the seamless interactions and
integration of these services. In terms of virtualization we
define everything that can be virtualized in any environment
separated by the underlying location and spread across the
internet. In general, cloud technology is derived from grid,
virtualization, and utility computing [14], [18]. Utility
computing is a priced service of server’s capacity that is
accessed over the grid [15]. In any case, all the
aforementioned technologies collaborate with each other,
aiming to offer a user resource over the internet.
One of the major advantages of on-demand
technologies, e.g., cloud, utility and virtualized computing is
that by a subscribing cost users don’t have to deal with
hardware and software licences, versions, incompatibilities,
failures and maintenance. On the other hand, the complex
requirements of users, which include subscription cost
versus the usage, are drawbacks of clouds. In general,
several resources including hardware and software can be
delivered to users with different needs. The clients that
utilize the resources may be categorized as uncomplicated
consumers, business and enterprises as well as multitenancy users. So, the different requirements raise several
complications and complexities. A simple example is that,
companies are reluctant that their data are outside their
firewall. From the user perspective, cloud participants want
to be charged only for the amount of resources that they use.
However, cloud and grid, have proven to be secure, reliable
and scalable and the resources which are put to use
according to actual requirements have an efficient load
balancing feedback mechanism [18]. In the case of
uncertain or pre-specified boundaries the complexity of
users’ requirements may be approached by a more
generalised model [1]. It is apparent that the actual
capabilities of several resources are dependent on how grids
or clouds are employed. Since clouds are related to usage
concepts and grid is relative with technological concepts,
the collective intelligence goes one step further with ondemand resource provisioning. This may eliminate and
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remove the need to over-provision in order to meet the
demands of millions of users by evaluating their knowledge.
The collective intelligence is a paradigm suggesting a
new source of empowerment by monitoring the exchanged
intelligence among cloud and grid users. This is when data,
software applications or computer processing power are
accessed by a cloud of online resources and can be reused to
support decision making and team building [17]. The digital
communication and sharing of data can be collected and be
analysed by a perception model. The collective learning
may offer (in the future) grids and clouds that employ a
creative method by evaluating current data and offering new
knowledge to a neighbourhood of users. The intercooperation model among unknown members may
significantly improve the production of collective
intelligence knowledge, and especially in a competitive and
sharp environment.
In the following sections, we discuss the motivation of
the study (Section 2), and the related work and definition of
similar technologies (Section 3). We then continue by
introducing the inter-cooperation model of grids and clouds
and the collective intelligence application (Section 4, 5). We
then use this to discuss a case study of clouds and grids as a
means of forming the collective intelligence method
(Section 6). Finally, we conclude our study with the future
work section and the proposed challenges part (Section 7).
II. MOTIVATION
Various approaches and definitions of clouds exist [14,
18], all conclude that cloud is comprised of grid,
virtualization and utility computing notions [13]. Each of
these technologies may be seen as a set of layers that
encompass the cloud, which could exploit user behaviour
and draw collective intelligence. In a broader view, a cloud
can be seen as a customized grid. The members forming the
cloud can access resources, solve problems similar to grids
but in a more structured, scalable and personalised
management manner; as well as by charging a subscription
cost. A grid VO may offer the cloud a geographically
distributed environment formed under a common policy
management scheme either centralized, or de-centralized.
Consequently, VO members may utilize resources to solve
VO defined problems.
It is common that within a VO, members or resources
perform interactions based on two different perspectives.
Firstly, the centralized management system monitors the
procedure and is responsible for the service negotiation.
Secondly, the decentralized control system of autonomous
acting VO members. A typical VO will have access to many
facilities which are not owned and managed by the VO [13].
These facilities may be multi-participant communities,
resources or VOs. Mutually, in a VO, a universally agreed
model of policies has been adopted by each individual, and
determines the accessibility factor of each resource.
From the viewpoint of the decentralized solution, the
mobility agents’ paradigm offers a novel technology of
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achieving communication among loosely coupled
connections of multi-institutional VOs [4]. By considering
the grid as a coordinated problem solving approach in
dynamic environments, agents may be the means of acting
dynamically and autonomously whilst performing migration
to any inter-connected member [10]. Moreover, collected
knowledge among cloud or grid members may be organised
and shared by utilizing the intelligent agent model. The
essence of the aforementioned standard may be achieved by
using the framework of Self-led Critical Friends (SCF)
which fills the gap between consumer’s providers and
enables inter-operation of nodes from various grid VOs [6],
[7]. The ultimate goal is to extend the conventional grid’s
bounded VO topology to a wider dynamic community
established upon SCFs knowledge of members from
different grid and clouds domains also known as Critical
Friends Community members.
Originally, the SCFs act as intermediate stations in the
communication between multiple grids by providing an
extended environment. SCFs may act among a cloud of
users, so the collective intelligence may be extended.
Essentially, an expanded intelligent agent takes information
about their interest, problems and behaviour and
recommends to users, and companies, solutions and
information for improving services as well as proposing
new forms of social applications. As typical to Web 2.0
applications an online community’ interests and activities
can be captured by software APIs of any device and give
profit to stakeholders; even if they are providers, resellers,
adopters or users [8]. The SCFs could fulfil the gap among
resource consumer and providers by expanding the
community boundaries.
III. RELATED TECHNOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS
The related technologies are slightly different in the use
of terminology and it is hard to be distinguished as they
usually offer the same type of services [14]. For that reason,
we suggest that shared resources should be separated in the
following ways according to their service orientation:
a) The Software as a Service (SaaS) framework
provides specific cloud capabilities concerning software
functionalities available through the internet. Each
individual can access the applications from any device [18].
Examples include commercial SaaS, project online tools and
customer relationship management tools.
b) The Hardware as a Service (HaaS) framework, also
known as infrastructure as a service (IaaS) provides
computational power and resources [18]. This type of cloud
is similar to the virtualization environments in which
applications are separated from infrastructures and computer
capacity is shared over the web.
Similarly, service orientation clouds can be also
separated according to their deployment orientation [18].
Firstly, there are private and public clouds whose
functionality is to behave as intra and inter collaborated
environments. In both scenarios, clouds are similar to
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private and public VOs. It is also essential that specific
measures and policies are applied by a VO management
control system. Secondly, there are community clouds
which are typically similar to grid technology, and can
aggregate public clouds or dedicated resource
infrastructures.
We can hence separate clouds according to their service
or deployment orientation; however, the data centres which
initiate cloud capabilities may consider, from either
perspective, that a collective intelligence concept can be
utilized. It should be mentioned that members of grid or
clouds can behave as resource owners as well as resource
consumers, so they have to respect policies and credentials
of VOs or VO members. From the view of a resource
consumer, their requirements may be organized as follows
[16]:
a) May belong to one or more VOs or clouds
b) May have several roles and actions
c) May control internal roles, actions and memberships
d) May assign priorities to members jobs
e) May list resources and internal knowledge in a
metadata snapshot profile
f) May assign special credentials to specific members
g) May enable or not authentication to other members
h) May select or deselect roles and actions
On the other hand the requirements from the perspective
of the resource providers are organised as follows:
a) VOs or clouds should control resource participation
b) VOs or clouds should specify their own policies and
resource authentication
c) VO or clouds should have a consistent authorization
process
d) VO or clouds must be able to specify requirements
on any resource for specific roles.
e) Within a VO or a cloud a common policy model
should be agreed
Not all of the above requirements are necessary
attributes of grid or cloud members. However, it is the basis
for a collective intelligence model of policies and strong
communication links. Resource providers and consumers
should support such infrastructures aiming to improve
performance and profit.
Overall, grid and cloud environments provide a way to
implement future applications about monitoring knowledge
and improving software intelligence. It is evident that the
analysis of requirements is a difficult aspect of such designs.
Finally, an intelligent agent model may assist in the
consolidation of a requirement scheme, based in a secure
and elastic scalability model. In order to organize such a
strategic model, it is crucial to identify the accessibility
factor of each VO. In this direction, we suggest that it is
necessary to store agreement protocols within each
member’s public profile. We define this storage as the
metadata snapshot profile, which is available upon request
from any member. The profile stores data about a member’s
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potential. In other words, it is a unique intelligence storage
place for each individual. By viewing it as such, we can
construct several metadata snapshot profiles, and realize a
collective intelligent model of inter-cooperating members.
IV. CO-OPERATING GRIDS AND CLOUDS
It has been proposed that “the real and specific problem
underlies the grid concept is coordinated resource sharing
and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual
organizations” [10]. In other words, they suggest that
resource sharing must be synchronized clearly negotiated
and defined among resource owners, consumers and
providers. Finally, the multi-institutional statement refers to
a collaborating environment of several VOs.
It is very important that the resource discovery method
of resources fulfils the needs of resource consumers and
providers. The resource discovery method in such uncertain
environments starts when a member requests information
from the metadata snapshot profile of any connected grid or
cloud participant. The profile contains various data but
initially we are seeking for the addresses of well known and
trusted nodes. In figure 1 we assume that n1 can access n2 as
well as any other member of VO1. However n2 contains a
new address of the related (and inter-connected) member b1,
so n2 assigns a reference contract to the SCF contract and
updates the profile of n1. At this stage n1 is capable of
establishing a connection with b1. However n1 then requests
information from b1 as they are both trusted members so
they follow the same procedure and the new updated profile
of n1 contains the addresses of all members of VO2. The
procedure continues and all members from both VOs have
access to any resource available to the mutually
interconnected VOs.
Self-led Critical
Friends

N2
N1
N2VO1
N3VO1
...
B1VO2
B2VO2
...

B2
B1

VO1
N2
Updates
N1

N1VO1
N3VO1
...
B1VO2
...

B1
Updates
N1

VO2
B2VO2
B3VO2
...
N2VO2
...

B1 VO2
B4 VO2
...

Figure 1: The SCFs communication model

In such situations mobile agent functionality may serve
the aforementioned model by traversing a specific route. By
moving from one location to another it visits all individuals
of a VO. Each time an agent moves to a specific location it
carries internal data about physical resources and internal
knowledge. During their route traversal agents are capable
of visiting different platforms and by collecting and
updating internal data as they continue the journey. In other
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words, the collective intelligence carries the internal data
from member to member as a list of addresses, capacities
and information such as beliefs and desires. This has the
potential for stakeholders, including providers, resellers, and
users to utilize a users’ demands and requests to identify
solutions for well defined problems in a fast and reliable
manner.
V. COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
The goal of collective intelligence is to harness the
system of self-centred grids, clouds and agents to secure a
sustainable relationship, so that coordinated individuals may
solve problems more efficiently [5], [9]. In general,
collective intelligence of unified and synchronized grid and
cloud communities can offer significant advantages. A clear
example in nature is the ants; an individual ant is not very
powerful, but a colony of ants can achieve significant
results. Collective intelligence can be found in many
systems, and it is known as swarm intelligence, ant colony
optimization and neural networks. So, we may describe such
a method as collective intelligence, which can be seen as an
infrastructure or environment in which individuals can do
simple operations, however by working they are able to
perform and solve complex problems. It is almost certain,
that the complexity of the aforementioned environments is
high as they are formed from different resource consumers
and providers connected in loosely coupled groups. In our
vision, intelligent agents fulfil the gaps of security and
transparency in grid or cloud members’ communication. So,
their characteristics are that they:
a) Present a digital community with information
exchange capability as well as purchasing, selling,
storing, transmitting and processing means
b) Collect information about other member’s potentials

c) They categorise facts, comments and opinions of
members

d) Offer a secure sustainable relationship among
resource providers and consumers

e) Migrate to any members’ device by moving a part
of their code
Inside a grid or cloud community the need for
reinforcing a collective intelligence model may be prove to
be significantly profitable for all the participant groups. This
is the case when the individuals’ contribution to the grid or
cloud is equal. However, a division of labour model can be
applied to these communities as each member may have a
different domain of specialisation. In other words,
limitations of one member may be satisfied from any other
member. Since not everybody can perform all tasks, a group
where different individuals contain different knowledge will
collectively cover a much larger domain.
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VI. CASE STUDY:
AN INTER-COOPERATED CROWD-Y CLOUD
By crowd-y cloud we define a community aware cloud
in which users’ perceptions and desires are captured from
artificially intelligent agents. The crowd contains all kinds
of devices that can access the grid or cloud and can utilize
resources for any purpose [21]. In our view the intelligent
agent model can serve the aforementioned vision as a means
of achieving decentralization of grid and cloud VOs.
The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA)
provides a framework for an interoperable agent solution
that can be used for the development of co-operating agent
systems [19]. The agent service of the above standard
provides an environment for organising the procedure of an
agent travelling within unknown large scale domains with
dynamic behaviour. We have proposed an approach that
separates each mobile grid service into static and mobile
parts that can dynamically migrate across grid nodes is
presented in [11]. The specific design based on the FIPA
agent management specification is the following:
a) Agent Management System as the place to create
the agent life-cycle
b) Directory facilitator as a yellow page directory of
the well known and trusted members addresses
c) Agent Container Service which provides the runtime environment of agents
d) Message Transport System which constitutes the
communication bus among the agent platforms
In a previous work [2] we have discussed the resource
discovery methods of interoperable grid agents based on the
above FIPA specification. We analyzed existing resource
discovery methods of agents and proposed a new solution
for inter-collaborated agents [1]. In this paper we suggested
that resource discovery is a systematic and continually
updating process occurring directly within a VO. Finally,
we concluded that solution of discovery includes either
internal broadcasting agents, or internal travelling agents as
a decomposition model of local agents in order to achieve
an efficient and effective low response time.
In the following section we describe commercial efforts
of the crowd-y clouds. In this way, we aim to utilize the
intelligent agents’ paradigm for delivering high quality
applications, which implement major parts and concepts of
grid and clouds. It is essential that we use specific
middleware based on the Java Agent Development
Framework (JADE) and that it is installed on all cloud
devices [12]. In our case study, the grid technology serves a
cloud by providing the problem solving environment, and
the cloud provides the personalised view of the problem
description. Notably, the underlying infrastructure maintains
standard policies and securities articulated from the VO. In
previous works we have defined the minimum requirements
that need to be addressed and supported by grid members
[1], [3]. We have organised the profile information to
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node collects and updates the internal information and then
returns back to the host.
The service can be repeated with any of the other
members, however each time other parties should be alerted
of the service creator address. On the other hand, interplatform agents offer a decentralized model which creates
platforms dynamically for each individual without having to
know the other members platform settings. In such
environments each VO member contains a different
platform which is created locally and generates an agent.
Agent functionality involves waiting for requests from other
agent platforms in order to exchange internal knowledge. In
other words, any of the agents are capable of performing
communication directly so a new service can be created
dynamically. Figure 3 illustrates this procedure.
Host
Node

InterPlatform A
Creates Agent A

Node1

InterPlatform C

A
ov
es

tu

m

s
rn

InterPlatform B

Node2

re

include Policy Management Control for identifying the level
of agreed protocols for communication between different
parties and addresses of trusted members. Then Knowledge
Base Pairing is used as the procedure for job description
coupling and the Physical Resources Announcement
provides the mechanism for advertising internal hardware
and software capabilities. Finally, Time Constraints for
storing historical data about execution and communication
times from previous delegations are also utilised. It is vital
to acknowledge policies among different VO parties as well
as respecting internal VO rules and actions.
In our study we aim to improve the Knowledge Base
Pairing for collaborating members of a crowd-y cloud. More
specifically, the agents travel through the cloud and by
collecting information from each member’s public profile,
return back to their starting point. This position may be a
stakeholder, and may be either the resource provider or the
resource consumer. Our Example (Figure 2) we demonstrate
the cloud of members, including providers and consumers.
It should be mentioned that we decompose the cloud into
smaller neighbourhoods that act as VOs. In addition the
SCF offers a novel resource discovery method by acting a
mediator in communication between the loosely coupled
members.

Creates Agent B

B

Inform ation
exchange A

Creates Agent C
moves

A

Information
exchange C

Figure 3: The inter-platform agent communication

4

Figure 2: The crowd-y cloud of users

Each resource of the aforementioned figure contains the
agent middleware for creating and destroying agents. Our
example (Figure 3) consists of three members that are able
to communicate with each other. A node is selected to be
the host, which in our case will be able to create the agent
service. The remaining nodes are capable of creating a subplatform specification which refers to the Host member
platform. The platforms consist of containers which could
be scattered among many different hosts with one main
container on a host running the Remote Method Invocation
(RMI) service. All the agents on one platform communicate
using the RMI protocol which is the intra communication
mechanism internal to a platform. In other words, subplatforms accept communication from an agent A, while an
internal agent waits for the connection. The agent starts
from the host platform and by traversing a route to each
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The case discussed above illustrates the inter-platform
communication model; in which agents are dynamically
created by the inter-platform utility. The mobile agent
migrates to a different platform and exchanges information
with local agents. This solution predisposes the need for
compatibility between different platforms and security
issues are resolved by the agents. The economic gains of
such an application to resource stakeholders are huge if we
consider that these resource clouds may be transparent to
the user and reliable to the provider. The virtualisation of
the computational power, in conjunction with the
heterogeneous nature of the grid, creates a scalable and
elastic environment. Overall, the crowd-y cloud may
address similar issues within any cloud system, but more
importantly, we aim for a collective intelligence model of
agents rather than a cloud of members.
The major benefits of a crowd-y cloud can be described
from two perspectives; the resource consumer and the
resource owner. We assume that each member contains a
sensor API which may receive users’ perceptions. These
perceptions include noise levels, allergies, diseases and air
pollution from the device holder environment, for example.
The collected data may be transferred from member to
member instantly as a form of resource information and
may suggest, to users, statistics about low, medium, good
and high quality for a particular locations or set of locations.
By getting evidence from the environment as well as
utilizing the grid functionality we may improve disaster
relief, and in general generate environmental reports about
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specific geographical locations. Furthermore, policy makers
may categorise the leasing opportunities for buying or
selling properties according to noise levels. Also,
governments may generate reports and warnings for health
issues and welfare levels. In other words, future trends and
technological possibilities are derived from the
collaboration of technologies such as cloud, grid and
virtualization, aiming to deliver a personalised product to
users. By organising this collective intelligence we aim to
propose that a larger collection of members are smarter than
an elite few at solving problems, fostering innovation,
coming to wise decisions, and predicting the future. The
knowledge which is distributed everywhere can always be
promoted, cultivated and improved. This could lead to an
effective mobilization of skills. These skills are collected
from an agent and stored within the metadata snapshot
profile of a member.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In our study we have discussed a sufficient collaboration
opportunity among grid and cloud computing, aiming to
provide a collective intelligence model. The grid consists of
VO members utilizing resources in order to solve VO
defined problems but clouds are about users utilizing these
resources to solve problems and proposing solutions. The
future trend of these technologies is “reducing the carbon
footprint” [18] so it makes them friendlier to the
environment, and is also known as Green IT. We may
consolidate numerous users in this direction by presenting
the crowd-y cloud idea as an inter-collaboration
environment with extensive capabilities. The market players
should be ready for this step forward in order to improve
their business by overcoming the obstacle of user
requirements complexity. In this direction the agents based
model may assist the resource provisioning model in a very
proficient manner.
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Abstract — Performance is an open issue in data intensive
applications, such as image pattern recognition tasks. To
process large-scale datasets with high performance more
resources and reliable infrastructures are required for
spreading the data and running the applications across
multiple machines in parallel. The current use of parallelism in
high performance computing and with multicore hardware
support is costly and time consuming. To remove the burden of
building, operating and maintaining expensive physical
resources and infrastructures, Cloud computing is emerging as
a cost-effective solution to address the increased demand for
distributed data, computing resources and services. In this
paper, we explore and evaluate parallel processing
performance of an image pattern recognition task in the Life
Sciences based on a Cloud computing model: Infrastructureas-a-Service. Namely, we rent computing infrastructures from
cloud providers. We have developed the image pattern
recognition task in both sequential and parallel ways, deployed
them, and conducted our experiments on cloud infrastructure.
The performance has been evaluated using speedup as a
measurement. We have calculated the cost of our experiments,
which demonstrates that cloud computing could be a cheaper
alternative to supercomputers and clusters given this task.
Keywords — Parallel Computing; Cloud Computing; Image
Pattern Recognition; Life Sciences; Data intensive application.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Advances in storage, pervasive computing, digital
sensors, digital libraries and instrumentation have led to a
massive growth in the volume of data collected and the
number of geographically distributed data sources (e.g., in
many fields, biomedical research or image-based diagnosis,
data volumes are at least doubling each year). The efficient
exploration on these large amounts of data is a critical task to
enable scientists to gain new insights. Parallel computing is
naturally as a solution to solve this kind of problems by
dividing a large problem into smaller ones carrying out much
small calculation concurrently. The current parallel
processing systems are mainly supported by hardware with
multi-core and multi-processors with multiple processing
elements within a single machine and/or clusters and grids
with multiple machines connected together to work on the
same task simultaneously.
To deal with large datasets, more compute resources are
required to access large amounts of data and perform many
calculations across multiple machines concurrently.
However, incorporating data and compute resources into
parallel infrastructures (e.g., clusters) amenable to data
exploration is not an easy task. One has to take into account
scalability, reliability, fault-tolerance and cost-reduction.
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To remove the burden of building, operating and
maintaining expensive physical resources and infrastructures
(e.g., hardware, clusters etc.), cloud computing is emerging
as a cost-effective solution to address the increased demand
for distributed data, computing resources and services.
Cloud computing [1][2] is a type of distributed
computing paradigm augmented with a business model via a
Service Level Agreement between providers and consumers.
This definition has a two-fold meaning: 1) at a technical
level, cloud computing offers distributed resources,
infrastructures and services over the Internet to users, which
are created, operated and maintained by the cloud providers.
The consumers access these resources remotely without
running applications on local computers. Cloud computing
models are broadly classified into service and delivery
models. In terms of services provided by cloud providers,
there are three types of service models: Software-as-aService (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). Based on the way clouds
are delivered, three major types of clouds include public,
private and hybrid clouds; 2) at a business level, cloud
providers lease these resources immediately and temporarily
to cloud consumers when required. Often leases are paid by a
regular credit card transaction on a consumption basis.
In this paper, we explore and evaluate the parallel
processing performance of a task from the Life Science
based on IaaS. Namely, we rent computing infrastructures
from a cloud provider (i.e., Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(Amazon EC2 [3]) with full control of those computing
resources. We have developed the task in both sequential and
parallel ways and deployed them onto the rented
infrastructure. The performance has been evaluated and
compared using speedup as a metric.
The rest of paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents an image pattern recognition use case in the Life
Sciences, to which we have applied parallelisation. Section 3
describes the experiments we have conducted. Section 4
concludes the work.
II.

PARALLEL DATA INTENSIVE APPLICATIONS: AN
IMAGE PATTEN RECOGNITION CASE STUDY

A. Backgroung of the use case
The use case is from EUREXpress [4][5], which aims to
build a transcriptome-wide atlas for developing mouse
embryo established by RNA in situ hybridisation. The
project uses automated processes for in situ hybridisation
experiments on all genes of whole-mount wild-type mouse
embryos at the Stage 23. The result is many images of
embryo sections that are stained to reveal where RNA is
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present, namely, where gene patterns are expressed in
embryos. These images were then annotated by human
curators. The annotation consists of tagging images with
anatomical terms from the ontology for mouse anatomy
development. If an image is tagged with an anatomical term,
it means that anatomical component is present in the image
and it is exhibiting gene expression in some part of the
component. So far, 80% of images (4 Terabytes in total)
have been manually annotated by human curators. The goal
is to automatically perform annotation by tagging the
remaining 20% with the correct terms of anatomical
components (there are still 85,824 images to be annotated
with a vocabulary of 1,500 anatomical terms) and to provide
a means of tagging future data automatically. The input is a
set of image files and corresponding metadata. The output
will be an identification of the anatomical components that
exhibit gene expression patterns in each image. This is a
typical pattern recognition task. As shown in Figure1 (a), we
first need to identify the features of `humerus' in the embryo
image and then annotate the image using ontology terms
listed on the left ontology panel.

(a)

To automatically annotate images, three stages are
required: at the training stage, the classification model has to
be built, based on training image datasets with annotations;
at the testing stage, the performance of the classification
model has to be tested and evaluated; then at the deployment
stage, the model has to be deployed to perform the
classification of all non-annotated images. We mainly focus
on the training stage in this case. The processes in the
training stage include integration of images and annotations,
image processing, feature generation, feature selection and
extraction, and classifier design, as shown in Figure1 (b).
The specific processes are described as follows:
• Image integration: before starting the data mining,
we need to integrate data from different sources: the
manual annotations have been stored in the database
and the images are located in the file system. The
output of this process is images with annotations.
• The size of the images is variable and there is noise
in the images. We use image scaling and image
filtering methods to rescale and denoise the images.
The output of this process is standardised and
denoised images, which can be represented as 2dimensional arrays.
• After image pre-processing, we generate those
features that represent different gene expression
patterns in images. The resulting features of wavelet
transforms are 2-dimensional arrays.
• Due to the large number of features, the features
need to be reduced and selected for building a
classifier. Either feature selection or feature
extraction or both can do this. Feature selection
selects a subset of the most significant features for
constructing classifiers. Feature extraction performs
the transformation on the original features for the
dimensionality reduction to obtain a representative
feature vectors for building up classifiers.
• The main task in this case is to classify images into
the right gene terminologies. The classifier needs to
take an image’s features as an input, and outputs a
‘yes’ or ‘no’ for each of anatomical features.
B. Parallel the image patten recognition task

(b)
Figure 1. An image pattern recognition task
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1) Overview of parallel approach
It is well known that the speedup of an application to
solve large computational problems is mainly gained by the
parallelisation at either hardware or software levels or both
(e.g., signal, circuit, component and system levels) [6].
Hardware parallelism focuses on signal and circuit levels and
normally is constrained by manufacturers. Software
parallelism at component and system levels can be classified
into two types: automatic parallelisation of applications
without modifying existing sequential applications and
construction of parallel programming models using various
software technologies to describe parallel algorithms and
then match applications with the underlying hardware
platforms. Since the nature of auto-parallelisation is to
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recompile a sequential program without the need for
modification, it has a limited capability of parallelisation on
the sequential algorithm itself. Mostly, it is hard to directly
transform a sequential algorithm into parallel ones. While
parallel programming models try to address how to develop
parallel applications and therefore can maximally utilise the
parallelisation to obtain high performance, it does need more
development effort on parallelisation of specific applications.
In general, three considerations when parallelising an
application include:
• How to distribute workloads or decompose an
algorithm into parts as tasks?
• How to map the tasks onto various computing nodes
and execute the subtasks in parallel?
• How to coordinate and communicate subtasks on
those computing nodes.
There are mainly two common methods for dealing with
the first two questions: data parallelism and task parallelism.
Data parallelism represents workloads are distributed into
different computing nodes and the same task can be executed
on different subsets of the data simultaneously. Task
parallelism means the tasks are independent and can be
executed purely in parallel. There is another special kind of
the task parallelism is called ‘pipelining’. A task is processed
at different stages of a pipeline, which is especially suitable
for the case when the same task is used repeatedly. The
extent of parallelisation is determined by dependencies of
each individual part of the algorithms and tasks.
As for the coordination and communication among tasks
or processes on various nodes, it depends on different
memory architectures (shared memory or distributed
memory). A number of communication models have been
developed [7][8]. Among them, the MPI (Message Passing
Interface) has been developed for HPC parallel applications
with distributed memory architectures and has become the
de-facto standard. There is a set of implementations of MPI,
for example, OpenMPI [9], MPICH [10], GridMPI [11] and
LAM/MPI [12].

Figure 2. The processes of the task
In terms of the task graph shown in Figure 2 and the
dependencies between the processes, data parallelism can be
applied here. Processes such as ‘rescaleImg’ and
‘denoiseImg’ to ‘featureGen’ can have multiple instances
invoked without any internal status to be maintained between
these instances. After we get image samples from the process
‘obtainImg’, the samples can be partitioned into subsets and
distributed to different nodes that run multiple instances of
these processes. Therefore, the data can be parallelised.
Furthermore, parallelisation should consider how to
decompose a process itself into parts and executed these
parts in parallel. In this case, the decomposition of the
algorithms mainly focuses on feature selection and extraction
(i.e., Fisher's Ration algorithm [13]) and Classifier design
(i.e., K-Nearest Neighbour-KNN [14]). We have developed
parallel forms of these two processes, as shown in Figure 3
and Figure 4.

2) Parallel approach in this use case
Based on the flow chart of the use case in Figure 1b, we
model this image pattern recognition task as a direct acyclic
graph. Each node of the graph is a functional module, a
process or a subtask and the edge connected between nodes
is data flow, which shows true data dependency between
them. A direct acyclic graph for the training stage is shown
in Figure 2. The left-hand side shows the atomic processes of
the training stage. The right-hand side shows a higher-level
abstraction of the task. For instance, feature selection and
extract is composed of ‘featureMean’, ‘featureVar’ and
‘featureExtract’ atomic processes.
In terms of the nature of the algorithm used in this case,
parallel approaches used are mainly data parallelism and a
typical task parallelism (pipelining).

Figure 3. A parallel form of Fisher’s Ratio
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experiments on many physical computer nodes. However, to
buy and maintain physical resources is costly and time
consuming. We therefore make use of IaaS in the form of
cloud computing to perform our evaluation.

Figure 4. A parallel form of KNN
a) The rationale behind of parallel Fisher Ratio
The nature of the Fisher’s Ratio algorithm for feature
selection is to calculate Mean and Variance of image
samples for two classes (C1 and C2), as shown in the
following Equation 1 [13].

where
represents the mean of samples at the ith
feature in Class
and
represents the mean of samples
at the ith feature in Class
.
represents the variance of
samples at the ith in Class .
represents the variance of
samples at the ith feature in
.
Therefore, the feature selection can be decomposed into
smaller subtasks ‘featureMean’ and ‘featureStd’ and
executed with subsets of image samples on nodes. The
parallel form of the algorithm can be presented in Figure 4.
b) The Rationale behind of Parallel KNN
KNN is a classification algorithm to identify unknown
samples into a class based on the nearest distance with the
training samples. The common distance function is
Euclidean distance. In this case, the samples are represented
with features as vectors. The Euclidean distances therefore
are calculated between each training sample and a testing
sample, and then the nearest ones can be chosen. For all of
training samples, the calculation is a typical iteration task. To
exploit parallelisation in this algorithm, we use a special task
parallelism called ‘pipelining’. We divide an iteration of the
KNN task into several pipeline stages. The sample images
can be partitioned to subsets. The task of the distance
calculation between subsets of training samples and the
unclassified testing sample are executed at different stages
respectively. Figure 4 shows the parallel form of the KNN
algorithm using the concept of ‘pipelining’.
III.

EXPAERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION IN CLOUD
COMPUTING

To evaluate the performance of the parallel image pattern
recognition task described above we must conduct

A. Overview of Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is an evolution of various forms of
distributed computing systems: from original distributed
computing, parallel computing (cluster, to service-oriented
computing (e.g., grid). Cloud computing extends these
various distributed computing forms by introducing a
business model, in which the nature of on-demand, selfservice and pay-by-use of resources is used. Cloud
computing sells itself as a cost-effective solution and reliable
platform. It focuses on delivery of services guaranteed
through Service Level Agreements. The services can be
application software—SaaS, development environments for
developing applications—PaaS, and raw infrastructures and
associated middleware —IaaS.
In this study, without buying expensive clusters or
supercomputers, we adopt the IaaS model that enables us to
rent compute infrastructures from cloud providers. We have
developed and then deployed our application onto rented
compute infrastructure.
Among cloud providers (Amazon, Google, Saleforce,
IBM, Microsoft, etc), we have chosen Amazon EC2, one of
the most popular cloud providers, who provides
Infrastructure-as-a-Service to users, with a capability to
allow users to elastically expand or shrink the amount of
resources used. Unlike traditional physical resource leasing,
Amazon EC2 uses virtualisation techniques (e.g., Xen [15])
and releases virtual machines (instances) to users. Table 1
lists standard virtual instances from Amazon as an example
(please refer to other types of virtual instances in [3]). Users
can choose any instance and operating systems and pay for
the time an instance is ‘switched on’ (Table 1 also shows the
pricing for using Linux/Unix operating system on 1 June
2010).
TABLE I.
Stand.
Instance
Small
(m1.small)
large
(m1.large)
Extra large
(m1.xlarge)

AN EXAMPLE OF INSTANCE TYPES OF AMAZON EC2

Cores

RAM

Bit

I/O

Disk

1

1.7GB

32

Med.

160GB

Cost
Linux/Unix
$0.085/h

4

7.5GB

64

High

850GB

$0.34/h

8

15GB

64

High

1690gb

$0.68/h

B. Experimentatation and Evaluation in the Cloud
1) Performance metrics
We have used speedup as a performance indicator.
Speedup is considered as a ratio between the execution time
of the image pattern recognition task (Ts) on one single
computing node and the execution time of the task on
multiple computing nodes (Tm), represented as follows:
T
S= s
Tm

€
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The execution on one single node means all of processes,
data, and storage on one computing node. The execution on
multiple computing nodes includes any of these situations:
distributed data, distributed processes and distributed
storage.
2) Experiment configuration
We have developed the image pattern recognition task in
both sequential and parallel modes. We deployed them and
conducted our experiments on small instances (virtual
computers) of Amazon’s EC2, with speedup as a
performance indicator. To create an infrastructure on EC2,
we have registered a user account with Amazon EC2. We
launch instances by specifying the instance types and virtual
images that we have created for the image pattern
recognition task. In this study, we have used 12 small
instances for experimentation (at this moment Amazon EC2
limits users to a maximum of 20 instances running
concurrently). The specific configuration is listed in the
second row in Table 1 (m1.small).
3) Evaluation result
We have measured the performance under two factors: 1)
changing the size of input (i.e., number of image samples)
and 2) varying number of nodes (i.e., virtual computers). We
report averages over 30 independent runs for each scenario
(the choice of 30 runs is based on statistics). The evaluation
result is shown in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7. To
validate the cost-effectiveness of Infrastructure-as-a-Service
via cloud provision, we calculated the cost shown in Figure
8. Figure 5 shows the speedup. The X-axis represents input
size and the Y-axis represents the speedup. The result
demonstrates that the speedup increases with the increase of
the number of computing nodes. The speedup increases with
the increase of input size when the number of machines is
12. It fully embodies the advantage of parallel computing
when processing heavy loads (i.e., with 4000 images).

Figure 5 Average speedup for experiments with 1000, 2000,
3000 and 4000 images when using 2, 4, 8 and 12 nodes
running concurrently
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Figure 6 Average execution time of the task with
increasing number of images for different number of virtual
nodes running concurrently

Figure 7 Average communication time vs. the numbers
of nodes for increasing number of nodes with different
number of images

Figure 8 Average cost for performing the task using
Amazon EC2 in US Dollars with 1000, 2000, 3000 and 4000
images when using 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 virtual nodes running
concurrently
Figure 6 shows the execution time under different input
sizes and different numbers of computing nodes. With the
increase of input size, the execution time increases; with the
increase of numbers of nodes, the execution time decreases.
Figure 7 shows the relationship between communication
time and numbers of nodes. With the increase of input size,
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the communication time increases; with the increase of the
number of nodes, the communication time increases in the
first instance and then the increase rate slows down. In
Figure 7, the communication time with input size 4000 at
two nodes has a spike. This is mainly caused by the latency
of the Cloud during the execution after we have checked
various similar experiments.
Figure 8 shows average costs for running a full task in
US Dollars using Amazon’s EC2. In this case, since the
maximum execution time of the whole task for various
experiments running on one node is taken less than one hour,
the cost increases with the number of the virtual computing
nodes, for example, for one node, the cost is $0.085; for 12
nodes, the cost is $1.02. From cost-effectiveness point of
view, the users may consider running fewer virtual nodes
(despite that the execution time of the task running on 12
nodes is less than 5 minutes, comparing with 41-minute task
execution on one node).
IV.

[5]
[6]

[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, by a way of a case study, we explore
parallel approaches for an image pattern recognition task in
the Life Sciences and have developed both sequential and
parallel versions for this task. We have conducted a
comparison of different parallel setups that ran in a cloud
infrastructure provided by Amazon’s EC2. The performance
of parallel processing of the task has been evaluated where
the speedup increases with the increase of numbers of virtual
computer nodes and we achieve a linear scale up when using
maximum input size of 4000 images. The communication
time increases with the increase of input size. With the
increase of number of virtual computer nodes, the
communication time increases at the first beginning and then
the increase rate slows down.
We have calculated the average cost for running the
whole task. The maximum cost is $1.02 when lunching 12
virtual nodes, which shows that the use of Cloud computing
is still a cheaper solution comparing with that of buying
supercomputers or clusters. Nevertheless, it is also found the
cost increases with the number of computing nodes as long
as the maximum execution time of the task running one node
is less than one hour. In this case, there is still a possibility
that the users may choose to lunch fewer virtual nodes for
cost saving.
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Abstract— In this paper, we discuss algorithmical implications for the extension of autarky from propositional logic
to evaluate quantified boolean formulae (QBF). First, the
Davis-Putnam procedure for the satisfiability problem (SAT)
is described. Then we explain efficient known data structures
for SAT and extensions to QBF which we used in our solver.
Finally, we introduce the concept of autarky and describe how
detecting 2-autarky structures in a given QBF formula helps
pruning the search tree. To the best of our knowledge we are
the first to describe such techniques for QBF.
Keywords—Autarky; Davis-Putnam; SAT; QBF

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, the language of quantified boolean formulae (QBF) has gained importance for practical applications.
QBF allows for a concise representation of many classes of
problems [1], [2]: Gopalakrishnan et al. study the problem of
formally verifying shared memory multiprocessor executions
against memory consistency models for the Intel Itanium by
translating occurring problems to the satisfiability problem
(SAT) and QBF [1]. Mneimneh et al. also consider the application area of formal hardware verification and transform
the diameter problem — determining the length of a longest
of all shortest paths — for a class of large digraphs to QBF,
but end up converting their problem to SAT, because no
existing QBF solver is able to solve their problems [2].
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
preliminary definitions and concepts. Section III describes
the Davis-Putnam procedure for SAT along with efficient
data structures. Section IV discusses efficient data structures
used for extending Davis-Putnam to QBF. Based on our
experimental results (due to space limitations not discussed
in this paper). Sections V and VI derive enhancements to
the current algorithm by extending the concept of autarky to
QBF and discuss possible implementation approaches. Section VII concludes the paper by briefly evaluating the current
status and provides information on future development.

variables zi occurring in ϕ. The evaluation problem for a
given QBF Φ is to decide whether Φ is true or not. Example
QBF formulas are ∀y1 ∃x2 (y1 ∨ ¬x2 ) ∧ (¬y1 ∨ x2 ) which
is true and ∀y1 ∀y2 (y1 ∨ y2 ) which is false.
A literal L is a variable z or ¬z. For two different literals
Li , Lj with corresponding variables zi , zj of a QBF formula
Φ we may write Li < Lj if zi occurs to the left of zj in the
prefix of Φ. We use Lit(Z) as shorthand notation for the set
of literals for a given set of variables Z. Similarly, Var(Φ)
and Var(ϕ) are used for the variable sets occurring in a QBF
formula Φ and a SAT formula ϕ, respectively. A clause is
a formula κ = (L1 ∨ · · · ∨ Lk ) with literals Li ; the second
clause of the first example is (¬y1 ∨ x2 ) with literals ¬y1
and x2 . We say a SAT formula ϕ is in conjunctive normal
form (CNF), if it is expressed by a conjunction of clauses
ϕ = κ1 ∧ · · · ∧ κℓ .
III. DAVIS -P UTNAM FOR SAT
Both SAT and QBF describe prototypical complete problems for the important complexity classes NP and PSPACE,
respectively. Syntactically restricted forms of QBF describe
P
complete problems for ΣP
k and Πk within the polynomial
time hierarchy PH. For the remainder of this paper, we
consider only quantified boolean formulae Φ whose matrix
ϕ is in CNF. Indeed, for a given QBF formula Φ we may
generate in linear time an equivalent quantified boolean
formula whose matrix is in CNF [4, ch. 7].
The evaluation algorithm used within this paper is a
generalization of the Davis-Putnam procedure for SAT [5]
to QBF [6]. Figure 1 on the following page describes the
Davis-Putnam algorithm as recursive function. The algorithm utilizes the following two fundamental observations:
Lemma 1 (monotone literal [5]) If the literal L is monotone, i.e. by definition, L occurrs only positive (L = x) or
negative (L = ¬x) within the CNF formula α, then α is
equivalent to α[L/1] or α[L/0], respectively.


II. P RELIMINARIES
A quantified boolean formula Φ = q1 z1 · · · qn zn ϕ consists of a sequence of quantified variables, the so-called
prefix, followed by a quantifier free SAT formula ϕ, the
matrix of the formula. The prefix q1 z1 · · · qn zn contains
universal ∀ and existential ∃ quantifiers for propositional
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Lemma 2 (unit clause [5]) Let L be the literal of a unit
clause of the CNF formula α. Then α is satisfiable if and
only if α[L/1] is satisfiable.

Here α[L/ǫ] denotes the formula obtained from α by replacing each occurrence of L with ǫ ∈ {0, 1}. Furthermore,
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a clause κ is called k-clause, if κ contains only k literals
(L1 ∨ · · · ∨ Lk ), a 1-clause (L) is called unit clause.

Unassign(α, L) modifies the current formula to α by
making use of a recursion stack.

Function boolean Davis-Putnam(CNF formula* α)
Input: Pointer to CNF formula α.
Output: true if α is satisfiable and false otherwise.
begin
if α = 1 then return true;
if α = 0 then return false;
L ← Pure-Literal(α);
if L 6= NULL then
return Davis-Putnam(α[L/1]);
L ← Unit-Literal(α);
if L 6= NULL then
return Davis-Putnam(α[L/1]);
L ← Choose-Literal(α);
if Davis-Putnam(α[L/1]) then
return true;
return Davis-Putnam(α[L/0]);
end
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Figure 3: Data structure of clause κL = (L1 ∨ L2 ∨ L ∨ L4 ).

The formulation of Davis-Putnam is surprisingly simple.
Of key importance is the realization of data structures that
efficiently support necessary operations. With the sparse data
structure by Böhm and Speckenmeyer [7] used for our solver
the operations Assign()
and Unassign() need time

O |α|−|α[L/1]| , the test for unit clauses needs time O(1).

Figure 1: The Davis-Putnam algorithm for SAT.

Function Pure-Literal corresponds to lemma 1: it
returns for a formula α a pointer to a monotone literal if
it exists and NULL otherwise. Function Unit-Literal
utilizes lemma 2 and returns a unit clause if it exists and
otherwise NULL. The function Choose-Literal defines
the heuristic which literal to use next for branching. Good
experimental results are obtained by using the lexicographical heuristic [7]: Let hi (L) be the number of clauses of
length i in which a given literal L occurs. Then calculate:


Hi (A) = max hi (x), hi (¬x) +2 min hi (x), hi (¬x) (1)
Then, the variable with maximal vector (H1 (x), · · · , Hn (x))
according to the lexicographical ordering is chosen.
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Figure 4: Remove clause κL in time O(|κL |).

Figure 2 shows the used data structure for a 2-CNF
formula. There, literals and clauses are connected in the
following way: Every occurrence of a literal in a clause
corresponds to a literal object within the data structure, in
figures 2 to 5 depicted by ¬x or L .


L1

L2

O
/
0
/
/

Figure 2: Data structure for the 2-CNF formula
α1 = (x1 ∨ x2 ) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x2 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ).

As can be seen in figure 1, Davis-Putnam uses a depth first
strategy where backtracking occurs when a leaf labelled with
0 is reached in its execution tree. The algorithm executes a
method call Assign(α, L) or Assign(α, ¬L) for every
occurrence of α[L/1] or α[L/0], respectively. Upon leaving
the recursion on level α[L/1] the implicitly called method
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Figure 5: Shorten clause κL in time O(1).

All literals of a clause are connected through a doublylinked circular clause list as shown in figure 3. All literals
of the same type are connected through doubly-linked circular lists, so called literal occurrence lists depicted by the
columns in figure 2. The head of such a literal occurrence
list is displayed by ¬x . These list heads are themselves
divided in two doubly-linked, circular lists. The list pos
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connects the list heads of all positive literals, whereas the
list neg connects the list heads of all negative literals.
These two lists represent the yet unassigned literals in the
given formula.
When applying changes within the data structure,
bookmarking links are set to be able to easily revert
changes made when traversing the execution tree. Figure 4 on the preceding page shows the changes to the datastructure when removing a clause (e.g. when performing
α[L/1]) and similarly figure 5 shows the changes performed
when shortening a clause (e.g. when performing α[L/0]).
Operation
Unassign(α,L), Assign(α, L)
Unit-Literal(α)
Remove clause κ from α
Remove L from clause κ
Find clause κ with L ∈ κ

Runtime

O |α| − |α[L/1]|
O(1)
O(|κ|)
O(1)
O(1)

Figure 6: Runtime of operations for CNF data structure.

Figure 6 lists important operations of the data structure
with their corresponding runtime behaviour.

literal for a variable y and all ∀-quantified literals for
variables x occur to the right of y within the prefix of the
formula. The QBF datastructure saves all literals of a clause
in the order their corresponding variables occur within the
prefix.
Lemma 5 (existential unit clause) Let L be the ∃quantified literal of an unit existential clause κ of a
quantified boolean formula Φ, i.e., L < Li for all other
(∀-quantified) literals Li of the clause κ. Then Φ is true if
and only if Φ[L/1] is true.

Function boolean DP-QBF(QBF formula* Φ)
Input: Pointer to QBF formula Φ.
Output: true if Φ evaluates to true and false otherwise.
begin
if Φ = true or Φ = false then return Φ;
L ← Pure-Literal(Φ);
if L 6= NULL then
switch Quantifier(L) do
case ∃ : return DP-QBF(Φ[L/1]);
case ∀ : return DP-QBF(Φ[L/0]);
L ← Unit-Literal(Φ);
if L 6= NULL then
return DP-QBF(Φ[L/1]);
L ← Choose-Literal(Φ);
switch Quantifier(L) do
case ∃ :
if DP-QBF(Φ[L/1]) or DP-QBF(Φ[L/0])
then
return true;
else
return false;

IV. E VALUATING QBF
This section describes the changes necessary to extend
Davis-Putnam to QBF. The following lemma proves to be
an easy but fundamental tool for this:
Proposition 3 (substitution lemma [4]) Let Π be a prefix
and let Φ1 as well as Φ2 be two quantified boolean formulae.
Then follows from the equivalence of Φ1 and Φ2 , written
Φ1 ≈ Φ2 , that the quantified formula Π Φ1 is equivalent to
Π Φ2 , in other words: Π Φ1 ≈ Π Φ2 .

According to proposition 3, we may transform the matrix
of a QBF formula, just like we would for a CNF formula.
The proof is an easy induction on the length of the prefix Π.
Furthermore, we consider the following two lemmas which
may be easily derived from their CNF counterparts.
Lemma 4 (monotone quantified literal [6]) Let Φ be a
quantified boolean formula and let L be a monotone literal
of Φ, i.e. a literal whose complement ¬L does not occur in
the matrix of Φ. Then the following holds:
1) In case L is ∃-quantified, then Φ is true if and only if
Φ[L/1] is true.
2) In case L is ∀-quantified, then Φ is true if and only if
Φ[L/0] is true.

Lemma 4 means that in case of an ∃-quantified monotone
literal L we may remove all clauses containing L, whereas
in case of an ∀-quantified such literal we may shorten all
clauses that contain L by removing L.
We call a clause of a quantified boolean formula unit
existential clause if it contains exactly one ∃-quantified
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case ∀ :
if DP-QBF(Φ[L/1]) and DP-QBF(Φ[L/0])
then
return true;
else
return false;
end
Figure 7: Skeleton of Davis-Putnam algorithm for QBF.

The Davis-Putnam extension to QBF may be formulated as described in figure 7. There the functions
Pure-Literal() and Unit-Literal() correspond to
lemmata 4 and 5, respectively. We examine the heuristic
which delivers the literal to set next. Different to SAT
the choice for QBF is restricted to the leftmost group
of variables within the prefix that have the same quantifier. That means for a quantified boolean formula Φ =
∀Y1 ∃X2 ∀Y3 · · · ∃Xk ϕ with ∀-quantified variable sets Yi and
∃-quantified sets Xj first all literals belonging to variables
from Y1 are considered, then all literals belonging to variables from X2 , and so forth.
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The choice of a literal out of Lit(Yi ) respectively Lit(Xj )
is then determined by the function Choose-Literal().
For the lexicographic heuristic for SAT described by equation (1), the literal is chosen which occurs most often in the
shortest clauses of a given formula. Translated to QBF, a
literal with such properties out of the leftmost prefix group
is chosen. For QBF, the length of a clause is measured
by counting the number of ∃-quantified literals whithin a
clause, irrespective of its corresponding position within the
clause (see [8] for a similar approach). For example: a clause
(x1 ∨ y2 ∨ y3 ) is treated by this modified heuristic just like
the clause (y4 ∨ x5 ∨ y6 ∨ y7 ), while the unmodified heuristic
from equation (1) would rank the literals of the first clause
better than literals from the second clause.
V. U TILIZING AUTARKY FOR QBF
A function I : {x0 , x1 , x2 , . . .} → {0, 1} for variables xi
is called a truth assignment. If I is a partial assignment
that operates on a subset of the variables Var(ϕ) of a
SAT formula ϕ, then I(ϕ) denotes the formula obtained by
assigning truth values to this subset’s variables accordingly.

order in the prefix. The idea is to compute these subsets in
advance and later utilize them for search tree pruning. For
this, the following cases need to be considered:
Case 1: 2-∃∃-autarky {xi1 , xi2 }. If an autark truth assignment exists for two ∃-quantified variables xi1 < xi2 , we
have an already known case: all clauses, that contain either
xi1 oder xi2 may be removed. This is also true if xi1 and
xi2 do not belong to the leftmost prefix group.
Case 2: 2-∀∀-autarky {yi1 , yi2 }. For this case we closer
examine the structure of all clauses that contain yi1 or yi2 .
There are eight possibilites for membership of yi1 or yi2
within a clause. Figure 8(a) shows the four possible ways
that a clause contains either yi1 or yi2 , positive or negative.
Figure 8(b) shows the four possibilities that yi1 as well as
yi2 are contained in a clause. There • describes a positive
literal, • describes a negative literal, and ◦ shows that the
variable in question is not contained in the clause.
•
•
◦
◦

Definition 6 (autark assignment [9]) A truth assignment
I of some variables {xi1 , . . . , xik } of a SAT formula ϕ is
called autark, if the following holds: every clause of ϕ that
contains a variable xij is already satisfied by I.
If such an I “touches” a clause of ϕ, this clause is already
satisfied by I: every clause of I(ϕ) occurs in ϕ. Autarky
has the nice property that we may remove all clauses with
variables xij from ϕ without changing the satisfiability of
ϕ. The following easy remark gives further insight:
Remark 7 (Satisfiability of autark assignments) If I is
an autark assignment of variables Vaut = {xi1 , . . . , xik }
for a SAT formula ϕ, then ϕ is satisfiable if and only if an
assignment I′ exists that satisfies ϕ and the restriction of I′
to Vaut is identical to I, i.e., I′ |Vaut = I.
Proof. Let I be an autark assignemnt for ϕ, with variable
set Vaut and let H be a thruth assignment that satisfies ϕ. We
may alter I in accordance to H by defining I′ (x) = I(x)
if x belongs to Vaut and I′ (x) = H(x) otherwise. Then I′
satisfies ϕ.

For the easy case of 1-autarky with |Vaut | = 1 remark
7 corresponds to lemma 1 on page 1, the rule monotone
literal. Our experiments showed that this rule lead to good
results for quantified formulas, i.e. to considerably less
branching nodes within our execution tree.
Therefore we examine how to extend the concept of
autarky to quantified boolean formulae. We consider the case
of 2-autarky for a QBF formula Φ. Without loss of generality
Φ may contain no monotone literals. That means we examine
all variable subsets from Var(Φ) with size 2, respecting their
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◦
◦
•
•

•
•
•
•

(a) 1-structure.

•
•
•
•

(b) 2-structure

Figure 8: Clause structure for 2-autarky.

We have 28 = 256 possible structural occurrences of two
given distinct variables in the clauses of a CNF formula. Of
these occurrences only those need to be considered where
both variables occur at least once in a clause; so seven cases
may be rejected. By a combinatorical argument with some
case distinctions we may identify 90 cases of 2-autarkies
and therefore 159 cases of not-2-autarkies — this includes
symmetries and renamings of the kind z ← ¬z.
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(a) Three necessary branchings.
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(b) Two necessary branchings.

Figure 9: Branchings for 2-∀∀-autarky.

We discuss essential ideas with the help of some examples. Figure 9(a) shows a 2-autarky with three possible types
of clause-structures (. . . yi1 ∨ yi2 . . .), (. . . yi1 ∨ ¬yi2 . . .) as
well as (. . . ¬yi1 ∨ yi2 . . .). First we consider the case that
both variables are part of the leftmost prefix group. Then
branching according to the first column (i.e. I(yi1 ) = 1 und
I(yi2 ) = 1) does not make sense due to the 2-∀∀-structure.
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Then, in the worst case, each of the other branchings needs
to be considered.
How does the prefix order influence the algorithm? If
yi1 belongs to the leftmost prefix group we may branch
immediately. Because we have 2-autarky, the assignment of
yi1 leads to a monotone literal yi2 in the reduced formula
(which may be pruned, column 2). If this branch does not
lead to an abort, columns 3 and 4 need to be considered.
Here we must wait with the assignment of yi2 until either
allowed by the prefix ordering or a special rule (monotone
quantified literal, unit existential clause) applies.
For the case that yi1 does not belong to the leftmost
prefix group we may bookmark the 2-autarky for later
consideration.
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⇓
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Figure 10: Two branchings for 2-∀∃-autarky.

For the case of figure 9(b) on the preceding page we
have a different situation. Here also three different clause
types need to be considered, but with only two meaningful
branchings. Just like for figure 9(a) we do not need to branch
as described in column 1. This also holds for column 4 due
to the structure of column 3. Furthermore the same remarks
as above apply with regard to the moment we are allowed
to branch.
Case 3: 2-∀∃-autarky {yi1 , xi2 }, with yi1 ∀-quantified and
xi2 ∃-quantified, and yi1 < xi2 . We look at the preceeding
example: In case I(yi1 ) = 1, then xi2 becomes monotone,
and only branching for column 1 is necessary. If I(yi1 ) =
0, also because of monotony only column 4 needs to be
considered.
Case 4: 2-∃∀-autarky {xi1 , yi2 }, with xi1 ∃-quantified,
yi2 ∀-quantified, and xi1 < yi2 . For a structure analogous
to figure 9(b) on the previous page we only need to branch
for columns 2 and 3 (similar to the 2-∀∀-autarky).
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Figure 11: Two branchings for not-2-autarky.

All four cases have in common, that one reduction occurs
because of the rule monotone literal. This may ease the later
implementation. Also, not-autarky allows for simplifications
as well, as shown in column 3 and 4 of figure 11.
VI. C HANGES TO QBF DATA S TRUCTURES
From existing experiments with the rule monotone literal
for SAT formulas it is known [7], that this rule does not
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lead to considerable improvements and is usually left out.
For SAT solvers which use the described data structure
the heuristic (and its computation cost) has considerable
implications on the overall practical runtime of the solver.
For QBF formulas the heuristic has less choice due to
the prefix, on the other hand a wrong choice has stronger
implications. Here we consider how to practically implement
the proposed considerations by integrating them into our data
structure.
For a quantified k-CNF clause α with n variables and m
clauses the data structure requires O(k · 2n + k · m) space
so far: each literal L has a field of length k that counts
occurrences of L in clauses of length 1, . . . , k, where k ·
m is the size of the matrix. Therefore, the runtime of the
lexicographic heuristic is O(k · 2n). For QBF formulas the
heuristic requires O(k · 2 · |Z1 |) time, where Z1 denotes the
leftmost prefix group.
In order to consider structural information for a given variable pair (z1 , z2 ) for the heuristic Choose-Literal(),
a field s of length 8 is used for each relevant combination,
which counts the occurrence of the pairs (z1 , z2 ) in the
clauses of the formula. Only combinations of pairs are
relevant that occur at least once together in a clause. For
example: if x1 and y2 occur only as (. . . ∨ x1 ∨ . . .) or
(. . . ∨ ¬x1 ∨ . . .) and (. . . ∨ y2 ∨ . . .) or (. . . ∨ ¬y2 ∨ . . .),
the removal of a clause containing x1 or ¬x1 may not lead
to y2 becoming monotone. Therefore, structural information
of at most O(k 2 · m) many of O(n2 ) possible pairs needs to
be kept: for each of the m clauses only up to k·(k−1)
new,
2
so far not considered pairs may be introduced.
The fact that the set of O(k 2 · m) many field addresses is
static for a given input formula may be used for accelerated
access: A supporting data structure must provide for fast
access for any given variable pair. A possible solution for
this is to use corresponding hash functions.
When using hashing, a set of keys S ⊆ U with universe
U = {1, . . . , N } and |S| ≪ |U | is mapped to numbers
0, . . . , t − 1 with t ≥ s := |S|. Here, a hash function
h : U → {0, . . . , t − 1} is used. In case h|S is oneto-one, we call it a perfect hash function, which is per
definitionem collision free. We cite from [10] the result:
for every t ≥ 3 · s there exists a perfekt hash function,
which can deterministically be computed in time O(s · N )
and probabilistically in time O(s) and whose execution
requires time O(1). One such hash function is described
by a program with O(s · log N ) bits. For a short overview
on the subject we refer to [11].
Aside from hash functions we may also consider a hybrid
data structure like the trie or prefix trie for our purposes. So
[12] describes a variant of such a trie data structure suitable
for storing a set S ⊆ U , where s := |S| and N := |U | are
as above, with O(s) memory slots with
 O(log s) bits each
and worst-case access of O logs (N ) . For our case (r in
r · n = m denotes the ratio of clauses to variables) N = n2
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2
is polynomial in s = k 2 · m =
which leads to
 k · r · n,
N
= O(1). The
the access time of O logs (N ) = O log
log s
layout of the data structure requires some effort, therefore for
first experiments a method is proposed that uses probabilistic
methods to calculate an adequate hash function for the given
instance.
The information on the structure of a given variable pair
(z1 , z2 ) may now be managed as follows: First for all
relevant variable pairs corresponding memory is allocated
(access time O(1)) and the corresponding counters are
initialized with 0; then, for each of the m clauses and
therein for each of the O(k 2 ) pairs the corresponding 8
structure counters are updated. To later allow a clause
(L1 , . . . , Lℓ−1 , Lℓ ) of length ℓ to be shortened by setting
a literal to false, ℓ − 1 counters must each be decreased
by 1. In case a clause of length ℓ is removed, ℓ·(ℓ−1)
many
2
counters need to be decreased by 1. Accordingly, these operations have to be reverted in reverse order when returning
from a lower recursion level. The relevant structural classes
necessary to identify a 2-autarky as such may be deposited
in tabular form, where the table can be generated during
compile time.
Altogether, the space requirements for the data structure
is increased from O(k · 2n + k · m) to O(k · 2n + k 2 ·
m). The time requirement to shorten a clause is still O(k),
whereas the removal of a clause leads to the changed runtime
requirement of O(k 2 ).

VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The strength of the described SAT data structure may
also be observed for its extension to QBF: because of a
small memory footprint along with its operation, formulas
of considerable size fit into the CPU data cache, with small
runtime requirements for elemenary operations. Up to date,
recent QBF solvers in contrast to recent SAT solvers can
only cope with comparatively small randomized instances of
quantified boolean formulae [13], which shows the benefits
of a compact data structure.
Therefore a paramatrized analysis of 2-autarky based SAT
reductions seems promising to identify measures that significantly purge the QBF search tree. Also subject of future
examinations is the analysis how to efficiently integrate and
parametrize these SAT reductions with other implemented
reductions (like trivial truth or trivial falsity), while still
keeping the memory footprint of the corresponding QBF
data structure small.
To the best of our knowledge, no research has been
undertaken yet to utilize the detection of 2-autarky structures
for pruning the search tree of existing QBF solvers.
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Abstract—We consider the problem of blocking all rays
emanating from a closed unit disk with a minimum number
of closed unit disks in the two-dimensional space, where the
minimum distance from a disk to any other disk is given. We
study the asymptotic behavior of the minimum number of disks
as the minimum mutual distance approaches infinity. Using a
regular ordering of disks on concentric circular rings we derive
an upper bound and prove that the minimum number of disks
required for blocking is quadratic in the minimum distance
between the disks.
Keywords-asymptotic bounds; blocking set; hiding disk.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Let U be a closed unit disk, i.e., a disk with radius 1, in
the two-dimensional plane and let R denote the set of all
rays that emanate from U . A ray r ∈ R is said to be blocked
by a disk δ if r and δ have a non-empty intersection. A set
D of closed unit disks, with U ∈
/ D, is called a blocking set
if every ray r ∈ R is blocked by a disk in D. In addition,
a blocking set D is called d-apart if the distance between
each pair of disks in D ∪ {U } is at least d, where distances
are measured from center to center.
Minimum Cardinality Blocking Set Problem. Given d,
what is the minimum cardinality Nd of a d-apart blocking
set?
More specifically, we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of Nd , as d tends to infinity. For reasons of convenience,
we focus on the following problem, which is equivalent to
the minimum cardinality blocking set problem.
Maximum Distance Blocking Set Problem. Given N unit
disks, what is the maximum distance d for which the disks
may form a d-apart blocking set?
Motivation. The problems considered in this paper are
related to occlusion problems in table-top interaction devices, where multiple sensors, for example, light sensors
or cameras, scan the two-dimensional plane just above the
table’s surface for objects like game pieces or fingers. A
circular object emitting light in that plane cannot be ”seen”
by the sensors, in other words, it is no longer visible if
all rays emanating from it are blocked by other circular
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objects, for example. The results presented in this paper
give a valuable insight on the number of objects required
for one such occlusion problem to occur. In other words, we
explored one of the ”limitations” of the described technology
for object detection and by presenting the results, we showed
that the occlusion problems can be easily avoided in practice,
using a small number of objects, for instance, or designing
an application in such a way, that it does not allow objects
to be relatively close one to another.
Our Contributions. In this paper we show that both upper
and lower bounds on the minimum number Nd of disks are
quadratic in d, i.e., we prove that Nd = Θ(d2 ). In more
detail, we first show that N ≥ 6 disks can be positioned
such that they form a 2-apart blocking set. The disks of
that blocking set are placed on a circle concentric to U
with neighboring disks being mutually tangent. We present a
simple algorithm of pushing the disks towards the center of
U such that the blocking of rays is preserved. The algorithm
provides a regular ordering of disks on concentric circular
rings such that the disks form a d-apart blocking set, where
d > 2. This is used to show that
Nd
π2
π2
≤ lim 2 ≤
,
16 d→∞ d
2
where the lower bound is derived as an immediate consequence of the existing lower bound in [7].
Related Work. Jovanović, Korst and Janssen [6] consider
a variant of the above blocking set problem, where they
consider blocking all lines intersecting a given unit disk,
instead of blocking all rays emanating from a given unit
disk. The authors presented upper and lower bounds for
small values of the minimum mutual distance d between
the disks, namely, for 2 ≤ d ≤ 4. Jovanović et al. [7]
show that the minimum number of unit disks needed to
block all rays emanating from a single point is quadratic
in d. In addition, we refer to Fulek, Holmsen and Pach [3],
who focus on hitting a maximum number of disks with one
ray from an arbitrary point, while we aim at blocking all
rays emanating from a given disk with a minimum number
of disks. The problem of our interest is also related to the
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form a d-apart blocking set for R. As such, the problem
appears to be hard: constructing a d-apart blocking set for
an arbitrary d is certainly challenging, because it requires
proving that a set of N disks is a blocking set. Therefore,
we focus on transforming the constructed 2-apart blocking
set into a d-apart blocking set.
In order to transform D2 into a d-apart blocking set, with
d > 2, the disks of D2 should be separated from each other,
while the blocking of all rays should be preserved. Let us
next describe one step of the proposed transformation.
Figure 1. 24 disks positioned on the circle of radius Rc concentric to U .

work of Dumitrescu and Jiang [1] and Mitchell [2], where
the authors consider an illumination problem for maximal
disk packings by proving the existence of points that are
not visible from outside a disk packing. We are not aware
of other work that is closely related, although there are
many more remotely related visibility problems; see e.g.
Chapter 28 on visibility by O’Rourke in [8] or the work
presented in [9], [10], [11]. For further details on object
detection on related table-top devices we refer to [4], [5].
Overview. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we present a construction of a 2-apart blocking
set and a method that transforms the constructed blocking
set into a d-apart blocking set. In Section III we introduce an
ordering of disks on circular rings with which we maximize
the distance d between the disks of the blocking set, and we
present a simple algorithm that for a given number of disks
determines the described ordering. Section IV gives upper
and lower bounds on the minimum number of disks required
to hide a disk. We conclude the paper with the discussion
in Section V.
II. B LOCKING RAYS
In this section we propose an ordering of disks that
enables blocking all rays from R for a given number N
of disks. We assume for convenience that N = 6n. The N
disks are placed on a circle c concentric to the given disk
U , such that the centers of the disks are on the circle c and
there is no gap between neighboring disks; see Figure 1.
More precisely, two neighboring disks positioned on c are
mutually tangent. The radius Rc of circle c is easily derived
π
. Given the mutual tangency of each
from Rc = 1/ sin 6n
pair of neighboring disks, one can easily see that any ray
r ∈ R is blocked by at least one and at most two disks of
the given set of 6n disks. Hence, these disks form a blocking
set. The distance between the neighboring disks on c is 2,
while the distance between U and a disk from the blocking
set is at least 2 for any n ≥ 1. Therefore, the constructed
blocking set is 2-apart. Let this blocking set be denoted by
D2 .
For the maximum distance blocking set problem, we are
interested in the maximum distance d for which the 6n disks
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Figure 2.

Each ray blocked by D1 is also blocked by D2 .

Let D1 and D2 be two unit disks such that their centers
and the center of the given disk U are collinear and D2 is
between U and D1 ; see Figure 2. Let R1 and R2 denote
the sets of rays blocked by disks D1 and D2 , respectively.
Since each ray r that is blocked by D1 is also blocked by
D2 , as shown in [6], we can conclude that R1 ⊂ R2 .
Hence, the rays blocked by a given disk D are still blocked
by D after the disk is moved towards the center of U , i.e.,
along the line segment that connects the two disks’ centers.
Consequently, a transformation of the blocking set D2 where
some disks of D2 are shifted from their original position on
circle c towards the center of U represents a transformation
into a d-apart blocking set, where d is the minimum of all
pair-wise distances between the disks; see Figure 3. The
problem of interest to us now is to determine the maximum
d for which we can transform D2 into a d-apart blocking
set.

Figure 3.

Transformation of D2 into a d-apart blocking set.

III. O RDERING DISKS ON CIRCULAR RINGS
In Section II we proved that we can construct blocking
sets by pushing the disks of D2 into the interior of the circle
c, given that the disks are moved in the direction of the center
of c. In this section we propose a regular ordering of disks
forming a blocking set that can be obtained as follows.
Let D2 be the 2-apart blocking set constructed as in
Section II, consisting of 6n disks. In the interior of the
circle c we can define a number of circles called rings and
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Figure 4.

The definition of three circular rings with radii d, 2d and 3d.

denoted as c1 , c2 , . . . , ck , where the radius of the ring c1
is d, the radius of c2 is 2d, etc. The last ring ck with the
radius kd is assumed to be the given circle, which has radius
π
Rc = 1/ sin 6n
; see Figure 4. In the process of shifting the
disks of D2 towards the center, we place the center of each
of them exactly on one of the rings.
The line segment that connects the center of a disk in D2
and the center of U is called a thread. Thus, the disks of D2
define 6n threads. Since we chose to place the disks on the
rings and the disks can be moved only along their threads,
each disk can be placed in one of the k intersection points
of its thread and the k rings. Note that the d-apart rings
ensure that the distance between any two disks positioned on
different rings is at least d. However, choosing an arbitrary
ring for each disk may result in two disks of the same ring
being less than distance d apart; see Figure 5.

be placed on the first ring, at most 12 disks on the second
ring, at most 18 disks on the third ring, etc. In this way, we
can easily derive a lower bound on the minimum number
k of rings needed, for a given n. However, the minimum
number of rings that suffices for disks to form a d-apart
blocking set is often larger than this lower bound. This is
because of the restriction of fixed positions for placing the
disks, which does not always allow placing the maximum
number of disks on the rings. In the construction we propose,
we place less than maximum disks on some of the rings or
even keep some of the rings empty.
In more detail, we choose to place 6nj disks on the j-th
ring, where
nj = 2blog2 jc ,
(2)
such that the disks form a regular polygon. Note that 6nj is
equal to the maximum number of disks that can be placed,
only for the rings j = 2l , for some l ≥ 0, however, it is
less than maximum for all other rings; see the comparison
given in Table I. For symmetry reasons, we focus on one
Ring j
Max disks
6nj

1
6
6

2
12
12

3
18
12

4
24
24

5
30
24

6
36
24

7
42
24

8
48
48

Table I
T HE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DISKS AND THE CHOSEN NUMBER OF
DISKS FOR RINGS 1 TO 8.

of the six sections of D2 with n disks. We show that any
set of n disks can be split into k subsets, where the j-th
subset contains either 2blog2 jc or 0 disks. The j-th subset is
then placed on the j-th ring such that the distance between
each two disks is at least d. More precisely, we show that
the given number n can be represented as
n = n̄1 + n̄2 + · · · + n̄k ,
Figure 5. Shifting two disks onto inner rings: left, the disks are not d-apart,
and right, the disks are d-apart.

The number k of rings determines the distance d for given
π
n. Given that the radius of the largest ring is Rc = 1/ sin 6n
and as we mentioned above Rc = kd, we have that
d=

1
π .
k sin 6n

(1)

Hence, in order to maximize the distance d, we need to
minimize the number k of rings needed, for 6n disks to
form a d-apart blocking set.
For a ring of given radius, it is easy to determine the
maximum number of disks that can be positioned equally
spaced, such that the distance between two neighboring disks
on this ring is at least d. For example, at most 6 disks can
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(3)

where n̄j ∈ {0, nj }, or simplified, any natural number n can
be represented as
n = b0 + 2 + 2 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + · · · + 2 t + 2 t + · · · + 2 t ,
| {z } |
{z
}
|
{z
}
max 2

max 4

max 2t

(4)
for some t ≥ 0 and b0 ∈ {0, 1}. Note that the total number
of addends in (3) is k, i.e., each addend corresponds to a
ring, more precisely, to the number of disks placed on each
of the six sections of the ring. This results in including the
zero-addends in counting, since they indicate the presence
of empty rings. More precisely, we include the zero-addends
in counting when we have less than the maximum number
of equal addends, for all addends except for the largest ones.
For example, n = 15 can be represented as 15 = 1 + 2 +
0 + 4 + 4 + 4 and the number of rings needed is k = 6, with
the third ring being empty.
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Formally, we prove the existence of a representation of n
in form (4), using the following lemma.
Lemma 1: For any positive integer n a sequence
An = (a0 , a1 , . . . , at ) exists such that
n=

t
X

ai · 2i

(5)

i=0

where 0 ≤ ai ≤ 2i and at > 0.
Proof: The proof of the lemma follows from the binary
scale representation of n.
For a given n, there are generally multiple sequences An .
From Equation (1), to construct a d-apart blocking set, where
distance d is as large as possible, we need to minimize the
number k of rings. The number of rings we define is equal
to the number of addends in (4). Hence, the number k of
rings is given by

represents a position on which the corresponding disk can
be placed, i.e., it is the intersection of its thread and a ring.
When one disk is moved to a certain position, the value in
the corresponding cell of T is set to 1 or “full”, while the
other cells of the same column have values 0 or “empty”;
see Figure 7. The defined table represents one of the six
identical sections of the blocking set, thus, we consider the
table as if its columns are cyclic (its first and its last column
are connected).

k = (1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + · · · + 2t−1 ) + at = 2t − 1 + at (6)
where at is the number of addends of size 2t in (4). Hence,
our interest is in the sequences A∗n for which 2t + at is
minimal.

Figure 6. An example of a d-apart blocking set for n = 8, where d ≈ 4.

A. Disk ordering algorithm
In the previous section we showed how to determine the
number of rings and the number of disks on each of them,
using Lemma 1 and choosing the sequence A∗n for which
the number of rings is minimal. In this section, we present
an algorithm that given the sequence A∗n , for each disk
of D2 determines the ring on which it should be placed,
which results in the disks forming a d-apart blocking set;
see Figure 6.
We restrict ourselves to finding the solutions for all n that
are divisible by their largest addend 2t in the representation
(4). Note that 2t |n implies that nj |n, for all j.
Let us define a table T with k rows and n columns, such
that each thread corresponds to one column of T and each
ring corresponds to one row of T , with the outermost ring
corresponding to the top row. Each cell of the table T then
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Figure 7.
table.

A set of 16 disks with 6 rings and the corresponding 6 x 16

An ordering of full cells in a table T is called valid if
and only if the following conditions hold:
• There is exactly one full cell in each column;
• The j-th row is either empty or it contains exactly nj
full cells;
• The number of empty cells between any two successive
full cells of the j-th row is exactly nnj − 1.
Lemma 2: A valid table T exists for any positive integer
n represented by (4) for which 2t |n.
Proof: The proof of the lemma is given by a method for
constructing a valid table, which follows from the equation
2m = 2m−1 + 2m−1 . In more detail, a complete row of full
cells can be split into n/2t rows, where each row contains
2t full cells, as illustrated in Figure 8. Each of the resulting
rows can again be split into two rows, by pushing every
second full cell to a new row. After a finite number of
”splitting” steps, each row corresponds to a non-zero addend
in representation (4). The rows can be swapped then if
necessary, such that each row r that is directly above a row
r0 contains at least the same number of full cells as r0 . The
process is completed by inserting empty rows where needed.
Note that the proof of Lemma 2 represents a disk ordering
algorithm that for each of the n disks determines the ring
on which it should be placed, such that the disks form a
d-apart blocking set.
IV. U PPER AND LOWER BOUNDS
In Sections II and III, we showed that we can construct a
d-apart blocking set for each n that is divisible by its largest
addend in representation (4). In this section, we present
upper and lower bounds on the cardinality Nd of such a
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Finally, from (11) and (12), we bound the number k of rings
by a function in n as follows.
√
k ≤ 3n + 1
(13)
We transform (7) into
1
π
≤ sin
kd
6n
√
and multiply (13) by n
p
√
k n ≤ 3n2 + n

(14)

(15)

Multiplication of (14) and (15) and expressing the limit for
d → ∞, results in
n
π2
≤
(16)
d→∞ d2
12
and since N = 6n, we derived an upper bound on Nd , i.e.,
lim

Figure 8.

Constructing a valid table for n = 24.

blocking set, as a function of the minimum distance d. We
start by deriving an upper bound.
One can easily show that the ordering of disks presented
in Section III-A implies that the minimum of all pairwise distances between the disks is d. The relation between
the distance d, the given number n and the corresponding
number k of rings is given by
(7)

From the choice of sequence A∗n in Lemma 1, for which
at + 2t is minimal, we have that
22j + (at − 1) · 2t ≤ n

(8)

j=0

where at is the number of largest addends 2t in representation (4). From (8) and
t−1
X
j=0

22j =

1 t
(4 − 1)
3

(9)

it follows that
4t + 3(at − 1)2t ≤ 3n + 1

(10)

With further transformations of inequality (10) we have
((2t )2 + 2(at − 1)2t ) + (at − 1)2t ≤ 3n + 1
⇔ k 2 + (at − 1)(2t − at + 1) ≤ 3n + 1 (11)
Since 1 ≤ at ≤ 2t , we have that
(at − 1)(2t − at + 1) ≥ 0
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Nd
π2
≥
.
(18)
d→∞ d2
16
Combining the results of (17) and (18), we proved the
following theorem.
Theorem 1: For the minimum cardinality Nd of a d-apart
blocking set to block all rays emanating from a unit disk we
have
π2
Nd
π2
≤ lim 2 ≤
.
16 d→∞ d
2
V. C ONCLUSION
lim

1
d=
π
k sin 6n

t−1
X

Nd
π2
≤
(17)
2
d→∞ d
2
In [7], the authors proved that the lower bound on the
minimum number of disks which form a d-apart blocking
set for the set of all rays emanating from a single point is
π2 2
16 d , as d tends to infinity. To block the rays emanating
from a given unit disk we need at least as many as to block
the rays emanating from its center. Hence, the lower bound
on the minimum number Nd of disks is given by
lim

(12)

We expect that both bounds, especially the upper bound,
can be further improved. The following discussion provides
some directions for potential improvements.
Constructing a d-apart blocking set from D2 through a
sequence of transformation steps where a number of disks is
pushed towards the center results in the rather large constant
π 2 /2. The disks pushed inside circle c block much larger sets
of rays than the sets of rays they block from their original
positions on c. Consequently, the sets of rays blocked by two
disks on different rings may not be disjoint. This implies
that constructing blocking sets for which the overlap of
sets of blocked rays is minimized may potentially provide
a better upper bound. In addition, the number of disks on
one ring is less than the maximum possible number for the
majority of rings. Placing the maximum number of disks
on each of the rings may further improve the upper bound.
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The combination of the last two conjectures may be used
to define an optimization problem, similar to the problem
of opening a combination lock with k rings, i.e., to find
the rotation angle for each of the k rings that are d-apart
and contain the maximum number of d-apart disks, such
that the disks form a blocking set and the total overlap
of blocked rays is minimized. We expect that the solution
of this problem provides a better upper bound. The main
challenge here is still the problem of proving that a set of
disks, positioned following some constraints, is a blocking
set for the set R of all rays.
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Abstract Residue number system is a carry free and nonweighted number system. This system is appropriate for
applications that require fast arithmetic computation. Residue
Number System is defined by a moduli set. Selecting the
moduli set is an important issue in this number system. Each
number in this system is represented by its remainders in
moduli set, so it introduces smaller numbers than conventional
systems, which results in fast calculation and low power
consumption. Multi Valued Logic increases the dynamic range
by using same positions rather than binary logic. One Hot
Residue Number System is a method, which reduces the delay
of arithmetic computations such as addition and multiplication
to just one transistor delay. In this paper, a new adder circuit
is introduced for modulo (rn-1) by combining One Hot Residue
Number system and Multi Valued Logic, which has significant
improvement in terms of number of applied transistors and
power consumption in comparison to the ordinary One Hot
Residue Number System with Multi Valued Logic.
Keywords-Residue Number System;One-hot; Multiple Valued
Logic; Low Power Circuits; VLSI.

requires high power consumption and large area. The
designed circuit in this paper decreases the number of
transistors, which decreases power consumption, area and
delay-power product (DP-product) significantly in OHRNS
n

for ( r 1) modulo adder.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Section II
describes the necessary background. The proposed circuit is
discussed in Section III. Sections IV and V contain the
performance evaluation and conclusion respectively.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Residue Number System(RNS)
Residue Number System is specified by moduli set like
( m1 , m 2 ,..., m n ) in which all the moduli are positive integers.
If all the modulus be relatively pair wise prime the system
will have the largest possible dynamic range which equals [
,

+M ) in which

is an integer and M is:
n

I.

M

INTRODUCTION

(1)

mi
i 1

Some applications such as digital signal processing
require fast computation with low power consumption.
Residue Number System (RNS) satisfies these requirements
by presenting a weighted number into smaller numbers with
carry-free property, which results in parallel arithmetic
operation [1][3]. One of the most efficient methods to
achieve parallelism in arithmetic computation in VLSI
digital systems is applying RNS. VLSI digital systems can
be designed with smaller chip area, lower power
consumption and more speed using RNS rather than
conventional numeric systems.
Each RNS is based on moduli set, which consists of a set
of relatively prime integers.
One of the most applied modulo in moduli sets is
b

1) . Some well-known moduli sets which use this
modulo are {r a 1, r b , r c 1} , {2 2 n 1 , 2 2 n 1 1, 2 2 n 1 1}
{2n 1, 2n , 2n 1 1} , {2n 1, 2n , 2n 1} , etc.
In this paper, an adder circuit for modulo ( r n 1) is
proposed, which has high speed and low power
consumption. One Hot RNS (OHRNS) is a method that has
lowest delay for addition and multiplication operations in
RNS moduli. Since applying OHRNS is normally associated
with using of Multi Valued Logic (MVL) and large number
of transistors, so the VLSI circuit design based on OHRNS
(a
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An integer X is represented in the Residue Number
System by an n-tuple x , x , ..., x
where x i
a
non negative integer is satisfied by:
(2)
x i X mod m i
In RNS, arithmetic computations such as Addition,
subtraction and multiplication for two given integer numbers
X
and
Y,
which
are
represented
by
(x 1 , x 2 ,..., x n ) and ( y 1 , y 2 ,..., y n ) in moduli set {m1 , m 2 ,..., m n } ,
are as follow:
Assume Z X Y and Z (z 1 , z 2 ,..., z n ) where
operand is one of the noticed operations. For 1 i n :
zi ( xi yi )mod mi
(3)
z i s can be calculated in parallel without any dependency
between them, which leads to high speed computations in
RNS. To convert a residue number (x 1 , x 2 ,..., x n ) into its
binary representation X, the Chinese Remainder Theorem is
widely used. In CRT, the binary number X is computed by:
1

2

n

n

X

N
i

where N i
Ni

mi

1

i

N

1
i

mi

x

(4)

i
M

M
and N i 1 m is the multiplicative inverse of
i
mi

[1].
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Figure 1. Digits of a number in MVL

B. Multi Valued Logic
Another important feature of RNS is an alternative
named multiple valued logic (MVL) that despite of binary
system which is limited to just two possible logic states, the
number of discrete signal values or logic states extends
beyond two. Using MVL can result in more effective usage
of silicon resource and circuit interconnections [2].
Therefore, by defining r levels for MVL each position has
one of the (0,1, ...., r 1) levels. The value of each position
i

in r-level MVL is r , where i indicates each position. For a
given number A (a ......a ) the values of its digits are as
n 1

0

shown in Fig. 1.
Since by using high radix in MVL much more
information can be stored in each location in compare with
binary logic, so speed of arithmetic computations is
increased in this logic that has advantages of reduction of
chip area, interconnections and increasing of chip
performance.
C. One Hot RNS(OHRNS)
Power consumption is one of the most important factors,
which is considered in designing the VLSI circuit. Many
techniques have been proposed to decrease the power
consumption. In many cases decreasing the power
consumption results in reduced circuit performance,
Therefore designers have focused on circuit design
considering a more important factor is called Delay-Power
product (DP product).
In one-hot, remainders of each modulo m i (0,1,..., m i 1)
are represented by a separated line as shown in Fig. 2, where
in each moment just one line that is equal to x i , a remainder

1
1

0

2
1

2

0

1

2
Figure 3. Representation of OHRNS as a state machine

For example for addition in OHRNS there are two
operands, which one of them can be considered as the
current state of machine and second operand is a shifter that
shifts the first operand to the correct output as the final
result. As an example, OHRNS state machine for addition in
modulo 3 is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Structure of a computational OHRNS for each operation
in modulo m i has been shown in Fig. 4. It has two series of
inputs, which are actually two required operands for addition
operation. One of them is applied as a shifter and another as
a data that must be shifted. In this architecture, transistors
play the role of a shifter. More details about this structure
have been introduced in [9]. Since modulo (rn-1) is widely
used in moduli sets in RNS, an adder for this modulo based
on OHRNS has been designed.
According to above expressions and considering the
details of this structure in [9], for adding two numbers in
modulo (rn-1), the required transistors are equal to (rn-1)2.
However, the delay of this circuit is equal to just one
transistor delay. In next section, a method is proposed,
which decreases the number of applied transistors
considerably. Furthermore, our proposed circuit handles the
problem of previous work about OHRNS in which the
circuit may encounter the fault and incorrect output due to
the using of same unit for producing the addition result and
carry-out digit.
III.

MVL OHRNS ADDER FOR MODULO ( r

n

1)

In this paper, an OHRNS based adder circuit is proposed
for modulo ( r 1) , which has significant improvement in
terms of hardware cost and power consumption.
Furthermore, its DP is considerably lower in comparison to
the previous circuits. Assume that A and B are two numbers
n

of m i modulo, is active and others are inactive. By changing
the input value, the amount of two lines changes at
maximum level. Therefore the wasting of power is at
minimum level.
OHRNS makes this ability to do arithmetic computations
such as addition, subtraction and multiplication rapidly and
based on barrel shifters. OHRNS structure can be
represented by a state machine.
1
( DigitValue)

mi

2

n

A
B

0
line number

in modulo ( r
span:

only one active
line at any time

1

1) . Their values are totally in defined below

(an 1 .....a2a1a0 ), 0
(b n 1 ......b 2b1b 0 ), 0

A
B

r

n

1

r

n

1

(5)

where ai and bi have the values of:
0

ai

r

0

bi

r

Figure 2. One- Hot representation for remainder of a modulo
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shift input

mi line

Modulo mi Adder

A
B

mi line

output

Carry
Carry

A1 A0
B1 B0

Carry

C

C1 C0

Figure 5. Adding two numbers in modulo ( r
data input

mi line
Figure 4. Block diagram of an OHRNS adder

In proposed modulo (rn-1) adder, number A which has n
digits is represented as two parts. The first part represents
first n/2 digits, which is considered as low significant part
and another as high significant part such that:
A (an 1an 2 .....a2a1a0 ) r
A ( A1 A 0 ) r
where:
(an 2a( n

A0

2) 1

.........a1a0 ) r

if n is even

(a n 2 a ( n 2) 1 .........a1a0 ) r if n is odd
(an an 1 .....an 2 )

A1

(an an 1a.....a n

(6)

if n is even

2

1

)

if n is odd

In these equations both A1 and A0 are numbers in radixes
R0 and R1 , which are equal to:

R0 , R1
R0

r

r
n /2

n /2

, R1

if n is even
r

n /2

1

modulo (rn-1) the carry digit is just added once to the
resulted number. So, it is ignored in the last part of the
circuit.
(7)

if n is odd

R1 1 R1 2

10

R0 1

B1 and B0

B
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0
1

One Hot Adder1

R0 2
R0 1

R0 1

10

0
One Hot Adder 3

0 1
Carry Out

1

10

R0 1 R0 2

C1*

Co*

(a)
C1*

One Hot Adder 5

Co*

One Hot
For Carry3

C1

Co*

One Hot Adder 4

Carry Out

A and B in modulo (rn-1). The proposed circuit for (rn-1)
modulo adder is implemented by an OHRNS structure as
shown in Fig. 6.

One Hot
For Carry 2

0
1

0
1

Carry Out

definition A and B have two low and high significant parts.
Therefore, to add numbers in modulo (rn-1) the adding
method in conventional systems is used in which for adding
two n-digits numbers all digits with same position are
added together from least significant position to most
significant position and the carry is added with the digits in
next position. But the carry digit, which is obtained from
adding most significant digits, must be added to the resulted
number. So, to add A and B numbers the operation is
performed as shown in fig. 5, where C is the result of adding

2( R1 1)

1 0

R0 1 R0 2

One Hot
For Carry1
R1 2
R1 1

(B 1B 0 ) r

are defined as well as A1 and A0 . In new
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0
1

One Hot Adder 2

(b n 1b n 2 .....b 2b1b 0 ) r

1)

According to Fig. 6, addition operation once requires
carry propagation from low significant part to high
significant part and in next step from high significant part to
low significant part. The carry in each step is obtained by
one Hot for carry unit, which has a structure same to the
One Hot adder unit. In spite of previous papers about
OHRNS that each One Hot transistor is connected to two
outputs, one for carry and another for the result of addition,
we do not apply such method because coupling all output
results together makes this problem that when value of an
output is equal to one, the value of carry digit will be one
even if its previous value is zero and it means an incorrect
result. Therefore, to avoid such problem a separated One
Hot unit is used to produce carry digits.
In this implementation for adding each part of two numbers
as well as Fig. 5 a One Hot adder and a One Hot for carry
units are used. Since the carry digit is equal to one or zero so,
two lines of transistors are used to add it to the next part as
shown in fig. 6.a. But as it can be observed in fig. 6.b for
obtaining C1 no One-Hot for carry unit is used because in

In the same way for number B we have:
B

n

C0

(b)
Figure 6. Block diagram of OHRNS adder in modulo ( r n

1)
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TABLE I. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Hardware
Conventional
OHRNS adder for
modulo ( r

n

Delay

( r n 1) 2 Transistors

1 Transistor delay

1)
Even n

Proposed OHRNS
adder for this
modulo

(r n/2 )2 3

Odd n

(r n/2 2) 5

(r ( n

1)/2 2

6 (r

)

( n 1)/2

2
)

4 Transistors delay

(r ( n 1)/2 ) 2
4 (r

( n 1)/2

)

IV.
For example assume r and n are 3 and 4 respectively. For
modulo (rn-1) the value is:
n

4

( r 1) (3 1) 80
To represent each number such as A in this modulo, four
digits are required and it can be written as:
A ( a3 a2 a1 a0 ) m
( A1 , A0 ) r
A {0,1, 2, ..., 79} and ai
( A1 ) R

1

( a3 a2 ) R , R1

3

1

2

{0,1, 2} , i

and ( A2 ) R

0

0,1, 2, 3
( a1 a0 ) R

0

, R0

3

2

To make a comparison between conventional OHRNS
and proposed method, the number of applied transistors is
calculated for r=3 and different values for n. The results have
been illustrated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. According to the results
a significant reduction in applied transistors can be observed
by using this method for modulo (rn-1). The delay of this
circuit is just equal to the delay of four transistors.
conventional OHRNS

conventional OHRNS

Figure 7.The number of applied transistors in ordinary OHRNS
proposed method

proposed method

Figure 8.The number of applied transistors using proposed method
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V.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the proposed OHRNS adder is compared
with conventional OHRNS adder in terms of propagation
delay and number of used transistors. In ordinary OHRNS
for adding two numbers in a given modulo m, the required
transistors are equal to m2. In proposed method the numbers
are divided into two parts that each one is calculated
separately by using the One Hot adder unit. In previous work
this unit was responsible for producing carry digits too. It
should be taken into account that coupling these outputs
together may result in incorrect output. To handle the
problem another unit is called One Hot for carry has been
added to the circuit. As it can be observed in Fig. 6 One hot
adder1 and One-hot for carry1 have R0× R0 transistors for
each unit and One-hot adder2 has R1× R1 transistors. One-hot
adder4 and One-hot for carry3 have 2× R0 transistors and the
remained three units have 2× R1 transistors. According to the
values of R0, R1 and r obtained from (7), all required
transistors have been calculated for odd and even n. The
results of comparison have been shown in Table I.
According to them a significant reduction in number of
applied transistors is considered; however, the total delay of
circuit is increased to four transistors delay, which is
negligible versus the huge amount of reduced transistors. By
using conventional OHRNS method for modulo (rn-1), (rn-1)2
transistors are required. But as it can be observed in Table I,
the proposed OHRNS adder decreases the number of applied
transistors considerably. This reduction in number of applied
transistors has a remarkable effect on decreasing the DP
product.
VI.

CONCLUSION

RNS is used widely for high speed arithmetic circuits
according to its carry free property. OHRNS is a method
which reduces the delay of addition and multiplication
operation circuits to the delay of just one transistor;
however, it has large power consumption according to the
huge number of applied transistors.
In this paper, a novel method for One-Hot adder
circuit has been proposed for modulo (rn-1) which has
significant improvements in terms of number of applied
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transistors and power consumption which, decreases delaypower product factor consequently.
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